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PREFATORY NOTE

The documents that make up this volume are intended to provide a background to
the Main Report (Volume I) of the Commission. These documents were not written by
the Commission but were either solicited or commissioned from independent agencies or
individuals. "Child Sexual Abuse: A Review of the Literature", written by Cheryl Hebert
and Carmel Wyse, was commissioned to provide a fuller overview of recent thinking about
the complex and still enigmatic problem of child sexual abuse in our society.
Jocelyn Aubut, Chief of Psychiatry at Institut Pinel in Montreal, responded with
another view of the problem and provides an analysis of the important issue of informed
consent.
The third component of this volume is a series of briefs invited by and submitted to
the Commission. These submissions represent the words of those individuals, institutions
and agencies who cared enough and took the time to express their views - their beliefs,
their faith, their advice and sometimes their anger - about the Church and its problems.
They have profoundly affected the work of this Commission.
The study of opinions undertaken by Omnifacts Research assesses the views of
Church and other related matters expressed by the youth of the Archdiocese - who are,
after all, the Church's future - in the aftermath of the public disclosures of child sexual
abuse.
The report by the chartered accountancy firm of Peat Marwick Thome was
commissioned, after allegations of financial mismanagement (related to the incidents of
child sexual abuse), to assess the finances and financial management of three parishes in
the Archdiocese.
Because all of these documents are independent contributions to the work of the
Commission, they have not been altered except where necessary to conform to general
editorial policy and format. The briefs, especially, were preserved in almost all cases as the
original authors delivered them, some as formal documents and some as oral presentations
to the public hearings conducted by the Commission during 1989. The words of the briefs
are those of the people who submitted them; we therefore can take no responsibility for
their contents, but record them as evidence submitted to the Enquiry.
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Section One: Introduction

The problem of child sexual abuse has recently
received great prominence as victims have spoken about
their shocking and painful experiences and struggled to
find support and healing.
However, society's
commitment and will to act on the problem and bring
about a more caring and just environment for children
is not as notable.
Until the mid-1970s, not much literature was
available on child sexual abuse. Since then, howe\'er,
the field of knowledge has developed rapidly in terms of
the quantity of material that has been published.
Literature on the subject ranges from first-person
accounts to clinical textbooks to resemch articles.
While there is a strong consensus that child sexual
abuse is a widespread problem, there is considerable
divergence of opinion on its nature. Issues related to
the definition of the problem, the prevalence of the
crime, its causes and treatments as well as the value of
preventative techniques are debated throughout the
literature. As well, numerous authors have commented
that the quality of the research literature is variable
(Finkelhor, 1986, 12; Torjman, 1989,7; Hallgamd and
Reppucci, 1988, xiii). There is also an inconsistent use
of terminology which results in uncertainty about
whether the same behaviours and outcomes are being
studied or observed in various published materials. (We
have attempted ro alleviate this problem in the present
report by adopting a consistent use of terms outlined in
Section Two.)
The atmosphere of disorder and struggle, both in
the real world of victims and communities, as well as in
the literature, is the backdrop for the present report.
We hope the report will contribute in some small
measure to understanding the complexity of issues
related to child sexual abuse and consequently provide
help to victims.

1.1 TERMS OF REFERENCE

In May, 1989, as a result of charges of sexual
abuse of children being laid against a number of priests
in the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of St. John's, the
Archbishop of St. John's established the Special
Commission of Enquiry into Sexual Abuse of Children
by Members of the . Clergy. The Commission was
required to address five mandates which are listed in
Appendix A.
In an effort to make informed recommendations on
the mandates, the Commission hired independent
researchers to prepare a comprehensive yet general
overview of factors influencing child sexual abuse. The
present review is the result of that effort to provide a
summary educational brief, based on the current child
sexual abuse literature, to the commissioners for their
deliberations. The terms of reference for the research
project are given below:
1.

The primary pHr'pme of the research project on
"Sexual Abuse of Children and Adolescents" is to
provide background information to members of the
Special Commission of Enquiry for preparation of
their final report to the Archdiocese.
The
information, gathered and assembled in
documented report form, will present an
understanding of the factors underlying the sexual
abuse of children and adolescents.

2.

The objectives of the research will be to
(a) identify and discuss the known historical,
cultural, political, legal, psychological, societal and
familial bctors which contribute to the sexual
abuse of children and adolescents, with attention
to any factors unique to the Newfoundland
situation;
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(b) identify and discuss what has contributed to
the lack of detection and reporting of the sexual
abuse of children and adolescents; and
(c) identify and discuss possible methods for, and
approaches to, identifying and preventing the
sexual abuse of children and adolescents.
Although the literature review was undertaken
with the needs of the Commission in mind, the authors
of the review anticipate that the document will be of
value to concerned readers outside of the Commission.

1.2BACKGROUND
When work began on the present report, the
Commission researcher had already compiled a
bibliography and developed a library of material. That
material was then reviewed, and an assessment of gaps
in certain subject area'> resulted in a further
accumulation of resource literature. Local and national
:ontacts were also made with professionals and relevant
Jeople working in the field. Certain primary source
l~~, lments, sllch as briefs and transcripts that had been
:red by or submitted to the Commission, were also
xamined.
As mentioned previously, the quantity of
1formation available on child sexual abuse is enormous
nd a considerable amount of material was reviewed for
lis report. Figure 1 (Appendix B) is an organizational
amework that was developed as part of the process of
'viewing the literature in one area: sexual offenses.
he figure has been included as an illustration of the
ocess used to decide which features needed
lrifkation and definition.
Working drafts were submitted to the Commission
two occasions in order to facilitate incorporation of
ormation from the literature of child sexual abuse
o their overall report.
Working drafts were reviewed by two counsellors
o have worked extensively with victims and
~nders. They were Jocelyn Greene, Program Coinator at Emmanuel Hou.se, a residential centre
ch also offers specialized programs to the community
'rims and offenders, and Susan McConnell,
""am Supervisor for Adolescent Programs at the

Thomas Anderson Centre, Janeway Hospital.
In summary, our review of the literature and
subsequent identification of important issues seemed
limitless. While we acknowledge that certain issues
may have warranted more attention, we have
endeavoured to present a<; comprehensive a review as
possible within the time available.

1.3 STRUCTURE
The report is divided into four parts and each of
these is subdivided into major sections. Part I is this
introduction, and Part 11 provides a general overview of
the context of child sexual abuse. It includes Section
Two, which introduces the terms and classifications
used in both the present review and in the other
literature. It also provides information related to the
prevalence of the problem and contains general
demographic information about victims and offenders.
Section Three looks at the historical, social and cultural
Some historical
context of child sexual abuse.
highlights are first presented in an effort to provide
examples of how society has dealt with child sexual
abuse in the past. A discussion on contemporary issues
examines topics related to child sexual abuse in modern
society.
Part III narrows the focus of the review to the
victim and the offender and the dynamics of child
sexual abuse. Section Four explains some of the
theories on offenders and their behaviour. It also
attempts to provide a more detailed picture of the
characteristics of offenders and the approaches they use
with their victims. The section concludes with an
explanation of issues related to treatment of convicted
sex offenders. Section Five focuses on the victims, their
vulnerability and their experience of abuse. Section Six
discusses the impact of child sexual abuse. Although
the impact upon the victim is the primary foclls of the
material, the impact upon the family and the
community is also presented.
Part IV (Section Seven) provides information
related to developing general strategies to deal with the
problem of child sexual abuse. It emphasizes the
importance of all segments of society taking ownership

~
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Figure 1: An Organizational Framework for Review of the Literature on Sex Offenses
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of the problem and developing a long term commitment
change attitudes, values, behaviours and structures
that contribute to the problem. Fundamental principles
for apptoaches are outlined and the specific needs of
victims, families, offenders and communities are
presented. Part IV concludes with a description of
prevention strategies and summarizes the authors'
conclusions based upon review of the literature. The
most important messages about the problem of child
sexual abuse and the needs of those affected by it are
emphasized in this concluding portion.
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A Note on Pronoun Use

Since the vast majority of child sexual abusers are
men, throughout the report we have referred to the
offenders as he. While most victims are female, the
victimization of males is receiving increasing attentionj
thus, the pronouns he and she are used interchangeably
when referring to victims.
Use of the Term Child

The word child, as used in the term child sexual
abuse, includes adolescents as well as younger children.

partn
Conceptual
Fratnework

A7
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Section Two: Conceptual Framework

2.1 INTRODUCTION
The literature on child sexual abuse is replete with
terms, definitions and research data on the extent of
the problem and its relevant characteristics. The
present section introduces these aspects of the problem.
Collectively they provide a conceptual framework from
which ro begin understanding child scxll8l abuse and its
many complexities.

2.2 TERMS
2.2.1 Problem
The term most widely used in the literature is child
sexual abuse, although authors such as Finkclhor (1979,
17) prefer sexHal dctimization while Goldsrein (1987, 27)
uses sexual exploitation. Other terms in the literature are
sexual harassment, sexual assault, child rape and sexual
miswe. Although the particular designation might seem
to be insignificant or arbitrary, a particular term may
influence the way people think of the crime. Sexual
assault, for instance, cames a connotation
violence,
while sexHal harassment may suggest something much
more benign. The use of either phrase might result in
an inappropriate understanding of the problem.
Finkelhor (1979, 17) comments on several of the tcrms:
Sexual assault is not a good term because
many of the experiences we will be discussing
do not involve physical violence. Similarly,
child rape is not accurate becallsc of many of
the differences from rape which we described
earlier. Child molestation is a classic term,
but it is too closely associated with the
stereotype of the stranger in the schoolyard
and does not appear to encompass the many
family members who are involved. Sexual

harassment is too weak, and sexual misuse
makes the child sound like a thing, not a
person ....
Sexual abuse is a concept based on a parallel
with physical abuse, emphasizing its aggressive
and hostile motivation. But sexual abuse is
not necessarily aggressive and hostile. We
favour the term sexual victimization, which
emphasizes that the child is victimized by age,
naivete, and relationship to the older person
rather than by the aggressive intent of the
abusive behaviour.

It seems that certain terms, like sexual abwe and
sexual victimization, might be used in a broad sense while
others, such as sexual ex/)ID/wtion are better used when
speaking of specific activities involving monetary
arrangements, such as child pornography or child
prostitution.
For the purposes of the present review the term
child sexual abuse will be used as the general designation
for the broad rrtnge of sexually abusive, exploitive and
inappropriate hehaviours committed on children, which
form the subject of this review. It is the term most
widely used in the literature and by local professionals,
media personnel and the public.

2.2.2 Offenders
The terms most often used in the literature to refer
to perpetrators of child sexual abuse are sex offender,
child molester and pedO[lhile.
Review of the literature is complicated by the
inconsistent use of different terms for perpetrators. Jt is
difficult to compare and consolidate articles becalL.'>e of
the uncertainty about whether or not the authors are
talking about the same type of offender. For example,
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Kempe and Kempe (1984) discuss pedophilia but during
their discussion they change the term they use ro child
molester. Goldstein (1988, 27-29) uses the term child
molester ro write about the broad range of offenders but
also writes about pedophiles as a broad category. It is
unclear whether or not child molester and pedophile hold
the same meaning for these authors.
Araji and
Finkelhor (1988, 90) choose to use pedophilia in the
broad sense to take into account the behaviour of any
individual who has had sexual contact with children,
including incest offenders. The choice of that particular
term by these authors is unusual since many authors,
researchers and therapists define pedo!Jhilia in more
exclusive terms. The current trend is roward general
tenns, such as child molester or sex offender, broad terms
that are intended to include the complete range of
offenders. Divisions, or the application of more narrow
terms, such as pedophile, exhibitionist, violent rapist, are
then made based upon attempts to isolate disringuisr.ing
characteristics.
The term of reference for perpetrators in this
review is sex offeruler. Reasons for this choice are

1.

Sex offeruler i..<; a term that allows for primary
consideration of the similarities among offenders
rather than the differences.

2.

Pedo!.J!1ilia

3.

denotes an exclusive category of
offenders and, although it is almost a general slang
tenn used by law enforcers and the public, it still
reflects a narrow psychiatric view of child sexual
abuse. Overuse of the term can contribute to a
denial process that views offenders as sick,
untreatable and "not like the rest of liS".

Child molester encourages the inaccurate image of
the stereotypical abuser
the
coat who fondles children.

man in a dirty

4.

Sex offeruler is more fiequently used in the current
literature (Marshall, 1987; Mayer, 1988; Badgfcy,
1984; Glaser and Frosh, 1988).

5.

Sex offender also implies viewing the act as an
offense with legal consequences.

2.2.3 Victims
There is some debate regarding the appropriate
term for people who have been sexually abused. The

er W,se

debate centres on two terms - vl.Ctlm and survivor.
According to the Webster dictionary, victims are people
who, through no fault of their own, have been acted
on and usually adversely affected by a force or agent
beyond their control; or who have been subjected to
oppression, hardship or mistreatment. A survivor is
someone who continues to exist or live after the event
and who continues to function and/or prosper.
While the term victim is predominant in the
literature, the term surt1ivor is preferred by some
individuals who have been abused and by those helping
them deal with the abuse. They feel that sun1iIJor is a
positive term which implies the strength of the abused
person, not only to have dealt with the abuse, but to
have moved beyond the abusive situation.
Although surl'ivor is applicable to many individuals
who have experienced child sexual abuse, we have
chosen the term t!ictim for the present review for the
following reasons:
It reflects more clearly the
experience and imp(lct of child sexual abuse,
particularly for those victims currently dealing with the
effects of the (lbuse and experiencing the isolation and
SI igmatization
of secondary or institutionalized
It also clearly conveys that the
victimization.
responsibility for the ahuse lies outside the victim.
Final!)', sexual ahuse victim is the term with widest local
use.

2.3 DEFINITIONS
2.3.1 Child Sexual Abuse
If the terms themselves influence our reaction to
child sexual abuse, the specific definitions that have
been attached to them will be even more important. It
is necessary to realize that not all people are talking
about the same behaviour or event, even when they do
use the same term, such as child sexual abuse.
Throughout the literature and society in general
various dpfinitions have been developed
to
accommodate the different neecL<; of such diverse groups
as offici(ll agencies that deal with statistics on child
sexual abuse, applied researchers, health care
professionals, academics, leg::ll professionals, law
enforcement personnel and theoreticians. Another user
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of such tennino\ogy, although usually less explicit and
fonnal in its definitions, is the general public. Again, as
with the tenn used, public definitions are important
because how the community defines the term will in
part detennine how the community responds to the
disclosures of the victims. The issue of how the public
defines sexual abuse will be discussed later in this
section.
The creation of definitions involves consideration
of a number of factors that are important in order to
convey an understanding of child sexual abuse. Glaser
and Frosh (1988, 5-7) outline a number of these
factors.
First, the intention of the abuser is an
important component; the definition should indicate
that sexual abuse is something carried out by adults
seeking their own gratification and using the child as
the means to an end.
Second, the age and
developmental level of the child
the <ibll~er me
factors. While some definitions, especially legal and
research definitions, delineate a specific age difference
between the victim and the abuser; a separation that
exists because of a developmental imbalance is often
more crucial than an age difference in the
determination of abuse. Children are simply unawnre
of the social, psychological and often physical
consequences of sexual encounters with ndults. Third,
there is the factor of the power differential that exists
between the adult and the child, whether it be physical
and/or linked to dependency or authority.
The last two factors are central to the child's
inability to give "informed consent"
a factor
considered essential to a definition of child sexual
abuse. Finkelhor (1984,17-19) maintains th~H an act
is abusive if not consented to and children, because of
their inexperience in sexual matters nnd their position
relative to adult authority, are not ahle to give informed
consent to sex with an adult. Glaser and Frosh's
(1984, 7) description of the dependency relationship
between children and adults clearly points out that
informed consent is impossible within the context of
adult-child sexual encounters:

-

... children are structurally dependent on
adults; that is, their dependence is one of the
factors that defines them as children. Sexual
activity between an adult and a child thus

always designates an exploitation of power; in
this respect, it differs from other fonus of
sexual encounter and can never be anything
but abuse. Thus, there is no need to name
the power relationship in definitions of child
sexual abuse, as it is already implicit in the
status of the child q ua child. This is an
important argument, as it draws attention to
some of the prime ethical justifications for
intervening to prevent adult,child sexual
contacts: dependency is a defining, necessary
element of childhood, and children have a
right to enter into it with trust.
Contravention of this special right is always
abuse. There is no other relationship in
which the power-dependency structure is so
clear and so universal, and in which trust is
so in:egral to dependency; in addition, the
degree of difference in physical and emotional
maturity between (especially pre-puberty)
children and their abusers is unique to child
sexual abuse.
Educational Definitions.
Writers trying to
establish a general understanding of child abuse and its
related issues have developed relatively broad
definitions. Those that follow are typical:
Sexual abuse is defined as the involvement of
dependent,
developmentally
immature
children and adolescents in sexual activities
that they do not truly comprehend, to which
they arc unable to give infonned consent, or
that violate the social taboos of family roles.
(Se hechtcr and Roberage, 1976, cited in
Kcmpe and Kcmpe, 1984, 9)
Sexual ;lbuse can be defined as contacts or
interactions between a child and an adult
when the child is being used as an object of
gratification for adult sexual needs or desires.
It is ;m experience that interferes with, or has
the potential for interfering with, a child's
normal, healthy development.
It is an
experience with which the child mayor may
not be able to cope physically, intellectually or
emotionally. (De Vine, 1977, 3)
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Contacts or interactions between a child and
an adult when the child is being used for the
sexual stimulation of that adult or another
person. (Sexual abuse may also be committed
by a person under age 18.) (National Centre
on Child Abuse and Neglect, United States,
1981, cited in Kempe and Kempe, 1984, 10)
A more detailed working definition was developed
by the British Standing Committee On Sexual Abuse of
Children (1984, cited in Glaser and Frosh, 1988,5):
Any child below the age of consent may be
deemed to have been sexually abused when a
sexually mature person has, by design or by
neglect of their usual societal or specific
responsibilities in relation to the child,
engaged or permitted the engagement of that
child in any activity of a sexual nature which
is intended to lead to the sexual gratification
of the sexually mature person. This definition
pertains whether or not this activity involves
explicit coercion by any means, whether or
not it involves genital or physical contact,
whether or not initiated by the child, and
whether or not there is discernible hannful
outcome in the short t.erm.
Legal Definitions. The definitions of child sexual
abuse found in legal statutes are more specific. The
criteria most often used are the ages of the child and
perpetrator and the type of act. While there is no legal
definition of child sexual abuse per se there are sexual
offenses in the Criminal Code of Canada that could
apply to child sexual abuse. Some of these are
L

Sexual assault

2.

Sexual interference

3.

Invitation to sexual touching

4.

Sexual exploitation

5.

Indecent acts and indecent exposure

6.

Incest

7.

Buggery

8.

Bestiality and associated offenses

9.

Parent or guardian procuring sexual activity

O. Householder permitting sexual activity
11. Anal intercourse

12. Corrupting morals.
Sexual exploitation, as defined in Section 153.(1) and
153.(2) of the Criminal Code, is presented as an
example of a legal definition of a type of child sexual
abuse:
153.(1) Every person who is in a position of
trust or authority towards a young person or
is a person with whom the young person is in
a relationship of dependency and who (a) for
a sexual purpose, touches, directly or
indirectly ... any part of the body of the young
person or (b) for a sexual purpose, invites,
counsels or incites a young person to touch,
directly or indirectly, with a part of the body
or with an object, the body of any person,
including the body of the person who so
invites, counsels or incites and the body of
the young person, is guilty of an indictable
offence and is liable to imprisonment for a
term not exceeding five years or is guilty of an
offence punishable on summary conviction.
153.(2) In this section, "young person" means
a person fourteen years of age or more but
under the age of eighteen years. (cited in
Criminal Code of Canada, 135)
While this legal definition is specific about the age
of the victim and the type of act, it also considers the
relationship between the abuser and the victim, again
referring to the existence of a power imbalance. The
definition recognizes that adolescents can be in a
position where they are vulnerable and can be
psychologically exploited and/or coerced by people in
authority, sllch as high school teachers, coaches or
employers. Moreover, this section of the Criminal Code
allows for the law to deal with sexual exploitation of
males by males, whereas the former sections referred
only to females between fourteen and sixteen.
Although parts of the legal definitions (eg "for a sexual
purpose") can invite debate, there is no doubt that legal
definitions have an immediate and concrete impact
upon both victims and abusers.
Research Definitions. Research definitions play
an important role in detennining the incidence and
prevalence of child sexual abuse and in identifying
other parameters, such as the most frequent type of

All

ahu,,«;c, the sex and age of victims and of offenders, and
how likely it is that the abuse will be reported. The
reader shOll1d be aware, however, that the statistical
d:lt;l on child sexual abuse are affected by the different
definitiOns employed by the researchers. For example,
liomc studies combine contact abuse with non-contact
L
"", while others consider only the fonner; one study
;;H'li.....
might include only incidents where adults are the
perpctrators while another includes abuse by peers as
Wyatt and Peters (1986) reviewed four of the
survey studies in order to a."sess
differences in definition on the reported
sexual abuse. They concluded that
figures can occur as a result of
in definition.

Definitions.

When the general public

of child sexual abuse, the range of definition is
than
the
~evertheless people's understanding of
is vitally important because it will directly
seriously they take it and the kinds of sexual
they
to report to authorities.
is no one definition that is the
!
the
does em ploy
conclusion about when chiid sexual
pr
not
reflects their definition,
their opinions may also affect how society in
!~:;Jcts to offenders and victims.
/-.

;:

by Finkelhor and Redfield (1984, cited in
and Reppucci, 1988, 24) using a series of
some insight into how the public
abuse:

id)'

the
I1fne
!.
as sources of controversy in
the age and sex of the victim, the
and sex of the perpetrator, the
ionship
the victim and the
"'''IX-! faror, the sexual act, consent, the
,"1 '~l'q!lCnCe of the
and the sex of the
!,·Sjl()!lLicnt.
Using multiple regression
they analyzed 9,839 vignettes from
521 adult respondents living in the Boston
arca and found that the age of the pelpetrawr,
if under twenty, and the type of act committed
were the most signincant components of the

definitions.
If the perpetrator was over
twenty, there was virtually no distinction by
age, but teen perpetrators were viewed as less
abusive than adults and more abusive than
younger children. In terms of acts committed,
intercourse, attempted intercourse, and genital
fondling were all rated as highly abusive.
Verbal abuse with a sexual theme was rated
as the least abusive act. Other findings
included less abusive ratings when the
perpetrators were women, with male
respondents rating situations with women
perpetrators less serious than did the women
respondents. The age of the victim had some
influence, with less abusive ratings when the
victims were either younger or older than preor early adolescence. The consequence of the
ahllse was
least important
The matter of consent wa." explored in the above
study and deserves special mention. It was evident that
respondents took the child's behaviour into account
when they assessed the degree of abuse. For example,
when a child objected strenuously, respondents rated
the vigneae significantly higher than if the child acted
in passive compliance. Consent conditions were taken
into account even for children under age six - the
youngest, the most naive, and the least able to consent.
It is noteworthy that despite laws that define consent,
and in spite of current knowledge that many children
passively comply or <lccept sexual advances because
they are intimiLbred by the adult's authOrity, the public
apP<lrentiy does feel that children bear substantial
responsibility in matters of sexual contact with older
persons. Gi\'en the influence of consent in the public
definition, the recent response of a Vancouver judge to
a case involving sexual abuse of a three year-old girl is
not a surprise (Evening Telegram, November 27, 1989).
In that case, the offender, a 33 year-old male, was
found guilty hut was given a suspended sentence and
placed on probation for eighteen months. In his
reasons cited for the suspended sentence, the judge said
that the child had been sexually aggressive and that the
offender was under the influence of alcohol and tired at
the time of the offense. Thus, the perpetrator was
found guilty because of legal definitions hut the victim
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was implicated ~a~I1ie judge lacked utlderstanding
of an issue cent~}~o2~xual abuse",thed:nability of
children to give frgo~d consent;
s
In summary,~!!~ti6ns provide a starting'point for
research, legal inieeve~t~on, prevetnion and~ducation.
The term child s~l :a~Use does not''Cori'fey'Identical
meaning for diffe~ht ;interest grouris':because the
implications of th~ l~beL~re differentror eaehgroup. A
review of thefiternture on definitionS lreflects the
difficulties that writerS and researchers'ruwe in isolating
~f~ ~hild
sexlicilc'abuse.iHaugaard
the essential nature
.
:
and Reppucci (198~,,:30) conclude'ttkir'aSseSsment of
the status of definit~'ns by questioningrtheCefforts to do
so:
-i~t

We do not believe it is appropriateito develop
a specific definit'ion of child sexual abuse for
use throughout'the field (even ie,this were
possible, which is doubtfullY.
We do,
however, need careful descripti0ns of
specifically which types of child-sexual abuse
are being intervened with. T enns like child
sexual abuse should be used sparingly and only
in the most general sense, "With detailed
descriptions used whenever possible. For
instance, phrases that are relatively specific,
such as children molested by their paFents, or
even more specific, such as adC?lescents who
have had interCOlJ'rse with :theirfathers,
provide ml,lch more meaningful information
than does child sexual aQuse victims.
Keeping in mind how both our cpltural values
and our mores affect our definitions of child
sexual abuse, we can understa~d wHy clear
definitions are critical to developing a
reasonable research, clinical, le~al, and social
agenda for the future.
2.3.2 Categories of Child Sexual' Abuse
The categories of child sexual abuse which will be
described include incest, pedephilia, pederasty,
exhibitionism, molestation, sexual' #ad ism, sex rings,
These
child pornography and child p~~itution.
categories are not legal classifications. Rather, they
form a composite list based upon th.e''ftumerous types of
child sexual abuse discussed in th~ht~rature.

Incest. Incest is any physic:saL sexual activi:
family members. The termrfam.ily is not cc'
blood relations. It can also be.used in the bt
to include step-parent, non-biolQgical siblings
relatives who do not permanently live with th
such as uncles, aunts and gJapdparents. In
occur from infancy to aduttlWod and betw;
mates as well as between aal,ll~ and child reI
present review attends only to~he latter.

tig.:::

Incest often begins with fondling when th .c"
is five to seven years of age. :Victims are usm. 'J
eldest females. Fondling can progress to fulllnte,'Ju,
by the time the victim is pubesce;nt. Incestuous {can be multi-problem families such as those found h
study by Bagley (1969, cited in ~ayer, 1985, 12):
He analyzed a sample of cases of intrafamilial
molestation and found five distinct family
types: 1) families with emotionally· weak
mothers where the daughters assume spousal
roles, 2) families where roles and bouridaries
are confused and blurred, 3) families with the
presence of~vere pathology in one or more
parents, 4) families with a fixed, compulsive
pedophile as parent, and 5) families where the
perpetrator is diagnosed as an antisocial
personality.
While it is useful to acknowledge some of t·
social and situational factors that mitigate the onset
incest, it is also noteworthy that many; incestuc
families appear to be nonnal to outside viewers. It;
also important to acknowledge clearly the responsibil
of offenders for their behaviour. Adele Mayer (196
12-13) provides this illustration:
In one group therapy session involving ten
incestuous offenders, participants were'asked
why they had molested their daughters and
stepdaughters. One offender replied,: '!lIes a
disease. ft's been in my family for over 50
years". Among the other offenders.:oother
rationalizations abounded. However, once
the impasse of denial was broken, most! of the
participants believed that their behavi<?Ilr was
motivated by three factors: anger, pow~r and
desire. Several of the men admitted that they
molested their daughters simply because: they
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wanted to and chose to act on their desires.
Others said they felt angry and powerless.
These men unconsciously chose to displace
that anger on helpless children over whom
they felt control.

It is also important not to view incest in isolation
from other types of child sexual abuse. Mayer (1988,
12) also comments on this separation:
A deeper understanding of incest offenders,
may reveal that they share many of the
characteristics of other sexual offenders and
that too heavy a focus in their therapy has
been placed on the understanding of family
dynamics.
In recent years, for example,
research has shown that incestuous offenses
often begin when the victims are toddlers or
younger and that the children frequently are
physically hurt or seriously frightened by the
victimization. Furthermore, incest offenders
have histories of undetected sexual offenses
besides incest, and some of the offenders are ,
in fact, pedophiles with a decided sexual
preference for children.
Pedophilia. Pedophilia and pedophile are two terms that
are generally overused, both in the literature and by the
public and professionals, to refer to child sexual abuse.

Pedophilia literally means "love of child". The German
psychiatrist von Krafft-Ebing coined the term in the late
Nineteenth Century to describe a psychosexual
perversion in which an adult is erotically attracted to
children. The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders (DSM 111) of the American
Psychiatric Association defines pedophilia as "the act or
fantasy of engaging in sexual activity with prepubertal
children as a repeatedly preferred or exclusive method
of achieving sexual excitement" (cited in Goldstein,
1987,20).
The term pedophilia does not indicate a kind of activity,
rather it denotes that a child, usually of prepubescent
age, must be the participant-object in the activity.
Pcdophilia can involve any of the acts listed in the
following section of this report, although pedophiles
usually engage in the more immature forms of sexual
gratification, sllch as genital fondling and masturbation.
Pedophiles are classified as heterosexual if they are
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interested in girls, homosexual if they are interested in
boys or bisexual if they interact with both. This does
not mean they have the same orientation towards
adults. The belief that, among sexual abusers, it is
homosexuals who are particularly attracted to children
is not substantiated in the literature. For example,
Nicholas Groth (1978, 4) screened a random sample of
175 males convicted of sexual assault against children.
He found that the child offenders who engaged in adult
sexual relationships were heterosexual. Those offenders
who selected underage male victims either had always
done so exclusively, or had regressed from adult
There were no adultheterosexual relationships.
oriented homosexual offenders in his sample. West
(1987, 66-67) also reports that homosexually oriented
offenders against boys are usually true pedophiles,
interested only in the young. Men who have enjoyed
sexual contacts with other adult males are rare among
offenders against boys.
A pedophile may molest a child only once. Others
seek a long-term relationship with a child or a number
of children. Many pedophiles victimize many children
over a number of years. Abel (1982) found that the
group of child molesters he studied were responsible for
molesting an average of 68.3 victims. Walson (1984)
found that heterosexual pedophiles had an average of
73 victims each and homosexual pedophiles, an average
of 30 (cited in Goldstein, 1988, 32).
The literature suggests that, other than being
primarily males, there are no other outstanding
demographic characteristics of pedophiles.
Socioeconomic status varies and they may be divorced,
married, separated or single. The majority are over 18,
although many pedophiles do report that their first
pedophilic acts occurred in adolescence.
In addition, the literature indicates that a
significant number of pedophiles may have been
sexually abused as children. Groth (1979) reports that
47% of the sexual offenders who showed a persistent
and exclusive preference for children reported being
sexually victimized as children; this is double the
percentage (23%) of those whose involvement with a
child was a clear stress-precipitated departure from their
preferred sexual relationships with ;ldult women
(Russcll, 1984, 83).
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As well, Keller (1986, 31) reports that there are
1) late
ain age peaks for pedophilic activity:
aaolescence and early 20s, 2) in the 30s, which is the
largest group and 3) the elderly person group, which is
the smallest, contrary to the popular notion of a sexual
offender as a "dirty old man",
Pederasty.
Pederasty, defined as sexual activity
between mature and immature males, has its roots in
ancient Greek society.
Pederastic relationships
supposedly involved more than sexual activity and were
considered a form of education for life in generaL The
pederast was expected to be a counsellor, teacher and
confidant. Sex was to be non-coercive and boys were
expected to engage in heterosexual encounters outside
of the pederastic relationship.
Pederasty still exists today and forms the base of a
distinct underground and subculture of sex offenders
who promote the philosophy that sex between adults
and children is both desirable and advantageous. They
say they believe that what they are doing is right for the
child, that sexual relationships between adults and
children can promote healthy sexual and emotional
opment.
West (1987,61-68) describes modem-day pederasts
who have spent their lifetimes engaging young boys in
sexual activity and promoting the freedom to do so. He
mentions one offender who before his arrest at age 49
had contact with 781 boys. Some pederasts live
undetected in the community and are professionally
mccessful and respected; their lives are secretive and
:heir approaches to boys are subtle and manipulative.
Goldstein (1988, 23-27) describes the aims and
lCtivities of present day pedophile groups who promote
1 pederastic philosophy.
Some well-known groups
nclude:
l.

the North American Boy Love Association
(NAMBLA), founded in Boston in 1978, is a
lobbying organization which argues that adult
society has no right to limit a child's right to a
sexual partner;
the Los Angeles-based Rene Guyon Society has
the motto "sex by 8 is too late"; and
\e British Pedophilic Information Exchange wants
to lower the age of consent to four.

These groups have banded together to advocate
sex with children of both genders and to abolish laws
prohibiting such conduct. Goldstein (1988, 26) states
that the greatest harm to society from these groups
comes from the fact that they are a source of support
and validation for child molesters and pedophiles.
These groups and the material they publLc;h help child
molesters to justify their behaviour and feel better about
themselves.

Exhibitionism. Exhibitionism is the repeated exposure
of the genitals or the entire nude body. Masturbation
sometimes accompanies exposure. Exhibitionism is
largely limited to male offenders and, when the victims
are children, the behaviour can be a prelude to more
serious abusive acts.
The age of onset for
exhibitionistic behaviour is usually at puberty, with
peak incidences occurring between the ages of fifteen
and thirty (Lester, 1975, cited in Mayer, 1988, 13). It
is believed that the act of exposure is intended to
induce fear in victims and this is the means by which
the exhibitionist is sexually aroused.
Although
exhibitionism has traditionally been viewed as a benign
and isolated act, researchers are now finding the
behaviour in the histories of more serious offenders,
such as rapists. Exhibitionistic behaviours can also be
the beginning of a seduction process used by offenders
who have known their victims; such behaviours could
be inappropriate nudity, disrobing in front of the victim,
or exposure with explicit attention being directed to the
genitals.
Molestation. Molestation is a rather vague term which
usually includes a range of acts, such as kissing,
fondling, masturbation and/or oral,genital contact. Use
of the term child molester can denote the dishevelled
stranger who fondles children in a playground, or it can
refer to the total range of perpetrators of child sexual
abuse.
Violent Rape. Rape can include genital, anal and oral
sex. In violent rape, the rapist forces the child to
engage in sexual activity by using threats and/or
physical force; victims experience the rape as a Iifethreatening situation.
The key element is the
combination of physical aggression and the sex act.
Groth (l982, cited in Goldstein, 1987, 19) differentiates
between non,violent child molesters who coax or
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pressure the child into sexual activity and violent child
rapists who overpower and threaten to harm their
victims.
Sexual Sadism. This type of abuse is the inflicting of
bodily injury on the child as a means of obtaining
sexual excitement. It is the violence that arouses the
offender.
Violent rape can be part of sadistic
victimization. This type of sexual abuse of children is
rare in comparison to other types, but it is the category
that quickly captures the attention of the media and
the concern of the public.
Sex Rings.
A child sex ring includes an adult
perpetrator or perpetrators and several children who are
simultaneously involved in repeated sexual activity and
are aware of each other's participation. Reports from
the US and the United Kingdom (Belanger et al.,
1984; Wild and Wynne, 1986 - cited in Wild, 1989,
553) ha vc suggested that child sex rings may be
common and result in the abuse of large numbers of
children. Kempe and Kempe (1984,43) point out that
the adult offenders who establish sex rings often have
some plausible reason for contacts with a group of
childrcn, such as leading a sports activity. Children are
initially persuaded to join in sexual activities by the
offer of money, gifts or special activities; they may be
persuaded while under the influence of drugs or alcohol
provided to them by the offender(s). Peer group
pressure as well as threats and the children's own fear
can keep them involved in the secret activity. In the
case of children who have run away from home, money
is an important factor.
A study of sex rings by Wild (1989, 556) showed
that the offenses included fondling and masturbation,
oral, anal and vaginal intercourse, and production of
pornography. Burgess (1984, cited in Wild, 1989,557)
studied 55 rings identified by several agencies
throughout the U.S. between 1976 and 1984. She
categorized three types of rings according to the degree
of organization and commercialization: solo, transitional
or syndicated. Solo rings usually comprised one adult
and fewer than ten children.
Transitional types
involved several adult perpetrators in activities that
were becoming organized and in some cases developing
into commercial enterprises. Syndicated rings were truly
commercialized and supplied a network of customers

with child pornography and/or sexual services.
Child Pornography and Child Prostitution. Child
pornography and child prostitution are part of the larger
picture of child sexual abuse. Child pornography is the
depiction in photography, video or film of any material
involving minors in sexual acts alone, or with other
children, adults or animals.
The distribution or
exhibition of such material does not have to entail
profit.
Child prostitution involves children participating in
sex acts for profit and with frequently changing
partners.
The practice involves boys and girls.
Sometimes children are acting on their own or often
adults manage their activities and receive the profits.
Child pornography and child prostitution are discussed
in more detail in the section on current socio-cultural
issues.
The types of abuse listed in the above categories
are not exclusive.
Abusive activities, such as
molestation, prostitution, and pornography, can occur
concurrently and often do. As well, some offenders
exhibit a singular pattern of abuse, while others may
commit a number of offenses. Marshal! and Barbaree
(1988,3) state,
Clinical experience indicates that most sex
offenders, although only apprehended for a
particular o(fense (e.g. rape, exhibitionist or
child molestation), have often committed
several other types of offenses.
Abel,
Mittleman and Becker
(1985)
have
documented this multiple paraphilia feature of
sexual offenders showing that, of rapists,
50.6% had molested children, 29.2% had
exposed themselves, 20.2% had engaged in
voyeurism and ] 2.4% were also frotteurs
[those who obtain sexual satisfaction by
rubbing up against another person]. Similarly,
of the child molesters, ] 6,8% had also raped
an adult female, 29.7% had exposed
themselves, 13.8% were voyeurs and 8.6%
were frotteurs.
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2.3.3 Types of Abusive Acts
The abusive acts to which victims can be subjected
fall into two general categories: non-contact abuse and
contact abuse.
Non-contact Abuse. Non-contact abuse refers to
encounters that do not involve physical interaction,
such as exhibitionism, voyeurism and solicitations. In
either a familial context or a known-person context,
these activities can be part of the seduction process,
although exhibitionism frequently stands alone as an
abusive act.
Exhibitionism is the repeated exposure of the genitals
or the entire nude body to achieve sexual arousaL (See
previous section.)
Voyeurism is the act of looking or "peeping", without
being seen, at people who are naked, disrobing,
urinating, defecating or engaging in sexual activities.
The intent is to derive sexual excitement, often
accompanied by masturbation. Offenders appear to be
limited to males. It can be either a singular act of
abuse or part of a progression to other forms of abuse.
(Both exhibitionism and voyet~rism are found in the
background of rapists.)
Solicitations involve propositioning a child to become
involved in sexual acts. The approach can vary from
repeated requests, urgent pleas, use of enticements or
bribes, verbal threats or misrepresenting moral standards
all in an effort ro get the child to submit to the
sexual demands of the adult.
Contact Abuse. Contact abuse includes all activities
that involve physical interaction between the offender
and the victim.
Again, all activities can occur
singularly, in conjunction with other activities, or as
part of a progression. The perpetrator is usually male
and can be either familial, a relative, a friend, a
neighbour, or a stranger. Specific types or contact
abuse include:
kissing: the adult kisses the child in a way
reserved for adults lingering, intimate, such as French
kissing;
fondling: the adult fondles the child's brea:;;ts,
abdomen, genital area, inner thighs or buttocks and the
,ltild may reciprocate at the request of the adult;
masturba tion:

the adult masturbates while the

child observes, or vice versaj the adult and the child
observe each other while masturbating themselves; or
the adult and child masturbate each other;
ora1.genital contact: adult-to-child or child-toadult fellatio or cunnilingus, that is, licking or sucking
the genitals;
anal penetration: object, digital and/or penile
penetration of the anus or rectal openingj commonly
known as sodomy or buggery; physical force utilized in
the act varies with offenders;
vaginal penetration: object, digital and/or penile
penetration of the vagina. The degree of physical force
varies.

2.4 1HE EXTENT OF 1HE PROBLEM

2.4.1 Incidence and Prevalence
Both incidence and prevalence data are used to
inform profeSSionals and the public about the extent of
child sexual abuse.
Incidence is defined as the number of new cases of
child sexual abuse in a given period of time, usually one
year. Attempts to arrive at incidence are usually based
on a count of cases reported to various agencies, such
as police, hospitals, or child protection agencies.
Incidence figures, for the most part, reflect the
incidence of reporting and recording. The difficulty in
estimating the incidence of child sexual abuse is related
to the small number of disclosures by victims (underreporting will be addressed later) and to problems of
definition and identification. (For example, police may
not record a report as sexual abuse when, in fact, it is.)
The U.S.-based National Incidence Study
(NCCAN, 1981, cited in Peters, Wyatt and Finkelhor,
1986,18) attempted to count all the cases that came to
the attention of proiessionals and child protection
agencies in 26 counties. The study estimated that
44,700 children were sexually abused in the year
starting May 1979.
Prevalence is defined as the proportion of the
population that has been sexually abused in the course
of their childhood. Prevalence data is obtained by
conducting random sample surveys of the general
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population, or of sub-samples of the general population,
such as college students. Some prevalence data has
also been obtained from volunteer samples. Survey
respondents are asked to recollect any experiences of
sexual abuse in their childhood. Definitions of abuse
and age restrictions are established by the researchers.
Peters, Wyatt and Finkelhor (1986, 20-21) list
eleven prevalence studies (including two Canadian
srudies) that are random population samples, ten of
which were conducted in the 80s. Reported rates of
child sexual abuse ranged from 6% to 62% for females
and from 3% to 31 % for males. Certainly, even the
\o-"es( rates indicate that child sexual abuse is far from
an uncommon experience, but quoting such a range in
e!"t imating child sexual abuse does raise questions about
the real extent of the problem. There are, of course, a
of factors that possibly account for such
variation: 1) true differences in various segments of the
ion, 2) differences in definitions of sexual abuse
(s, )me studies used more restrictive definitions in tenus
of acts and ages, while others were quite broad,
including all unwanted non-contact and contact abuse)
3) methodological differences, such as how
! ,:spondell rs were recruited, how they were interviewed,
who interviewed them and how the questions were
worded.
Two of the prevalence studies mentioned above
were national surveys; one of these was Canadian. The
U.S. survey by Lewis (1985, cited in Peters et al., 1988,
21) found a rate of 27% for females and 16% for males,
hased on a random sample of 1,374 females and 1,252
males. The Can3dian National Population Survey
(Bac1g1ey, 1984, 180) reported 53.5% for females and
22.3% for males, based on a random sample of 1,006
ILmaks and 1,002 males from 210 Canadian
communities. Both researchers considered all types of
contact ;:lJ1d non-contact abuse; Lewis's age limit was
17, but Badgley did not restrict respondents to any age
limit. Another Canadian study by Bagley and Ramsey
(cited in Peters et al., 1986, 20), based on a random
s:1mple of 401 women in Calgary, investigated serious
ahuse prior to age 16 and found a rate of 22%.
A further explanation of Badgley's findings is
wmranted, given the high rare of reported abuse. While
his data estimated the occurrence in the general
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population of a broad range of unwanted sexual acts.
he also provided a breakdown of the acts into foUl
categories. The category of "exposed to" was indicated
by 19.7% of females and 8.9% of males; being
"threatened" was reported by 10.5% of females and 5%
of males; "unwanted touching of a sex part" of their
bodies was experienced by 23.5% of females and 12.5%
of males; and 22.1 % of females and 10.6% of males
indicated that someone had "tried to have sex with
them or had forcibly sexually assaulted them". It is
important to note that these categories are not
exclusive; one victim could have experienced more than
one type of abuse within a given incident or abusive
relationship and thus be included in more than one
category.
As well, Badgley's figures of 53.5% for females and
22.3% for males, are based on the number of
respondents who indicated that they were victims of
offenses at some point in their lives. For example, one
in five persons reported being victimized for the first
time as an adult. Still, children and youths did
constitute a majority of the victims; 4 in 5 of the
victims were under age 21 when the offenses occurred.
While Badgley's figures reflect a high level of sexual
violation in Canadian society, it is important to keep in
mind that he is not only reporting abuse of children by
adults, but also abuse by peers at any age. A further
analysis of Badgley's data was done by Bagley in 1989.
Using only the most serious category of abuse
(unwanted touching of sexual areas, or attempted or
achieved intercourse) Bagley found that 17.6% of the
females and 8.2% of the males experienced such a<;sault
before their 17th birthday.
Peters et al (1988, 20) also list studies based on
two other types of samples: volunteer samples and
college student samples. The studies with volunteers
were conducted between 1929 and 1953 and found
rates between 20% - 24% for females and 5% - 9% for
males. One of the college student surveys by Finkelhor
(1979, cited in Peters et al., 1988, 20) is frequently
quoted in the literature; he reported a rate of 19% and
9% for females and males respectively.
Many
researchers, including Finkelhor, speculate that the
victimization rates are lower in studies involving college
students because information about the long-term
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effects of sexual abuse suggests that victims would have
ffkulty reaching college-level studies.
Reliance on prevalence figures obtained from
random sample surveys, as opposed to reliance on
incidence figures, is the better approach to making a
general statement about the extent of sexual abuse.
Even when incidence figures are extrapolated to the
general population, the figure obtained is still lower
than the lowest rates obtained in prevalence studies
that employed samples from the general population.
2.4.2 Descriptive Data
(Features of Child Sexual Abuse)
Prevalence studies have also reported on other
aspects of child sexual abuse, such as the sex and age
of victims and offenders and/or the types of abusive
sexual activity. A number of these findings are listed
below in order to provide a brief description of some of
the features of child sexual abuse.
Relationship between the Victim and the
Offender

Child sexual abuse is usually carried Out by someone
known to the child. Lang and Frenzel (l988, 305)
report that virtually all studies suggest that 75% to
80% of child sexual abuse occurs within the
context of affinity systems - fathers, step-relatives,
family friends, neighbours or authority figures.
BadgJey (1984, Summary, 2) found that one in
four offenders is a family member or a person in a
position of trust; about half are friends or
acquaintances; and about one in six is a stranger.
Sex of Victims

Both girls and boys are victims of child sexual abuse.
Most research shows a higher percentage of
abuse of girls, as is indicated in the previous
section. Badgley (1984, 197) found that for
victims 15 years old and younger who had been
sexually assaulted, 71.8% were females and 28.2%
were males.
1Age of Victims

~

: ~ large number of child sexual abuse victims are
\. young children. Most studies indicate that the
\,rage age of abuse victims is below pu\Jeny.

Finkelhor found the mean age of girls to be 10.2
and of boys to be 11.2. Haugaard found that the
average age of girls was 10 and of boys was 9.8
(cited in Haugaard and Reppucci, 1988, 49).
Badgley reported higher ages but this can be
accounted for by the fact that the figures included
abuse 9v peers.

The perpetrators of sexual abuse against children are
usually men Badgley (1984, 215) reported that
99.2% of the sexual offenses against female victims
were committed by males and, although the
proportion of female assailants was higher when
boys were victims, most of the boys and male
youths were sexually assaulted by males. Badgley
also reported that convicted women sex offenders
make up a very small percentage of the general
group of sex offenders. In the majority of cases
the convicted female offender had been involved
with male accomplices, usually a husband,
common law partner or friend. Accounts suggest
that in most cases the woman complied with the
wishes of her male accomplice (Badgley, 1984,
842).
Age of offenders

Generally, sex offenders can be any age. Most are
between the ages of 20 and 40, although offenders
can be younger or older than this. Groth (1984,
4) found that all convicted offenders had
committed their first known offense before the age
of 40; over 80% were first offenders by the age of
30 and almost 5% had committed their first sexual
assault before they reached adolescence. It is
increasingly recognized that there are many
adolescents who abuse children both inside and
outside their families (Finkelhor, 1986, 201).
Bag/ey (1988, 295) re-examined data from the
Canadian National Population Survey (l984) and
found juveniles under 18 were the assailants for
31 % of females and 30% of males. While Bagley
recognized that a common fmm of assault in
adolescence was by other adolescents, he also
reported that a substantial portion of the victims
were less th;m 12 years old when they were first
assaulted.
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2.4.3 Under-reporting

Where the Offenses Occur
Srxw:U abuse is most often committed in the home of
the victim or the offender. Badgley (1984, 202);
Lang and Frenzel (1988, 309).

.

=.l

111reats and Use of Force
A ~i'lable number of sexually abused children are
t/,fl'tluned, and/or physically assaulted before or during I
Jlld,lents of abuse. The three national surveys of I
11111 ,lIe services compiled by Badgley (1984, 209)!
iflll ,l are that, on average, three in five sexually J
,.<tllted children under age 16 had either been'
rll,r-a1cned or physically coerced by assailants.
I i!li~ and Frenzel (1988, 311) also reported tworid)!I'. of convicted offenders frightened their
VI' f tillS in some way and approximately one-third
I 1.1 ""i, grabbed, shoved or spanked the children
- - -__
rh(·yabused.
,\

"

~

H

j

'J VI"" of Sexual Acts

( :idld .Icxual abuse victims are subjected to a variety
111 Il/Mlive acts. The most common type of sexual
I Ivi! y, involving contact, reported in most
i! ,'!'ys is nongenital or genital fondling (Haugaard
in,,! Rcppucci, 1988, 49).
Badgley (1984,
Hllln;lry, 2) provides a listing of other types of
1'.lve acts inflicted upon victims:
h1\11

in 100 young females had been raped,

'! Wi) in 100 young persons had experienced
at! clllpts or actual acts of unwanted anal
pelJetration by a penis, objects or fingers.

or

IVI~
exposure constituted the largest single
(,I!q;ory of sexual offenses committed against
(hil.lren. Cases were documented where such
!" were followed by sexual assault.

than 40% of all sexual assault
h('lllidctes are committed against children
agl·,t ) 5 and younger. Children are victims of
dlll'e in four convicted sexual offenders found
t() 1,>\' dangerous on sentencing by courts.

M,'IC

:\ss:mlrs by groups do occur. A total of 343
itkidcl1ts involving two or more assailants
were documented in the three national
surveys in Badgley's report (1984); girls were
victims in 89.5% of the cases and boys in
10.5%.

Data provided by the Badgley Commission reveals
that as many as three in four female victims and nine
in ten male victin.,; keep their abuse secret (cited in
Dube et aI, 1988, 6-7). According to Badgley (1984,
195):
The personal accounts received by the
Committee and the findings of the National
Population Survey show that a majority of the
victims of sexual offenses either do not
contact or are unknown to those public
services whose responsibilities include the
provision of assistance and protection for
them. When victims seek help, they typically
turn to only one of two or three services,
most often to physicians or hospitals, the
police, and less frequently to social services,
including child protection agencies. As a
result, the experience of sexually assaulted
children known to these services only partially
reflects the dimensions of the actual
occurrence of these offenses committed
against children and youths.
In 1956, a study by Landis (cited in DeVine, 1978,
4) which reported some fonn of childhood or adolescent
sexual abuse in one third of the college students
surveyed, also found that only half of the females
disclosed the abuse to their parents, and only a tenth of
the incidents were reported to the poHce. Of the males
in the study, only one in six reported the incident to
their parents. A study by RusselI (1986, 85) reflects
that as recently as 1984, under-reporting was still a
problem; only 2% of the cases of intra-familial sexual
abuse and 6% of the cases of extra,familial abuse in her
study were ever reported to the police. As well, a
comparison of incidence figures with the most
conservative prevalence figures confirms that underreporting is a consistent problem.
Reasons for under-reporting both by victims and
their parents are varied:
Children may keep an assault secret from
their families for many reasons. They may
fear rejection, blame, punishment, or
abandonment; they may feel their parents will
not believe them. Even when the abuse is
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disclosed, parents may be reluctant to report
the incident to the police or social service
agencies. This reluctance may stem from
cultural taboos; fear of social censure, blame,
or punishmentj lack of physical injury to the
child; or apprehension a'lx>ut involving the
child in legal proceedings. The identity of the
offender may also affect the parents' decision
to report. They may fear retaliation by the
offender, or they may feel a need to protect
an offender who is a family member or friend,
especially if reporting the offense could
precipitate the loss of economic or emotional
support. (DeVine, 1978, 4)

2.4.4 Is Child Sexual Abuse Increasing?
This question is frequently asked by researchers,
professionals and especially by the public, when the
issue affects them directly and receives heightened
media interest as is presently the case in Newfoundland.
Increase in incidence of child sexual abuse is
difficult to ascertain, for reasons mentioned previously.
There is clearly an increase in the incidence of reporting
of child sexual abuse. According to Badgley (1984,
127):
Prior to 1977, there were few references to
child sexual abuse in the annual reports of
provincial child protection services and few
statL<>tics listing these incidents.
This
situation changed in 1977 when 300 sexually
abused children were identified. There was
an increase of 431 per cent by 1980 when
1593 cases were reported. The rate of annllal
increase since 1977 has fluctuated shmply,
rising by 6.3 per cent between 1977-78, 275.2
per cent between 1978-79, 33.0 per cent
between 1979-80.
There is widespread agreement that the increase in
reporting is due to growing public awareness of the
problem, reporting laws and professional attention to
the problem. Finkelhor (1979, 132) describes the social
climate on reporting as follows:
"what we are
witnessing is a revolution in consciollsness, a situ:1tion
where, because of changed mores, professionals are
more sensitive to identifying instances of sexual abuse,

and victims and their families are more willing than
before to seek help".
However, some authors caution against the
assumption that the increases are due solely to
reporting.
Some arguments used to support the
possibility of real increases include: increased availability
of child pornography, increased socialization of children
in advertising, a proliferation of al1-sex~is~okay groups,
a backlash against the equality struggles of women,
untreated sexual abuse of male children, and increased
step-families.
Russell (1986, 77·79) found thatthere has been an
increase in incestuous and extra-familial abuse since the
beginning of this century. Bagley (1989, 73-74) lists
five prevalence studies, three of which indicate higher
rates of abuse in the younger age categories of 18 to 30.
Bagley does emphasize, however, the need for large
random samples of specific age groups before prevalence
studies can produce a more definitive answer to the
question of whether or not child sexual abuse is
increasing. The general opinion in the literature is that
child sexual abuse is most likely not increasing, but the
results of studies are not consistent.

2.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Child sexual abuse can be defined as contacts or
interactions hetween a child and an adult when the
child is being used as an object of sexual gratification
for the adult. A child is abused whether or not this
activity involves explicit force, whether or not it
involves genital or physical contact, whether or not it
is initiated by the child, and whether or not there is
discernal)le harmful outcome.
Both girls and boys can be victims of child sexual
abuse, and a large number of victims are young children
below puberty. Sex offenders are usually men and can
be of any age, although most are between the ages of
20 and 40. Child sexual abuse is usually carried out by
someone known to the child, and offenses are most
often committed in the home of the victim or the
offender.
Many children are threatened and/or
physically assaulted before or during abusive incidents
and can be subjected to a variety of abusive acts.
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In 1984, the Canadian National Population Survey
reported that 53.5% of females and 22.3% of males
reported being abused at some time in their lives. Fourfifths of the victims were children and youths. The
reported abuses included all types of contact and noncontact abuse, from exposure to sexual assault.
Knowing what child sexual abuse is must be the
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first step in understanding the problem. The following
section attempts to broaden the reader's understanding
of child sexual abuse by placing the problem in a broad
socio-cultural framework that also encompasses the
influence of history and long-standing attitudes and
behaviours.
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Section Three: The Child - Socio . . cultural Issues

3.1 1N1RODUCTION
The previous section defined child sexual abuse in
a somewhat narrow technical framework based on a
definition of the problem and a description of some of
its features. The next step is to place the problem in a
broader socio-cultural framework which recognizes child
sexual abuse as a societal as well as an individual
problem.
Increasingly, theorists and clinicians are
approaching child sexual abuse with a comprehensive
analysis that incorporates both psychological and
sociological factors.

It is useful to begin a broad analysis from an
historical perspective.
At first glance, historical
examples of child sexual abuse may appear unrelated to
a discussion of current socio-cultural issues. However,
placing them together demonstrates that abusive
practices and attitudes have existed throughout history
and, while the status of children ha..<; certainly improved
over time, our modem society still maintains attitudes
and practices that promote the continuation of child
sexual abuse.
This demonstration of historical
continuity is an important method of raising awareness
about the pervasiveness of child sexual abuse and the
underlying roots of the problem.

3.2 A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF CHILD
SEXUAL ABUSE
The historical highlights which follow illustrate
three important themes. First, denial of the existence
and/or significance of child sexual abuse has persisted
throughout time. It was not until the 1970s that
recognition of the problem was permanently established.
Still, denial is the response of many people who have to
confront the problem personally or professionally.

Second, throughout history, abusive practices related to
children have exL<;ted in varying degrees within
normative societal behaviours. Pederasty and the
Inquisition are outstanding historical examples of times
when abusive practices were closely linked to normative
or acceptable behaviours.
The success of the
pornography industry is a current illustration. Third,
the dominance of patriarchal values, as evidenced in
the power and control experienced by men, particularly
fathers, has influenced child sexual abuse and society's
response, or rather lack of response, to the problem.
Patriarchy, generally defined as male domination, is a
form of social order based on inequality, subordination
and dependence. The persistence of incest, violence
and rape in modern society bears witness to the
persistence of patriarchy.
The sources for this historical outline are books or
mticles by authors who are researching or writing about
child sexual abuse. With the exception of Rush
(I 980), whose complete book is devoted to the history
of society in relation to child sexual abuse, the other
sources (Kempe, 1984; Russell, 1988; De Young, 1982;
Crewdson, 1988) are histories encapsulated as
introductions to books or articles about other aspects of
child sexual abuse.
Early Times. \Vritings as old as five thousand years
indicate the existence of child sexual abuse. The more
recent records of the Bible and the Talmud discuss sex
between men and little girls in marriage, prostitution,
rape and slavery. The ownership of women and
children by men is rel1ected in the familiar
commandment, "ThOll shalt not covet thy neighbour's
house; thou shall not covet thy neighbour's wife nor his
ox, nor his maidservant or anything that is thy
neighbour's" (Exodus 20; 17, quoted in Rush, 1980, 18).
Females were sexual property, a perception which
caused all heterosexual relationships to be defined in
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financial terms. For example, marriage involved the
purchase of the daughter from her father for fifty pieces
of silver; rape was the theft of her virginity for which
the father could be financially compensated; and
prostitution was the sale of sex for profit by her master.

--,

What is outstanding about the marital arrangements of early times is that usually the daughter was
very young, aged three to twelve, and sex with these
children was normative behaviour, under the control of
fathers.
There is evidence that the concept of the female
as sexual property has persisted, relatively undisturbed,
until recent times. In Canada up until 1982, it was not
illegal for a man to rape his wife. As well, countries
such 8.<; Israel and India have only begun to challenge
the custom of child marriages within the past three or
four decades.
Early Greeks. Ancient Greek civilization provides an
outstanding example of the existence of an abusive
practice within normative structures: the stateadvocated custom of sexual relationships between
mature and immature males - l)ederasry. It was not
homosexuality that was held in esteem, it was sex
between men and boys. Once a boy matured, custom
demanded that the lovers part, and the boy now
entering manhood was expected, in turn, to pursue
women and other young boys. Pederasty had mher
functions, such as raising Greek soldiers in accordance
with government specifications. It was also the prime
method of education, with each adult male expected to
act 8.<; teacher and counsellor to a boy and each boy to
be paired off with an adult at age twelve. While
custom appeared to have certain altruistic motives
(often emphasized by pederasts or pedophilic groups
today), literature from that time reflects sexual
corruption. Young boys were valued for charm and
sexual appeal, raped and forced into sexual slavery, and
often castrated to maintain femininity. "Greek men
wanted in their boys what they wrrnted in women:
hairless, soft, powerless immaturity" (Rush, 1980, 53).
The Romans. The concept of patriae t)otesra~
power of the father, dominated civil and criminilllaw in
early Roman society.
It gave the father of the
household unlimited power and granted him the role of
punisher within the family. It was a truly patriarchal

family system in which wives, slaves and children were
the possessions of fathers who demanded complete
obedience and conformity.

The Middle Ages To The Eighteen Century. During
the Middle Ages, children were increasingly seen as
separate human beings, albeit miniature adults. The
first pediatric textbook was written dUring the Mi~
Ages, and children were also accorded some protection
under the law.
Still, abusive practices prevailed .
.Although the possibility of child rape was acknowledged
iin the 16th century, 10 was the legal age at which a
!child could consent to sex, and history records offenders
'being freed because rape had taken place shortly after !
,
ithe victim's 10th birthday. Sex with a child under
I
Ithree in the Hebrew tradition and under seven for
~hristianity still was considered "invalid", which meant
it was legally ignored (Rush, 11980, 27).
The btter parr of the Middle Ages saw the
beginning of the witch hunts which took place from the
15th to the 18th centuries. In 1484, Pope Innocent
VIII issued orders empowering the judicial arm of the
Church, known as the Inquisition, to find, impri<;on,
torture and execute witches. The Malleus Malificarum,
a guideline thrrt named the reasons for which women
and children could be found guilty of witchcraft, was
created. Among the reasons for condemnation as a
witch was copulation with the devil. There was a
pervasive belief in evil spirits and in the ability of
women and children to have sexual relations with
them.
History recounts the atrocities of the witch hunts,
not in statisticrrl terms but in anecdotes, the reporting
of which is llscfu~ to bring home the suffering
experienced by individuals:
In England, Jennie Device, age eight, after
incriminating her mother, burned with her as
a witch. In the same country both Mary
Hicks, age nine, and her mother, Elizabeth,
were burned at the stake. In America, five,
yerrr-old Sara Good was found capable of
"casting an eye" and W8.<; imprisoned in chains
with her mother. In Luther's Germany, in
1628, Anna Rausch, age twelve, Sybille Lutz,
eleven, and little M urchin, eight and a half,
all confessed to having sexual relations with
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best interests, a gap remained between word and deed.
Crewdson (1988, 36) provides an example of the
con..<;equences of Victorians' "less progressive" activities:

the incubus (male devil). Sybille and Anna
were put to death, but Murchin and some
other children were remanded to their fathers
for reformation. In a letter to an unidentified
mend in 1624, the chancellor to the PrinceBishop of Wurtzburg stated that "there have
been 800 children of three and four who are
said to have intercourse with the devil. I
have seen children of seven put to death".
(Rush, 1980, 39-39)

f

Sex offenders utilized the cover of the male demon,

In 1835, the Society for the Prevention of
Juvenile Prostitution reckoned that 400
Londoners depended for their livelihoods on
the earnings of child prostitutes. London
hospitals, it was said, had recorded twentyseven hundred cases of venereal disease
among children during the preceding eight
years.

od victims found it simpler to believe, or necessary to
e1ieve, that demon spirits rather than flesh-:-:md-blood
uman beings had abused them. Victims were doubly
ictimized by abusive acts and the Church's response.
Jnfortunately, the time of the Inquisition is a terrible
xample of the co·existence of child sexual abuse
:ithin a normative code of ethics and behaviour.

Child prostitution was one of the methods of
urvival for poverty.stricken children, especially young
rphans.
In the United States, there was a
,corresponding use of slaves and servants by owners and
!in brothels. International trade in selling children and
obtaining involuntary adult prostitutes flourished. As
well, technological advances in pnntmg and

lle Industrial Revolution and the Victorian Era.
lie Nineteenth Century saw unprecedented industrial
.dvance and scientific achievement. There was also
lisruption to families, crowding of cities, the abuse of
mrers (including child workers), and the

photography spurred the production and distribution of
pornography; a great number of Victorian males had a
decided interest in pictures of naked female children.
Poetry and other writings of the time are replete with
obsessional tributes to young females.

As well as the development of organized
Iloliferation of commercial sex in the form of
commercial sex, the Victorian era saw the beginning of
lrostitution and pornography. The Lancet, an English
nedical journal, estimated that in London alone, there
organized public protest by women such as Josephine
Burier, who campaigned against sexual slavery and
vere 6,000 brothels and 80,000 prostitutes.
'rostitution was seen as a necessary evil a method of
wanted the age of consent raised from twelve. Her
:ervicing the male sex drive. Or. William Acton, a
campaigns spread to the United States, where others
Some
"enowned Nineteenth.Century British physician, ~---strnggled for the abolition of slave trade.
mthority on venereal diseases, prostitution and human
parliamentarians joined the protests, but overall, the
women's revolt was met with harassment and violence.
;exuality, declared that women were happily sexless but
Approximately forty years after the beginning of the
t was impossible to exaggerate the force of the male sex!
:lrive; any suppression of this drive would reduce a m::m '
protests, the Mann Act was passed in America in 1912;
~o a pitiable condition (Rush, 1980, 61). Thus the use
this act established penalties for the interstate
)f prostitutes as well as the sexual viobtion of children
transportation of women and children for immoral
\Vas tolerated. Records of the time, although considered.,
purposes.
h I
h
il1adequate, indicated an alarming increase in sexual "~T ~
1 ne-r::egacy of Freud,
Within t e ate Nineteent a.%aults upon children.
Century milieu, psychiatrist Sigmund Freud began to lay
The Victorians have become notorious for
the foundation for what would become modem
psychoanalysis, His patients, who were predominantly
preaching one thing and doing another where sex was
women, consistently reported childhood instances of
concerned.
In spite of the moral and religious
reformation, the growing predominance of manners, the
sexual abuse, most often naming their fathers as the
abusers. Many of them suffered from "hysteria"; the
child·labour laws and the gradual recognition that
symptoms included loss of voice or appetite, compulsive
tmving sex with an adult was probably not in the child's

!
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vomiting, coughing, temporary blindness, deafness,
paralysiS or epilepsy. The symptoms had no discernable
organic base and were resistant to medical treatment.
Early in his career Freud believed his patients were
telling him the truth about being sexually abused and
in 1896 he published his conclusion in a paper entitled
He presented
the
"The Aetiology of Hysteria".
"seduction theory" which maintained that sexual
experiences in childhcx:xi were the principal cause of
hysterical illness in adults. The response from his
colleagues was negative and this, coupled with the fact
th;,t Freud himself felt uncomfortable with the
incrimination of fathers, resulted in his abandonment of
the seduction theory and fonnulation of a new theory.
it was called the "Oedipal Theory" and it proposed that
every child between three and six years of age goes
,hrC1lJgh a stage during which she or he sexually desires
parcnt of the opposite sex. According to this
d'C(1)', hysteria in adults wasn't caused by childhood
scxual experiences after all, but by the failure to give up
fantasies of these experiences - a failure to resoh'e the
Oeciipal situation.

result of the liberalization of sexual values. They used
the issue as a way of campaigning against other kinds
of progressive reforms that most social welfare
professionals supported (such as sex education, humane
treatment of sex offenders and an end of censorship).
Professionals thus tended to discount the concerns of
the moralists.
As well as pointing the finger at
liberalism, moralists also portrayed the greatest danger
to children as coming from strangers and depraved
individuals outside the family. As we now know, they
were denying, or at least ignoring, the abusive
experiences of the majority of victims - those who
know their abuser. At this time in history, attention to
child sexual abuse was clouded by other is.,<;ues and
buried in the agendas of opposing groups.
' __

"j

Around this same time, from 1938 to 1949,!
biologist Alfred Kinsey conducted a national study
regarding sexual behaviours of women in the United
States. Kinsey found that 24% of the 4,444 women
interviewed reported at least one episode of prepubertal
49% of the episodes, the
sexual abuse and in
perpetrator was known to the child. Unfortunately,

I

Jeffrey Masson, a psychoanalyst and former
Kinsey's study did not result in child sexual abuse
:-'C'~Tcta;-'i of the Freud Archives, attrihutes Freud's
receiving the singular attention it so badly needed.
:lbandonment of the seduction theory to his desire to
Oniy six of the 761 pages of his report were devoted to
the topic; he used the words adult-child sexual contacts,
restore his credibility among his colleagues, a decision
~.1<L~"on feels affected the lives of countless patients in
not sexual abuse, and the words iru:est and child
psychotherapy from 1900 to the present. Freud's
molestation do not appear anywhere in the report.
revised theory helped to rationalize two negative
According to RusseH (1988, 6), the Kinsey researcherS
responses to the experiences of sexually abused
ignored the cross-generational incest reported, but
dlildren. First, it provided an idealogy or structure that
instead sLHed that the most frequent incestuous
.contacts were between pre-adolescent children; no data
discounted people's reports of childhood sexual abuse;
(he reports were a fantasy. Second, if sexual abuse
were supplied to sul,stantiate this conclusion. Russell
feels that the Kinsey team was influenced by their own
actually did occur, the blame was placed on the child,
n,)! the adult; the sexual abuse was the result of the
benign attitudes toward child sexual abuse, evidenced
; in the fact they discounted the seriousness of its impact
child's seduction (acting on the Oedipal impulses), not
!
the adult's predatory impulses. Denying the victim's J because of the lack of physical harm. They also
ahuse or blaming the victim for the abuse continues to! minimized the actual physical injuries and placed the
be part of the response to child sexual abuse, even
responsibility for the repetition of incestuous sexual
---'
contacts on the children. Kinsey, like Freud, bears a
outside the confines of psychotherapy.

j

TIle Mid-Twentieth Century. In the 1940s, in the
United Stares, public attention became focused on
sexua I ab use because 0 f a number of sensational sex
murders. However, the issue was promoted by moralists
who felt that children were being sexually abused as a

responsibility for maintaining the denial and ignorance
that completely surrounded child sexual a~--YH:t:i:I-the
1970s.
The recognition of physical abuse of children was
also affected by rhe reluctance of society to place
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ibility for behaviour on adults, especially adults
lOwll to the child (such as parents, relatives and
Ithority figures). Physicians struggled to find other
,urces of physical trauma to children and began to
~lineate parental abuse only in the 19508. Henry
empe gave his historic paper on the "battered child
'ndrome" to the American Academy of Pediatrics in
~61, and physicians began to accept child physical
)use as a serious and pervasive problem. The term
lild abuse eventually broadened to include neglect and
:notional and sexual abuse, both within families and
xiety in general.
ne Present. In the 19708, the problem of child sexual
buse had the attention of two groups who were
xperienced in promoting social problems and who
Iready had the attention of both the public and the
IOticy makers. These groups were child protection
mrkers and the women's movement.
The child
)rotection movement, which consisted mainly of social
vorkers and physicians, had in the past focused on
)hysical abuse and neglect of children. The women's
)
nent had drawn attention to the crime of rape, as
'It-" dS to wife abuse and the woman-hating nature of
)omography. Women's groups provided validation and
iupport for victims who had the courage to speak out
,bout their sexual abuse as children. It was the
)eginning of a more victim-oriented perspective.
Although each group approached the analysis and
treatment of child sexual abuse differently, the coalition
::l the two had a powerful impact on the prominence of
the problem of child sexual abuse. Although the 1970s
and 19808 have seen a tremendous increase in
attention to the problem by professionals, researchers,
policy makers, the police, educators and the media,
each interest group still has many problems to confront,
as shown in this report.

however, retains the status of a widespread social
problem, Kempe and Kempe (1984) caution:
Social changes over the last one hundred
years have increasingly accorded children
rights as individuals. Children are no longer
regarded as chattels, wholly owned by their
fathers as property. Although much is now
made of the gradually improving changes in
regard to sexual practices involving children,
there is a failure to appreciate the remaining
widespread and pervasive continuance of
childhood sexual abuse over large parts of the
world.... The recent growth in child
pornography and child prostitution suggests
that little has changed over the centuries
except the degree of social recognition of the
problem by the public at large and gradual
development of laws which reflect these
communal concerns.
Child sexual abuse received scant attention until
the late 1970s. Undoubtedly, this lack of recognition is
a crucial factor in the continued pervasiveness of the
problem. However, more than acknowledgement is
required to produce change. Allocation of resources to
all levels of prevention and treatment is essentiaL It is
also important to question whether or not we have
truly moved forward, away from the societal atmosphere
so conducive to abuse and neglect of children in the
past. This section of the review discusses a number of
questions that examine the potential in modem society
for the continuation of child sexual abuse.
These questions, listed below, do not constitute an
exhaustive inquiry, but they do highlight specific
attitudes or conditions that impinge upon the current
problem of child sexual abuse.
1.

Are there normative structures in our society today
that perpetuate child sexual abuse?

3.3 CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

2.

Is there a relationship between tolerance of
violence in society and child sexual abuse?

Society's view of children's worth, status and rights
has changed considerably throughout history.
In
ral, attitudes toward children have become more
t._ •.lane over time; practices such as infanticide, child
sacrifice, abandonment and child labour have been
reduced or eliminated in certain cultures. Sexual abuse,

3.

Is our society truly child-oriented?

3.3.1 Are there nonnative structures in our society
today that perpetuate child sexual abuse?

A number of current theories about child sexual
abuse incorporate the influence of nOlmative factors,
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such as, Marshal! and Barbaree's (1988, 14) comprehensive behaviourial perspective and Finkelhor's (1984,
56.57) four factor theory. Glaser and Frosh (1988, 19)
also discuss an explanatory model based upon the
premise that "child sexual abuse is a social
phenomenon, linked to general attitudes and practices
towards children and also to the ways sexual
relationships are organized and regulated in any
particular society". Finkelhor (1984, 35) points out
that "the Widespread existence of child sexual abuse
forces one away from an exclusive focus on theories of
rsychopathology and toward the possibility that
normative factors are at work".
Discussion of the above question will focus on the
inGucncc of socialization, a process by which an
individual learns to perform various roles adequately
and also learns about group standards, attitudes and
or norms.
Some of the
behaviours and attitudes that are learned
within the context of four socializing agents - the
f;lmily, the school system, religion and the media - will
be highlighted. The observations that follow are not
ilHl:ndeJ as a full critique of these agents; instead,
H.-marks will focus on socialization patterns that can
conrrib,He to the initiation and maintenance of abusive
rebtionshirs, in this case, sexual abuse of children by
adults.
The Family. Families are the primary socializing agents
Any positive or negative ideas about
males and females usually begin here. Rogers (1989,
comments on the Canadian family:

in our culture.

family is society's major vehicle for
socializing children and has
been
considered a safe haven for children. In my
discllssions across Crmada, the notion was
reinforced that aboLlt 60% to 80% of
Canada's families have done and are doing a
credible job in educating and nurturing
children despite the stresses of a turbulent
social and economic environment. On the
other hand, those I consulted perceive that
20% to 40% of families are having a range of
difficulties.
Although many writers and professionals stand by
the premise that families can be the most satisfactory

environment for children, they also question the
assumption that it is a safe haven, that families know
best when it comes to children, or that families can "do
it all" on their own. It is apparent that families need to
question their role in the socialization of children by
exammmg values and attitudes transmitted in
"acceptable" approaches to child rearing. Approaches
to child rearing often incorporate some or all of:

1.

the reliance on corporal punishment

2.

stereotyping or the division of male and female
behaviours

3.

the idea of ownership of children, and the
importance of obedience and deference to
authority because of position

4.

avoidance of issues related to sexuality.

Corporal Punishment in ChildTearing Corporal punishment is very often part
the norma! experience
childhood. According to Glaser and Frosh (1988, 23)
"over 84% of American parents use physical
punishment as a means of disciplining their children
(Straus er aI, 1981); in Britain, corporal punishment is
regarded by many as acceptable within the home and
legitimate ar school".

Church Council of Justice and Corrections
and the Canadian Council on Social Development
(1988,63) developed a kit which facilitates examination
of the cultural interconnections involved in family
violence. In a section entitled "Child rearing and the
roots of violence", users are asked if it is appropriate to
hit or spank children in order to discipline them.
following discussion is presented in the manual:
Many parents in
that would not be
described as abusive, llse corporal punishment
on their children.
Although corporal
punishment is not necessarily considered child
abuse, such punishment is nevertheless
violence. \Xlhen a parent chooses to respond
in this way, several messages are conveyed.
When punishing a child by hitting or
spanking hiI'n/her, the parent is indicating
disapproval of the child's behaviour.
There are, however, several more subtle
messages that are also being learned by the
child:
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It is all right to hit (and hurt) someone
you love.
Hitting someone is a legitimate way to
express anger.
If people do things you don't like, hitting
them is a good way to make them stop.
When you disagree with someone and
you believe you are right, you should use
violence.
Being hit is good for the victim. It helps
to build character.
These learned messages can become associated
with abusive behaviour when the child becomes an

adult. That is not to say that spanking or hitting a
child will necessarily cause him!her to grow up to be
abusive. What it does say is that we have to think
through the possible consequences of disciplining our
children with corporal punishment
(Evangelical
Lutheran Wife Abuse Kit cited in Family Violence in a
Patriarchal Culture, 1988, 63).

Sexual Stereotyping in Families As mentioned previously,
ideas about males and females and their appropriate
behaviours and attitudes usually begin in the family.
Parents, either knowingly or unknowingly, send
messages to their children about specific behaviours.
The table below illustrates the behavioural differences
between boys and girls.

Table 1 : Sex-Typed Behaviours
Boys

Girls

A1lowedlEncouraged Behaviour:
• greater freedom 01 movement which helps to develop ""t,nnr,mv
• expression of anger
• assertiveness
• greater Interaction with the environment
• activities requiring strength and fearlessness such as contact sport

AII,ow,eclIEn'COIJrali:led Behaviour:
• qUiet play
• gentle, co-operative, compliant activity
• physical closeness 10 motherlcare-glver
• verbal exchanges

Discouraged Behaviour:
• expressions of fear, disappOintment, pain, sadness, affection
• dependence
• passivity

Discouraged Behaviour:
• aggressiveness or assertiveness
• expressions of anger
• Independent behaviour, autonomy

Parents' Behaviour:
• roughness In play
• comfort wHhheld from older boys over physlca! and
emotional hurts
• less help In leamlng tasks to teach mastery and competence
• more physical punishment

Parents' Behaviour:
• gentleness In play
• more verbal Interaction
• more lenient, non-physical punishment
• more help In learning tasks with less competence expected

Clothing:
• specific 'male' colours and designs such as Imitation
military and sports unlfomns
• less emphasis on decoration
• utilitarian
• less emphasis on staying clean and neat

Clothing:
• specific feminine colours and designs
• more restrictive
• more decoration
• freedom to wear 'boy' styles
• more value placed on cloth Ing and mo re emphasis by parents
on appearance

Toys:
• greater variety than for girls
• outdoor activity encouraged
• Inventiveness and manipulation fostered
• action and science orientation
• aggressive toys linked to TV shows with male heroes

Toys:
• stereotyped miniature 'mom" toys emphasized
• little skill and creativity required
• Indoor activity encouraged
• quiet, solltary play predominant

leIsure and PIcture Books:
• boys are central characters
• boys are depicted as Instnumental and fearless

LeIsure and Picture Books:
• female characters are secondary
• fennale charaders are less numerous In illustrations
• female characters confirm stereotypic traits - helplessness,
fea' and lower competence

Family Jobs:
• outdoor Jobs
• physical Jobs
• non-<!omestlc jobs

Family Jobs:
• Indoor Jobs reflecting tradition a! fer"ale roles

Hobbles:

Hobbles:
• 'feminine' pursuits

• leam sports, fij"ess, activities

fine arts,

non-contact Ind!vldualized sports

Source: Onl.8rlo Teachers' Federation. Little Imag&s: A R&vlew of the Literature on Rote Models and SocfaJlzation Patterns for CMldren. Toronto: Ontarlo
Tea::hers Federation, 1987, 5-S.
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There is clearly a division in our society between
males and females in terms of behaviour and attitudes.
This restriction is detrimental to both sexes. Boys are
not allowed to display feelings and emotionsj they turn
away from intimacy. Girls, on the other hand, are
supposed to be emotional, understanding and forgiving.
They learn to desire romantic, sentimental love
relationships, and also to expect a sexually aggressive
male who is in control of the social-sexual interaction.
Children grow up with the adages "boys will be boys"
and "men are just like that" as significant concepts in
their sexual socialization. Males are expected to be
more powerful, more decisive and logical, and more in
control of their emotions. Glaser and Frosh (1988, 24)
describe the link between traditional masculine
s'Kialization and sexual abuse:
Traditional 'masculinity' focuses on
dominance and independence, an orientation
to the world which is active and assertive,
which valorises competitiveness and turns its
face from intimacy, achieving esteem in the
glorification of force. TIle fear at the heart of
this image is of emotion
that which makes
us vulnerable and 'womanly'; emotion is
dangerous not only because it implies
dependence, but also because it is alien, a
representation of all that ma.<;culinity rejects.
This fear of emotion in turn makes sex both
over- and under-invested in by men. Sex is
one of the few socially acceptable ways in
which men can aspire to closeness with
of hers, and as such it becomes the carrier of
all the unexpressed desires that men's
emotional illiteracy produces. However, this
same power of sex to produce emotionality
makes it dangerous to men whose identity is
built upon the rejection of emotion; sex then
becomes split off, limited to the activity of the
penis, an act rather than an encounter. It is
also a means of taking up a particular place
in the world of men: sexual 'conquest' as a
sym bol of male prowess. 'Ille link between
such a form of masculinity and sexual abuse
is apparent:
it is not just present, but
inherent in a mode of personality organisation
that rejects intimacy. Sex as triumph and

achievement slides naturally into sex as
rejection and degradation of the other.
Finkelhor (1984, 120) supports the notion of dual
cultures, one male and one female, and speculates that
this duality may be contributing to the higher rate of
abuse by males, and to the fact that in his studies he
found men as a group do not view sexual abuse as
seriously a" do women. (This would have implications
for policy-making, given that more men occupy
powerful policy-making positiOns.)
Finkelhor (13) outlines several differences between
men and women, which he thinks help explain why
women are much less likely to abuse children sexually.
The differences lie in masculine-feminine socialization
and are a conrinumion of the divisions learned as
young children in the family setting:

1.

\Vomen leClrJ1 emlier and much more completely to
distinguish between sexual and nonsexual forms of
affection. Women are sensitized to appreciate
affection without a sexual component while men,
from the time they are young, are not given many
opportunities to practice nurturing and express
affection.

2.

Men grow up seeing heterosexual success as much
more important to their gender identities than
women do. Sex is often used by men as a way of
reconfirming their adequacy on other issues.

3.

Men are socialized to be able to focus their sexual
interest around sexual acts isolated from the
context of a relationship. Women are taught to
focus on whole relationships. The ability of men
to rebte concretely to sexual acts is illustrated in
their greater interest in pornography as well as
their ability to he aroused by children.

4.

Men are socialized to see as their appropriate
sexual partners persons who are younger and
smaller than themselves, while women are
socialized to see as their appropriate sexual
partners persons older and larger. It is less of a
contortion for a man to find a child sexually
attractive because children are merely an extension
of the gradient along which men are already
focused.
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Not all of these attitudes are developed in the
_Jntext of the family, but certainly the separation
between male and female socialization begins in the
family and is confirmed as the child's horizons broaden
to include peers, school and television.

0wner:sh.iI>. Obedience and AuiIwrit:,y

Roy Bonisteel has
been involved in several TV and radio programs dealing
with the way we treat children in our society. In a
recent commentary (CBC Radio, January 18, 1990) he
offered the following assessment of society's treatment
of children: "I think we should take a long look at
ourselves and ask if it is not our misguided feelings of
ownership and our own selfishness that is the root of
the mistreatment, exploitation and neglect of children",
He noted that throughout history, children, like
women, were never considered the equal of men.
While the rights of women are being recognized, this
has not happened with children, who are still treated as
chattels and deprived in law of the civil rights and
liberties accorded to adults. ll1e ownership of children
is one reason why we are inhibited from intervening
vhen we are aware of verbal, physical or sexual abuse
Jf a young person by a parent or guardian. We feel
that we would be interfering because we fail to see
children as individuals with rights of their own.
Our culture places a positive value on obedience
and, as mentioned previously, condones the use of
physical punishment to elicit it. We teach our children
to respect adults and their authority simply because
they arc adults who supposedly know what is best.
Often a child hears, "Be a good girl and do what Aunt
Mary says", or "You'll do what you're told because I said
so". Children who question the authority of adults are
viewed with disapproval or outright condemnation.
Placing empha..<;is on obedience and deference to
authority simply because of position has implicmions for
child sexual abuse. Children are vulnerable if they are
unable to question the behaviour of an (ldult because
they feel they have no right to question the authority
of adults, Certainly, there are many other factors to
consider but the intimidation of authority and the
inequality it breeds are frequently mentioned by both
victims and therapists:
Many women noted that their sexually
abusive fathers were particularly concerned

about upholding a posItive public image.
They sought to be perceived as good
neighbours, family men, good with children.
In some cases these men held positions of
leadership in the community such as city
councilman, chaplain for a professional sports
team, member of the chamber of commerce,
or chief of the auxiliary police. Others were
active in their churches. An abuser's public
image as an upstanding, respected citizen
made it especially difficult for his child to
disclose the abuse for fear that her word
would not carry as much weight as his.
Furthem10re, many abusive fathers preached
what survivors referred to as "moralistic,
conservative values, strict religious beliefs, and
(Women's
respect for adults' authority".
Research Centre, 1988, 30)
Dr. William MarshaE, a well-known clinical
psychologist who treats sex offenders, views "authority
context" as a significant factor in sexual abuse cases
(1989). He points out that authority figures in any
community, such as priests, teachers, scout leaders and
parents, all have at their disposal any number of levers
that they can and do use to silence those they abuse.
A teacher can threaten to fail a child for not cooperating, or can improve the grades of a child who
does. If an authority figure from the community abuses
children, they fear telling because of shame, the sense
that they are responsible and the fear that their parents
will not believe them.

Issu.es Related to Sexuality Sexuality is central to who we
me as persons. Every human being is a sexual person
- young, old, single, celibate, divorced, widowed or
disahled:
Sexuality, while not the whole of our
personhood, is very basic and permeates and
affects our feelings, thoughts and actions,
Sexuality is our self-understanding and our
way of being in the world as male and female.
It includes attitudes about our bodies and
those of others ... sexuality remind.·, us of our
llniqueness ... we look different and feel
differently from any other person. Sexuality
also is a sign and a symbol of our call to
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communication and communion with others
... to reach out and embrace others physically
and spiritually. (Reed, 1985, 44*45)
Secn in this light, sexuality is much more than what we
do with our genitals.
Somehow the expression of sexuality has, in many
respects, become distorted and destructive. People
equate intimacy and sex, confuse sexual activity with
sexual violence, establish unequal relationships and
t hen abuse the resultant power imbalance through
emotional and physical violence. Sexual abuse of
children is an extreme example of this distortion and
confusion.
People begin to learn about sexuality in the family
scotting. However, recent studies suggest that family
communication about sexuality is most often
characterized by the exercise of authority and rulevalues in an
instead of verbal exploration
:Itnlosphere of co-operative disagreement (Butler, 1985,
134) Negative attitudes about sexuality fostered within
a family can create a climate of such repression and
denial of sexual feelings that even a child's innocent
question about body function or casual exploration of
his or her genitals can lead to over-reaction by other
f;m1ily members.
Butler (1985, 137*138) describes the implications
of these attitudes for the problem of child sexual abuse:
Many times children are unable to tell us
what they experience precisely because they
are considered to be our property and, as
such, have no option in the family to be
heard, particularly when they want to tell us
They might
things we do not want to
know, for instance, what sort of touching is
nurturing and what kinds are exploitive, but
may not feel they have permission to tell us
when grown-up family members touch them
in ways that make them fec! uncomfortable.
We do not teach our children the freedom to
express what they feel and know, and we
often fail to respect their place among us.
Children learn that touching, fondling, and
curiosity about their own genitalia are forbidden
shameful activities and that they are governed by a
silent and yet powerful set of rules that nohody quite

explains .
Even today, in our supposedly open-minded
society, young people still obtain most of their
information about sex and sexuality from magazines,
movies and their friends rather than from their parents.
They find it difficult to ask intimate and troubling
questions because they sense, and are put off by, the
discomfort their parents are feeling. The difficulty
parents and children share in communicating about
sexuality stems from a number of sources. One reason
is that parents don't feel they know enough, and do not
wish to display their own uncertainties and confusion.
Another reason is mutual denial and discomfort with
each other's sexuality. Young people find it difficult to
sce their parents as sexual beings like themselves while
parents find it difficu;t to sce their adolescent offspring
as anything but sexual. Adults fall into the trap of
thinking
;:m.: only two postures that can
taken with regard to sexuality
the permissive or the
repressive. Many parents choose what they think is the
safer approach - repression. They simply say nothing,
while not recognising that they are still providing
messages. According to Butler (1985, 137), "many of
us fill into une;}s), silence v.hen it comes to discussing
sexual matters with our children. And with our silence
wc guarantee that another generation will share our
awkwardness and failure to achieve a deep and caring
intimacy with loved ones".

The School. For a number of reasons, the Ontario
Teacher's Federation (1987, 8), in its review of the
literature on role models and socialization patterns for
children, is confident in its a<;sumption that schools
continue the traditional socialization process often
begun in the family:
1.

Personnel in the school system, such as
teachers and principals, have all been
socialized more or less into traditional sex
roles.

2.

The administrative structure contains more
males than females in leadership and
managerial roles.

3.

Research indicates that teachers feel that
male :md female students expect to be treated
differently.

4.

Students also bring with them well-established
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ideas of gender~appropnate behaviour and
interact with teachers and peers accordingly.
Many studies show the bias in teachers'
interactions with children. They indicate favour of the
feminine mode of conduct (obedience, quietness,
neatness and reading) while at the same time
maintaining an overriding preference for teaching boys.
The rationale given for this preference is that males are
more active, open and honest, males are easier to talk
to and males are more outspoken and willing to
exchange ideas (Ricks and Pyke, 1973; Jack and
Fitzsimmons, 1979; Schneider and Coutts, 1979 cited in
Ontario Teachers' Federation, 1987, 8-10).
The problem of stereotyping in the school system
also extends to textbooks. According to the brief by
the Ontario Teachers Federation (1987, 10), seven
studies of English and French textbooks in Canada all
found stereotyping: "The subtle, almost subliminal,
message of these texts was that women are secondary
and perhaps less effective participants in life's important
events, while men must always be competent, knowledgeable and strong".
Fortunately, awareness of
stereotyping and male bias in curriculum materials is
growing.
The following excerpt from the 1987 Bolton Report
provides a focus for reflection on the status of
education as an important socializing agent:
Our classrooms and teaching methods,
characterized by large student-teacher ratios,
competition, use of power and control, can
condone violence. The edllcation system is
still guilty of stereotyping and academic
Little opportunity is
streaming of skills.
provided for teachers to evaluate their own
beliefs and value systems. Teachers need to be
screened and monitored more carefully:
children and youth are socialized to conform
to the nonns they perceive.
The educational system can implement new
policies and programs to prevent or challenge
violence. School curriculum could address
anger management, child abuse,
streetproofing, sex roles. Teachers should
have opportunity for educatiomJ! upgrading
on key issues dealing with cultural

uniqueness, sexual harassment, family
(The Church Council on
violence, ete.
Justice and Corrections and the Canadian
Council on Social Development, 1987 cited in

Family Violence in a Patriarchal Culture, 1988)
The issue of self-examination, both by individuals
and systems, is an important one. Schools and teachers
can engage in this process by reflecting on their own
personal power and authority over children; examining
their own beliefs, attitudes and behaviours to see if they
are reinforcing sex stereotypes; and using non-sexist
teaching principles and materials in the classroom.
Religion. The contribution to socialization by organized
religion parallels or, for some people, supersedes that
provided by families and schools.
While many
individ uals experience the positive aspects of belonging
to a religious community, there are values and attitudes
tr:msmitted by the organization and teachings of
churches that create and influence abusive
relationships.
Greenglas (1982, cited in Ontario Teachers'
Federation, 1987, 2) points out the tremendous gender
power-differential which was given religious sanction in
religious doctrines written and interpreted by men. She
says this is true of Judaeo-Christian-Islamic tradition
and h~L<; parallels in Hindu and Buddhist traditions.
Men were designated as "ruler, leader, law-giver, and
protector, having divinely ordained dominion over
women, children, animals and plants". Harpur (The
Sunday Express, Feb. 4, 1990, 24) points out that the
social affairs committee of the Roman Catholic Church
in Quebec, in its recent document entitled Heritage of
Violence, acknowledges the contribution of male
dominance (institutionalized patriarchy), in society and
in the Church, to domestic violence. As well, the
emphasis on unlimited and unconditional forgiveness
and keeping the family intact no matter what the cost ~
further examples of values espoused by the Church often had a detrimental influence on women and
children victimized within the family.
Religious systems have also imparted negative
attitudes towards sexuality issues. Gittens (1985, 39)
points out that "Judaeo-Chnstianity has never defined
sexuality as pJeL<;urable or desirable. It is either seen as
sinful lust, or an unfortunate means to the nece..<;sary
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end of reproduction". Patton (1988, 129) describes the
atmosphere surrounding sex in Roman Catholicism:
Traditional Catholic education, obsessed with
how sinful Catholics were as human beings,
raught the ordinary Catholic to distrust his or
her sexual feelings and all erotic behaviour ....
Cat holicism tended to keep people passive
and receptive. It did little to help people
think for themselves.
Catholics became
conditioned because of the massive use of
fcar. It wa<; in this context that sex became
such a corrosive element in Catholic life. It
was also in the atmosphere that so much
obsessi\'e-compulsive behaviour developed in
the name of religion and sex. Catholics were
not encouraged to love f hemselves when all
their energy was enjoined so rigorously to
chain the "evil beast" of sex within
That this methodology was
unhealthy is now unquestionable, but that it
was used extensively is undeniable. The
consequences for people who were given a
distorted sense of themselves and their
humanity over sex and religion are difficult if
!lot impossible to measure fully.
These values and attitudes along with others :-:lch a<; unquestioning obedience to authority figures,
viewing suffering as punishment from God, and
emphasis on inherent sinfulness - can also have a
nl~gative impact on the sexual abuse victim because
t hey
reinforce personal guilt and responsibiliry
1986, cited in Canadian COll!1cil on Justice
:;nd Corrections and the Canadian COllI1cil on Social
Pc'Vc-lopment, 1988, 85).
Media. Television, music videos and advertising
pnwerful and often insidious contriburors to social
k;mling and socialization. "Television confirms, if not
exaggerates, the bias of sex-role stereotyping by
portraying markedly more males than females in
programs, by having more males in dominant roles, by
showing more women as victims of violence, and with
(<'Vi ex;:eptions, by showing that the career world is a
mak one" (WiIliams, 1981, cited in Ontario Teachers'
Federation, 1987, 11).
;!lL'

Sunday Express columnist Martha Muzychb has

written about the persistent number of videos that
make the link between violence and sex, creating the
impression that one cannot exist without the other, and
that it is appropriate, if not desirable, to combine
sexuality and aggressive behaviour. She refers to two
studies that have conducted surveys of music videos.
The first, conducted in Quebec in 1984, revealed that
27% of rock videos surveyed contained explicit
depictions of violence. The second, from the University
of Georgia, reported that more than half of the videos
surveyed contained violent images and 81 % contained
sexual imagery. Both studies report similar conclusions
about the portrayal of women: women were presented
in stereotypical roles which reinforced the images of
women as submissive to men. When women and men
were shown toger her in relationships, women were often
presented as victims of violence or as seducers of men,
but in either siru::ttion, women were assumed to be
that would be ultimately possessed and
controlled by men. (The Sunday Express, February 4,
1990, 14)
The brief by the Ontario Teachers' Federation
(1987, 11) supports the above studies:

arc often depicted in
pornographic videos as sexual addicts, which
creates false versions of women's needs and
desires and, the perception that females invite
harassment. Rock videos with leather-andbondage on fem::tle adolescent victims are
daily fare and readily accessible to children.
A recent study by Toronto psychologist,
lames Check, suggests that young people
between the ages of 12 and 17 are the
prim"ry consumers of pornography in Can"da
and that 37% watch sexually-explicit videos
at least once a month.
The

women

Advertising is a powerful communication tool that
can influence values and standards. Jean Kilbourne, in
her film Still Killing Us Softly, point.~ out why
consideration of ndvertising is important:
Ads sell a great deal more than products.
They sell values; images; concepts of love, of
sexuality, of romance, of success, of popularity
and, most important, of nonna\cy. They tell
us who we are or who we should be.
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The sexualization of children in fashion promotion
an example of the sexually exploitive role that
advertising can assume. Images of children dressed as
adults, a..'>Suming sexual poses and having apparently
seductive facial expressions, are becoming more
prevalent. This trend to make children sexual objects
may have serious effects on the incidence of child
sexual abuse since it appears to legitimize the
objectification. As well, children are encouraged to
become prematurely sophisticated and this is often used
as an excuse by abusers. The Ontario Teachers'
Federation (1987, 12) states:
We cannot ignore the significance of these
media trends which promote sexual
stereotypes of men, women and children, male
domination of women through violence, and
the perpetuation of women's helplessness and
incompetence. Images which children see
again and again have a cumulative effect
which, when combined with the socialization
process in the home, school and society at
large, may impact directly on child abuse in
the following ways:
1. Experts in the treatment of child sexual
abusers
maintain that one of the
characteristics of these men (over 90% of
such abusers are male) is a rigid, stereotypical
attitude toward male and female roles.
Therefore, if society continues to foster rigid
stereotypes in its socialization of children, it
may contribute to the continued victimization
of children.
2. "Leamed helplessness" and self-derogatory
artitudes leamed through family and school
experiences make girls less assertive and less
able to protect themselves. In addition, girls
are more willing than boys to blame
themselves for the abuse.
3. Coercion and male dominance, as depicted
in the media, may encourage "acting out" by
the population that has deviant sexual
preferences or psychological ptoblems, and
may create models for connict resolution
through violence.
4.

The male stereotype which requires

repression of feelings may create dysfunction
in males who need to be expressive and need
to develop communication and empathy skills
to reduce stress, frustration and anger, so that
it will not be expressed in abuse of children.
5. Stereotypes affect the willingness of boys to
report abuse and the response of adults to
disclosure. Society does not see boys as
victims, yet they comprise 10% of the sexual
abuse victims. Boys are supposed to have
personal power and be able to fight back.
3.3.2 Is there a relationship between tolerance of
violence in society and child sexual abuse?
Society is fundamentally committed to the use of
violence to maintain the status quo or to achieve desired
change. Examples of this commitment are reflected in
some commonly accepted models of violence, such as
defending and condoning the arms race, sports violence,
capital punishment, thriving pomography industries,
prostitution, movie and TV violence, and violence
against animals and the environment. It does seem that
society on a large scale tolerates violence as an
acceptable part of the continuum of ways in which
people relate. According to Marshall and Barbaree
(1987, 18):
Cross-cultural studies reveal that those
societies which accept and encourage
interpersonal violence, which are maledominated, and whose members hold negative
views of women, all have far higher rates of
forceful sexuality than do societies which do
not have these features (Chagnon, 1977;
Otterbein, 1979; Sanday, 1981). In such
societies children are likewise seen as the
property of males to do with as they wish.
The United States, which has the highest per
capit:1 rates of rape and child molestation
among Western societies, also appears to
accept and even admire violence (Leyton,
1986; Marshall, 1986) and certainly a large
proportion of its adult males hold negative
views of women (Brierc, Malamuth and
Check, 1981; Burt, 1980).
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lso the overwhelming issue of
There IS a '
·
h'
violence.
Many authors and professionals
reI,mons Ip
belie'vc there me commonalities in family violence, wife
' . d", in'" violence and child physical and sexual
p;Htenng,
" h
Outstanding is the use of violence and
.
:lUSC
h .
. . 'd. tl'Oll to solve problems. Rogers (1988, 34),
mtlml.1

L

S'x'Cia! Advisor on Child Sexual Abuse to the Minister
"" I NMional Health and Welfare, found that the interrcl:ltcJness of is.'iues surrounding violence in the lives of
and their families was confirmed during his
, . ,.. ;,.ountry consultations. He found that centres for
women often see children who have suffered
of her forms of abuse.
Many runaway
, ;11(, necing abusive family situations. Juvenile
cile extensive incidents of sexual abuse in
Straus (1980, cited in Gelles, 1987,

reports that societies, cultures and subcultures
rhe u<,c of violence arc thought to h;lve
rat cs of domestic violence and abuse of
Resl';lrchers and writers who are examining the
child sexual abuse recognize the interdifferent types of relationship abuse; the
child sexual abuse victims often include
abuse and violence - a fact that can
r:call' their assessment of the effects of sexual
'Vlolence leading to more violence" is often the
ohserved in victims of child sexual abuse.
i:HIS working with victims can attest to the often
ICins of reaction to and coping with sexual
lllg adolescents in particular. Alcohol and
prostitution, suicide and self-mutilation, ;ll1d
behaviour as impaired driving, and
r~lre are just some
the violent behaviour
n~ that are part of victims' lives.
There is also the violent nature of child sexual
iisclf. One of the most common stereotypes of
offenders is that they are weak passive men who
rk:msclves to children or coerce children into
:lcts, such as genital fondling or masturbation.
,'V('1', ,here is evidence that violence is commonly
\.y offenders, especially offenders who have been
Marshall and Christie (1981, cited in
\h~hall and Barbaree, 1988, 2) found that 58% of

child molesters and 71 % of rapists used more physical
force than was necessary. Marshal! states that it is
reasonable to consider all child molesters as either
presently or potentially violent. He dismisses the myth
of "harmless fondlers" and emphasises the physical,
psychological and emotional violence of child sexual
abuse.

Child Prostitution. The Badgley report (1984, 1061)
labels the relationship between young pimps and
prostitutes as "one of the most severe forms of abuse of
children and youths, sexual or otherwise, that currently
occurs in Canadian society". A concurrent danger is
from their customers who have strangled, stabbed or
clubbed them unconscious.
Pimps and customers
exploit runaways and neglected children by pressuring
them, emotionally and/or physically, into "sex for pay"
activities. They lure and entrap their victims with false
money, abduction, drugs, or simply by
preying upon the child's need for affection or ingrained
respect and/or fear of adult authOrity. The majority of
children recruited range in age from 9 to 16 years; they
can be boys or girls. The pimps are usually in their
early twen ties and are almost always male (Babin, 1985,
2-4) ,

Badgley (cited in Babin, 1985, 3) found that
almost all young prostitutes ran away from home at an
early age to escape family problems.
Continuolls
fighting was cited most frequently as the reason for
leaving, followed by coldness, physical abuse and family
illness. Some had sexual experiences starting at the age
of 7; by 13,
none was 2 vlrgm. Nearly aB
prostitutes were early drop-outs from school; few had
joh i>v'~v'r;,~
or \\'o:k skills.
Research that confirms the frequent co-existence
of childhood sexual abuse and child prostitution also
shows that the sexual abuse figures prominently in the
decision by children to engage in prostitution. tllf you're
giving it away, why not get paid for it?" Is the rationale
llsed when children leave home with no place to go, no
job skills and only one valuable commodity-their bodies
and youth. When teenagers can earn $200 a night
working the streets of one of our cities, they feel little
incentive to work at a low-paying job, if they could find
work at all.
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MId Pornography. In the Badgley ReJX>rt (1984,
1080) the word pornography refers to "the depiction of
licentiousness or lewdness; a JX>rtrayal of erotic
behaviour designed to cause sexual excitement". The
depiction can be in the form of pictures, books and
films. Pornography is not a legal term; legal judgments
are based on the "obscenity" of the JX>rnographic
material. Whether or not a publication is obscene
under Canadian law depends on whether a court
considers that a dominant characteristic of the
publication is the undue exploitation of sex, or sex and
crime, horror, cruelty or violence. Some sexually
explicit material, viewed by one person as having
scientific or educational merit, may be seen by another
as having no quality other than sheer sexual
stimulation. Thus, designating material as pornographic
or otherwise can be difficult.
However, in child pomography, there is little
content that might contribute to science or education.
Child JX>rnography # "kiddie porn" or "chicken pom" is a segment of the JX>rnographic industry in which
:.hildren, instead of adults, are the subject in obscene
pictorial or written materials. Professionals dealing with
child pornography and its victims state that the main
purposes of the material are sexual gratification of the
adult and the lowering of inhibitions of children.
Child JX>rnography has been identified as a multimillion dollar international business. Although many
nations, including Canada, have prohibitions against the
production and distribution of child pornography, it
continues to flourish as a somewh;lt secretive business
with producers distributing their material throughout
the world (Tyler and Stone, 1985,314).
In Canada, the main source of commercially
produced child pomography is through illegal
importation from the United States. Badgley (1984)
found that compared to the total detected volume of
pornography being imJX>rted illegally, there is little child
pornography. He maintains, however, that any child
porn entering the country is cause for concern. His
findings also reveal the existence of an informal and
fragmented system of non~commercial private
production of child JX>rnography, undertaken primarily
to serve the sexual gratification of persons taking these
pictures.
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The majority of children involved in child
JX>rnography are runaways (Pierce, 1984, 485).
Pornographers will also use their own children or
children from their neighbourhoods. There have also
been incidents of this activity existing in foster homes,
group homes, halfway houses and nursery schools. A
sex offender involved with a child might also record the
acts of abuse with whatever tools are available - a
computerized diary, photographs, motion pictures and,
most recently, videotapes. Sex offenders record their
activities because they realize their victims will grow
older, they have a compulsive need to record their
behaviour, or they wish to trade copies of their
collection with other sex offenders and/or
pomographers. Tyler and Stone (1985, 316) report
that commercial child pornography could not be
produced without the many child molesters/JX>ffio#
graphers supplying original material for publication
and/or duplication. Goldstein (1987, 68) makes a
strong case for the relatedness of pedophilia (in this
instance defined broadly as the sexuaVphysical
molestation of children), child prostitution and child
pornography. Pedophilia, he believes, is the basis of the
latter two. It is the pedophile who creates the demand
for both child pornography and child prostitution.
The contribution of child pornography to the
maintenance of child sexual abuse not only lies in the
abusive nature of the very activities but also in the
messages it sends to society in general and to sex
offenders in particular. Although the evidence for a
link between pornography and sexual offenses is
equivocal, more theorists and researchers are including
it within the framework of their analysis. Marshal!
(1988, 18) believes there is a case against pornography:
Pornogmphy ... is essentially negative toward
women and implies, if not clearly states, that
a woman's role in sex is to serve male needs
~)f1d that women really enjoy being raped even
it they appear to resist.
The research
literature is replete with the hannful effects of
exposure to violent pomography in the sense
that it changes the attitudes and sexual
responses of nonrapist males in the direction
of those of rapists (Donnerstein, 1984;
!vblamuth, 1981) .... Since rape pornography
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is

sold as entertainment, this may be
construed by some consumers to indicate that

abhor the crime of child sexual abuse but at the same
time turn away from the child victim by covertly

arousal to such scenes is acceptable: Also,
there is evidence that some rapists and child
molesters
use
pornography
to
incite
themselves to commit offenses.

tolerating the behaviour of individual sexual offenders?
The original question can be answered, not only by
examining the status of children in Canada, but also by
as..~ing the support for their families.

The messages in child pornography are similar. As
Diana Russell (1984, 82) points out,
Because child
pornography commonly
portrays children as enjoying sexual contact
with adults, it seems even more likely that it
may

undermine

some

vie\\'crs'

Although
questions are being raised about the assumption that
the traditional family is a positive and healthy
environment for children, the family is still society's
primary socialization agent. Very few people advocate
a radical shift in the status of the family, although
recognition is being given to the roles of schools,
churches and the law HS contributors to the welfare of
children.

internal

inhibitions against acting out their desires to
have sex with children.
And when
pornography makes it appear that child sexual
abuse is something that adll~ts can do without
much risk of being caught and punished - a
message pornography commonly conveys -- it
likely undennines viewers' social inhibitions
against acting out their desires.

Family patterns arc quite varied in modem society.
FemHle-headed families have increased by 23% in
Canada over the last 10 years. Generally the female
,\le young, with chiidrell under six. Statistics on
poverty indicate that 46(X, of female single parents live

(ll'pcar in mainstre;:lI1: magazines and portray children in

below the poverty line. In 1984, an estimated 1.2
million children were living in poverty in Canada - an
increase of more than one-third since 1980.
Particllbrly vulnerable were single pHrent families
headcci by women and famiiies with young parents

sexual or adult poses displaying adult products. An
eXiunple is an ad for perfume called Innocence in which
a young girl L<; dressed seductively, lying on a table.

under 25. Research has shown that children in families
stressed hy poverty and poof housing are at an
increased risk (or sexual abuse.

The caption reads 'Innocence is sexy after all'.

Rogers (1988, 18, 29) recognizes that some families
are struggling in their efforts with children. Families
today cannot hear the burden of providing for their
in isohu ion.
problenls cannot be so!ved

A trend in modem society, one that is more
s~x:ia!ly acceptable than child pornography, is the
sexualization of children in advertising. These

Ads

such ?.5 this one send out the message that children
desire sex with adults, are capable of consenting to sex
that sex with children is acceptable.

3.3.3 Is Our Society Tmly Child-Oriented?
\1any people would quickly answer "yes" to this
question. After all, the birth rate is lower so parents
can hetter provide, financi;:dly and emotionally, for fewer
children; education and healrh care are availahle to all
children; recreation and entertainment are plentiful; the
toy industry is booming. "Children have so much these
days" is a comment repeated hy many adults. But is
this an Hccurate picture? Are parents really able to
provide financially and emotionally for their children!
Is commerce truly concerned about the development of
children, or is this segment of the population just
another market?

Specifically, does society publicly

in the family alone, as is evidenced by the intervention
in
violence,
battering. child neglect cmd abuse.
neces~ary

\Vhile the (ocu::; in the past has rested largely upon
individuals who neglect children, attention should also
be paid to the neglect of children by organized society
- neglect inherent in poverty, inadequate daycare, lack
of housing, minimHI family support systems and
underfunded schools. It does seem questionable whether
or not there is adequate support for families in their
varied forms. Work environments, for example, are for
rhe most part geared to families with one parent at
home to handle the unpredictable events of family life.
This expectation is unrealistic, given the diversity of
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family patterns. The Ontario Teachers' Federation
.! 987, 10) reports that sick children and unsatisfactory
child-care situations are major sources of stress for
today's working parents.
The true test of our society's child-orientedness is
found in the assessment of our response to children in
trouble, in this instance, children who have been
sexually abused. Rogers (1988, 25-26) questions the
will of the public to lend strong support to the
allocation of more resources to the problem of child
sexual abuse:
Recent patterns of backlao;;h in some quarters
are compounding the issue; a strong pattern
of denial is evident in some who feel that the
problem of child sexual abuse is being
overstated and that children are prone to
lying and fantasizing. Scratch the surface a
little, and societal hostility towards children
abounds, especially if children exhibit deviant
behaviour.
Children growing up often find that the amenities
f modem society are there for those who are successful
dnd meet the expectations of parents and professionals.
However, those who are not successful because they are
disadvantaged through poverty or abusive and deprived
childhoods find themselves confronted by a cold and
uncaring adult world.
In particular, society has
difficulty accepting or understanding that adolescent
hostility and acting out, often in the form of vandalism,
are, in part, a reaction to being put down or discounted
a<; individuals. Children traumatized by sexual ahuse
become an extremely disadvantaged group, often ending
up in official care, ravaged by hostility, guilt :md
despair. Disadvantaged young people become alienated,
anti-social and self-destructive.
Thus, while the public displays abhorrence of the
crime of child sexual abuse, it has difficulty responding
in a personal and concrete manner. Rogers (1988, 8)
points out that despite a significant increase in the
number of reported ca<;es of child sexual abuse in the
last five years, the number of personnel devoted to
dealing with the problem has not increased significantly.
1 some provinces there has been a decrease in frontline personneL
Goldstein (1987, 14) writes that "the bottom line

is that society condemns child molestation in the
abstract, but the way it responds to individual cases
depends on the circumstances and who the accused is.
Sometimes it is easier to deny it happened or to
implicate the victim". Sgroi (cited in Burgess et aL,
1978, xv) also supports that analysis in the following
statement:
We tolerate sexual abuse of children because
it is the last remaining component of the
maltreatment syndrome in children that has
Even now,
yet to be faced head-on.
protecting children from sexual assault
receives far less community sanction than
prevention of, and protection from, physical
abuse or neglect. It seems to be too dirty",
"too Freudian", or perhaps "too close to
home". Those who try to assist sexually
abused children must be prepared to battle
against incredulity, hostility, innuendo, and
outright harassment.
Worst of all, the
advocate for the sexually abused child runs
the risk of being smothered by indifference
and a conspiracy of silence. The pressure
from one's peer group, as well as the
community, to ignore, minimize, or cover up
the situation may be extreme.
Rogers (1988, 7) condemns the inaction of
governments to deal with child sexual abuse in spite of
the thorough education provided by the Badgley Report
which, in 1984, detailed the problem and its impact on
children. Rogers states, "My overall impression is that
we have not moved fOI,vard in any significant sense
since the Badgley Report was tabled .... Issues related to
children are still low on the priority list for most
ministries".
Untreated Child Sexual Abuse. It is likely that there
is a high proportion of sexually abused children who
never receive treatment either as children or as adlllts.
Although the numbers are unknown one can make this
assumption because a high proportion of victims never
report their abuse and there is a lack of treatment
services to children, adolescents and adult survivors.
According to Rogers (1988, 10), a shortage of expertise
and treatment models is not the problem. In his
opinion, professionals in Canada know a good. deal
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about what needs to be done and how to do it. The
problem is they are not getting the resources they need
to do the job.

since many offenders sexually abuse a large number of
children, theoretically child sexual abuse could increase
drastically simply on the basis of these two factors.

Most experts agree that sexual abuse in the
childhood of sex offenders is a significant factor
influencing whether or not they will subsequently abuse
others. As mentioned previously, Groth (1979, cited
in Russell, 1984, 83) reported that 46% of the fixated
sex offenders he studied, reported being sexually abused
as children. This was double the percentage (23%) of
regressed sex offenders who were abused as children.

While clinicians and researchers acknowledge that
not all victims become victimizers, recognition is given
to the implications of untreated child sexual abuse.
Rogers (1989, 25) concluded as follows:

An even more disturbing finding that is receiving
increased support is that sexual abuse by victims can
begin in adolescence. Rogers (1988, 10-11) emphasises
the urgency of treatment for adolescent offenders by
describing a videotaped interview with three male
offenders aged 14, 15 and 16:
Each said that he had first been abused at
about four years of age and had been sexually
molested by both men and women repeatedly
until about nine years of age. The offenders
were family members and friends. At about
age nine, the boys began molesting other
children - some they knew, some were
strangers. Each guessed that he had molested
about fifty children although they had been
charged with only one offense.
Many therapists are beginning to identify child
sexual abuse as a root cause of many personality and
beh;:tviour disorders in a growing number of traumatized
adolescents and adults. Left untreated, patterns of
hostile ami-social behaviour, including the sexual
assault of other children and adolescents, often occur.
Since effective intervention, in particular early
intervention, is rare in cases of child sexual abuse, and

The long-term costs to society in both human
and financial terms are staggering. During
the consultations, estimates were identified
suggesting that an adolescent victim/offender
who continues anti-social behaviour over a
lifetime wiIl cost welfare, police, court, medical
and correctional systems an excess of $1
million per case. The number of additional
victims stemming from a single case can be in
the hundreds.

3.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS
This section has presented an overview of child
sexual abuse that includes information about the past
A true
and present status of the problem.
understanding of child sexual abuse requires an
appreciation of historical and socio-cultural factors as
well as individual family and community factors. (See
Figure 6, page 108.) An important product of this
broad analysis is an awareness of child sexual abuse, not
as isolated incidents, but as a pervasive pattern of
behaviour '.vith antecedents of social acceptance that
reach far back into history.
The following sections narrow the focus by
providing information on the offenders and the victims
of child sexual abuse.

The Dynantics

of Child
Sexual Abuse
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An analysis of why child sexual abuse occurs includes
consideration of the history and current status of children
in society, the socialization of men and women, the
expression of sexuality, the tolerance of violence in our
culture, and the role of institutions, particularly, the family.
The previous section provided a brief review of these critical
issues as a framework for presenting tilLs section on the
dynamics of sexual abuse. Here, we will detail the more
specific factors pertaining to the offender and the victim.
Section Four, which presents information on offenders,
begins Part Three because the offenders are responsible for
the abuse.

A13

Section Five then explains the issues surrounding the
victimization of children.
The intent of Part Three is to explain how and why
abusive acts occur and often continue undetected. There
are many theories in the literature which offer explanations.
We have focused on the factors that provide insight into
who the offenders are and why children are the chosen
victi1ns. Issues that people commonly ask questions about
and appear to have difficulty understanding are addressed
in this part of the report.
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Section Four: The Offender

4.1 INTRODUCTION
There are numerous theories about the sex
offender. Understanding who he is, why he offends ,lOd
where his life should and will proceed is a complicated
and challenging task. There are also many different
categories of sex offenders; various approaches arc
taken in the literature to define and describe the
offender by type. Debate exists about whether incc~t
offenders can be distinguished from other sex offenders:
In a great deal of the literature, incest
offenders have been analyzed as an entirely
distinct group from other kinds of sex
offenders against children (de Young, 1982;
Gebhard et aI, 1965; Langevin, 1953) and
separate theories have been used to ex ph in
them. In another segment of the literature
and in the approach advocated here, general
theories about child molesters are developed
and incest offenders are integrated into those
theories (Groth, 1979; Howells, 1981). These
two might be called the separate theory versus
the unified theory approach. (Finkelhor, 1984,
51 )
Both groups of theorists agree that there are
differences between extra-familial child abusers and
incest offenders. However, Finkelhor explains th,lt the
disagreement would appear to revolve around the
question of how much similarity there is. He also
questions the value of establishing sep;:u<1te theories:
There are many different types of child
molesters: those attracted to boys, those
attracted to girls; those who molest
aggressively,
those who molest
nonaggressivelYj those with relatively exclusive
sexual interest in children, those with sexual
interest in other types of partnerSj those who

molest their own children, those who molest
other people's children.
There is no
advantrtge to or c1ertr empirical imperative for
trtking one of these dichotomies - incest
versus non incest - and creating a wholly
seprtrate fr,lmework for each side. (52)
We will begin with a discussion of the general
characteristics of sex offenders in order to establish an
understanc1ing of who they are. A presentation of the
approaches they llse will demonstrate how they lure and
pressure their victims. Some of the distinguishing
characteristics will be presented through an examination
of classifications of sex offenders. A summary of
theories on why men sexually abuse, with particular
focus on Marshaj1 and Barbaree's Comprehensive
Behaviourial Perspective and Finkelhor's Four PreFinally, issues
Conditions Mode\, will be given.
regarding assessment, risk evaluation and treatment
approaches will be highlighted.

It is imponant to note that there are a number of
weaknesses in the development of current theories.
of the research has been carried out on multiple
Also, as
offenders who h:1Ve been incarcerated.
Finkclhor points out, current theories have been
developed mostly from clinical work aimed at
therapeutic inrervenrion, and in the process sociological
f;1Ctors have been neglected.
importance of sociocllltural factors has been addressed in Section
and they will also be referred to in this section.

4.2 GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF IRE
SEX OFFEl\;l.)ER
The literature cautions against the development of
an offender profile or the description of a "typical" sex
offender. For too long, peopJe have believed that the
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perpetrator is a "dirty old man", mentally retarded,
insane, or sexually frustrated. We now know that these
are myths and that offenders are not noticeably
different from the general population. Marshall believes
that sex offenders are a very heterogeneous group and
"while there is a disproportionate number from lowincome families, there are more and more people
coming from the middle and upper c1a.<;ses needing
treatment" (Cited in N.B. Child Welfare Assoc.
Conference Report, June 1988, 13).
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result only when physical force is used to commit such
acts.

OJgnitive Disumion 2. Having sex with a child is a good
way for an adult to teach the child about sex. Some
adults who are attracted to children attempt to justify
their behaviour with children as poslttve and
advantageous for the child. A frequent misperception
is that sexual activity with the child will teach the child
to be a better sexual partner when he or she becomes
an adult. The offender, acting on this fallacious belief,
will attempt to conceal this "sex education" from other
adults.

Researchers and clinicians working with sex
offenders have determined some common personality
traits, coping skills and defence mechanisms. These me
often used to provide a basic understanding of what to
look for when assessing and treming the sex offender.
Section 2.4.2 provided some general findings about the
sex and age of offenders and their relationship to the
victims. We wili now address what
been
with regard to the offenders' attitudes (their
acceptance of responsibility and cognitive distortions),
their sexual behaviour, emotional make-up, social skills
and self-control.

with children, especially over time, actually go to great
extremes to conceal the activity from others, usually by
the child ahout the c:itasrrophes that would
befall him should others find out, eg his mother will be
harmed, or the offender will go to jail. When the child
complies, the adult misinterprets it as evidence th(lt the
child wants the sexu:il activity to continue.

4.2.1 Attitudes

C...ogrutit!c Diswrtilm 4. Sometime in the future our society
v.'ill
that sex bell.am a child and an adult is all right

Acceptance of responsibility is the first aspect of
the character of sex offenders that is assessed hy
clinicians.
According to Marshall il!1d Barharee
approximately 80% of sex offenders initially deny their
behaviour. There L" both a denial of gllilt and a denial
of responsibility, both of which can be viewed (IS a
matter of
not caregDric:illy. They tend to
other., for their behaviour. They often reve:il a number
of
attitudes or cognitive distortions.
et al, 1984 have studied cognitions in sex between
children and adults (lnd noted patterns in those hel,i by
adults who involve themselves with children. The
following seven cognitive distortions are an edited
version of those listed in the 1984 article
"Complications, Consent and Cognitions in Sex
Between Children and Adults" (Abcl et ai, 98-101).

Cognitive Di5Wrtion 3. Children do not tell others about
having sex u'ith a parent because they really enjoy the
sexual activity and want it to continue. Adults involved

(a corollary is that previous cultures have fouod sex
loetween children and adults acceptable). Adults who
are involved with children frequently do not want to
discuss present realities. To avoid talking about them,
they focus on something else - the future or the pa.<;t.
It is true that in the past, sexual activity between
,md
was very acceptable in some
cllltures; however, the offender is not living in those
and he m llst abic1c by current law.

Cognitive Distortum 5. An adult v:l1fJ only feels a child's
bod) or feels the child's genitals is not really being sexual
with the child so no Iwnll i.s being done. ThL" cognition
assumes that the child will not perceive a sexual assault
of his or her body unless penetration has occurred and
so will ignore t he violation of these acts.

C...of,'T'.i.tive Disrmtian I. A child who does not tlhysically
resist my sexual a.dvances really wants to have sex with me.

C'...ognitive Diswrtim 6. W1Jen a child asks an adult a
question about sex it means that tl1e child wants to see the
adult's sex orga1lS or have sex with the adult (a similar

This cognition assumes that children have learned how
to express themselves effectively with adults ahout
things they do not want. It also assumes that harm can

distortion is that children are sexual beings, and
therefore they should have sex with adults). A number
of adults attracted to children report that they would
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~ver have participated in the sexual encounter had the
l:hild not initiated the activity by asking questions

behaviour.

about sex. It is true that children are sexual beings and

alcohol acts as a stimulant in the beginning, but will

are curious about sexuality;

interfere with sexual arousal if the offender has drunk

however,

the issues

play a role, but it is not responsible for offenders'
They note two important points.

surrounding infonned consent remain. In the process
of attempting to learn about sexuality, children will ask

too much.

those around them about sex.

the courage to act.

The adult aroused to

children, however, assumes that to infonn the child
means having sex with the child. This is not the
accepted standard of education of children in our
society, and is simply a cognitive distortion used by
adults to justify their sexual behaviour with children.

Cognitive Distortion 7. My relationship with my daughter,
son or other chila is enhanced by my having sex with them.
Closeness and intimacy with others is a goal sought by
The

Second, decisions are usually made in a

non-intoxicated state and the alcohol gives the offender

4.2.2 Sexual Behaviour
Marshall and Barbaree assess four different
categories of sexual behaviour in their work with
offenders; preference, functioning, knowledge and needs.
They report the following findings:
Preference
A number of researchers have tried to develop

most of us, and sexual intimacy is one of the greatest
opportunities to experience that closeness.

First,

assessment

procedures

for

indicating

the

sexual

intimacy scmght by one member of a p::lir, hov,'e\,cr, may

prcference of sex offenders. Devices, such as the penile

not be sought or felt by the other member. When an

phailometers and strain gauges, have been llsed to
measure sexual arousal in a laboratory setting. They

adult male attracted sexually to children is able to hold,
fondle and have intercourse with a child, the adult feels
sense of intimacy and closeness. The problem is to

look at preferences relating to age, sexual orientation
and type of sex acts (eg fetishist, exhibitionist, rapist).

"etermine objectively what is felt by the child. It is not
surprising that an adult involved with a child reports

Age. Marshal! and Barbaree (1988, 25) have analysed

that the child experiences the same feelings, since to

those who have

say otherwise would mean that he is involved with the

1.

a clear preference for children with little arousal by
adults (the "child" profile);

2.

a preference for children and adults with low

child against the child's will.

fi\'c types of sex offenders with regard to age preference,

TI1e offender is making

decisions for the child regarding the adult's feelings and
the child's desire to participate.

arousal by pubescent females (the "child-adult"
profile) ;

These seven cognitive distortions arc only a sample
of the variolls beliefs or attit lldes held by ad ul ts who

J.

involve themselves with children. A common and vet)'
important factor with all of these distortions is that the
offender never attempts to validate his heliefs by asking
about them or discussing them with other adults. His

a non-discriminating pattern displaying moderate
arousal by females of all ages;

4.

a clear preference for teenage and adult females
with litt!c arous;]! by children (the "Teen-Adult"
profile); and

failure to do so suggests that he does not want feedhack
from

others

and

does,

in

fact,

recognize

the

5.

a clear preference for adults (the "adult" profile).

inappropriateness of his behaviour. Rather, he tries to

Marshal! and Barbaree have observed that the

rationalize his behaviour through a distorted set of

offc>nders with a "child" profile "displayed greater arousal

beliefs.

to descriptions of intercourse with a child than they did

Offenders also tend to blame their behaviour on
""!cohol hecause it provides a socially acceptable
;planation. At times, in the literature, it has been
reported as a causal factor in sexllal abuse.

Marshal]

and Barbaree and other authors feel that alcohol does

to fondling or oral-genital sex" (1988, 24). Also, they
have found that offenders have generally not been
inhibited by the child's resistance and visible distress.
'They tend to have far more victims and use more force
and intrusive sexual acts: "These men are clearly the
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most dangerous child molesters and they also appear to
be the ones most likely to recidivate if untreated"

(1988,24).

Sexual Orientation. In their studies of men who had
molested boys, Marshall and Barbaree looked at their
sexual orientation to adults. Only one-third of the men
were classified as homosexual and most of these men
were married, but reported that their sexual relations
with their wives were unsatisfactory. These men hid
their sexual orientation from family and friends and
targeted boys who were older (12.4 years) than those
targeted by the heterosexuals (7.3 years).
Functioning

rely on sexual actiVity to express a whole range of
emotions and expect to find the affection and closeness
they are seeking through the sex act.
A clear example of how sex offenders channel their
needs and emotions through sexual activity is shown in
a list below. This list was compiled through a series of
group therapy sessions with 8 to 10 sex offenders. The
group was led by a counsellor from Emmanuel House
and a Classification Officer from Her Majesty's
Penitentiary .
The needs these men identified as being expres..<;ed
through their sexual abuse were
need to have control and power over some
area of their lives

Marshall and Barbaree have found rh;lt many men
who sexually abuse children have continuing sexual
relations with an adult female partner, though the
sexual pan of thes~: relationships is
to be
unsatisfactory by the offender. 111c), state that the
frequency of sexual relations is too low, they feel
unfulfilled or they experience sexual dysfunction.

need to communicate feelings to wife (anger.
hurt, resentment)

Knowledge

need to feel 8deq uate in all area.<; of their life

Sex offenders generally have a very limited
knowledge of sexuality.
In
their sexual
relations with consenting parmers, Marshall :md
Barbaree have found that offenders aim to "attain
orgasm as quickly a.') possible, with little in the way of
affectionate interactions and with little concern for
mutual satisfaction" (1988,30). As well, they are quite
naive about sex in general and express prudish
attitudes.
Clinicians have
observed that sex
offenders are very afraid ro acknowledge their ignorance
and are reluctant to openly talk
sexuality
(Greene, interview, January 1990).

need to unload and get support for their
feelings - to sort them out

I'\eeds
It is clear that sexual behaviour satisfies a range of
needs, not simply physical gratification. However, sex
offenders are often unaware of their needs ,1I)d why
they are motivated to have sex. Marshal! and Barbaree
believe that this is probably why they experience so
much dissatisfaction with their sexual relations.
As we explain later, offenders ofren have difficulty
forming genuine, intimate relationships. They often
don't understand or recognize their feelings and have
difficulty expressing them. Without knowing it, they

need to release stress/tension
need to expres, anger at women in their lives
need to be a strong male

need for more equal marriage
need to receive affection
need to have more confidence
need to feel you are a good father
need to learn how to trust
need to meN sexual needs as well as desire
for close reh'ltionship
need to deal with loneliness
need to feel OX. about their sexual identity.

4.2.3 Emotions
It is apparent from the preceding list of needs that
these sex offenders have difficulty finding appropriate
ways of expressing their emotions. The emotional
problems of sex offenders can often be traced to their
childhood backgrounds.
Although there were
frequently problems of physical and sexual abuse in the
pa,-';;t of m::my of these men, Mayer (1988, 20) believes
that other factors contribute as well. She has observed
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1at many offenders grow up with "double-bind
Jarenting" in which "conflicting or opposing messages
ue given to a child regarding the appropriateness of
:ertain behaviours and the acceptance . of certain
emotions". She cites as an example "a mother who
simultaneously shows physical affection toward her child
while verbally berating him for some infraction".
Marshall and Barbaree believe that offenders often
grow up without a strong bond of attachment to their
parents and therefore lack the capacity to form
satisfying relationships. Such offenders often talk about
their relationship with their parents without emotion or
with desperation - "I wish they loved me",
Mayer (1988, 20) also points out that offenders
tend to come from homes where an authoritarian style
of parenting is used, and she believes that
"Authoritarianism contributes to repressed/suppressed
aggression". In these homes, emotions are closely
monitored and suppressed and behaviour is rigidly
controlled.
It is important to elaborate on some of the
.notions sex offenders have difficulty expressing. Anger,
a very complicated emotion that is frequently not
recognized and understood, often plays a key role in the
committing of sexual offenses. As Mayer states, it can
be viewed on a continuum with feelings such as
annoyance, mild irritation, impatience and resentment
on one end, and explosive rage and uncontrolled
violence at the other. When anger is suppressed, it can
build to a boiling point, hiding and distorting other
feelings:
Anger is an emotion that cm give its
possessor the illusion of having pO\.ver and
control. However, it often masks fear, hurt,
depression, guilt and frustration. For the sex
offender with feelings of inadequacy and
conflicts which centre around dependencyautonomy, anger can be a com(ortable
emotion, providing temporary relief from the
more painful feelings of vulnerability, fear and
rejection which lower self-esteem.
1l1e
projection of responsibility, displacement of
feelings and provocation of conflicts may help
the sex offender experience anger and avoid
close self-examination. (Mayer, 1988,21)
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Mayer discusses three ways in which anger can be
manifested:
passive-aggressiveness, regression and
defensive reactions.
The passive-aggressive personality fears anger and
avoids direct encounters through denial, projection and
displacement. These persons usually appear passive,
withdrawn and detached. They objectify others and
seek satisfaction through impersonal material gains.
They fear rejection and avoid expressing anger in an
appropriate way. The roots of the original anger often
relate to feelings of powerlessness during childhood
abuse and mask inner feelings of insecurity, hurt and
fear.
The lack of empathy described in the passiveaggressive personality is another key factor in the
characteristics of sex offenders. Because offenders are
often self-centred, insecure and emotionally immature,
they cannot see past their own needs or relate to the
needs of others. Therefore, they easily exploit and use
others to satisfy themselves, with little or no regard for
the feelings of their victims.
The Tegressed personality expresses characteristics
similar to those of young children. As Mayer states:
These men often have primitive or underdeveloped moral consciences, poor impulse
control and low frustration tolerance. They
engage in expedient and self-serving
behaviours and do not experience empathy
for others. Like the toddler whose needs and
wants are thwarted, the incestuous adult
often is demanding, volatile and explosive.
(1988, 23)
These men tend to hold in feelings slIch as guilt
and shame, and often experience depression and
anxiety. The stored anger eventually gets expressed,
often in the form of aggression. This aggression is often
displaced and directed towmds their wives or children.
Dqerl\ive TetlL1i011S, conscious and unconscious, play a
part in the passive-<lggressivencss and the regression.
Mayer discusses two forms of psychological defenses
that are common characteristics of sex offenders:
identification with the aggressor and displacement.
has

Identification takes place when the offender who
been traumatized in childhood
through
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psychological, physical, emotional or sexual abuse
identifies with his perpetrator: "Later in life he re·
enacts the trauma experienced as a child, but, this time,
his role invests him with the power and control he
lacked as a child victim" (Mayer, 1988, 26).
Displacement occurs when offenders direct at child
victims the anger they have harboured against their
own perpetrators.
Fear of rejection is another trait often observed in
sex offenders. Their feelings of insecurity and low selfworth are a part of this fear. Any hint of rejection on
the part of others may be met with strong feelings of
hurt, self-hate and blame. These feelings often get
expressed aggressively and inappropriately displaced
onto others who are in more vulnerable or powerless
positions.

4.2.4 Social Skills
Sex offenders often possess a range of social
behaviours that may contribute to their problems.
Marshall (1988) believes that sex offenders are not
unlike many men in their social functioning. He
identifies a number of common deficiencies:
poor conversation skills
lack of assertiveness and frequent aggression
lack of empathy - no understanding of the
emotional states of others and inability to express
t.heir own emotions
poor relationship skills
lack of

solving

poor srress-coping strategies
to

stereotypes

uthers

lack of capacity for healthy conflict resolution.
Mayer, (1988, 43) also points out another deficiency:
tendency to compensate for low self-worth by
presenting selves as controlling, powerful <ll1d
\X)(enti tendency to sec selves as failures who
need to over-power others.
Many of these (actors re(;ite to the emorional
development of sex offenders. Their in;:jbility to rclate
to others in a healrhy, intimate way further compounds
their feelings of isolation, hurt and rejection.

Developing their social skills is an important part of
helping offenders change their sexually abusive
behaviour.

4.2.5 Control over Behaviour
Marshall has observed that many of the sex
offenders discuss their sexual behaviour as if it wasn't
planned: they say, "I couldn't stop myself'. They do
not recognize that they actively or passively planned to
act. Active planning means actually reasoning out
where to go and what to do. Passive planning is
allowing things to happen, which is often what
offenders do. 1111'1' neither take the steps necessary to
avoid certain situations nor place active controls on
their behaviour, such as abstaining /Tom alcohol if
liquor disinhibits their sexual behaviour.
Some authors refer to the behaviour of sex
as addictivc
Anne \Vilson Schaef
has examined how sexual behaviour can be a form of
addiction. She states, "Sexual addiction, like any other
addiction, is mood-altering. It affects the individual like
any mood-altcring drug. Sexual obsession becomes a
'fix' and ::lddicts get their 'high' /Tom the sexual fix"
10) .
\"[
\Xlilson dl:'scribes several levels of sexual addiction
that begin with obsessively repressing sexuality and
include such characteristics as "frigidity, impotence,
sexual righteousness, obsessive sexual punty, nonintegr::lted celibacy, religious sexual obsession, sexual
anorexia, and the treating of others as sexual objects"
(l
10). At the
level is rape, incest, child
molesting and other (orms of sexual violence.
any
of addiction (offenders often
experience problems wit h substance abuse as well), the
root cause can uSLlally be traced to Cl person's inability
to underst;tnd his own needs, to find healthy ways to
express feclings ;tnd form intimate relationships with
orhers. Determining rhat the sex offender's khaviour
is addictive should not excuse his behaviour; rather, it
should provide a me::lns of understanding it and helping
to find ways of controlling it.
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4.2.6 Concluding Remarks
In concluding this discussion on the characteristics
of sex offenders, it is important to note that some
clinicians believe that many male sex offenders are not
really very distinguishable from the general male
population. Fortune (1983, 20) believes that many of
the elements of acceptable male sexuality in our society
are also the characteristics of sex offenders. She lists
some of these characteristics:
a desire that its object be innocent - ie powerless,
passive, subordinate;
a need to objectify the other in order to avoid
intimacy;
a desire to use another person exclusively to meet
one's own needs;
an ability to rationalize the experience: "she likes
it, wants it, needs it; it's good for the kids";
a lack of regard for the other as an autonomous
person;
a lack of responsibility for one's acts; no one makes
any demands or req uires any fonn of
accountability;
an inability to find erotic/emotional pleasure with
an equal - male or female
or with someone
who takes the initiative sexually;
a sexual orientation which is predatory and
dependent on the subordination of the partner;
and
an avoidance of rejection by always being in
control.
Although the behaviour of the offenders certainly
is extreme, it is possible to see how it is rooted in the
social and cultural milieu of our society.

4.3 APPROACHES OF SEX OFFEl'-<'DERS
Groth (1978, 11-15) classifies behaviour patterns
of sex offenders into two basic categories: pressured sex
contacts and forced sex contacts.
The pressured atJproach is characterized by a
relative lack of physical force. The offender uses either
"enticement, in which he attempts to indoctrinate the

child into sexuality through persuasion or cajolement"
or "entrapment in which he takes advantage of having
put the child in a situation in which he or she feels
indebted or obligated". In general, the offender makes
efforts to persuade the intended victim by bribery
rewarding the child with attention, affection, approval,
money, gifts, treats and good times. Very often the
victim and offender know each other before their sexual
involvement and sometimes they are related.
Involvement can be continuous and fairly consistent
over time.
The forced approach, on the other hand, is
characterized by the threat of hann or the use of
physical force. The offender uses "intimidation, in
which he exploits the child's relative helplessness,
naivete, and awe of adults", or "physical aggression, in
which he attacks or physically overpowers his victim".
The attacks may be exploitive in that the offender uses
threat or force to overcome the victim's resistance, or
they may be sadistic, in which the force becomes erotic
for the offender. It is this latter type that captures the
attention of the public through the media. The sexforce offender does not usually have an emotional
investment in the victim, but instead views the child as
an object solely for gratification - the child is used and
then discarded. Most exploitative offenders do not
intend to hann the child but they have no strong
resistance against using violence. The sadistic offender
intends to attack and as..<;ault the victim; physical and
psychological abuse and/or degradation of the child is
necessary for gratiflcation.

4.3.1 A Detailed Description of an Approach Used
by Sex Offenders
Sgroi et al (1982, 13-17) provide a detailed
deSCription of the approach used by offenders who are
related or known to the child. Presentation of that
description in a slightly edited form is valuable for two
reasons: first, virtually all studies indicate that most
child sexual abuse, perhaps as much as 75% - 80%,
occurs within the context of affinity systems - fathers,
step-relatives, family friends, neighbours or authority
I1gures (Lang and Frenzel, 1988,305); second, it offers
insight into the behaviour of the child victim,
addressing such concerns as how the child could engage
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in such activities or why she/he didn't tell anyone about
the abuse.
Sgroi describes five separate stages of child sexual
abuse:
L the engagement phase, 2. the sexual
interaction phase, 3. the secrecy phase, 4. the
disclosure phase, and often 5. a suppression phase
following disclosure. In this section of the report the
first three phases will be described.

Engagement Phase

Access and Opportunit:y. Child sexual abuse is not a
capricious, unplanned, unpredictable phenomenon. For
the most part, the perpetrator is someone who is known
to the child and who ha.." ready access to the child.
Opportunity to engage in sexual activity is essential and
can usually be achieved with privacy. The perpetrator
and the child need to be alone with each other
in a
room, in a house, or in some secluded place out-ofdoors. Although these circumstances of access and
opportunity may be accidental on their first encounter,
the perpetrator can be expected to watch for, or to
create, opportunities for private interaction with the
child thereafter.

Relationship to Participants.. The perpetrator is almost
always someone in the child's own family who has
access and opportunity by residing in the home or
If not a relative, the
within the family circle.
perpetrator may be someone given access to the child
by the parents or guardian - again someone within the
child's daily sphere of activities. This access may be
gained through the places where children are freely
allowed: at home or in the homes of relmives, friends
and neighbours; at school where they also engage in
age-appropriate group activities - boy scouts, girl
scouts, clubs, church-related functions.
Children
outside their own homes are usually under the
authority of adults who temporarily occupy caretaking
or guardianship roles. Thus the dynamics of child
sexual abuse most often involve a known 8dult who is
in a legitim8te power position over a child and who
exploits accepted societal patterns of domimmce and
authority to engage the child in sexu81 activity.
Induaments.
Engaging the child in the sexu81
behaviour is usually done in a low-key, non-forcible
fashion, possibly by presenting the activity as a game or
something that is "special" and fun. This always ent8i1s
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misrepresentation of moral standards, either verbally or
implicitly. The power and authOrity of adulthood
conveys to the child that the proposed behaviour is
acceptable and sanctioned. The perpetrator usually
knows something about what children like and how to
get children to fall in with some activity. Rewards and
bribes are sometimes offered. More often than not, the
opportunity to engage in activity with a known and
favoured adult is sufficient incentive for the child to
participate.
The successful perpetrator wili manage to be
coercive in a subtle fashion. The more adept the
perpetrator, the less the likelihood that threats will be
used to induce compliance, at least during this phase.
However, force or threats may be used later on,
especially to maintain the "secret".
Sexuallnteraction Phase
At this phase, the perpetrator exposes himself or
The perpetrator then
herself, wholly or in part.
persuades the child to undress partially or completely
and to expose his or her genitals. On the first
encounter, perhaps nothing more will happen. They
may look at each other and stop there.
After exposure, the activity may progress to autostimulation or masturbation.
The perpetrator
ma<;turbates himself or herself and encourages the child
to imitate the behaviour.
They may masturbate
themselves at the same time or at different times in
each other's presence. They may still not touch each
other.
The activity may, however, progress to fondling.
The perpetrator may fondle the child, touching him or
her in a gentle stroking fa<;hion. The fondling initially
may involve the emire body but eventually focuses on
body parts with erotic significance - breasts, buttocks,
genitals, lower abdomen, inner thighs. The perpetrator
may persuade the child to mimic this activity and
fondle him or her.
Fondling is often accompanied by kissing, either
generalized or limited to kissing on the mouth. The
activity may also progress to penetration of the child's
body in a variety of ways. Oral penetration occurs
frequently since the child's mouth is the opening most
amenable to penetration.
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If another area of the child's body is to be
trated, the next most likely opening is the anus.
!netration of the anal or rectal opening usually begins
[th finger penetration. It may progress to penile
~netration if the perpetrator is a male, or there may be
!netration of the anus by an object.
All of the previous sexual behaviours could occur
; readily with male or female victims. In vaginal
:netration, the perpetrator usually begins by
:netrating the vulvo-vaginal opening with a finger tip.
rogressive dilatation will then permit penile
~netration by the male perpetrator. Sometimes the
lale perpetrator will not attempt vulvo-vaginal
enetration but instead will put his penis against the
:nital-rectal region of the female child. This behaviour
sometimes called "dry intercourse".
Any of these sexual behaviours may be
;:,cornpanied by ejaculation, sometimes into a hody
pening.
Although one would not necessarily expect a
omplete adherence to this list of sexual behaviours in
-~ exact order described, the engagement phase does
The
mpass a progression of sexual activity.
rogression from exposure, to fondling, to some form of
enetration is very predictable.

:ecrecy Phase
After engaging the child in some form of sexual
,ehaviollf, the activity then enters a secrecy phase.
he primary task for the perpetrator after the sexual
,ehaviour has taken place is to impose secrecy. This is
:11 port ant because the secrecy eliminates accountability:
he perpetrator is unlikely to wish to be caught and
leld responsible for the sexual abuse. Secrecy also
nables repetition of the behaviour. The perpetrator
nust persuade or pressure the child to keep their
lctivity a secret over time.
The child usually does keep the secret. Some
hildren never tell anyone. Others keep the secret
hroughout their childhood and only disclose the sexual
)ehaviour many years later. There are many reasons
or this. Rewards have probably been offered and given.
rhe child may keep the secret because he or she
iences some pleasurable feelings associated with
In_ abuse. This premature introduction to sexuality by
I known and valued perpetrator, a person who is a
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"significant other" for the child, may be accompanied by
some good feelings such as, pleasurable sexual
stimulation, enhancement of self-esteem, or feeling
important to another person in a special grown-up
fashion.
Although not especially pleasing to
contemplate, to deny that some aspects of the sexual
behaviour may be self-reinforcing for the child is ~o
ignore the obvious and to neglect consideration of one
of the most important dynamics.
Threats may have been used to reinforce secrecy in general, the less adept the perpetrator, the more
likely he or she is to threaten the child. Of course,
many compelling threats made to a child do not include
physical violence; for example, the threat of anger by
a third party
"If you tell Mommy, she'll be awfully
mad!" Separation is a potent threat, especially for a
young child. A perpetrator might say to the child, "If
you tell anyone, Mommy may divorce me or I may be
sent to jail". A threat of personal separation for the
child may be particularly anxiety provoking - for
example, "If you tell anyone, they'll send you away". Or
the threat may involve self-harm by the perpetrator
"If you tell anybody, I'll kill myself'. A variation might
involve threat of harm to someone else - "If you tell
anybody, I'll hurt your sister". The threat may entail
violence against the child - "If you tell anybody, I'll
hurt or kill you". Offenders might also say, "If you tell,
no one will believe you; they'll think you're sick or
bad".
The secrecy phase often lasts for months and years.
The sexual beh;:lViour progresses over time, usually in
the direction of greater physical contact and an increase
in sexual activity. It is helpful to think of child sexual
abuse on a continuum over time. The chances are very
great that the incident of sexual behaviour that
occurred at the time of disclosure and discovery is
unlikely to be the first incident of sexual activity for
that child. Many situations of child sexual abuse
remain secret forever. By de~nition, for the case to be
reponed, someone or something must interrupt the
secrecy phase.
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4.4 CLASSIFICAnONS OF TIPES OF
SEX OFFENDERS
A number of researchers and clinicians have
attempted to develop a classification system for sex
offenders.
Although the general characteristics
described earlier apply to most offenders, some
distinguishing features have been outlined in the
literature, as indicated in the following classification
schemes.
Intra-familial versus Extra-familial. This distinction
tells whether the abuse was directed towards the
offender's own children (intra-familial or incestuous), or
towards children outside of the family (extra-familial).
Regressed versus Fixated. Another distinction that is
frequently made in the literature is between regressed
and fixated offenders (Groth, 1978, 6-10). Regressed
offenders exhibit a sexual inrerest in hoth children and
adults, while fixated offenders express an exclusive
interest in children. According to Groth, regressed
offenders prefer peers or adult partners for sexmd
gratification, but because of precipitating stress (rg
marriage breakdown, loss of job) they turn to children
(or sexual pleasure. The abuse is often more impulsive
than premeditated. These offenders are generally more
amenable to therapeutic intervention than the fixated
offender.
A fixated offender will have been primarily or
exclusively attracted to children from adolescence. The
attraction persists regardless of other sexual experiences:
it is a preferred sexual lifestyle. Rather than a reaction
to an acute crisis situation, the offender displays a
pm tern of repeated sexual contacts with children or
adolescents.
Finkelhor (1984, 49-50) applies a different
approach to the clfL<;sification of offenders. He replaces
categories with two continuums or dimensions, called
strength and exclusivity. The first dimension, the
strength of a person's sexual interest in children,
indicates how strongly motivated he is to have sex with
children, as evidenced by the number of contacts he
has and the persistence of this interest over time. The
second dimension, the exclusivity of a person's interest,
reflects what percentage of his total sexual experiences
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and fantasies involves children rather than other
partners. In Groth's terms, fixated offenders would be
at the high end of both continuums because they have
a strong and relatively exclusive sexual interest in
children, whereas regressed offenders would be at the
other end of the continuums if their interest is weak
and nonexclusive. Finkelhor, however, believes that
two continuous dimensions can account for a greater
variety of behaviours in sexual offenders than can the
discrete classification system used by Groth.
Situational versus Preferential. Goldstein (1988, 7681) has developed a very extensive classification of
sexual offenders based upon a typology developed by
Dietz (1983, cited in Goldstein, 1988, 75), who divides
all sex offenders into two broad categories: situational
or preferential. Within these two categories Goldstein
develops further divisions to help law enforcers
recognize the wide variety or sexual offenders they
might encounter. His classification will be presented in
detail because it is the most thorough one reviewed in
the literature. It describes the wide range of offenders
in the above categories and reflects both the differences
and similarities of offenders. (See Tables 2 and 3.)
Goldstein's scheme can also apply ro offenders in a
variety of relationships with victims, whether sexual
abuse by relatives, acquaintances or strangers. Within
his classification typology (which follows), child molester
is similar to our term sex offender because he is referring
to the broad, inclusive group of child sexual abusers.

The Siruatiana1 Child Molester This type of offender
does not have a true sexual preference for children but
engages in sex with children for varied and sometimes
complex reasons. Abuse may range from a once-in-alifetime act to a long-term pattern of behaviour. The
situational offender might also abuse the old, the sick,
the disabled or the handicapped. Goldstein believes
that situational child molesters are larger in number and
increasing faster than preferential child molesters.
Within this category, Goldstein identifies four major
patterns of behaviour:

HCl::n:ssed, a rea<;onably "nonnal" individual who
turns to children as a sexual substitute for preferred
peer sex partners. He usually has low self-esteem and
poor coping skills, low impulse control and low
frustration tolerance. The main criterion for victim
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Table 2: Situational Child Molester

Regressed

Morally
Indiscriminate

Sexually
Indiscriminate

Inadequate

Basic
characteristics

Poor coping
skills

User of people

Sexual
experimentation

Social

Motivation

Substitution

Why not?

Boredom

Insecurity and
curiosity

Victim criteria

Availability

Vulnerability and
opportunity

New and different

Non-threatening

Method of
operation

Coercion

Lure, force, or
manipulation

Involve in existing
activity

Exploits size
advantage

Pornography
collection

Possible

Sadomasochistic;
detective magazines

Highly likely;
varied nature

Likely

Table 3: Preferential Child Molester

Seduction

Introverted

Sadistic

Sexual preference for children
Collects child pornography and/or erotica

Basic characteristics

Motivation

Identification

Fear of communication

Need to inflict pain

Victim criteria

Age and gender
preferences

Strangers or very young

Age and gender
preferences

Seduction process

Non-verbal sexual contact

Lure or force

of operation

Source: Go!dstein, 8eth L. The Sexual Exploitation of Chif,jren: A Practical Guide to Assessment, Investigation, and Interiention. New York: Efsevier
Science PUb. Co., 1987,79, 81.
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selection seems to be availability (which is why many of
these offenders seem to molest their own children). He
typically coerces the child into having sex.

MoraHy indiscriminate· an individual to whom
sexual abuse of children is simply part of a general
pattern of abuse; he uses and abuses other people, such
as his wife, friends, employer and co-workers; he molests
children for a simple reason - "Why not?" His primary
victim criteria are vulnerability and opportunity - he
has the urge, the child is there, so he acts. He uses
force, he lures and he manipulates. The offender's
victims can be strangers, acquaintances or his own
children.

Sexually indiscri:minate - an individual who appears
to be discriminating in his behaviour excepl when it
comes to sex - then he is willing to try anything
sexual; he may have clearly defined sexual behaviours
but has no real sexual preference for children. He likes
to
sexually and is motivated our ofborcdol11
to seek sex with children. His main criterion is that
children are new and different. He may abuse his own
children or share them with others.

IntU.lequau - an individual who is a "social misfit";
this individual is usually withdrawn and/or suffers from
psychi:1tric or personality disorders, mental retardation
or senility. He becomes sexually involved wit h children
out of curiosity or insecurity, because he finds children
to be non-threatening objects. He might choose a
vulnerable adult for the same reason. He tends to be
frustrated, and is sometimes unpredictable, with a
potential for violence.

The Prefercruial ChiIJ Molester The pretcrenria! child
molester has a definite sexual preference for children.
His sexual fantasies and erotic imagery focus on
children. Such an offender has sex with a child not
because of some situational stress or insecurity but
hecause he is sexually attracted to and prefers children.
Although these offenders may be fewer in number than
situational child molesters, they have the potential to
molest large numbers of victims. Within this category
Gokistein lists the following three major patterns of
behaviour:

Seduction - The offender engages children in sexual
activity by seducing them in much the same way adults
seduce each other -- with attention, affection ;md gifts;
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he also works toward lowering the child's sexual
inhibitions over time. The offender has the ability to
identify with children and knows how to talk and listen
to them. Frequently, victims reach a point where they
will trade sex for the attention, affection and other
benefits they receive from the offender. Many of these
offenders are simultaneously involved with a number of
victims, operating what has come to be called a child
sex ring, which may include a group of children in the
same neighbourhood, in the same Boy Scout troop or
in the same school class. Adult status and authority
are also important parts of the seduction process, and
the offender frequently targets children he knows or
perceives to be vulnerable.
IntTOtJerte.d - The offender h2..<; a preference for
children but lacks the interpersonal skills necessary to
seduce them, so he usllally molests strangers or very
young children. He engages in a minimal amount of
cormmmic:ltion with victims and his approach is
like the stereotypical child molester: he is likely to hang
around places where children gather, sllch 2..<;
pbygrounds, to watch them or engage them in brief
sexual encounters. He may also expose himself to a
child, make obscene phone calls to children or use the
a child prostitute. He might even marry,
services
have his own children and molest them from the time
they are infants.

Sadistic - The offender has a sexual preference for
children but, in order to be aroLlsed or gratified, he
must inflict pain or suffering on the child victim. He
uses lures or force to gain access to victims and is more
likely than other molesters to abduct and even murder
them. Goldstein reports that there have been some
cases where molesters of the "seduction" type have
become sadistic moleslers. Compared to the numbers
of other molesters, the number of sadistic offenders is
small.
Although offenses and offenders can often be
categorized, the divisions should not be considered
There is considerable overlap in many
distinct.
instances of child sexual abuse.
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-TEORIESOFWHY MEN SEXUALLY ABUSE
;u...JREN
Theories of child sexual abuse have undergone
ly changes. More current theories (Finkelhor, 1984;
rshall, 1987), have tried to provide a more
lprehensive view of why men sexually abuse
idren. As Finkelhor states, most approaches have
ded to focus on a few factors, such as deviant
terns of sexual arousal or psychosexual immaturity,
there is a larger range of behaviours that still need
explanation. Generally, theories have moved from a
crly psychopathological model to include social and
tural factors.
The

following presentation provides a brief
~rview of the various theories of causation, with some
1lysis of their usefulness. These will include physio~mical theories, situational theories, feminist analyses,
'choanalytic perspectives and behaviourial theories.
~ will also discuss Marshall and Barharee's elaborated
1aviourial perspective ("Sexual Violence", 1987)
rhich we have relied a.<; the basis for much of this
tion.
I

vsio-chemical Theories. Theories suggesting that
,logical factors, such as hormone levels, chromosomal
ike-up and pituitary functioning contribute to
mally abusive behaviour are presently underdeveloped
cl controversial. However, they are not to be ruled
t completely. Finkelhor (1984) believes th8t:
At the cUITent level of conceptualization,
biological f8ctors are seen as a source of
instability which may predispose a person to
develop deviant patrerns of arousal (i\1oney,
1981a.). Or they are seen as h8ving a
gener8lized effect on levels of sexu81 interest
and sexual arousability. At this level of
generality, however, such theories, useful as
they may be for treatment, are not re:cdly
specific explanations of how a person comes
to find children arousing.(42)

A recent study by Bain et aI, "Sex Hormones in
'hiles" (1988), shows fu rther evidence of physio.cal link:
Wherever the ba.<;ic pathology lies, it is

possible that pedophiles have a disordered LH
response mechanism that may be related to
their child-directed sexual behaviour. This
phenomenon has been previously described in
a small group of pedophiles (Gaffrey, Berlin,
1984). Our results confirm these findings in
a larger number of pedophiles (N=26), yet
these should be considered preliminary data
since even greater numbers have to be
examined in carefully controlled studies.
These results present compelling evidence
that at lea.<;t one form of sexually-aberrant
behaviour in males, pedophilia, may be
associated \\'ith a pathological endocrine
phenomenon. Further studies must be done
to corroborate these data since there are
important implications for both the diagnosis
and treatment of pedophilic men. (453)
Caution must be applied when using these
theories. Marshall and Barbaree (1987, 14) make this
point in their discussion of biological endowment in
their comprehensive behaviourial model:
This does not, however, align our theory with
socio-biological accounts of aggression which
all too often re8d like justifications for
assaultive behaviour (Hamburg, 1973; Popp
and DeVore, 1979) and do not encourage
artempts to prevent such offensive acts.
Situational Theories. Situational theories "focus on
differenr temporal points in the emergence of the
behaviour and mny hold the offender or the victim to
he wholly or p8rtly responsible" (Marsh all and Barbaree,
~987, 5).
These theories examine aspects of the
victim's b:haviour that may have contributed to the
abuse (seductiveness), and the circumstances of the
offense (misinterpret8tion of the victim's behaviour,
influence of alcohol or drugs, anger, temporary insanity
or overwhelming scxunl ::trollsal). These theories view
the ahuse mainly as an unplanned, circumstantial
occurrence.
Marshal! 8nd Barbaree see relevance in these
theories but believe that, in isolation, they cannot
explain why men offend. They also point out some
serious problems with these theories. With regard to
the seductiveness of the child they state:
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In a detailed analysis of our case records on
109 child molesters, we could find very little
to support the idea that the children had
invited sexual contact by the adult, at least
on the initial occasion of sexual interaction
(Marshal! and Barbaree, 1986). Many of the
offenders told us that the children were
provocative or actually seductive, but the
available evidence contradicted this and after
treatment most of these men had changed
their minds about their interpretation of the
children's behaviour. (1987, 6)
The danger of such theories is the contribution
they make to blaming the victim an~i minimizing sexual
abuse as a serious social problem:
In most recent critiques, Sigmund Freud is
identified as prime culprit and Driginator Df
the

to

sexual

abuse or blame it on the victim.
f,111 from
grace is held to have resided in the f;1mous
transition from a seduction theory or neurosis,
which explained hysteria as the result of real
childhood sexual victimizariol1, to the theory
of fantasy, which reinterpreted patienrs'
memories a<; wishes.... But it also
with cultural prescriptions to support the
tendency among therapists to write off the
accounts of sexual abuse given by victims.
(Glaser and Frosh, 1988, 27)
Unforrunately, even our current history
British
umhi:l's Ju.:lgc
reference to a threeyear-old female victim of sexual ahuse as a "sexually
child) reflects the mislJse
theories.
\Vhether a child is or isn't "seductive" (according to
anyone's deAnition) is not the isslle. The adult is
legally and mo:-ally respo:1sible for his actions and
should not engage in sexual activity with the child.
Theories attributing callse to alcohol, anger,
temporary insanity or overwhelming sexual arous,ll have
discussed in
also been criticized. These factors will
more depth later on bur, gencr::t11y, Marshall and
Barbaree hold the belief that any of these "sitllational
f,1Ctors need to be accommodated within a more
comprehensive account which will illustrate why some
men respond £0 such transirory experiences by acting in

a sexually aggressive way" (1 987, 7).
Feminist Analyses. Marshall and Barbaree believe that
critics of feminist theories have taken them out of
context and failed "to come to grips with the valuable
contributions which feminist writers have made to the
public's awareness of the extent of these problems and
to the awareness of researchers to neglected but
important features of sexual abuse" (1987, 7).
Although diverse, the feminist approach to child
sexual abuse has looked at the probJem in broad sociocultural tenns:
They emphasize that the scope of the problem
is larger than incest and includes much abuse
from non-family members and even strangers.
StreSSing the fact that most abuse is
committed by men against girL<; (DeFrancis,
196]: Fjn~clhor. 1979), d1e feminists have
chosen to expbin sexual abuse as a function
of the inferior status of women and children
and of predatory attitudes directed toward
them by the media and pornography (Hennan
and Hirschman, 1
; Rush, 1980). Rather
than blnmi:lg dysfunctional families, feminists
tend to bbme patriarchal social structure and
male socialization (Nelson, 1982), taking
particular umbrage at theories that focus on
the mother's role or the victim's complicity
(Mclntyre, 1981). (Finkclhor, 1984, 4)
As well as contributing an analysis of power and
st Iuet lIfC, some feminists refer to psychoanalytic
theories ;)nd al~llil:ri\'(' beh;)viou~ theories, but, whatever
the approach, the women's movement has been
instrumcrH~ll i:l
(lv,areness
the problem of
scxll~d ahuse:
Certainly, it has been almost entirely due to
feminist analyses of socio-culturaI structures
and socialization processes, that we now
these influences as important to
any comprehensive theory of rape or child
molestation. (~A;1rshall and Barbaree, 1987, 9)
Psychoanalytic Perspectives.
There are many
psychcana\ytic theories that examine the offender's
motivation to sexually abllse children. TI1ey generally
focus on unresolved childhood trauma which may have
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produced such manifestations as hatred towards women,
strong feelings of anger and fixated psychosexual
development. Although repressed emotion, such as
anger (possibly from a childhood sexual assault on the
offender), is an important factor to explore in treating
sex offenders, it alone does not explain why some men
express their anger by engaging in sexually violent acts,
while others do not.
Marshal! and Barbaree express concerns with the
claim of some authors that sexual abuse is a "pseudosexual" act and is the expression of exclusively nonsexual needs, such as power and control. They believe
that describing child sexual abuse as "pseudo-sexual"
denies the sexual motivation of the act, and even
though it may be motivated by nonsexual needs, there
are clearly sexual components. More generally Meyer
(1988, 16) concludes that,
At the present time, the literature presents a
mixture of theories of which many are
psychoanalytically-based and generally lacking
in credibility. These theories are reworked
and rehashed, and offer little justification for
serving as a foundation upon which to base
treatment modalities.
Another psychoanalytic approach (adopted by
some feminists) that has received some criticism is
derived
from
the object-relations school of
psychoanalysis. This approach, as Glaser and Frosh
(1988) explain, emphasizes
the negative impact of gender-differentiated
child care on the ability of boy children to
experience themselves as dependent and
emotionally connected with others. As a
defensive manoeuvre again~t his own
emotional needs, reinforced by the cultural
derogarion of womanhood and the opposition
berween "feminine" and "masculine" qualities,
the boy's ability to form intimate relationships
is suppressed while his ct<;sertive, aggressive
and spoiling elements are supported. Hence
"successful" masculine socialization involves
effective action in the external world at the
price of a fragile and underdeveloped
emotional capacity, which fuels both an
urgent demand for more closeness with the

mother and a destructive rejection of her.
(25)
The problem Glaser and Frosh find with the theory
is that
it makes it unclear how some people come to
rebel against their traditional gender role, and
it concentrates so strongly on the motherchild bond that it neglects consideration of
wider social processes. ( Frosh, 1987a, 25)
Glaser and Frosh do, however, see its value in
broadening the causes of sexual abuse from specific
traumatic events to those normative processes in
socialization that make sexual abuse possible. Despite
these criticisms, then, most researchers and clinicians
would argue that psychoanalytic theories have an
important place in understanding the psychology of the
abuser and in treatment approaches.
Behaviourial 111eories. Bchaviourial theories have
developed and changed over the years and now rely
more heavily on cognitive theory. The main focus of
these theories is that sexual attractions underlie the
abusive behaviour and that these
sexual attractions have been acquired via
classical condirioning processes. McGuire,
Carlisle and Young (1965) were the first to
articulate such a theory. They proposed that
all sexual preferences are entrenched by
pairing fant'L<;ies depicting particular acts or
partners, with sexual arousal induced by
masturbation.
According to classical
conditioning theory, such pairing will endow
previously neutral stimuli with strong sexual
violence. (Marshal! and Barbaree, 1987, 11)
However, the findings of laboratory experiments
which repeatedly paired masturbation and fant'L<;ies,
including pairing deviant acts with arousal, have not
been confirmed. As well, Marshall and Barbaree point
out that measures of arousal, indicated by the degree of
penile erection} have shown that the majority of incest
offenders and a significant number of non-familial child
molesters have quite normal sexual preferences.
Fin::llly, these theories do not explain why the men
became involved in the deviant behaviour, though for
offenders who were sexually victimized as children the
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theory does raise some considerations, which will be
looked at further on.
It is important to add that some authors view
cognitive studies as promising some valuable future
theory development:
An area of potential relevance, though
virtually unstudied, is the nature of molesters'
cognitions about children. An interesting
study by Howells (1978) using the Kelly
Repertory Grid showed that for child sexual
abusers, the differences between cognitions of
adults and children were not the same a<; for
normals. Because molesters (and preference
molesters, in particular) report atypical
cognitions about children, it would seem
important ro document systematically these
differences in cognitions, both sexual and
and to investigate possible causal
(Lanyon, 1956, 179)
A Comprehensive Behaviourial Perspective. This
theory, developed by Marshal! and Barbaree, "attempts
to integrate biological endowment, childhood
experiences and the idluence of the socio-cultural
environment, with both situational facrors such a.s
transitory states (eg anger, intoxication, ere.) and
particular circumstances (eg easy access to a victim or
temporary lack of constraints as in the ca<;e of a soldier
during war)" (1984, 14). A description of its principal
elements follows.

Biological Endourmeru Here two properties are raised:
"Fi:-st, the neural and hormonal medintors
sex and aggression arc near enough idcntica: to
distinct
expression
and
self-perceived
their
a
for the developing l1'.a1","
(15). Although some authors (such as Quinsey, 1984)
interpret this relationship to mean that males will
readily learn to be aggressive in a sexual way, Marshal!
and Barbaree claim that "human males are faced with
the task of learning to inhibit aggression in a sexual
context, a task which is very likely maximally difficult
at puberty when the sex steroid system increases its
functioning four-fold (Sizonenko, 1978)" (cited in
Marshall & Barbaree, 1987,15).
Second is what Marshall & Barbaree (1987, 15)
describe as the "relatively unspecified direction of the

unborn sexual drive", When given the opportunit
children frequently engage in sex play with othe,
children of either gender.
If these early experiences serve as the basis for
subsequent masturbatory fantasies which
entrench sexual preferences as McGuire et al.,
(1965) would have us believe, then the
miracle is that the majority of men prefer
adult females. The flaws in McGuire's view
notwithstanding, it is clear that the shift in
the age of partners, which must occur
throughout development for an appropriate
adult orientation to finally emerge, appears to
be quite a remarkable feat particularly when
rather sudden intense desires are provoked
during puberty. (Marshall and Barbaree, 1987,
15-16)
do
inhibitory control<;,
have shown that typically normal males are inhibited by
cues which show a lack of consent and a display of
force (though alcohol and anger have been shown to be
disinhihitors of the cues). Stili, "Given that males are
faced with the difficult task of learning inhibitory
controls, we must consider why it is that some do
some do not" (Marshal! and Barbaree, 1987, 17).

Chi1Ihood Experiences Although Marshal! and Barbaree
do not agree that family upbringing alone will explain
why some men sexually assault, they do recognize the
signigicant impact it can have. Childhood experiences
for rapists and child molesters appear very similar to
of other climinnls:
alcoholic
h8.fSn inconsistent parenting and often sexual abuse.
Although many characteristics may arise
this kind
of family life (aggressiveness, self-centredness, little
regard
others), the isolation of such boys because of
their beb<wiour would contribute to their poor social
skills and make it difficult for them to fOlTn appropriate,
healthy adult relationships. Such social inabilities have
been linked to sexually devi:mt behaviour.
Seghom, Prentky and Boucher in their study of 97
rapists and 54 child moJesrers (1986, 265) found
important differences in the home environments of
sexually assaulted and non-sexually assaulted child
molesters:
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Of the child molesters who were assaulted as
children, more than half had criminal fathers
(compared with none of the nonsexually
abused group),
three quarters had
drug/alcohol abusing fathers (compared with
one third of the comparison group), more
than one third had mothers and fathers with
a psychiatric history (compared with none of
the comparison group), more than three
quarters were neglected (compared with less
than one third of the comparison group), and
about 5 times as many came from homes in
which other family members were sexually
abused.

women have higher rates of forceful sexuality than
societies without these features. The widespread rise of
pornography in our culture (discussed earlier) also has
implications for sexual violence. All these factors might
have an affect on a male's development and contribute
to his sexually offenses: as Marshall and Barbaree
(1987,20) remark,

issue of childhood sexual abuse in the sex
offender's life is important to raise. Although the link
has been debated in the literature, Seghorn, Prentky
;1l1,1 Boucher (1986, 265) reported that

in Marshal1 and Barbaree's expanded behaviourial
approach. They have found that alcohol intoxication,
anger, perceived anonymity and knowing they can get
away with the offense all act as disinhibiters for sex
offenders. As well, the men often misconstrue the
child's behaviour (by seeing the child as seductive) or
eliminate any developed controls (by believing the
assault will do no hann). These cognitive distortions
will be discussed in more detail further on.

a) the incidence of sexual abuse in childhood
among child molesters was higher than the
incidence of such abuse reported in both
clinical and non clinical samples in the
literature; b) the incidence of sexual assault in
childhood among child molesters was more
than twice as high as the incidence among
rapists; and c) nine of the 22 sexually abused
rapists (41 %) were victimized by fami;y
members, in contrast to only 4 of the 31
sexually abused child molesters (13%) (thus,
rapists were 3 times more likely to be
victimized by a family member than were child
molesters); and d) when a sexua: assault did
occur, among child molesters as we!l as
rapists, it was associated with Illany other
indices of familial turmoil and instability.
Seghorn et al (1986, 266) emphasize that the
impact of sexual abuse will be increasingly magnified if
the child is left vulnerable by a deprived and abusive
home environment.

Socio-cuh:ural Environment Poor social skills are perhaps
particularly significant when socio-cultural attitudes do
not strongly inhibit sexual violence either. As stated in
Section 3.3.3, studies have shown that societies which
are male-dominated accept and encourage interpersonal
violence, and scx:ieties which have negative views of

No doubt the combination of exposure to
pornography, an adult modelling molestation,
and the boy's own sexual arousal in this
context, provide a basis for future sexual
fantasies which may entrench an attraction to
deviant sexual behaviour.

Situational Facrm:s Situational factors are also examined

O[JJxmune Circurmwnce The final component of the
making of the sexual offense is the opportune
circumstance:

Since the majority of rapes and child
molestations are planned (Amir, 1974, Geller,
1977; Quinsey, 1986) it is clear that offenders
frequently set up the circumstances which
facilitate abuse including deliberately
intoxicating
themselves and
pnmmg
themselves by viewing pornography (Marshall,
in press, 22).
Finkelhor's Model (Four Preconditions).
David
Finkelhor's "Four Preconditions: A Model" (1984, 5368) offers an excellent framework for understanding
why men sexually abuse. Although this model repeats
some of what has already been presented, it illustrates
well the combin~ltion of individual and social cultural
factors that contribute to the offender's behaviour. (See
Table 4.)
Finkelhor believes that there are four
preconditions that must be met before sexual abuse
occurs. A summary of the four preconditions follows.
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Table 4: Preconditions for Sexual Abuse
Level of Explanation
Individual

Social/Cultural

Precondition I: Factors
Related to Motivation to
..,"'VII ...'" Abuse
Emotional congruence

Arrested emotional development
Need to feel powerful
and controlling
Re-enactment of childhood
trauma to undo the hurt
Narcissistic identification
with self as a
child

Masculine requirement
to be dominant and powerful
in sexual relationships

Sexual arousal

Childhood sexual experience
that was traumatic or strongly
conditioning
Modeling of sexual interest
children by someone else
Misattribution of arousal cues
Biologic abnormality

Child pornography
Erotic portrayal of
children in advertising
Male tendency to sexualize

Blockage

Oedipal conflict
Castration anxiety
Fear of adult females
Traumatic sexual experience
with adult
Inadequate social skiils
Marital problems

Repressive norms about
masturbation and extramarital
sex

Precondition 11: Factors
PredisposIng to aver·
coming Interns/Inhibitors

Alcohol
Psychosis
Impulse disorder
Senility
Failure of incest inhibition
mechanism in family
dynamics

Social toleration of
sexual interest in children
Weak criminal sanctions
aaainst offenders
Ideology of patriarchal
prerogatives for fathers
Social toleration for deviance
committed whHe intoxicated

Precondition Ill: Factors
Predisposing to Over·
External Inhibitors

Mother who is absent or ill
Mother who is not close to or
protective oj child
f,,1other who is dominated or
abused by father
Social Isolation of family
Unusual opportunities to be alone
with child
Lack of supervision of child
Unusual sleeping or rooming
conditions

Lack of social supports for
mother
Barriers to women's equality
Erosion of social networks
Ideology of family sanctity

PreconditIon IV; Factors
PredIsposIng to Over·
coming Child's Resistance

Child who is emotionally
insecure or deprived
Child who lacks knowledge
about sexual abuse
Situation of unusual trust

Unavailability of sex education
for children
Social powerlessness of
children

all

emot~ona1

needs

Source: Finkelhor, Dallid. Child Sexual Abuse: New Theory and Research. New York: The Free Press. 1984.56-57.
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The sex offender must have some
Motivation
motivation to sexually abuse a child. There are three
components to the source of this motivation:
Emotional Congruence * The offender may not
see himself as different from the child. He is
operating from one or many of the cognitive
distortions listed earlier. His immaturity and low
self-esteem make it difficult for him to relate to
adults and he may feel that he can get children to
do what an adult would not do. Relating to the
child may give him a sense of power and control.
He is trying to meet emotional needs.
Sexual Arousal - This is a controversial area, bur
generally refers to the physiological response of the
offender. As discussed, early sexual experiences
may have caused him to find children arousing.
He may identify with his own offender in the
process of tl)'ing to come to terms with the shame
and powerlessness of the assault on him. He may
have difficulty distinguishing sex from affection and
confuse the cues. He may use child pornogr;lphy
as a means of eliciting arousal.
Blockage - The offender is blocked in his ability to
have his sexual and emotional needs met in adult
relationships. There could
a number of sources
of the blockage - perhaps he cannot relate socially
to adults, fears rejection, or has repressed sexual
norms, such as viewing masturbation as "dirty" or
"evil" and not seeing it as a sexual outlet.

Internal Inhibitions Along with the morivmion to
sexually abuse, offenders must overcome internal
as a disinhihter.
inhibitions. Alcohol is frequently
They may rely on a number of social-cultural factors to
rationalize their behaviour.
example, the existence
of child pornography, weak criminal sanctions and the
power of the father to get what he wants and needs,
may support the offender's view that he isn't really
doing anything wrong.
Erternallnhibitions Once the offender is motivated and
has overcome internal inhibitions he must then
eliminate certain external
before he sexually
abuses. The most
of these is the supervision
of the child by other people. Abuse is more likely to
occur in situations where access to the child is readily

available.
Offenders are very good at setting up
situations that allow this access.
Offenders often
choose jobs where access to children is guaranteed (eg
teaching).

Overcome the OWd's Resistance This is a very important
part of the chain of events. The approaches used by
the offenders have already been discussed and obviously
play a key role in the enticement and entrapment of
the child. The other key is the vulnerability of the
child, and the offender is very good at picking and
setting up his victims. This will be discussed at length
in the following section, About the Victim.

Concluding Remarks

The model offers a good
explanation of how a man can sexually abuse a child.
Obviously there are times when not all four
preconditions coincide and the act may not take place.
For example, the motivation and access to the child
may exist but the man is too inhibited to act. In other
c~<;es, the man may be motivated and have overcome
his internal inhibitions but the child to whom he has
access may successfully resist abuse, perhaps by running
away.

4.6 THE CONVICTED SEX OFFENDER: ISSlJES
Al'\oTI DILEMMAS
In our society we are faced with a whole range of
issues and dilemmas as we try to detelmine what to do
with the convicted sex offender. Knowledge that a
child has been sexually abused elicits
emotions
of anger, fear and often vengeance toward the
perpetrator of the crime. If we know the sex offender
or work with him in a therapeutic role, we will need to
examine our reactions and look at how we will relate to
this man, knowing what he has done.
Sex offenders are not a small, isolated group of
men "out there".
The reality is that they are
everywhere and, if not actually in jail, "fit into several
categories: never apprehended, apprehended but never
charged, charged but never convicted, on probation,
incarcerated in jail while on work release/probation, and
on parole subsequent to incarceration in prison"
(Mayer, 1988, 15).
Another part of the reality is that there exists a
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lack of research, treatment and outcome evaluation of
programs for sex offenders in our communities.
Finkelhor writes, "Offenders generally deny their offense;
they are hard to bring to justice or to treatment; and
therapists and criminal justice officials do not relLe;h
working with them. Unfortunately, techniques for
working with offenders have not received widespread
dissemination, and many communities lack any
concerted approach" (1984,235).
There are a number of ethical and practical
considerations that must be taken into account when
making decisions about sex offenders. Some of these
are

L

Treatment or punishment - what is the right
approach to allow for the protection of chiklren
and the rights of the offender?

2.

What treatment approaches are best suited to the
types o( offenders?

3.

In what setting should the treatment be carried
out and by whom?

4.

How do we assess the risk factors associated with
deciding to treat or not to treat?

5.

How do we assess treatment outcome - are sex
offenders ever cured?

6.

What else do we need to know before we can
provide accurate assessments and s::ttisfactory
treatment programs?

The answers to these and other related questions
depend on whom you talk to among the general public,
the professional fiel cL<; , the political arena and the
criminal justice system.
Even from the n::1rrower
perspective of people working in the treatment field,
there is much debate. Thus, it is important to discllss
some of the factors associated with this debate.

4.6.1 Treatment or Punishment?
Incarceration is the primary method of punishing
the sex offender and insllring community safety in our
country. Treatment programs within and olltside of the
prison setting exist, but are disproportionctte to the
number of sex offenders. Because of limited financial
resources and the availability of specially tmined staff,
individual commlmities lack the long-term follow-up
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programs
necessary
in
providing
prevention/treatment approaches.

relapse

Specialists in the treatment of sex offenders view a
system involving only prison punishment as being
unproductive and adding to the sex-offender's problem:
They come out with more violence, they are
more angry, and often times their crimes
escalate so that more harm L'i done to their
victims. Prison Le; not a cure for this problem,
and if we are going to use it as a cure, we
had better make laws that say, "you are
locked up the rest of your life until you die,
because, outside of a specialized treatment
program for sex offenders, that is the only
way to prevent these men from reoffending"
(Freeman-Longo, 1983).
(Honey-Knopp,

1984, 7)
Such specialists believe that punishment through
incarceration simply reinforces the deep, internal
problems of shame, blame, self-hate and guilt that
offenders often experience and which, many believe, are
at the root of their behaviour. They believe that
punishment heL'> not proven to be effective with sex
offenders and some form of treatment, in the long term,
offers greater protection for society than simply locking
someone up for a time. As Groth (1984) states:
The crime is a symptom; the offen.<;e may be
punished, but the condition must be treated.
The offender must be held responsible for his
behaviour, but he also ha.<; to be helped to
change that behaviour if we want our
community to be a safer one. Otherwise, we
"re simply recycling him back into the
community at the same risk he was prior to
incarceration. Incarcerating him is only a
temporary solution. (Honey-Knopp, 1984,8)
Marshall also emphasizes the need (or treatment
programs for offenders and believes that without
treatment, offenders are more likely to repeat the crime.
In a statement to the press (Evening Telegram, June 21,
1989, 22) he stated:
Men who go without
molesting children have
chance o( repeating the
treatment the figure drops

treatment after
a 42.9 percent
offense.
With
to 17.9 percent.

AM
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Of about 300 sex offenders who were in
federal penitentiaries in Ontario last year, only
20 to 24 received treatment.

approaches to offenders willing to take responsibility for
changing their behaviour; and 4. actively pursue
preventative methcxis.

However, caution is expressed regarding the
treatment side because of the pre.eminence of the
medical mcxiel and the underdevelopment of evaluated
treatment methcxis.

Treatment: Control, Not Cure. When we talk about
treatment methcxis for sex offenders we imply the
notion of "cure" because of the influence of the medical
modeL However, people working in the treatment field
do not claim that their programs will end the problem,
but rather they seek to control, reduce and, over time,
eliminate the sex offender's behaviour. They draw
parallels to other habitual behaviours, like alcohol
abuse, and recognize that offenders will probably always
be susceptible and must work at restructuring their lives
so they can maintain control over their deviant sexual
behaviour:

The concern with the use of the medical mcxiel is
that "Behaviour that formerly was viewed as morally
and legally wrong, ie harmful to self, others and society,
This
now is labelled 'sick'" (Mayer, 1988, 79).
approach can add to the rationalization of the
behaviour by the offender and society and lead to his
abdication of personal responsibility for his sexual abuse
- "I couldn't help myself; I'm sick". It also places a
tremendous amount of power in the hands of the
medical "experts" who are often so "totally oriented
wwnrd humanistic service that they neglect to consider
the severity of the crimes with which they are dealing"
(Mayer, 1988, 80).

\X1ith regard to the state of treatment methods
rer believes that
by 1980, there were few definitive studies on
sex offenders and still fewer that could
withstand the careful scrutiny of data analysis.
Many of the studies have been anecdotal, and
while they provide valuable insights into the
causes of sexually aggressive behaviour, few
provide
useful information regarding
therapeutic approaches that result in a
mea.:mrable change in behaviour over time.
Even fewer of these studies contain
quantitative data, with adequate samples, on
success rates for controlling devi:mt behaviour
over time. (1988, 78)
In summary, punishing and treating sex offenders
is not an either/or decision. \Vhat is needed is an
approach that will cautiously and ethically examine the
problem of sexual abuse giving consideration to the
lives of the victims and the offenders. It must 1. place
strong legal, moral and social sanctions against the
<:pxual abuse of children, holding offenders responsible
mgh the criminal justice system, for their behaviour;
2. give priority to the provision of support and services
for victims and their familiesj 3. offer treatment

One must view the offender as vulnerable to
his deviant sexual preference indefinitely; he
will fail prey to reoffense if he does not
respect this vulnerability and ceases to
manage his life in the ways necessary to
prevent reoffense. Such a vulnerability mcxiel
emphasizes that there is no cure but rather
relative mastery of a serious behaviourial
problem. It also focuses on the problem
inherent in long-term maintenance and the
risk of later relapse (Dreiblatt, 1982, quoted
in Honey-Knopp, 1984).
A shift in thinking is required when we approach
treatment in this way. Treatment specialists must be
clear on the expected outcome and carefully
communicate this to the offender.
We are all
accustomed to a system that approaches problems with
a "quick fix". A trip to a physician usually leads to
medication to eliminate the disorder. Treatment is
viewed as something done w you not something you
actively take part in:
Unfortunately, treatment programs promote
t he offender's belief in the possibility of 'cure'
by failing to prepare clients for the likelihood
of lapses (ie, a rNum to the moods, fantasies,
and thoughts associated with the relapse
process).
Similarly, institutionally based
treatment programs, (unctioning without
associated outpatient follow-up groups,
promote the deceptive assurance that
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treatment ends upon discharge. Clients who
leave therapy with such misconceptions are
primed for relapse (Pithers et aI, 1989, 247)

4.6.2 Assessment Issues
Assessing the sex offender is a very complicated
and lengthy task and differs from the assessment of
clients with other problems. Extensive knowledge and
skills are necessary prerequisites for the professionals
doing the assessments. They must be attuned to the
probable lying and other deception of the offender and
be ahle to assess what happened. This means extensive,
broad-based data collection from police and victim
reports, !Tom the family and from lengthy, detailed
interviews with the offenders.
Determining the offenders' risk to the community
is the most difficult part of the assessment process and
places tremendous responsibility on the professional and
agency trying to make an accurate assessment. As
Groth (1978, 25) says,
Although no precise set of predictor variables
are yet available in terms of repetition and
dangerousness, and although clinicians have
yet to demonstrate that predictive accuracy
can be achieved in these areas, we
nevertheless have no viable alternative at this
time. Equally, however, it is premature to
assume that such accuracy cannot be
achieved.
The question of repetition of hehaviour
recidivism - involves a thorough, individualized
exploration of the offender's "life history, his
hiopsychosocial development, the social and cultural
environment in which he grew up, his current life
situ;nion, and the circumstances surrounding the
offense" (Groth, 1978, 26). To accomplish this, the
offender is assessed (through self-report methods interviews, and foonal testing) on his cognitive
distortions, motivational needs, values, degree of moral
development, sexual behaviour, social behaviour,
SLJ bstance ahuse, coping skills, problem-solving methods,
defense mechanisms, emotional adjustment, aptitudes
and abilities.
The offender's willingness to accept responsibility
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or to perceiv~ thap his behaviour is a problem is closely
looked at ii'ii:thtqLssesstnent, as is his previous criminal
history andh~'.~?bility to manage and contr~l his
behaviour.. Sitl4ationil factors, such as the offender's
access to '~hil~(m,t~gal controls (supervision by
probation ~rfice~~, and family aria community ties are
also explored.,;~ssueSregardingC~ictin1 selection ~nd
vulnerability ar~:\Zfiticafly analyz~~, dete~ining the~x,
age range and reJ~~iorisf.iip of the :victim to the offepd~r,
how specific the,pffender is in h~ selection of viqI~,
whether the vicqm wiis physic~11y orpsychologic3Jly
incapacitated, an.~ whefher the vitrims would be atrlsk
if the offender, ,remained in 6r returned to-the
community (Hon~y:Knopp, 1984).
-,!
The isslje of danger also depends on a number of
variahles. Groth (1978, 28) lists the following factors
used to assess th~ p6ssible risk of psychological a~d/~r
emotional trauma:
the nature of the relationship between the offepder
and the victim;
the duration of the sexual relationship;
the type of sexual activity occurring in the offense;
and
the degree of physical aggression, force, or violence
directed at the child in the commission of the
o(fense.
The issues regarding the offender's characten1tics,
situational factors and victim vulnerability would also
have to be examined.
4.6.3 Factors Contributing to Poor,Risk Candidates
for Therapy

There has been progress in the treatment field for
sex offenders, though some offenders still have a
negative prognosis and remain at high risk. Although
specialists differ to some extent.in their view of.:w.hat
determines whether an offender is a poor-risk candidate
for therapy, tv1ayer (1988, 44) has devised a llseful
guideline. She includes the following factors:
force or violence used during offenses (sexual land
other) ;
prior arrest record;
bizarre rituals associated with offensesj
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polymorphous perversion and/or progressive deter~
ioration evident from history of offenses;

community treatment providers and monitoring
agents inadequate.

evidence of violent, acting-out behaviours;
chronic chemical abuse;

4.6.4 Concluding Remarks

chronic high stressors in the environment;

What is clear from this discussion is how
complicated the issues are regarding the convicted sex
offender and how much work is needed to provide good
assessments that will predict risks for the victim and the
community and provide a realistic treatment outlook for
the offender. Honey-Knopp (1984, 79) believes that
there are two essential factors regarding
recommendations for community-based treatment
programs. They are the experience and insight of the
treatment specialist and the resources of the sex
offender and his community. Sadly, we have a long
way to go to meet either of these criteria in our
province.

low IQ or capacity for insight;
history of severe childhood abuse;
presence of persistent (paranoid, violent) fantasies;
general criminal lifestyle evident hom history,
background checks or prior arrests;
o((enses of fixation-compulsiveness;
sexual abuse of very young children;
diagnosis of severe character disorder, paranoia,
psychosis, retardation or organicity;
persistence of defenses of denial and projection;
history of chronic social-sexual-maladaption;
history of chronic vocational maladaption;
history of chronic sexual maladaption;

Section 7 of this report includes a discussion of the
treatment approaches for the sex offender.
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Section Five: The Victim

5.1lNTRODUCTION
The fact that children are sexually abused every
day, and usually by people who are entrusted with their
care, is a difficult reality to live with. When the
Badgley Report of 1984 disclosed that 54% of females
under the age of 18 and 31 % of males under the age of
21 have been sexually assaulted (ranging from exposure
thrc:1ts and unwanted touching to rape causing bodily
harm) we realized that the problem of sexual abJse
could not be viewed as a few isolated incidents. This
also meant that we had to start asking different
questions to understand how and why the problem
occurred.
Traditionally, when children or women tried to talk
about their experiences of sexual assault, they were mer
The historical
with disbelief, blame and censure.
account given earlier helps to explain the victimization
and silencing of children.
This study has also presented an account of the
theories that have formulated today's thinking about
child sexual abuse.
Unfortunately, many of the
theories,' like Sigmund Freud's "Oedipus-Complex"
theory, created misconceptions that still exist today.
these
discussion that follows will
many questions and
misconceptions, as wel! as t
concerns about how and why children become victims
of sexual abuse. We will look at the vulnef8bility of
children and adolescents and dL';;CllSS the issue of a
standard victim profile. 1l1en we will discuss the
problem of blaming the victim, with particular bClls on
the concepts of resistance, com;ent and disclosure.

children are at risk for abuse is very difficult because
there are so many factors involved. As Caffaro-Rouget
states:
Because children vary enormously in physical
attributes, maturity and mental development,
there is no standard profile of the sexually
abused child. Some children may be sought
out because they are physically attractive, or
charming,
others because they are
devdopmelllaliy delayed (and cannot tell),
others because they lack a male father figure
(especially boys), and still others because they
are too trusting. (1989, 33)
The problem of child sexual abuse is so widespread
that vinually all children, because they are children, are
vulnerable to assault. As Goldstein (1987,46) states,
"Child Molestation has been called the 'perfect crime'
because children are singularly vulnerable, are easily
persuaded to co-operate, and are too ashamed to talk
about it with others",
Although some patterns do emerge that show some
ch:ldren more vulnerable than others, the findings are
not completely clear. Much of the research has been
flawed by its limited samp!e selection - caseloads from
social welfare agencies.

5.2.1 The Child as the Ideal Victim
Offenders target children because they are
powerless and vulnerable. Goldstein (1987, 5-7)
presents the characteristics that make children ideal
victims from the offender's perspective. Presented here
is an edited version of Goldstein's five characteristics:

1.

5.2 VULNERABILITI
Assessing vulnerability or determining which

Natural curiosity - Children are naturally curiOllS
about the world around them and as they grow
older, sex becomes one of the things they become
inquisitive abollt. Because the subject of sex is so
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(ten taboo, little open discussion and accurate
lnfonnation is presented to the child. The child's
natural curiosity, and the lack of infonnation to
satisfy it, can easily be exploited by a sex offender
to overcome a child's inhibitions and gradually
seduce him/her into sexual activity.

Easily led by adults • Children are taught to
respect and obey adults. Even if they are not given
that direct message, they learn early in life that
their survival depends on these "powerful" adults
whose role it is to meet their physical and
emotional needs. Many adults in a child's life
(parents, teachers, clergy, police officers, ete.) me
extra-powerful people with even greater influence
over children. Any adult sex offender can simply
use his size and adult status to influence and
control a child's behaviour, but the extra-powerful
even more influence and controL Some
parents, clergy, teachers, police officers and orhers
do molest children. Other offenders exploit their
status as stepfathers, guardians, big brothers, Scout
~(Jders, and so on to entice children into sexual
dctivity. Those who do not actually have this
added adult authority sometimes impersonate silch
that adults know
individuals. Children also
what is best for them and would not ask them to
do something wrong or harmful. Some children
have been instilled with a fear of adults, especially
those adults in extra-powerful positions, such as
clergy, police oFficers and teachers.
for attention and affection
This
characteristic is a very significant onc in m;lking
children
victims. Even when they me gcrring
attention and affection at home, children still
crewe and need it from significam others in their
life. Although all children are at risk from such
seduction techniques, it seems that the child who
is the victim of emotion;]l neglect or who has
strong feelings of alienation, is most vulnerable.
Added to this is the fact that children often do not
know how to deal with the promises of attention,
care and rewards made to them by adults.
-iced to defy parents • Although viewed as the
least significant characteristic some child molesters
may exploit children, especially adolescents, by

taking advantage of a period when they are
seeking independence from their parents. This
works particularly well for silencing victims. Any
child who is victimized as a result of disobeying
some parental guideline or instruction is going to
be very reluctant to tell anyone about it. This is
especially true of adolescent boys, who might feel
they will lose some of their freedom if they reveal
their victimization.

5.

View of children as fantasizers and liars Although the criminal justice system has changed
dramatically in the way it views testimony from
children, attitudes that children frequently lie or
cannot distinguish reality from fantasy still prevail.
From the offender's point of view this certainly
helps make a child the ideal victim.

5.2.2 The Adolescent
The size and innocence of young children help us
to understand and
their vulnerability, but the
vulnerability of adolescents is less considered and often
q uesrioned.
\X'e expect that teens, particuiarly males, will be
old enough and mature enough to protect theln.<;elves.
Such an expectation, though, ignores the element o(
power that is part of an abusive relationship and the
insecurities and difficulties that are an inherent part of
the adolescent stage of development. As Kempe and
Kempe (1984, 139) state:
Although the adolescent victim of sexual
abuse is devclopmemally more mature and
therefore
better able to cope with
sexual abuse, the adolescent is also in the
process of forming his/her sexual identity and
is therefore very vulnerable in this aspect of
development.
Clinicians concur with this view and believe that
the victim's self-esteem is also a factor. For adolescents
it is a period of time when they are developing their
personal identity and struggling with their dependencies
on and independencies from family, and hence, seek
assurances from others in many aspects of their lives.
Offenders targeting this age group will use tactics that
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will boost the adolescents' self-esteem and make them
feel honoured and privileged.
Offenders will also take advantage of their
confused sexual feelings and shaky sense of what they
are and are not responsible for. Because they are often
in "trouble" with someone (teacher, parents, peers) and
experience many changes at this time in their lives
(moving from elementary to junior high school,
establishing new friends) they feel particularly
vulnerable. For many teens, the excitement of the
sexual experimenting entices them, even though they
have fears and questions about the sexual activity
(McConnell, Green, interview, December 1989).

5.2.3 Self,Concept and Sociallsolation
The issue of self-concept has been generally
emphasized by many authors as an important factor in
the vulnerability of a victim:
Child sexual abusers manipulate the selfconcept of the child victim. The offender will
choose a child who seems insecure and will
hold out the promise of eternal love and
friendship if the child will only co-operate
with him. How solidly the child likes herself
will determine her vulnerability to the
offender's promises. (Sanford, 1980, 13)
Russell (1986, 171) discusses this issue in terms of
"social vulnerability" as well. She believes that "The girl
who is frequently alone, appears to have few friends,
and has a poor relationship with her mother and other
family members, for example, may be more attractive as
a victim to a would-be perpetrator because he may
surmise that she's less likely to report him". Ru~sell
emphasizes the point that perpetrators are good at
picking up cues of psychological vulnerability and at
detecting social vulnerability.
Finkelhor also identified social isolation as a risk
factor in sexual victimization. He found that "a large
percentage of children who grew up on farms were
victimized" (1984, 24). He also noted that girls
reporting a small number of friends were more
vulnerable. He concludes that "the physical presence of
friends and neighbours acts as a deterrent to potential
abllsers. But even more than that, lonely children may
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be more susceptible to offers of attention and affection
in exchange for sexual activities" (1984,24). However,
a recent analysis by Bagley has found that "there is no
over-representation of those living in highly rural and
farm areas" (1989,23).

5.2.4 The Relationship of the Offender to the Victim

As we have stated earlier, who the offender is may
determine the vulnerability of the victim. If he is the
child's father, the relationship is complicated by issues
of authority, trust, loyalty, dependency, caring and love.
The child's faith in this care-giver may allow the sexual
exploitation to occur with apparent willingness:
In most cases the child has both positive and
negative feelings for the perpetrator, both in
extra-family and intra-family sexual abuse.
Many incestuous fathers are the more
nurturing of the two parents. Other rewards
received by the child may have added to the
positive feelings about the perpetrator.
Eighteen-year-old Carol told the group that "I
loved my stepfat her.
For two years I
considered him my lover. He bought me
beautiful things like a diamond ring and a
car." She went on to explain that he had
cared very much for her, but when she
wanted to break away from him and be with
peers, he began physically abusing her. (Sgroi,
1982, 130)
This dynamic may occur with other father-like figures
as well. This will be elaborated in our discussion of
consent.

5.2.5 Family Background
Factors relating to income and family composition
have been looked at to detennine the rL<;ks of ablL"C for
certain groups of children. However, as stated earlier,
sample selection has mainly come from child welfare
cases and researchers are concerned about the bias of
such work. Badgley (1984, 203) acknowledges this
problem and has found a variety of conclusions
amongst the few studies conducted. He states that
either there were no distinctions along class and
cultural lines, or the members of certain minority
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oups, many of whom are poor, were found to be at
risk than people in other walks of life.
Finkelhor tried to do a more representative
~terogeneous population survey by studying college
udents. Of the 796 students surveyed, 19% of the
omen and 9% of the men had experienced some kind
. sexual victimization during childhood.
A lot of information was gathered about the family
tckgrounds of the student participants. The findings
d show a relationship between income and the
(elihood of abuse: "for girls from families with incomes
. less than $10,000, 33% were sexually victimized,
)mpared to a rate of 19% for the sample as a whole.
: other words, lower-income girls were two-thirds more
(ell' to be victimized than the average girl" (Finkelhor,
!84, 24).
This finding should not be interpreted to mean
lat sexual abuse victims do not come from other
do-economic groups. As Finkelhor (1984, 24) notes,
)n the contrary, the high prevalence in this college
udent group implies the opposite. For example,
11"n~ girls from families with incomes of over 20,000,
20% encountered sexual victimization".
Other factors reported by Finkelhor in this study
~re related to the parents. Having a stepfather was
und to be the strongest correbte of victimization.
alf of the girls with stepfathers had been victimized by
,meone, although not necessarily by their stepfather.
The figures did show that a stepfather was five
nes more likely to abuse a daughter than was a
,tural father: however, girls with stepfathers were also
'used by other men and sometimes before having a
epfather. Finkelhor believes that this may be the
suit of men being brought into the home while dating
e girl's mot her. He also feels that the q uali ty of the
ri's relationship with her father, natural or stepfather,
mtributes to her vulnerability:
\X'hen a father has particularly conservative
family values, for example, believing strongly
in children's obedience and m the
subordination of women, a daughter is more
at risk. Moreover, when he gives her little
'1ysical affection, the same is true. Such
~rtughters have a harder time refusing the
intrusions of an older man, even when they

suspect them to be wrong, because they have
been taught to obey. Moreover, a child who
is starved for physical affection from a father
may be less able to discriminate between a
genuine affectional interest on the part of an
adult and a thinly disguised sexual one.
(1984, 26)
Girls who lived without their natural mother were
three times more vulnerable to abuse than other girls.
Although Finkelhor did not find a higher risk among
children with working mothers his study did show that
girls were at higher risks of abuse if their mother was
"emotionally distant, often ill, or unaffectionate" (1984,
26). Finkelhor believes that these girls may be more
emotional!y needy and perpetrators may take advantage
of that. His study also suggests a connection between
the powerlessness of the mother and the sexual abuse
of the daughter, which Finkelhor attributes to the
daughter's learning to be powerless and obedient, too.
Finally, "a girl with a sexually punitive mother was
75% more vulnerable to sexual victimization than the
'typical' girl in the sample" (Finkelhor, 1984, 27).
These mothers punish their daughters for asking
questions about sex ~lIld Finkelhor believes that this
often promotes rebelliousness and makes it difficult for
girls to satisfy their sexual curiosity in a healthy way.

5.2.6 Children in Institutions
There has been some analysis of children in
institutions.
Looking at children in residential
treatment centres, Siskind (1986, 15) concluded that
"children in institutions arc often particularly vulnerable
to sexual abuse, especially by those caregivers closest to
them, because of their developmental lags and
insecurities and their increC'.sed reliance on adults". He
found that they were at even greater risk if they had
been newly placed, if visits from family members or
other significant people were infrequent or altogether
lacking, if the child was not in custody of a parent
before placement in the centre, if the parent was not
involved in tre;Hment, and if the child was, for some
reason, in need of one-ta-one supervision.
Siskind compares institutional abuse to incest and
believes that "patterns of sexual and non-sexual
maltreatment can be traced beyond the occasional
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deviant staff member to the culture, values, economics
and style of the institution itself' (1986, 20). Drawing
on Rindfleich's (1984) findings, Siskind (1986, 20)
presents the following administrative styles that have
been identified with patterns of sexual abuse in
institu tions:

1. There is an autocratic director, protected
by a strong political and administrative
network. He discourages participation by staff
and residents in any shared decision,making,
thus inculcating in both a feeling of
helplessness and powerlessness.
2. Stress is placed on the difficulry of handling
the residents, with subtle or overt pemlission
by administrative staff to control at any cost
and thus, finally, to abuse.
3. Reliance is placed on a theoretical and
ideological mode! which tends to distance,
dehumanize and devalue relationships with
residents.
More pragmatic and realistic
approaches are undervalued as the ideology is
overvalued.
4. An oppressor mentality that
encourages or tolera res
femaies, children or minorities exists.

,

to\\'ar~j

Weaknesses have also been observed with in
program structure and staff recruitment, training and
operation and staffing in these structures. Siskind notes
staff "bum-out" as another factor:
"Bum-out"

can

also contribute to an
in
there is grc~1ter
potential for sexual abuse.
The general

intensity of milieu
combined with
feelings of powerlessness and of heing
overworked
and
maltreilted
by
the
administration, may obscure the judgement
and boundaries of child care workers to the
point where they themselves feel like victims
and consequently are more vulnerable to the
role of victimizer. They are thus apt to
attribute responsibility for their feelings (and
sometimes for their actions)
to the
ildministration, other staff and the child, while
denying any abusive behavior on their part.

(1986, 19)

Although Badgley did not look specifically at
children in residential centres, he did analyse a study
conducted in Toronto between 1979 and 1981 that
examined the frequency of abuse in governmentsubsidized housing. He concluded that "for persons
who committed sexual o ffen..<;es , public housing units
appear to constitute an easily visible target where a
large number of children live in the same location"
(1984, 205).

5.2.7 Ethnic and Religious Background
Finkelhor's study of college students in New
England showed a higher incidence of sexual abuse
among boys from Irish-American backgrounds. When
compared to the Italian, French Canadian and English,
"they were almost three times as likely to have had a
childhood experience with an older partner as other
in the
(1
11. The higher rate wa.:,
the resuit of sexual experiences with older, unrelated
men. He attributes this finding to the fact that "The
!rish in America as a group are characterized by a high
of sexual repression and segregation. There is
much guilt transmitted in Irish families about sex. In a
pattern of
traces back to the aid country,
between the sexes are stilted and strained
(Greeiy, 1972)" (1979, 114).
A recent analysis of the 1983 National Survey by
Bagley (1989, 28) found a slightly higher rate of sexual
abuse among males growing up in a French-speaking
and/or Romrtn Catholic environment and in urban
cenrres.
found that female victims were
more likely to come from English-speaking, Protestant,
small-town or rural
(1989, 23).
He
emrhasize~, though, t hat "overall there was no socioeconomic, ethnic, Hnguistic, religious or regional group
which was not at risk for sexual abuse in childhood"
(1989,2).

5.2.8 Other Factors
Other authors have examined the vulnerahility of
children stigm8tized by a handicap or social label. "A
higher rate of incest has been reported for girls who are
deaf, disfigured, seizure-disordered, illegitimate or lower
in mental functioning (Browning and Boatman, 1977),

An
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199esting that children with physical and emotional
problems may be especially susceptible to abuse"
(Caffaro-Rouget, 1989, 33).
There has also been much speculation about the
relationship of sexual abuse to physical abuse.
Finkelhor's study (1984, 27) did not find a correlation
between the two.

5.2.9 Concluding Remarks
It is evident that the factors determining which
children are vulnerable or at risk of abuse are numerous
and many. Researchers and clinicians caution against
viewing these determinants as personal flaws that make
children responsible for their own victimization or
burdening parents with feelings that they have failed as
parents. However, the i&<;ues outlined are important to
for detection,
examine when planning
protection and prevention.

5.3 BLAMING THE VICTIM
Child sexual abuse offers a perfect set-up for
"victim blaming". First of all, the offender transfers the
responsibility for initiating the sexual behaviour to the
victim. ("She sat on my lap." "He crawled into bed with
me".)
His use of denial, rationalization and
manipulation succeed in convincing the victim that he
or she is responsible. Others are also often persuaded

by his arguments. Second, the guilt, shame and self.
blame experienced by the victim prevent the disclosure
and add to such misconceptions as, "she must have
known what she was doing or she would have told
someone", As Goldstein (1987,48) notes,
The guilt the child feels after being seduced is
often used against him as a blackmail device.
Children often feel gcxxl about the offender,
yet knowing the act was wrong (either
knowing at first or finding out afterward),
they carry a burden of knowing that if they
tell, the offender will be arrested and/or go to
jail. In these ca<;es, it is the allegiance they
have with the offender that helps to keep
them silent. 111e offender will also often use
against the child the guilt the child has about
participating in the acts.
Third, the consequences of believing the child are
often too great for people to face (a family member may
go to jail; faith in a revered leader L<; shattered) and the
easiest response is to "shoot the messenger" or blame
the person for their own victimization. As Fortune
(1989, 120) relates,
Shooting the messenger is a common response
to the revelation of unethical conduct. \X1hen
the news is not something the institution or
the community wants to hear, its knee-jerk
reaction is to turn on the bearer of the news,
often with a vengeance. First the messenger's

Table 5: Primary Resistance Strategies of
Incest Victims Under 18 Years
Primary Resistance Strategy
Used physical resistance, force, or violence
F!ed or tried 10 flee
Screamed, refused assertively, or protested vigorously
Employed other verbal measures (e.g. pleas, threats, requests to stop)
Sought assistance from a third person
Cried or showed other distress signals to perpetrator
Passive resistance techniques (e.g .• pretending to be asleep)
Other resistance strategy
Total

N
21
22
11
13
7
3

27
28
14
17
9
4
1

1

21
99

26
126

Source: Russel!. Diana E.H. The Secret Trauma: Incest In The Lives of Girls and Women. New York: Basic Books, 1986,126.
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credibility becomes the issue, and then her or
his motivation is suspect.
Victim blaming is rationalized in a number of ways,
so it is important to address the major issues that often
contribute to the belief that the victims were
responsible for their own fate.

fear of being blamed
was afraid ("This experience scared me and
froze")
disarmed by their feelings for the perpetrator
feh needy or craved attention
disarmed by feelings of powerlessness
the sexual abuse was pleasurable, wanted by them
some degree, or not stressful to them

5.3.1 Resistance

to

The knowledge that someone has been sexually
abused often spawns two questions: "Why did he take
part in the sexual activity" and "Why didn't she resist
more?" Diana Russell, in her book The Secret Trawna:
Incest in rile Uves of Girls and Women, found that incest
dctims used a number of strategies to try to stop the
sexual abuse from continuing or escalating.
Russell found that almost three-quarters (74%) of
the victims used one of the five most as,.<;ertive
strategies. Table 5 indicates the
Many of the "other" strategies included avoidance:
"We stayed out of his way, so didn't give him
the opportunity"

"I never was alone with him again"

Often the victim is forced into submission by several of
these conditions working together.

5.3.2 Consent

The issue of consent has already been raised as an
integra! part of defining sexual abuse. It is probably the
most difficult concept for people to comprehend and is
most often used to misname the ptoblem or blame the
victirn
Understanding the meaning of consent is onerous
because it requires more than simply looking at whether
two people agreed or complied to an act. It means
looking at the broader political and ethical context and
includes issues of power, authority, freedom, choice,

"l jumped out the wiIidow"

eqnaHty

"I avoided visiting him when I couid".

consent truly to occur, two conditions must prevail. A

Finkelhoi' (1984, 17) \vrites J gFor

Another victim said, "l finally mustered enough courage
to squirm out of situations". Sometimes this avoidance
behavior had to be kept up for years (127).

person must know what he or she is consenting to and
must have true freedom to say yes or no".

Reasons for not resisting more or for nor
succeeding in their resistance are described by Russeli
(129-131):

ability to make an "infonned" decision. Children do not
have this ability because they are young and lack the

because of the perpetrator's use of physical force
too afrrlid of physical
never had a

to

resist

InGle

to resist (they were asleep)

economic dependence
disarmed by nonphysical threats (would not see
her mother again if she didn't co-operate)
disarmed by deception/sexual activity was described
as a game
too naive to understand what was happening
because of the perpetrator's authority
afraid of her mother

Part of possessing this "true freedom" is having the

Children bck the information necessary to
an
the matter.
111ey are ignorant about sex and Sexual
relationships. It is not only that they may be
unfmniliar with the mechanics of sex and
reproduction.
More important, they are
generally unaware of the social meanings of
sexuality. For example they are unlikely to be
av./are of the rules and regulations
surrounding sexual intimacy
what it is
supposed to signify. They are uninformed
and inexperienced about what criteria to L1se
in judging the acceptability of a sexual
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partner. They do not know much about the
"natural history" of a sexual relationship what course it will take. And finally, children
have little way of knowing how other people
are likely to react to the experience they are
about to undertake
what likely
consequences it will have for them in the
future. (Finkelhor, 1984, 17)
The other component of "true freedom" or choice
is power. Adults are in a position of authority over the
child, which means the child cannot truly give or
withhold consent to sexual activity:
Sexual contact between persons is appropriate
only when both persons are fuliy informed
and freely choose such contact. This choice
is only possible when both persons have the
power to choose and to have the choice
respected. Children do nor have this power
in relation ro adults, especially with adults
who are parents or parental figures. Even
when a child solicits sexual contact with an
adult or parent, it is the <tdult's responsibility
to protect the child from an experience which
is certain to create lasting psvchologicai
problems. (Fortune, 1983, 104)
Abel et al (1984, 94) nicely summarize the
concepts of informed consent by posing four major
questions:
Does the child understand what he or she
consents to?
Is the child aware of the accepted sexual standards
in his or her community?

Does the child ?ppreciate the evcntui11 possible
conseq uences of the decision?
Are the child and the i1dult equally powerful so
that no coercion influences the child's decision?
The issue of infonned consent is not only a
problem between adults <tnd children. "The
requirements for informed consent will be descrihed
with reference to interactions between children and
adults, but apply to any negotiating of agreement
hetween two parties" (Abel et ai, 1984).
It is the issue of power that arises in adult
relationships and usually involves a misuse of role,

authority, and in some cases charisma. Fortune's
discussion of a parishioner and clergy relationship is a
revealing example of such an issue:
When people seek help from a pastor, they
are emotionally vulnerable and confused.
The clergyperson is in a position of authority
and is seen as having more knowledge than
the one seeking help. In this counselling
relationship, the pastor has greater power, and
so, a professional responsibility to be of
as..<;istance and not to take advanrage of that
power. When a pastor or pastoral counsellor
engages in sexual activity with a parishioner
or client, the pastor!counsellor takes
advantage of his/her role in authority, betrays
the trust placed in him/her by the parishioner
or client and exploits the vulnerability of that
person. (1923, 1(6)
Morey (1988, 866) believes that "Sexual abuse by
pastors exhibits the same dynamic as incestuous abuse,
which takes place within the context of an intimate
relationship" and victims are "bound in secrecy by a
double burden of guilt and shame".
positions, especialiy those in
Peop:c in
public life, often possess another fonn of power charisma. Politicians, church leaders, sports stars and
prominent media figures often have uncritical loyalty
and positive reg:ud bestowed upon them.

In the same way that a child may place her or his
trust in and dependency upon adults, and comply with
sexual activity, an adult may suhmit to a revered leader.
Glaser and Frosh (1988, 7) note that
Power is inherent in
relations between
people, expressed in different fonns and
va:-ying across different domains (one person
may have more pO\\/er in one area, a second
in <tnother). It is linked to dependence,
although usually distingl~ishable from it: one
does not need to be dependent on another to
be physic:illy coerced by him. The existence
of abuse is tberefore partially defined by the
use of a position of power to manipulate
another for onc's own gratification and
against the dictates of the well-being of the
other.
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details of the sexual activity because of their own
unresolved feelings or inhibitions regarding
sexuality. Also, they may themselves have been
victims of abuse and may not have worked
through their own feelings and reactions. Also,
their own feelings of anger or outrage may stand in

Fortune (1983, 107) makes another point about
abuse by clergy:
What is unique for clergy (and potentially
more damaging for the parishioner or client)
is the additional authority role which clergy
carry as "God's representative" within the
religious institutions and groups which they
serve. Also, unlike any other professionals,
parish pastors have access to people's lives:
They can initiate visits and contact with
parishioners whether or not it is requested.
All of this means that being approached
sexually by or having sexual conract with
one's pastor is even more confusing and
disruptive than in a secular setting. The
additional burden for the parishioner or cliel~t
is a sense of being betrayed not only by the

the way of a clear professional response.

3.

They may doubt the truthfulness of the child's
account.

4.

They may feel unsure about whether the sexual
activity described to them by the child is in fact
abusive. Uncerrainty is sometimes felt about what
constitutes acceptable touch between parents or
adults and children at various ages, developmental
stages :md in different cultures.

5.

The rights of the child may take second place to
,
the rights of the parents
tne

6.

The professional may experience dual and
conflicting loyalties to the child and abm;er, if both
were previously known, or jf the abuser was the
patient or

7.

uncertain ahout the
or
control over the process once it has
They may also have a lack of trust in

minister but also by God and the

5.3.3 Disclosure
Finally, the problem of disclosure is often
misunderstood, as people ask the question, "\Vhy didn't
or "\Vhy did he keep it a secret for
SO

but a rnajor dilemma
Understanding this dilemma requires an examination of
the inhibitions to disclosure. Glaser and Frosh (1987,
57) divide these inhibitions inro two categories: those
that result from anxieties or concerns felt by the people
who are in a position to recognize suspicions and
receive the child's
from the web of secrecy that always
these two groups of
rn~de vicrilTIS
encounter when they disclose their experiences.
Professional Inhibitions Gl::L<;er and Frosh (1988,
58) outline several issues that profession"ls face in
dealing with the problem of child sexual abuse.
1.

2.

Proft.'Ssionals may hesitate to intervene when a
child discloses because they may believe that the
consequences of intervention will be worse than
the abuse itself.
They may have difficulty facing the disturbing

fem
begun.

other agencies or feel unsupported within their
own agency.

All of these issues have serious implications about
the response a child may encounter when relating his
or her
~ime. It is
t-J
note
the behaviour of individual
profession;,!s th<lt may inhibit a child's disclosure,
O[lt'T~itions

the institutions
within which they work. 1'\ext we
will look at the dilemma from the child's perspective.
The Child's \Vorld The reasons children do not come
fOf\vard and tell anyone about their sexual victimization
ore varied and many. They have a lot to do with the
position children hold in society, with society's attitudes
toward sexuality and sexual abuse, and with the
structures of our organizations and institutions, but they
are also related to the feelings and fears experienced by
the child who has been sexually violated. Many of the
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~asons are similar to those that explain why children

by children. They may have been threatened by
the offender and are afraid he may harm them or
other family members. As well, they may worry
that their parents will punish them for disobeying
them by "going with strangers" or doing "dirty
things".

,annot successfully resist abuse:

1.

The child may be unaware that the sexual contact
is abusive or wrong. This is particularly true of
small children.

2.

Many children fear that no one will believe what
they say. As Goldstein (1987, 35) notes:

5.

Children are often brought up to perceive
themselves as insignificant, and the size
disparity between children and adults doesn't
help to make them feel any more
consequentiaL It is not uncommon for the
offender to tell the child that no one would
believe any accusations the child might make.
This is true for all situations, but especially if
the child has a discipline problem or has any
history of difficulties with the authorities. In
case where the
is a prominent
member of the community or is in a position
where his integrity could not be questioned,
this problem will create great difficulty for the
child.

My father told me that if I ever let anyone
know what he had been doing with me, that
the police would send him to jail. Living in
my neighbourhood, all of us kids knew what
kind of place jail was, and I knew if Daddy
went there we would have to go on welfare
and
just wouldn't have been
to
keep it all together. (Butler, 1985,33)
Wanting to protect their mothers from such news
is quite common. They worry about their mother
"falling apart" or having a "nervous breakdown".
They often fear the reaction of their father, even
in cases of
abuse - "Dad mirrht
kill
o
him". The fear of being blamed or rejected by
their family or others because they told is also
often expressed.

As one young woman stated in Butler (1985, 33),
... nobody would have believed me. Daddy
'was a big executive. He is a member of the
Community Chest, the Rotary Club and
always had his picture in the newspaper. I
never felt anyone would believe a kid saying
anything like that. I didn't feel I had any
place to turn and just waited for the day I
t
sixteen so J could leave ail
them
behind.

J.

4.

children are anxious and afraid of how
community agencies and professionals will respond.
They may have had previous contact with the
police, courts or a social worker, or they may have
based their fear on what others ha\'e told them or
on teleVIsion programs. They may have little
infon1mtion about police investigation or court
proceedings and may
afraid of such things as a
medical examination (girls often fear having an
"internal"), or that the social worker will take them
from their family and place them "in care".
Fear of being punished is also commonly expressed

Children may also be concerned about what might
happen to the offender if they tell. They may not
want to betray the abuser, especially if he is a
relative or friend.
Others may fear the
repercussions for the entire family:

6.

Fear of what others will think of them is often
expressed by victims of sexual abuse. "A child may
be embarrassed rtbout the incident. Sex is an
embarrassing subject and not one that people
discuss easily when it comes to personal
experiences" (Goldstein, 1937, 33). They may also
be concerned rtbout labelling:
Peer-group pressure, called the most
influential motivating force in a person's
lifetime, easily suppresses a report from a boy
who fears the ridicule of his peers by being
called a 'fag', 'queer', or worse.
same is
true for the girl rtfraid
being labelled a 'slut'
or 'easy'. (Goldstein, 1987,34)

7.

Guilt is a strong emotional inhibitor for many
children. Their feelings of guilt may stem from a
number of factors: feeling responsible for what has
happened, experiencing pleasurable feelings, and
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believing they have done something wrong.
Many authors believe that the maintenance of the
secrecy is related to the closeness of the
relationship between the offender and the child:
The closer that relationship, as when the
abuser is family friend or relative, the greater
will be the degree of secrecy. The ultimate
and most hannful fonn of this closeness
comes when care-giver and abuser are the
same person. (Gla.o;;er and Frosh, 1988, 60)
It is often difficult for people to understand how
victims can live with the abuse for so long without
and without sometimes showing signs of the
trauma. (The accommodation and coping mechanisms
children use as they endure the violence is
discussed in Section 6). Butler (1985, 30) says,
deny their own
They tell no one about the
reality.
relationship and behave as though nothing
happened. The tacit consent they appear to
give by keeping silent does not preclude
feelings of deep unce;·tainty and confusion.
are
discovel)'
whatever
be the resui[ of others 'knowing'.
The "Survivor's Cycle" developed by the Women's
Research Centre (1989, 111) offers a useful framework
understanding the confusion and entrapment felt by
victims. Figure 2 illustrates this cycle.
.1\1aJe Victims It is
as it
victims, as stated in
Section 2.4.2. The sexual victimization of males has
this to be
a
which brands
as strong and mighty, and presents the notion that
"boys will be boys" and always "fool around" sexually.
The other inhibition to disclosure that maJes have
expressed is the fear of being labelled homosexuals.
Maltz and HoIman (1987, 144) write,

Incest disclosure may be a particularly difficult
challenge (or men. Few men have publicly
identified themselves as incest victims. As a
consequence, there exists little social
precedence for male survivors to share the
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secret of the abuse. Disclosure seems to
threaten a boy's masculine identity. He may
fear that if he makes such an admission he
will be labelled by others as a submissive
victim or a homosexual. Because of this
common fear, many professionals believe that
present estimates of the frequency of incest
involving male victims may represent only a
fraction of the actual number of cases. One
man exclaimed after hearing a talk about
incest: "So what! Most of the men I know
are incest survivors."
Clinicians have also observed that males often
have difficulty identifying that the abuse was coercive:
In general, male survivors seem to consistently
discount or minimize early sexual abuse. It
may be difficult for a male survivor to
the notion
was
abusive and coercive. They need to learn
that there are other types of force besides
aggression
and
violence
tricking,
threatening, sed ucing, intimidating, bribing
and sweet talking. Men are influenced by our
culture to view sex more in tenns of whether
it was easy or hard to get than whether it wa.~
a positive or negative experience. (Maltz and
Holman, 1987, 144)
Issues relating to male victimization will be further
discussed in Section Six regarding the impact of sexual
abuse .
on disclosure it is

important to focus on what is at the core of the
for victims of
(1936,33)
describes
perplexity as the "willingness" versus the
"capacity" to disclose. The victim may certainly wane
help and desire the abuse to stop but because o( all the
(actors described earlier, not possess the power or ability
to speak out.
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Figure 2: The Survivor's Cycle
Childhood:
Every child is vulnerable, dependent, innocent, needy.

Child Is Sexually Abused:
(physical, emotional, mental
violation and abuse)

Abuse Causes Confusion:

The Cycle Continues

What's he doing?
I don't understand what's
happening to me.
I don't like this but how can I stop
it? What is normal?
Where can I be safe?
I can't do anything right.
I don't know what's real, what's
right.

Negative Sense of Self:
I'm a bad person, everyone is
better than me.
I don't deserve better.
I'm a phoney.
!f they really knew me they'd
dislike and be disgusted by
me.

Self-Estrangement:
I'm always wrong, I can't be like

~ don't know who I am.

I'm Trapped:
It's my fault.
I must keep the secret to survive.
I am responsible: I didn't stop it or
tell anyone.
I am responsible for who I have
become.
I can't change anything.
I can't change my life or myself.

everyone else.
I'm not normal.
I'm not important.
No one cares how I feel.
My feelings don't count.
What I want doesn't matter.
I don't want to be me.

j)

Survival Skills:
I have to hide inside myself.
I have to protect myself.
I can't let people see who/how I really am.
How can I keep from exposing the
real me?

Source: Women's Research Centre. Reco!lecting Our Lives: Women's EXD'ene'i1ce of Childhood Sexual Abuse. Vancouver: Press Gang

Pub. 1989, 111.
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5.4 CONCLUSION
In looking at the victims of sexual abuse we have
focused on two major dynamics of their victimization:
vulnerability and victim-blaming. The powerlessness of
children in our society and the lack of awareness and
protection contribute to their abuse. As well, the
responsibility and blame they feel and that others
attribute to their victimization prevent disclosure and
promote silence. Unfortunately, the silence has been an
institutionalized response.
Fortune (1983) clearly
the "veil of
silence" that has, for so long, prevented exposure of the
problem of child sexual abuse:
Victims of sexual violence
to
keep their experiences private, shared at all
among closest
consequence of the stigma
victims. Victims who have felt
be blamed for their victimization have
hesitated to tell anyone about it. In addition,
the response of many institutions,including
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the church, has reinforced the privatization of
sexual violence. The minister who tries to
counsel a victim and discourages her from
reporting the incident, the doctor who treats
the child victim of sexual abuse and tells no
one else, the police officer who takes a
superficial report but tells a victim that little
can be done, and the prosecutor who refuses
to file charges because the case is inadequate
all serve to further privatize the victim's
experience. This is especially true when the
victim knows the <L"5ailant - he is a friend or
family member. Then she L" encouraged and
obligated to keep the secret, ro keep it in
the family, to keep silent.
The
is perpetuated by shame and
confusion .... Silence begers more silence, the
is ovcrwhcln-ting at
times.
victim's silence about her or his
feeds society's silence which
encourages the victims silence to continue.
(Fortune, 1983, xii-xiii)
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Section Six: The Impact of Child Sexual Abuse

6.1 INTRODUCTION
The impact of child sexual abuse has only recently
become a concern of our society. Although the history
of sexual abuse of children has been long and far
reaching, the realities of the problem, including the
effects, have been only slowly revealed and understood.
The sHencing of the victims by the perpetrators and
ignorance and denial of profeSSionals, our institutions
recognition
puhlic
comprehensive
r:"oblem and prohibited an
approach to dealing with it. In general, our culture has
attempted to suppress discussions of sexuality.
The courage of many women and men, and girls
boys to
the
and speak out about
eXp'..:riences has forced us to listen, understand
and act on this problem.
For too long
problems, particularly women's, have been misdiagnosed
and mistreated because their "secrets" could not be told.
During the last ten years, though, we have seen
tremendous developments in exploring the issue of chiid
sexual abuse, as the literature demonstrates. And, while
are related
IQ
experiences
to
very similar.
impact of
is
related to
resronse to the victim.
Along with the
victimization caused by the assault itself, children are
often traumatized by the failure of the system to
respond adequately and by the prevailing attitudes of
"victim blaming": Rogers (1988, 19) writes:
Many children move through society's systems
and cope reasonably well with their negmive
experiences. Others
into difficulty, and
the more distressed they become, the more
society tends to reinforce their low selfesteem. The downward spiral begins, and the

future is bleak for those children unless they
receive help
Thus we have the
contradiction between a society that sees itself
as generous and caring yet allows uncaring
and insensitive systems and institutions to
persist. This ambivalence adds another layer
of tension to the resolution of child related
issues.
This presentation is based on empirical findings
presented in the literature, ;t<;
as on judgements
clinicians working
directly with victims of sexual abuse. Although there
is still much debate about the immediate and long-term
effects of sexual abuse on children, strong patterns have
rhrit
ri
indicrttion of what happens in
of mHny victims.

Included is a discussion of the following;

the
variables which relate ro the effect of sexual abuse upon
the child; a review of the immediate and long-term
effects of abuse; the impact of abuse on the adolescent
victim; the sexual victimizHtion of maies; the issue of
institutionalized victimization; and the impact of sexual
on the
the community. \Ve have
on
ure rl~\"icws by
ne and Finkelhor
(1986), Adett et al (1988), Wachtel (1988) and
for thi:;
the
i'urp~)SC$ of thi:"
wc have chosen to only look at
! he i1l1pacr on vicl illls of lIlale offenders.

6.2 V ARJABLES RELATING TO THE EFFECT
UPON TI-IE CHILD
There has been much debate regarding what types
of abuse have the most serious impact on children.
Generally the effects of the abuse are influenced by the
following factors adapted from Kempe and Kempe
(1984,112-113):
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1.

the nature of the abusive act, particulatly the
degree of seduction, coercion, or violence used;

2.

the age and vulnerability, developmentally and
physically, of the child, and her or his varying
degrees of ability to understand and cope with a
traumatic or sexual event; symptoms are as apt to
relate to the developmental level of the child and
his or her previous experiences as to the kind of
sexual abuse;

3.

4.

whether the offender is a stranger, a member of the
child's social environment, or a member of the
immediate family;
the length of time over which ahuse takes place,
from a fleeting episode to multiple contHcts over
months, and the degree of child particip<ltion (how
and when the abuse ends rire also f.'1ctors);

5.

the reaction of the adults to whom the child
the story;

6.

the consequences of treatment or legal
intervention, particularly the length of the legal
process;

7.

the sex of the child and of the offender.

Brmvne and Finkelhor examined many of
or
by other
perpetrators. Experiences inVOlving genital contact
seemed to be more serious and the presence of force
tended to result in more trauma (or the victim. \Vhen
the perpetrators were men rather than women ;md
adults rather than teenagers, the effects of sexual

no~ shown any

in impact
in relation to age of onset. Whether the child is 4 or
12 when the abuse began does not seem to affect the
level of ir;-ipact, but will cert2inly determine how the
child expresses his or her reaction to the abuse and
copes with what has happened. However, as Browne
and Finkelhor state, the relation between ~lge and
tmuma is especially complex and has not yet been
carefully studied.
Wachtel prefers to look at
developmental status rather than the age of the child.

ASI

He feels that that status represents a key element in
how the child deals with the abuse, and the child's
knowledge about sexuality often detennines his or her
response to the abuse.
The child's individual strengths and weaknesses
that enable him or her to deal with any stressful
situation will also influence the impact of the sexual
abuse on the child. Finally, the more the child feels
responsible for his or her participation in the abusive
situation, the more severe the effects will be.

6.3 THE L\1MEDL<\TE A.."","'D LONG, TERM
EFFECTS OF CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE
Child sexual ahuse is a very complicated problem.
Not all children are affected in the same way or to the
attention is
tu
tht,
the
impact of the abuse on different children.
The
following discussion aims to provide a brief overview of
the effects most commonly reported by victims of sexual
abuse.
To

an
to a vicrill1
sexual abuse we wil! refer to the
six phases
sexual abuse and discuss the child's
reaction to the ~lbuse at each phase. The follOWing is
adapted from Laulie Kilgore's article "Effects of Early
Childhood Sexual Abuse onScl( and Ego Development"
(1988, 226-228).
to

access to t
inducements to
sexual behaviour. These may take the (om) o(
nia)' use his authority or
starus.
sexual rC!~-Hior:.ship is often
as Cl
\:pecial" relationship. The approaches during this phase
produce trernendous feelings of confusion for the child.
I( the abuse continues, deeper emotional problems may
result.
Sexual Interaction. This is the stage at which the
trauma is experienced. As stated earlier, a whole set of
variables affect the impact on the victim: the rtge of the
victim at onset, life circumsrances, the sexual acts
performed and their context, who the offender is and
the approaches he lL<;es. The trauma is maximized by
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circumstances that are unstable, isolated and
.glectful, and is further affected by the degree of
powerlessness experienced by the victim during the
sexual acts.
•. r,.

There are four trauma,causing factors: traumatic
sexualization, betrayal, powerlessness and stigmatization.

Traumatic sexualization refers to the dynamic in
which the child's sexuality, including feelings and
attitudes, is shaped in a developmentally inappropriate
and interpersonally dysfunctional way. This may be
expressed by children in a variety of ways inappropriate knowledge of or interest in sexual activity,
sexual preoccupation (repetitive sexual behaviour, such
as masturbation), and aggressive sexual behaviour. As
adults it may mean confusion about sex norms and
standards (not associating sex with affection), aversion
to sex, flashbacks, negative attitudes toward sexuality,
inappropriate sexualization of children, and sexual
dysfunction (difficulty obtaining an erection or orgasm).

Betrayal refers to the process that develops when
children discover that someone they are vitally
)cndent upon or hold in high regard has caused
Ulem harm. This breach of trust may be experienced in
(orm of depression as the victim grieves the loss of
trust.
Anger, hostility, isolation and aversion to
intimacy may also be expressed. Betrayal is ,dso
experienced when children realize that their parents
cannot always protect them.

Powerlessness, or "disempowerment", is the process
in which the child's will, desires and sense of efficacy
are contravened or violated. This may express itself in
many ways.
In children this may mean clinging
beh;wiour, nightmares, phobias
somatic cornpl"ints.
In adults it could mean a range of behaviours and
problems, such as
disorders or alcohol and drug
problems.

Stigmatization refers to the negative feedback the
child receives about the expelience from the abuser, the
f.'1mily or others around him or her. As from any
stigmatization, feelings of low self-esteem, of being
different, of being isolated and of self-destruction may
develop.
:recy. Through direct or indirect threat the offender
ensures the secrecy of the relationship.
Secrecy
eliminates the offender's sense of accountability and

evokes a sense of complicity in the victim, which in
turn triggers a good,object/bad-self dilemma.
A
tremendous amount of responsibility is placed on the
child to keep the secret. This generates overwhelming
anxiety in the victim who must then find ways to adapt
to this inner conflict, which will result in splitting,
depersonalization, disassociation, denial, introjection,
acting out, somatization,
sexualization, and
displacement.
Disclosure. Whether the disclosure is deliberate or
accidental, the response of others dramatically affects
the victim. If the disclosure is accidental, the victim's
anxiety is acute. The victim will fear threats, reprisals
and possible abandonment by his family. If the
disclosure is purposeful there may still be similar
feelings. 1n either case, if disclosure is followed by
disbelief and dismissal, or blame and recrimination, the
victim's sense orisolation, helplessness, vulnerability and
guilt is validated and becomes more entrenched,
possibly leading to deeper problems.
Suppression. Suppression attempts to alleviate through
denial the anxiety of disclosure. This denial may take
the form of recanting the disclosure or "forgetting" what
happened. Suppression is often reinforced by others in
a child's environment through their own desire that the
abuse will disappear. When suppression is reinforced,
overt responses to abuse are submerged in the child's
identity and may surface later as a range of problems or
difficulties.
Survival. Survival depends on the child's ability to
develop beyond his or her identity as a victim. A
victim has survived when he or she is able to engage in
relationships separate from the Original abusive
relationship. Survival takes place over time.

A fuller explanation of some of these effects follow,
as well as a discussion of others that have not yet been
raised.
6.3.1 Immediate or Initial Effects
In compliance with Browne and Finkelhor's
terminology we have used the term initial rather than
sllOrHenn because the latter term implies that the
reactions do not persist and this certainly has not been
proven to
the case. Initial effects refer to those
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occurring within two years. They are

Emotional TMCtions
fear
anger and hostility
guilt and shame
low self-esteem

Plrysical Consequences and Somatic Complaints
anxiety and distress
headaches
sleep disturbances
nausea, stomach aches
changes in eating habits
excessive fear of the dark
compulsive behaviour (continuous hand
washing)
pregnancy
sexually transmitted diseases

Effects on Sexuality
inappropriate sexual behaviour

Effe-clS on Social FUrlctirming
problems in school
running away from home
early marriage
delinquency
These effects will present themselves differently
depending on the age or developmental stage of the
child. Children under five years o( age tend to displ8y
mainly illtemalized traits, such as guilt, fear, depression.
diminished self.esteem, phobias, a sense of betrayal and
self·hate.
Older children u::;ually exhibit more
extt'malized symptoms, such 2.<; school problems,
tendencies to run away, temper tantrums, substance
ahuse, suicide attempts and inappropriate sexual
behaviour (Caffaro-Rouget, 1989, 31). The emotional
reactions or internalizing symptoms (described in more
detail below) are often at the root of the externalizing
traits.
Fear. Fear is the most common reaction to child sexual
abuse and is almost always present to some degree. As
a result of being violated, children lose their sense of
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protection and security. The fears may take many
forms, depending on the circumstances of the abuse and
age of the child, and may include fear of being
physically hurt by the abuser, fear that everyone is a
potential attacker, fear of loss of love and approval, and
fear of certain places and certain things. All child
victims of sexual abuse can be expected to be fearful of
the consequences of the sexual activity as well as the
disclosure. Fears are often expressed in the fonn of
sleep disturbances, such as nightmares.
Anger and Hostility. Anger and hostility are also
common reactions to being sexually abused. The anger
may be expressed openly (usually in the form of acting·
out behaviour), displaced (anger towarcL" others) or
repressed and turned against the self (in the foml of
depression or selt·destructive behaviour). The victims
are angry with the perpetrators who ahused and
cx;,rnitcd them, with parents or
v;hom they may
see as having failed to protect them and with
neighbours, friends, school personnel, classmates and
others in the community, depending on their responses
to the disclosure. ~ost often, victims repress rather
them express their feelings of anger.

Guilt and Shame. Guilt and shame are frequent
reactions to child sexual abuse. As discussed earlier,
they are related to the child's feelings of responsibility
for the abuse, their sense of wrong doing and their fear
or how others will perceive them. These reactions are
also related to the sexual nature of the abuse and the
child's feelings of persona! degradation. These feelings
dtsclOSLl~e of the sexual
<lctivity. Very young chiidren, or those who accept the
as:::urances of the sexllzd abuser th<'f the acti\'ity is not
wrong, may feel no shame or guilt about their own
sexu<ll behaviour LJllt bter, when they become more
sophisticated or are rC;lroached by others. Eventually,
in most children, guilt becomes an important effect of
prolonged sexual abuse.
Umelieved guilt may lx~
accompanied by anxiety or depression and result in
neurotic behaviour in later life.

Low Self-Esteem. Low self-esteem or a poor self-image
may be a result of a whole range of factors connected
to the sexual abuse.
Many of the children feel
"damaged" or dirty. The feelings of guilt, shame and
self-blame conttibute to their low self-worth especially
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if the response to the abuse has reinforced these
feelings. As a result of the poor self-image many
victims refer to their bodies as "ugly" and "disgusting"
and may hide their bodies with excessive weight,
clothes, and hairstyles; neglect their grooming and/or
hygiene; or flaunt their bodies with seductive dress.
The self.hate may be so great that they harm their
bodies through self-mutilation (cutting their arms), drug
and alcohol abuse, or by taking extreme physical risks
(reckless driving).

sense of betrayal
vulnerability for revictimization

Effects on Sexualit:y
inability to enjoy sex
avoidance or abstention from sex
compulsive desire for sex
promiscuity
confusion regarding sexual orientation
confusion over sex and affection

6.3.2 Long.Term Effects
The long-term effects are those that are expressed
at least five years after the abuse. Although long-term
effects may not be evident in some people's iives, in the
majority of cases the trauma of the sexual abuse has a
dramatic and lasting impact on their functioning.
following list indicates the most preva;cnt
effects reported by victims. While the list is limited to
those effects that have been most commonly reported
and documented, there are many more that could be
listed. As with the short-tenn effects, not every chiid
or adult will exhibit the same problems. Reaction to
the abuse will depend or; a range of factors. It is
important to realize, too, that some people may present
a few of these problems; others may have almost all of
them.

Emotional Reactions
depression
self-destructive behaviour/suicide attempts/
self-mutilation
anxiety, tension

Effects on Social Functioning
powerlessness
learned helplessness
problems with overall adjustment or coping
skills
problems concenrrating in school, dropping
out
prostitution
alcohol and drug abuse
disassociation, loss of memory
Pll'Ysical C'.,(msequenas and Somatic Complaints
chronic pain
head::;ches
nausea
pregnancy
sexually transmitted disea..<>es
sleeping disturbances
eating disorders

Other Effects

sleeping problems/nightmares

multiple personality

nervousness

problems with responsibility and control

isolation
stigmatization
negative self-concept
tP"rl"""",,,,,,,nl

Relations

problems relating to women and men
parenting problems
diffkulty trusting others
fear/hostility

It is important to elaborate on some of these
effects, though most of the emotional reactions have
been discussed in relation to the immediate effects of
sexual abuse.
Depression and Suicide. Both depression and suicide
warrant particular attention. It is only in recent years
that professionals have recognized the connection of
depression and suicide to child sexual abuse. Studies
have shown victims of child sexual abuse to be more
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self#destructive and to have high rates of self mutilation,
suicide attempts and ideation. Self-mutilation often
takes the form of cutting, burning or tattooing parts of
their bcxiies, particularly their arms. The depression
and self-destructive behaviour are related to the strong
feelings of self-hate, shame, guilt, blame and
hopelessness victims often feel.
Trust and Revictimization.
Issues involving
interpersonal relationships, those which concern trust
and revictimization, deserve further discLL'>Sion. "Victims
of sexual abuse are very aware of how unpredictable
and hurtful other human beings can be. Having been
victimized by people whom they had formerly trusted.
they may feel particularly vulnerable or fearful of further
These feelings of mistrust may cause problems
and lovers!!
and anxieties in relationships with
(Maltz and Holman, 1987).
\Norking

that victims of child sexual abuse are more vulnerable
to further types of victimization - later sexual abuse
and physical abuse (eg wife battering).
The
vulnerability may be attributed to a number of (actors,
including difficulties in learning whom to trust, bw sc!festeem,
of powerlessness.
the
detect SOClal
psychological
offenders
to
vulnerability.
,

Many victims choose sexual promiscuity as a way
of having some control and proving that their sexuality
is now their own. For many victims this is another
form of self#destructive behaviour, as they punish
themselves through self#degrading activities. Some
victims become prostitutes for these reasons, believing
that this is all they are gcxxl for. Or else, victims may
withdraw from sexual activity altogether, have difficulty
experiencing pleasurable feelings during sex, or develop
other sexual problems.

Social Functioning. The social functioning of victims
is often affected as they try to cope with their
molestation. Their ways of coping with the internal
stress of sexual abuse are very important in protecting
their sense of well-being, personal integrity and sanity.
Maltz and I-lolman (1987, 34) write, "While coping
methods may vary, they all appear to facilitate mental
csc:::pc
the
stress. of
from
physical sensations."
Many victims turn to alcohol or drugs as a means
of escape or mental and physical numbing. Other
victims use a process known as &~association. Victims
themselves
the abuse

.

Sexuality. For victims of abuse, sex was learned as an
act of physical submission in which they were
the opportuniry to experiment with their own sexual
feelings in naturally evolving ways. As a result, victims
powerless
vIew
over which they have no control: "The
sex role
learned by survivors is thrtt of subrrlissiorl.
partners'
are allowed to dominate" (Maltz
I-lolman, 987,
Their victimization distorts messages about love
and sex, and consequently for many victims "sex
becomes the key to obraining closeness, attention,
touching and intimacy" (Maltz and Holman, 1987,57).
well, the victims' bodily integrity h::L" been violated
and they have difflculty establishing physical boundaries
and choosing what is done to their body and by their
body (Fortune, 1983,84). As a result victims are often
ea.<;ily exploited sexually and make poor relationship
choices.

by
themselves mentally from the
experience. Disassociation permits them to
blank out and be somewhere
in their
minds. They create a mind-body split so they
do not have to stay mentally present and fully
experience the discomfort or pain of the
abuse. They may quickly lose the memory or
have
vr1guc,
of ~'hat
happened to them.
(Maltz and Holman,
1
, 34)
111is for111 of coping may
used in other situations
where there is stress and in an extreme form is known
a.<;

mul t it.11c tJcrsonalicy.

A concluding description of the immediate and
long-term effects of child sexual abuse can be expressed
through the concept of loss. Through this personal
violcttion, victims of child sexual abuse experience many
losses. Lew (1988) describes them as:
loss of memory of childhood
of healthy social contact
loss of opportunity to play
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loss of opportunity to learn
loss of control over one's body and bodily integrity
loss of normal, loving nurturing
loss of identity, self-esteem, trust, sexual maturity,
intimacy, comfort and security.

loss of self-determination and choice.
All of these losses signify that these children have been
denied their right to a normal childhood.

6.4 THE ADOLESCENT VICTIM
People often minimize or overlook the impact of
abuse on adolescents. However, clinicians believe the
impact can be just as great on adolescents as on
children, and is further complicated by the stress of that
difficult stage of development.
Adolescents may
experience deeper feelings of confusion, responsibility
and self-blame because they participated in the sexual
activity and may have had some pleasurable feelings.
As well, their systems of support and assistance may be
hampered by previous problems they were experiencing
with family, school personnel or legal authorities. 1l1eir
fear of trusting or confiding in these people may be
greater. Also, they may be afraid of being labelled (for
males it is the derogatory term queer) and blamed for
what happened. Their level of maturity makes them
more attuned to the problems that might exist in their
fmnily. They may try to protect their parents by not
saying anything. Finally, because adolescents are in the
process of fonning their sexual identity, they often
eXI)clience cO:lfusion ;md even serious difficulties
concerning sexuality and intimacy.

6.5 THE SEXUAL VICTL\1lZATION OF l\1ALES
To date, little research has focused speciAcal!y on
the effects of sexual abuse on males, though findings of
both Badgley (1984) and Finkelhor (1984) show that
Thirty-three percent of males are sexually
victimized at some point in their life, compared to
50% of females.
Boys, like girls, are most often victimized by men.

Boys are more likely than girls to be victimized by
someone outside the family.
Boys are more likely than girls to be victimized in
conjunction with other children.
Victimized boys are more likely than girls to come
from impoverished and single-parent families and
are also more likely to be victims of physical abuse
as welL
The abuse of boys is more likely to be reported to
the police than to a hospital or child protection
agency.
Disclosures by male victims of abuse have
increased since the early 1980s as both adult men and
boys discuss their victimization. This increase in
reporting has prompted interest in understanding more
about the sexual abuse of boys.
Clinicians have found that the counselling needs
of men who were sexually abused as children are similar
to those of females. They need a forum where they can
disclose their secret in order to be free of their isolation
as victims. Clinicians have noted differences in how
their traumas are expressed. '\\,'omen tend to internalize
their emotions, whereas men are more outwardly
aggressive. Men usuaiIy display more anger than
depression or guilt. Also, men often describe the
traditional, yet pervasive, expectation that they should
be strong and able to protect thenL-'>Clves, and should be
in control of their emotions - to deal with things "like
a man" (though men have been found to be more
comfortable expressing their emotions to women than
to men). Since being sexually abused may be viewed as
having failed to defend one's self physically and
sexually, men often have concerns about their
independence and masculinity (Bruchner and Johnson,
1987,86).
Lew (1988, 62) observes that "dealing as a man"
often means hiding the fact that they were abused,
avenging the hurt through violent behaviour and
questioning their own masculinity. They often try to
prove their masculinity by engaging in daredevil
activities, sexual promiscuity, violent behaviour, lawbre8king and military exploits.
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6.5.1 Sexuality Concerns of Male Victims
Clinicians often observe problems of sexual
confusion with males who have been sexually
victimized. The conflict may be a result of having
experienced pleasurable physical sensations during the
abuse but feelings of disgust and anger afterwards. The
victim may feel betrayed by his penis because it signals
arousal at a time when he is feeling upset and hurt.
The stress experienced by the sexual abuse may be
displayed in a number of ways. In terms of sexual
activity, the male may withdraw from sex or become
overactive sexually (compulsive, addictive behaviour).
As MaIn and Holman (1987, 140) state:
Sexually, the abuse robs a boy of the
opportunity to have early formative
experiences that are self-initiated, selfdirected, and self-paced.
with a socially appropriate partner. His initial
exposure to sex likely involved lack of control
over his genital functioning. He may feel
betrayed by his penis because it gets hard,
signals arousal, and feels good in the midst of
an emotionaliy painful experience. TI1US he
may fail psychologically to integrate his pe:lis
<1.<; a positive part of his body. Sexual activity
may become fused with such feelings <1.<;
disgust and anger <1.<; a result of the abuse. As
a survivor grows older, he may either
withdraw from sex or become overactive
sexu81Iy in an attenlpt to
the
victim role.

I'd ales

Male victims may misinterpret the sexual
stimulation and response they felt during the
abuse as meaning that they were genuinely
attracted to the maleness of rhe p",rpetraror.
This misinterpretation may foster the
mistaken conclusion that they must
consequently be homosexual. Male survivors
may need to realize that sexual organs do
what sensitive body parts are supposed to do
- resp.'Jnd to erotic stimulation. Same sex

More research is needed before drawing any
conclusions about the significance of sexual abuse and
later sexual preference.
A final h"sue expressed by numerous authors and
clinicians is the belief that boys who have been sexually
abused may themselves become abusers. Although this
is a very complicated issue, it is possible to see how a
history of abuse may play a role in some men's
becoming offenders. The confusion between power and
;s an
factor to consider. Lew (1988,
65 - 66) believes that there is a progression that goes as
follows: "As a child, he had the experience of powerful
adults abusing that power. In fact the perpetrator may
have also been his primary role model. BecaLL'>C of this,
he is Hkely to draw the conclt.lsion that to be a man he
must
Also he may try to achieve power to avoid further
victimization, and the one way he knows how to do
that is to have power over someone else in a sexual
way. The hoy's feelings of anger that are a result of his
Iow self-worth, loss of control, repressed hurt,
humiliation, embarrassment, shame and guilt may
of F'IO\\'CT.
to

over

sense of gender identity and
Maltz and Holman (1987, 145) explain,

sexual interaction is normally somewhat
arousing to people regardless of their own
sexual preferences. While male survivors may
think that the molestation defined or caused
their sexual orientation, it might be more
accurate to assume that the early incestuous
experiences increased their awareness of sex
in general.

As

Other factors, discussed earlier, that relate to the
of males
play a role.
who have
been raised in the traditional male roles and who have
difficulty understanding and expressing their feelings
may find it hard to form close, intimate relationships.
As victims, their inability to trust may compound this
prohlem and they may become very socially isolated.
Because of their feelings of insecurity, they may feel a
lot of pressure to prove themselves sexually and yet fe8r
rejecrion. If they find it difficult to und",rstand how
others feel or are too angly to care (lack empathy) I they
may find it easy to see others (especially those weaker
or more vulnerable) as objects.
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Not all men who have been abused become
cwusers. In fact, this confusing of masculinity with
abusiveness may be expressed in another way. As Lew
declares, "the old saying 'Once bitten; twice shy'
operates most powerfully when the child was 'bitten' by
someone who has meant so much to him". The victim
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informed society.
There are four major areas that contribute to the
institutionalized victimization of children. They are
very complex societal issues upon which we will briefly
comment.

The ill-informed and misinformed public.

may set himself up to be a victim again or become a
protector ana attempt to give others the protection he
needed as a child. This relationship between victim and
perpetrator is one that needs further examining but
should be included as an important consideration in the
treatment and prevention of sexual abuse.

Many
people not only lack information about the dynamics
and impact of child sexual abuse, but also believe in
faL<;e information or myths about the is.<;ue.
We
discussed earlier some of those attitudes and beliefs
regarding the child as seductress or regarding the
offender as the "dirty old man".

6.6 INSTITUTIONALIZED vlCTL\1IZA TION

When Finkelhor (1984, 99) looked at attitudes in
a 1981 study he found that while the public revealed
accurate infonnation about some aspects of the

A presentation on the impact of child sexual abuse
would not
complete without a discussion of society's
response to children and adolescents who have been
violated, and the reaction ro the general issue of child
sexual abuse. A number of the issues already alluded
~, need reiterating in the context of this section.
\Ve have
used
the term instiwrionalized
d.:cimization. Other authors have used such terms as
victimizat~)n or instinairmal second rape. The
appropriclteness of the term institutionalize is apparent in
the Webster definition of the word: "to incorporate into
a structured and often highly fomlalized system". 1t is
evident from the history of child sexual abuse and the
currenr situation in our communities that the attitudes
and beliefs of people and their responses have been
highly fonmdized and entrenched in our society. A
tremendous amount of education is stid required to
and change the many prevaili:1g
m isnmceprions people hold.
It is disappoinring that more analysis of this topic
does not exist in the literature. Flowever, what do exist
are reports fTOm clinicicms and the documented
statements of many victims who have experienced
disbelief, labelling and stigmatization as they told their
"secrets" to others. It is encouraging that so much
literature on the intervention in and prevention of child
':xual abuse now exists. Also, education directed
,oward professionals, children and the general public
has been rapidly developing in recent years. However,
we have a long way to go toward creating a well-

problem, they still held some misconceptions. A major
belief has been that the offender is, in most cases, a
that it wa<; not so much
stranger. Finkelhor
that people had not been exposed to information that
showed abusers more likely to be intimates, but rather
that the truth was difficult for people to accept, because
it is unpleasant for people to harbour suspicions about
friends, neighbours, relatives and members of their own
family. He helieves that rhey Ine/ened to hold on to an
image of the sexual abuser as a stranger.
Whether people are uneducated about child sexual
abuse or have difficulty accepting the realities of the
issue, the conclusion is the same: there is a need for
serious attention to the problem of child sexual abuse.
However, the strategies used to educate the public may
h;IVe tu be carefully
observations.

in light of Finkelhor's

Society's rduc tanee to openly discuss and address
issues of sexuality. The fear and resistance regarding
issues of sexuality are evident in many forms in our
society. They are rooted in a clllture that equates
sexuality with genital sex and separates sex from
intimacy (NeLson, 1988, 34). As discussed earlier, it is
also a society that displays and teaches very confusing
and contraJictory information abollt sexuality. There
is tolerance for and condoning of the expression of
sexual violence, but an intolerance for and
discrimination against sexual intimacy between persons
of rhe same sex (homosexuality).
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There are special sex-education classes in schools
to deal with the biological facts of reproduction but not
the more complex nature of sexuality - nothing that
addresses the feelings or anxieties concerning their
bodies and sexual responses that children experience
(Butler, 1985, 155). Moral teachings that deny or
negate sexual needs also silence open, honest expression
of sexuality and lead to feelings of guilt and shame. All
of these factors, and many more, create a climate that
inhibits open disclosure of the victim's trauma because
it is of a "sexual" nature.

The treatment of victims by agencies and
institutions. There are many examples that illustrate
how victims are overlooked and poorly treated by our
agencies and institutions. The professional inhibitors
ctddressed eadier explain why many professiomds are
unable to sensitively and adequately respond to sexual
of theirrind
ahrse victims.
in
professionctls stilt exhibit judgemental attitudes and
discomfort when confronted with the sexual abuse of
children.

The lack of policies.
~md procedures
hinder the treatment of victims. Pine (1987)
that efforts to do something about the
are
fnlgmented, underfunded, misguided and may further
victimize the victim. Tnis "dOll hie jeopardy when
helping hurts" (126), as Pine phrases it, is evident in
our crowded court systems that subject victims to
lengthy waits for hearings. The social service system
needs
get lost. The problem of child sexual abuse hcts sil1;ply
untll it j~~ i
serve vlcrin1s

will not h;we the necessary resources to do a good job
(Rogers, 1988, 6-13).

The inequality of women and children in our society.
The earlier section on the history ::md socio-cultur::tl
is:;ues show how women and children do not possess
equal status with men in our society. TIle most blatant
form of degradation and devaluing is the portrayal
women and children in advertising and the media. This
impersonal, sexualized and exploitive portrayal
contributes to their vulnerability and helps to support

abusive behaviour.
Although the issues of child abuse and wife
battering are often viewed and approached separately,
the interrelatedness of these issues, as well as abuse of
the elderly, is being recognized, especially within the
family (Rogers, 1988,34). Efforts to promote the worth
and equal status of women and children are important
to eliminate the violence directed against them.
All of these issues impact both directly and
indirectly on the victim.
They are large societal
problems that can be addressed only through strategies
for long-term change. These will be looked at in the
final section of the report, on prevention.

6.7 THE L\1PACT OF CHlLD SEXUAL ABUSE
ON THE F A,\1ILY A,~D THE COMMUNITY
6.7.1 The Family
The effects of child sexual abuse arc also
experienced by family members. This happens not only
in cases of inces~ bur in extra-familial abuse as well. As
1988, 6) states, it is not
the
hut
way
the
was
the
was disclosed.
Families have indicated dut a state of confusion,
tension and unexplained behaviours were dLspbyed by
the victim before they knew what was wrong.
The impact of the disclosure is affected by the
identity
the offender a:ld the nrtture of the assault.
cinscr
and
vidcnt the ass<lu:r, the more explosive and worse the
on the
6).
b,h'idual
l"-icmbers mrtY react differently to
the abuse. G,:nerally, they experience many of the
same reactions ,L,) their child: they feel confused, afraid,
angry, hurt, emharras:;ed, guilty and ashamed
(Da,:gherry, 1984,65). ]fthe person who abused their
child was a friend or was entrusted with the care of
their child, the parents will experience an enormous
sense of betrctyai. As McConn.::l1 stares, it may be even
greater if the person is a teacher or clergyman. In that
case the family feels betrayed, not only by that person,
but by the whole insriturion. This leads to a sense that
no one can be trusted. TI1US, for parents trying to teach
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heir children how to trust, a tremendous dilemma is
created.
McConneU believes that there is a particular kind
of impact that happens if abuse occurs around puberty.
McConnell (Duggan, 1988,7) writes, "The normal
developmental stage of being an adolescent gets all
tangled up with the anger at their parents for not
having been able to protect them; at the court for what
the court has done; and at the offender for what the
offender has done". The anger reverberates throughout
the whole family.
In most cases, the parents' primary reaction is the
need to blame someone for the incident: the offender,
themselves or sometimes the child (Sgroi, 1978, 136).
There is often what Sgroi describes as a gain-loss
experience or effect. Depending on the identity of the
perpetrator, the family has to weigh the "gain" acting
in the child's best interest (terminating the sexual
relationship, ending contact with the perpetrator,
pressing charges) with the "loss" that may ensue as a
result of any of these actions. This, of course, is
~ommon in cases of incest where, for example, the
conviction of the father may mean a loss of income to
the family if he goes to jail.
This "gain-loss" dilemma also involves the issue of
public perception. Family members are often concerned
about "what other people will think". For many adults
in our society sexuality is such a difficult topic to
discuss that they would rather hide what has happened
than openly disclose it. All of these issues may cause
tensions and differences among famiiy members, m~1king
it difficult for them to support the victim.
FamiHes may also encounter other problems. For
parents may have difficulty, for a number of
reasons, in dealing directly with the concerns of their
child. This may be for a number of reasons. If the
parent experienced sexual abuse himself or herself, the
abuse of the child will bring back many unple:otsant
memories (Daugherty, 1984,65). Parents also may be
embamlssed or frightened and feel ill-equipped or too
nervous to discuss issues of sexuality. In cases where
-heir sons were abused by male offenders, parents may
,l;we fears or misconceptions about homosexuality and
not know how to discuss the issue. Other children in
the family will also be affected. DelJending on their age

and awareness of what has happened, they will have to
confront a whole range of issues and concerns as a
result of the family's state of crisis.
Finally, the impact on families may be complicated
by the attitudes and perceptions held by their
community. Family members may experience the same
isolation or stigmatization <L.<; the victimized child.
The impact the abuse has on family members
should not be minimized or overlooked. As Daugherty
(1984, 66) states, many families need assistance and
professional counsellors to help them recover from the
problems caused by the sexual abuse. This is especially
true in situations of incestuous abuse. AL'>O, the
victims' recovery will greatly depend on the support
they receive from those closest to them. It is imperative
that the family receive help that enables them to give
this needed support.

6.7.2 The Community
The disclosure of sexual abuse has increased so
dramatically in recent years that communities are
feeling the impact in many ways. The publicity and
exposure regarding the sexual abuse of children comes
at a time when other related problems like - battering,
elder abuse and child abuse in general - are receiving a
great deal of attention by the media, professional groups
and educators.
More and more people are recognizing that they
are, or have been, victims of one of these ferms of
abuse and are looking for help. Other people, not so
directly affected, are still feeling the impact as they
grapple with feelings of fear, concem, anger and
mistrust. Generally, peopJe have a lot of questions
about why these fonTIs of violence are so prevalent now,
and they feel quite helpless and powerless in their
search (or answers. A common result of this confusion
of feelings is a cycle of blame. As illustrated in Figure
3, the feelings of helplessness and powerlessness are
often so gr<'>3t that people look for ways to regain some
control. As referred to earlier in the section on the
family, the process of blame may be directed towards
oneself (intemalized as feelings of guilt) or it may be
directed towards other people (a stigmatized group like
homosexuals). This misdirection of blame may produce
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Figure 3: Cycle of Blame
Feeling helpless
and powerless

I-~--~~

I

Blame Self
(guilt)

Blame

of intervention generates. In fact, individual staff in
small communities can easily become the target of
revenge, violence, political discrimination or other forms
of attack" (Hill, 1989, 2). As well, the highly politicized
nature of the issue of child sexual abuse affe;ts staff,
especially in child welfare agencies where the stakes and
risks are high if cases are not properly dealt with (Hill,

1989,2).
Bum-out and staff turnover are also problems
within community agencies. The high number of
disclosures and the emotional impact of the work
produce much stress for workers. As Hill (1989, 4)
states, front-line staff are often expected to provide
services in an organizational climate where there is little
or no concern for the workers and their needs. Staff
are often expected to provide services without adequate
training, resources, supervision or supports. All of rhl'Se

/

Blame
(anger)

an
Source: A:ber1a Soda! $prv:ces, Brf?ak.ing thP Paf1ii.l.TI, Undl.?Tstar"JdiTlg lVif@ ADiJSli.
Edmonton. A!berta: OffICE- fo:- th8 Prevention of Fa';ltly Vio;enoe, 1988. 31.

some feelings of power, bur, in reality, it can be a very
dL'SHuctive form of denial, causing hardship for those
discriminated against and creating a very

unproductive environment for staff, which in turn
affects the victims they are trying to serve. Hence, a
community approach to the problem of child sexual
abuse is critical for all groups of people.
6.8 COl\;CLUSION

Professionals and agencies responsible for helping
victims are faced with a whole range of L<;sues. A
primary problem that exists in some communities is a
lack of understanding about the seriousness and
pervasiveness of abuse. This results in confusion and
am bivaJen t messages <I bOll t how to deal
in tenTen tions

There are

SI·

different levels of readiness

(l
8)
out, create
which, ?s
confusion, duplication, turf protection, jealousy and
lack of trust among the various jurisdictions and
disciplines.
The high rate of disclosures has pushed
beyond their capacity to respond, and long waiting lists
exist even for crisis situations. Remote and rural
commun.ities face even greater problems. Not only do
they lack the services but "front-line staff and or
agencies are extremely vulnerable and can be
h~1mobilized by the amount of fear and anxiety any type

The impact of child sexual abuse can most clearly
be described through the personal accounts of victims
and their families. We have highlighted some of the
issues clinicians and researchers have identifIed through
is a

people in many different
ways. It is consequently difficult to mea<;ure the impact
in tangible terms.
physical consequences
and ?..5sessed, the other effects,
can often be
particularly the emotional repercllssions, are much
harder to identify and understand.
The personal strength and courage of victims and
the support they receive often enable them ro cope.
However, it is imperative that they also receive the
tell
tools for healing. The ability and opportunity
their srory in an atmosphere of trust without blame is
one of those tools. In the following section we will look
more closely at what can be done 8bout sexual abuse,
and what cm be done to meet the needs of victims.
families, communities - and offenders.

to

Part IV
Responding to
the Probletn
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Section Seven: What We Need to Do about
Child Sexual Abuse

7.1 INTRODUCTION
The previous sections of this report have described
the problem of child sexual abuse as extensive, deeprooted and having serious implications for everyone in
society, especially the victims. They have also shown
how misnaming and mis-blaming the problem have
contributed to a limited socieral response and a
tremendous burden for the victims of the abuse. Also
evident from the literature review is the fact that the
causes of
arc
controversial. The theories are numerous and often
technically complicated and there are no simple,
steadfast guidelines to detennine who will become a
victim or who will become an abuser. Although there
is a trend towards iCYJking at the problem holistically,
\\'hether individ
or
there is still
family characteristics contribute more to the creation of
the problem than the broader cultural, societal factors.
Recent attempts by the women's movement and
concerned professionals to address the problem has been
a start in the intervention process. Hmvever, it is
apparent that the extent of the abuse and the
consequences for victims <1710
large scale attention must be given to this issue, using
and mond will.
all possible political, economic,
This section of the report addresses the key
elements necessary to
the problem of child
sexual abuse. Figure 4 provides a visual framework of
this discussion. The issue of ownership will
discussed
,md some
principles for approaching the problem
will be outlined. We will then present a summary of
the issues that were included in
earlier sections and
indicate some strategies needed in addressing those
problems. The discussion is very general and simply
indicates what has been noted in the recent literature
by active clinicians and government officials, nationally
and loc.ally. There are so many gaps and limitations in

the means of responding to the problem in our country,
and especially in our province, that we can only
highlight some major and obvious strategies that need
to be implemented. We will also briefly address what
some of the problems have been in earlier methods of
prevention.

7.2 TAKING O\Vr-."ERSHIP OF THE PROBLEM
OF CIDLD SEXUAL ABUSE
justice to the problem of child sexual abuse,
broad-based ownershil) is needed by all segments of
society. Taking ownership means acknowledging the
problem to be true and valid even before victims speak
out. As Fortune says, truth "is not merely a rendering
facts; it is giving voice to a reality" (1989, 114). It
means
violation in (he act
child sexual abuse, admitting that the victims have
been cruelly and unjustly treated and their trust, faith
and innocence breached.
Ownership also means taking responsibility for the
problem, beginning with knowledge and understanding
the roots and dynamics of child sexual abuse. 1l1e
action that foHows must be in keeping with a set of
assumprions and principles, like those described in the
next section.
the
moral
social
nClture of the
and address the serious impac!
child
abuse has on its victims.
As well, in this system of ownership, there must be
a process of accountability, restitution and vindication.
Offenders must be confronted and held accountable for
their actions and victims must receive some fmm of
restoration and freedom from their suffering.
Finally, there must
a commitment to long-tenn
work to change the attiwdes, values, be1uwwurs and
structures that contribute to the problem of child sexual
abuse, and thus to prevent the occurrence of the crime.

~

~
~

Figure 4: Addressing the Problem of Child Sexual Abuse
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Sections 7.3 and 7.4 will look at why shared
ownership of the problem by government, churches,
community agencies and institutions is essential to
address the many pressing needs of victims and their
families, offenders and communities, and to develop
strategies for prevention.

disclosure of the sexual abuse and should be a
component of all subsequent intervention, from
the investigative process to counselling through
preparation and appearance in court and beyond.

4.

The sexual abuse of a child is a criminal act for
which the offender, regardless of relationship with
the victim, must be held solely accountable, and,
in order to maximize the effectiveness of both legal
and treatment interventions, this perspective must
be integrated into all treatment methodologies used
with victims, offenders and family members.

5.

Communiry resporL<;e must reflect the safety and
recovery of the chiid victim as its continuing
priority and, accordingly, all treatment planning
and interventio:1s should be child-centred,
particularly when the child has been abused by a

7.3 FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES
Once the ownership or responsibility for the
problem of child sexual abuse has been accepted, a set
of basic assumptions or principles is needed to establish
a framework for an effective and comprehensive
approach to treatment, support and prevention. As
parr of the consul ration pha<;e with Rix Rogers. the
Special Advisor appointed in September 1987 by the
\Velfare
a
or principles was
treatment, support and primary prevention. These
principles offer an excellent framework for approaching
the issue
child sexual abuse. The following {ist is
taken directly from the Federal Govemment document
Can{uiitIn Council on Childrcn
Reachiilg For
a
A National Strategy Workshop
conceming the Sexual Abuse of Children, chaired by
Rix Rogers (1989,8, 18).

7.3.2 Prevention/Long-Term Change - Assumptions
and Principles
1.

The sexual abuse of children is symptomatic of a
deeply roared disturbance in social values which
the
power and authority agaiI1st
populations, including children.

2.

The sexual abuse of children is a pervasive social
reduced and ultimately elimproblem which can
inated only through comprehensive social change
resulting from community development strategies

7.3.1 Treatment and Support - Assumptions and
Principles
1.

of
is
to a legal response, also requires

value of all members
3.

all those
in recovery
and to minimize the
risk of further abuse of the same and/or additional
children.

society, including children.

Str3

must also incorporate provisions for the early
identification of existing victims and offenders as
well as those at high risk.

2.

Given the range of variables which influence the
degree of damage
to victims of sexual abuse
and the timing of its disclosure, treatment services
must provide for needs ranging from in-,mediate
crisis intervention fo\lO\\'ing disclosure to intensive
treatment and long-term periodic support during
periods of relapse and stress.

A commitment to these principles offers a
child sexual
philosophical basis for viewing and
abuse. However, the history of children in our society
indicates that sexual ~ibuse is only one of many types of
abuse directed towards children.
Therefore, it is
imperative that these principles be placed within a
broader philosophical framework that advocates the
equality and well-being of children in all facets of their

3.

Opportunities for treatment begin upon

lives.

the
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3 The Child-Centred Approach

It is also important that a child-centred approach
be adopted in planning and intervention. The Badgley
Commission (1984) concluded that a child-centred
approach "provides more short-term benefits for sexually
abused children". The philosophy of the child-centred
approach is based on the following three assumptions:

1.

The primary focus of service should be the victims,
even though considerable attention may be paid to
the offender.

2.

Any type of sexual contact between children and
is morally wrong and damaging to the child.

3.

TIle adult offender is totally responsible for any
abuse which occurs.

advocates the adoption of this approach for
intervention and for treatment of all abused children in

experience confusion about issues like authority,
about what's real and what's not, about personal
boundaries and limits, about abilities and selfcompetence, trust and faith
have difficulties coping and use certain survival
skills, such as acting out, running away, seeking
control, fantasizing and being passive
develop serious emotional or psychological
problems that iead to self-destructive behaviour
like self-mutilation, consideling or attempting
suicide, alcohol and drug abuse or prostitution
face physical consequences of the abuse, such as
pregnancy, sexually transmitted disease or damage
to their vagina or anus
relationships (male and female), problems with
family and peers

7.4 ADDRESSING SPECIFIC l\'EEDS

4 of this report presented a comprehensive
..
h .
vlctnns,
t 1 elf

humiliation, self-blame, self-hate and anger which may get repressed

on the

and communities. The offenders

were discussed in Section 3, which considered some of

the issues and concerns of both treatment and
punishment. Before we examine the strategies and
approaches required to address the problems
experienced by individuals, families and communities, it
to summarize what thei~ issues
nJ~cds are.

experience confusion and difficulties with issues
like sexuality, intimacy and spirituality
encounter problems in other aspects
such as education, employment

their lives.

be at risk for further victimization or becoming
offenders themselves
experience difficulty knowing what help they
and where and how they can get it
face institutionalized victimization as they go
the court process or
professionals in community agencies.

7.4.1 Victims

,
the consequences of sexual
00
vary among vlcrims
of their diffeling
circumstances, the following list enumerates the general
issues and problems victims often face as part of their
trauma. The victims may

7.4.2 Families

feel tlley are not believed, that they are responsible
and blamed for their own victimization

TI1e effects of the abuse may be different among
families. Certainly the impact of incestuous abLlse will
create different problems than extra-familial abuse.
Genera!!y, families may be faced with the following
problems when one or more of their children has
reported being sexually abllsed. The family may

feel stigmatized by others, be made to feel different
or labelled in some way, such as "damaged" or
n
queer u

expelience strong emotions of shock, horror and
disgust that such a thing could happen to one of
their children

experience strong feelings of guilt, shame, betrayal,

feel guilty and responsibJe for the occurrence
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experience strong feelings of hurt, pain, anger,
remorse, hostility and blame that may get repressed
or poorly expressed
share the same feelings of shame and humiliation
as their child and feel the same stigmas
re~live abuse that was part of their own childhood

and hence, create a whole range of other
emotional and psychological problems
experience difficulty coping with their child's
problems and issues that have resulted from the
abuse, eg drug and alcohol abuse, problems
concerning sexuality
create a number of internal family problems. Some
members may blame the child for their
v ic~irYlizatio~)
consequences for the
family (father goes to prison)

and, in cases where the offender is in a
position of authority, question their belief in the
system they represent (church, school)
an overprotective approach to their child
conflict between
feel
incompetent to deal with
their child's problems and theif own, and with all
the formal services and agencies that might be
there to help.

are usu~t!ly a group of individuals
rarher nor
to think
or
to
must

be held responsible and accountable for their
beh:wiour through the criminal justice system
the legal

of their

abuse
the impact their CIiminal behaviour ha.<;
had on their victim(s) and develop empathy with
them
admit their abuse and assume responsibility for
their behaviour

develop an awareness of why they offend
obtain knowledge about sexuality, intimacy, sex
role stereotyping and work on changing their
sexually deviant behaviour
improve their self-image
examine their misuse of power and learn other
ways to feel personally powerful
learn to recognize and express their feelings and
accept criticism and feedback
learn appropriate communication skills
work through their own early victimization or
other probJems
develop a support system
learn to control
consumption

their

alcohol

and

drug

learn to manage or control their anger
deal with issues of housing, employment
be willing to receive ongoing help and
when

r.~(·"f1.n,·,,"

is a

if

7.4.4 Communities
As stated earlier, the incre8sed reporting of child
sexual abuse and other related problems has created a
number of issues
groups
ownership of the problem as serious

needing

attention

of attitudes that
prevent disclosure

victims

misbeliefs
and
misconceptions
about
the
contributing factors and dynamics of child sexual
abuse
feelings of fear, shock, horror, corJusion and worry
that exist among people who are trying to
understand the problem, why it is so prevalent and
how they can prevent their children from being
affected
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feelings of mistrust, anger, blame and hurt are
experienced by many people, especially those
personally affected
information about the rights of children
availability of resources for assistance
limited knowledge about the impact of sexual
abuse even among professionals in positions to
help
indicators of child sexual abuse and why they are
not commonly known
absence of policies and pro tocolsj procedures for
intervening are only at the developing stage in
some institutions and agencies and non-existent in
others
inadequacy of training for all professionals working
with peopJe, including teachers, social workers,
lawyers, judges, child care workers, nurses
and psychologists
inadeq uacy of resources, both financial and
staffing, for agencies trying to respond to the
problem
unavailability or limitations of counselling and
SUP;)ort for victims and their families
unavailability or limitations of treatment programs
for offenders
need for inter-agency networking, support and
sharing
recognition of the stress and strain professionals
in trying to
and
to the problem.

7.5 PREVENTION STRATEGIES
It is apparent that the problems and needs
identified are numerous, diverse and interconnected.
approaches are required to respond to the issues
f<iced by victims, families, offenders and communities in
the immediate and long term. The needs of victims
and their families are of primary importance; however,
, meet those needs work has to be done at a
_Lllnmunity level, 3.<; well as at an individual leveL

It is also vital that strategies for long-term change

be put in place even though they require long range
goals and objectiVes and their results are neither quickly
achieved nor recognized. Following Canadian reports
by Rogers (1989), Dube et al (1988) and Wachtel
(1989) we will present some of the strategies necessary
to address the problem at the treatment-support and
prevention levels.

7.5.1 Treatment and Support
Outreach, Intervention and Follow.up.
Meeting
individual, family and community needs requires a
three·phase approach of outreach, intervention and
follow.up. The outreach component helps to identify
victims through information and education.
Counselling and therapy are parr of the intervention
and follow-up phases and are essential for helping
victims and their families v;ith the problerrLs they arc
experiencing as a result of the abuse. Offenders also
require some form of treatment, either during or after
incarceration. We will look at some of the approaches
needed to help these groups of people and then look
generally at \vhat the community need"s.
Victims' Outreach. The
and degradation felt
by victims requires a community approach that will
send a clear message to victims telling them that they
are not responsible for the abuse. They also need to be
told that information, support and counselling are
available, and that they will be believed and treated
with respect and confidence if they choose to use the
services provided. This kind of service aims to reach
victims who have disclosed and are looking for help, but
who may be unaware of assistance or fear to seek it. It
also seeks to help victims who have not disclosed, or
others who want to understand the dynamics of abuse.

Outreach can be achieved through a variety of
initiatives, such as dissemination of pamphlets, booklets,
media exposure, public talks, setting up information or
crisis lines, and establishing resource centres. It can
also be achieved by using existing channels, such as
schools, church groups, youth groups, social service
agencies, hospitals, police departments and public
buildings (eg shopping malls). Obviously it can only
\"ork if good quality services are in place for people to
u.se. If done properly, outreach can reduce the stigma
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attached to the abuse and help the victims come
forward to talk.
Intervention. At the stage at which victims have
requested help, it is important that the services provide
an atmosphere of trust and respect and offer a sensitive,
non-judgemental approach. Victims may require help
in sorting out what their needs are and in finding
additional or alternative services.
It is important that services at every level of
intervention strive to help victims restore their selfimage and reclaim their self identity. To this end,
counselling and follow-up services need to adopt a
process like the one presented in Figure 5, "Reclaiming
Self", developed by the Women's Research Centre. The
diagram maps out an approach which identifies selfawareness and acceptance of self as central factors in
resolving the consequences that stern from the 8buse.
It is a process of
the
fragments of the victim's life, understanding the
experience so that thoughts and feelings can be
effectively resolved or integrated, and making sense out
of the ways the victim has used certain survival skills to
cope with the abuse.
enable this process to occur, victims may need
intervention that takes the following fonns:
listening, validating and understanding when the
victim discloses
assistance with i&<;ues related to the victims' safety,
such as legal or child protection procedures
information about child sexual abuse, victims'
rights, and impact of the abuse
infoffiIation about lcgaJljudicial procedures the
victims may be facing or \vant to pursue
infonnation regarding medical aso;istance Victims
may require, such as pregnancy tests or tests for
sexually transmitted diseases
information about sources of compensation
individual counselling to address the immediate
emotionaVpsychologicaVsocial effects
advocacy and support for dC8.ling with other
agencies and the court procedure
support to deal with the stigmatizing effects of
respOfL'>es by peers and the community

counselling for assistance with family issues
referral to services that can provide further
counselling or therapy to deal with emotional or
psychological problems

•

assistance with the establishment of continuing
supports.

Follow,up Services. Follow-up is a very important part
of any network of services. Although victims may have
worked through the immediate issues of disclosure,
court charges and some of their fears and concerns,
they may need on-going counselling and support for
several months or years to complete the healing process.
The following components may be part of a delivery of
follow-up services:
on-going counselling and support to deal with
emotional and psychological effects and problems
related to sexuality, tnL<;t,
anger, body- lInage
group counselling to address common problems, to
build mutual support and sharing, and to help
victims deal with i&<;ues of power, control and
responsibility
support and counselling to help with positive
coping skills and to overcome problems with
substance abuse or Other destructive behaviour
concrete help with problems relating to school,
employment and hOllsing
assistance with Other problems or concerns in their
lives that may be related to the sexual abuse may
be interfering with the healing process, such as
interpersonal relationships, communication skills or
eating disorders
self-help groups where victims can get together
fonnally with others who have been through a
similar experience, to gain insight and knowledge
about themselves and to build friendships with
others
drop-in time or space where sllrvivors can
infonnaJly connect with people they can trust and
with whom they can share their thoughts and
concerns.
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Figure 5: Reclaiming Self

Self-Awareness:
I value and use my thoughts and
feelings.
I can make mistakes; everyone
does.
I can learn new things and be
flexible.
I appreciate myself.

Empowerment:
The abuse was not my fault.
I can shed the guilt and shame;
they're his not mine.
I did the best I could as a child
living under those conditions.
I'm remarkable for having
endured abuse and its
} } consequences.

Self-Acceptance:
I know myself.
I like who I am.
I respect myself for having lived
through the abuse(s) of my
childhood.
I am strong and able to learn and
change when I want or need to.
I deserve to be loved and respected
by others.

(f

Clarity:
I was sexually abused.
I can separate out who I am from
what I've thought and felt
about myself because of being
abused.
I have personal rights.
I have the right to set and enforce
boundaries and limits.
I trust my perceptions.
I am much more than a sexual
abuse survivor.

Survival Skills:
I can be myself to myself and
others.
These skills have helped me to
survive.
Now I can chose which ones to
keep or change and which to
put aside.

Source: Women's ?Research Centre. Recollecting Our Lives: Women's Experience of Childhood Sexual Abuse. Vancouver' Press
Gang Pub., 1989, _03.
.
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again {pithers et al, 1989, 250}

Families
Family members also need outreach services, crisis
intervention and follow-up help. Although their needs
will probably be similar to that of the victims, family
members may need some additional help, such as
recognition that they, too, are suffering from the
impact of the child's abuse

4.

external controls to prevent relapse or re-offending;
these controls might include continued
incarceration, monitoring by parole services or
other professionals and limited access to children
and certain locations

5.

long-term follow-up services for every sex offender,
especially critical, since the first nine months after
discharge is the period marked by the highest
recidivism rate for sex offenders (pithers et al,
1989, 244)

6.

individual and group therapy approaches that will
address the following areas outlined by Mayer
(1988):

validation for their feelings of anger, loss, hurt,
pain, self-blame and shame
information about the impact and contributing
factors of child sexual abuse
assistance in dealing with their child's problem (1')
f::tmily counselling and support to work through
the efrects of the abuse on the whole family
inronr:ation and support in dealing with other
agencies, court procedures and possibly the
person
individual counselling for some members of the
family who are particularly affected by the abuse or
who may need to work through earlier abuse in
their own lives
follow-up, possibly within a group of parents who
or all opcri
to talk
with the group v,·hen difficulties arise.

Offenders
The safety of the victims and community is a
primary concem when planning services for the
assessmems need to be
As
highly
staff
regarding threat and re-offending need to be carefully
rnust be held
ana
their behaviour by the crirninal justice
system and treatment services must complement, not
replace, the sentencing and incarceration.
For
treatment, services will need to provide

1.

thorough assessment procedures to plan the most
effective and appropriate therapy approach and
determine risk factors,

2.

drug therapy for high risk offenders

3.

relapse prevention procedures so sex offenders can
be taught to identify the internal and external
conditions that increase their risk of offending

Sexuality
Intimacy

Sex-role stereotyping
Male-female sexual needs

SelfDest:ru..'Live Thoughts and Behaviours

Suicide and suicidal equivalents
Addictive behaviours (work, gambling, ete.)
~ial

lsofat:ioo

Alienation

Ownership of behaviours, thoughts, feelings

F:.xploiuuive Belii.wiours (World Vk"UI)
Objectincation of orhers (lack of empathy)
Manipulation, lying, "conning"
Use of power and control
Pan:nting and Family Nee4.s
Communication (attending behaviours,
~"sertiveness, "I" messages, honesty)
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Maturity
Family roles and role reversals

Famil:1 and Sexual History
•

Unmet needs for nurture
Childhood trauma (physical, emotional, and
sexual abuse)

Affective Responses
Anger (sublimation, compensation, passive·
aggressiveness, suppression, repression)
Guilt, remorselessness, shame
Impulsivenes.<; (lack of control)

Stress Management
Relaxation skills
Behavioral management of stress
Awareness of triggering events

Problem.Solving Skills Development
Conflict management
Environmental manipulation
Communication

Self- Esteem
Peer support (alTirmations)
Assertiveness training
Communities

Communities are not equipped to meet the needs
of disclosing victims and their families or to do the
Services for
necessary outreach and follow-up.
offenders do not exist in most parts of the country and
are very poor in areas where they do exist. Although
sonle existing services provide quality intervention
programs, the high r3te of disclosure in recent years has
pushed them beyond their capacity to respond.
These issues, along with the ones described earlier,
point to the need for planning and development to
address the problem of child sexual abuse at a community level. Referring to the strategic objectives outlined in the federal government document Reaching for
Solutions, Canadian Council on Children & Youth, (1989,
18-22) we can highlight major achievements needed if
communities are to increase their response level:
acceptance of ownership of the problem -- by the
political, economic, legal, social and moral levels of

the community - and adoption of the problem as
a priority by all institutions and groups
development of treatment and support services for
all children and their families who have been
sexually abused
development of services for adult survivors of child
sexual abuse, so a response will be available for
victims whenever disclosure occurs
development of assessment and treatment programs
for adult offenders, ranging from community.based
to institution-based, with mechanisms for
continuity, monitoring and follow-up
development of comprehensive treatment services
for adolescent offenders, with particular emphasis
upon prevention and early identification strategies,
within both the community and institutions
acknowledgement by professional schools that child
sexual abuse is an area that requires specialized
knowledge and training, and development of their
curricula to prepare students to effectively respond
to their clients
development of in-service and/or continuing
professional education for all relevent professional
disciplines
development of opportunities for inter-agency
networks to enhance staff collaboration, support
and the co-ordination of services
development of community
education programs

outreach

and

development of follow-up services for victims and
their families
development of victim assistance or advocacy
programs to a.<;sist with the court process
development of follow-up services for offenders
development and co-ordination of research to
identify the efficacy of different treatment models
for victims and offenders.
7.5.2 Primary Prevention: Steps toward Change
Dilemmas in Prevention Efforts

Prevention efforts have increased since the late
1970s with the inception of numerous education
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programs and the development of agency policies and
protocols aimed at detection and reporting.
Children have been the main target group for
education, with parents and professionals designated as
key audiences for receiving and delivering the
information. These programs have focused mainly on
personal safety issues with children, such as street
proofing.
Although these programs constitute an
important approach to teaching children their rights, a
number of authors and clinicians are currently
expressing concern that too much emphasis is being
directed at the child rather than at adults, in general, or
potential abusers, in particular. Wachtel (1989) stresses
that prevention education in the school does not
constitute a complete prevention program and does not
"solve" the problem. Wachtel also notes that "some
people fear that child sexual abuse prevention
education programs may make children too responsible
for
own protection
thus may
blame if they are abused" (4).
Concern has also been raL'>ed about the content of
the programs. Dube et al (1988, 13) outline the
growing concerns researchers and educators have been
expressing about the quality of prevention programs.
T:"lere is a general concern that over-simplification
may result when the topic is being made unde:-stand:1hle
to children. There are many issues related to this, but
a primary concern is the avoidance of sexual content.
Finkelhor believes that this may occur when education
is done .in a setting where topics relating to sexuality
are deemed controversial and when
the programs.
trainers
One negative consequence of the 8voidance of
content is tbat "children do :-Iot receive
in using words and phrases to talk about sexual
activity" and that "one thing that inhibits children from
telling about abuse is that they do not have a
vocabulary or past expeiience for discussing sex-related
matters" (Finkelhor, 1986, 242). Children may also
receive an implicit message that sex is bad and not
something to be talked about openly.
Another concern is the lack of evaluation of
existing programs. Evidence is not clear on whetber
programs are successfully teaching children the
behaviours thought to be useful in preventing or
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escaping sexual abuse. It is not known whether the
information children are given in these programs
actually transfers to action.
Dube et al (1988, 21) also discusses problems that
have been identified in the planning and implementation of programs. They refer to the following issues:
no staff with experience in dealing with child
abuse
few potential staff with experience
difficulty in finding training materials
problems in finding appropriate settings for
the programs - some agencies or institutions
resist implementing the programs
funding problems, such as difficulty securing
initial and long-term funding
turn-over and "bum-out" of staff because of
the emotion81
physical strain of the issue
problems in community networking.
Another dilemma in prevention efforts to date lies
in establishing a commitment to developing prevention
approaches that will examine and address the root
causes of child sexual ablL';e. The recognition of the
Jeep-iooted nature of the problem
develops a sense of grave concern and anxiety in
people. As Wachtel (1989, 1) states, "There is a sense
that people are not what they seem, a fear that our
institutions and our values are not sound, and
discouragement because damage is so easy to do but
often so hard to repair". Although these feelings can
have an energizing aFfect and lead to innovation and
reform, Wachtel points our that "they can also provoke
denial and diser.gagement" (1). The changes needed
are so extensive and the resources required so great
it often seems e<L<;ier to dismiss the problem and
ignore its ramifications.
Even when the commitment to do something
about the problem exists, groups or organizations are
faced with other issues. For example, promoting public
awareness and education on the problem is an
important step in reaclling victims and changing
attitudes; however, there can be dangers in moving in
this direction if resources are not available to meet the
increased demand. The lack of an adequate response
system may mean further traumatization of victims,
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ossible injustice to alleged offenders, burn-out of
dedicated professionals, negative publicity and backlash
from the system. Yet, not to address this form of
prevention might result in the abandonment of children
who have not disclosed, a sense of false comfort that
the problem is under control, and the permitting of
public and official complacency (Wachtel, 1989,3).
Objectives and Strategies
The assumptions and principles outlined in Section

7.3.2 for prevention and long-term change point to the
need for developing an approach that will establish
objectiVes at the following three levels:
1.

addressing the mlues and attitudes toward
children in our society

2.

developing strategies to control and eradicate
abusive behaviour

3.

stn,Kttaes that secure equality and
justice for all.

A number of strategies that can work toward
achieving these objectives have been identified. They
re considered next.

capabilities of children
assist parents with child-rearing issues,
including non-violent discipline, discussing
sexuality with their children, and consistent
parenting approaches
empower children by teaching them their
rights to safety, security, and appropriate,
non~exploitive affection and caring.
Legislation, Policies and Practices.
As well as
education there is a need for the implementation of
legislation, policies and practices that will
ensure the equal protection, rights and
treatment of children under the law
review all relevant policies and practices of
social institutions serving children (eg health,
educational, cultural, religiolls, recreational,
legal and social services), and implement the
use of a child-centred approach in the
planning and delivery of all services involving
children
develop and implement policies and protocols
that detect, report and prevent the abuse of
chLdren

Education. The need for education has been discussed
throughout the report. The method and intent of the
education would have to be multifaceted and
implemented by various institutions of society, including
schools, churches, hospitals, government departments
and agencies and volunteer groups. It should aim to

develop strict and consistent legal, moral and
social sanctions agail'h<;t the abuse of children,
and their exploitation through child
pornography and child prostitution.

promote the value arul importance of the wellbeing and rights of children

These must be initiated and enacted by an levels
of government, churches, schools and other institutions.

convey the message that neglect and abuse
have no place in a caring community and will
not be tolerated

Institutions and Society. It is revealed throughout the
report that sexual abuse is a widespread problem that
pl8ce in a broad social context, that "Rape and
sexual abuse are life-threatening by-products of a
violent, sexist and racist society" (Fortune, 1983, 230).
Also in order to create a climate of intolerance of
abuse, the structures of our institutions must be
examined.

provide knowledge about the dynamics and
impact of child abuse
provide inFormation about detection, reporting
and available support services
provide knowledge about sexuality - including
intimacy, relationships, sex role stereotyping,
sexual OIientation, and reproduction
provide knowledge about child development
and parenting skills to enhance positive
attitudes toward children and promote
understanding of the capacities and

As discussed in Section 3.3, we cannot ignore the
significance of the sexual stereotypes of men, women
and children, their portrayal in the media, the
domination of women through violence, and the
perpetuation of the powerlessness and vulnerability of
women and children. The structures of our society that
exclude the equal participation and decision-making of
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women perpetuate biases and injustices. As well,
institutions that neglect and control children or assign
low status to the caregivers reinforce the historical
realities of children as objects of exploitation.
The values and priorities within our institutions
need to shift in order to produce a climate of safety and
nurturing for all people. The fact that most abuse goes
on within the family structure or within institutions
that re*create that system (such as residential centres
for children) cannot be ignored. We must examine the
internal workings of these systems, including their
managment model, use of power and authority, and
systems of accountability.
Also, as a society we must question "the ideology
that the family is sacrosanct and its internal conduct is
exempt from questioning by outsiders" (Reed, 1988, 18).
Problems of wife battering and elder abuse must be
addressed in conjunction with child abuse. There must
also be recognition of the stresses and strains families
are facing in our society generally. Issues relating to
poverty, unemployment, inadequate daycare and poor
housing affect the well-being and personal strength of
all members of the family. Social and economic
supports are es..<;ential, particularly for single mothers.
Rigid sex roles and stereotypes that restrict and inhibit
personal growth and potentia! of both men and women
and that prevent the full development of mutual respect
and mutually supportive relationships must also be
challenged (Ontario Teachers' Federation, 1987, Hi).
Women must be encouraged to be strong and assertive,
and men must be given permission to develop and

,,~p~ J~ir feelings and

emotions. The involvem.~n~
of fa;!jh~ ~r the nurturing and care of children musf;be
.promoted;..
Fin~lY,

we must work to develop healthy attitudes
towards;~ sex
through open discussion and
cqmmun~cation in the family, churches and schools,
aI,ld. thus l change the expres..'iion of sexuality in our
';1'.sult.~re .. ,b1edia advertising and pornographic materials
'rtpa~ exp~it and violate the dignity and worth of the
"'~~2pleP2rtrayed must be censured. Positive images of
WOIl,len and men and the way they relate to each other,'
a~ong wiJh appropriate portrayals of children, must be
d~wande~ from companies and producers.
Lt'

~-

:::

_'

::;,6 CONCLUSION
Chile! sexual abuse is a problem of great
complexity. It must be analysed within a multidimens"ional framework and understood in relation to
other problems in our society.
Figure 6 illustrates the different levels that
.. contribute to the problem: the individual, the family,
the community, the culture and the society. Although
there are numerous factors that contribute at each
. level, ~"e have highlighted some of the key ones which
have been identiHed throughout this report.
In the diagram, these four levels are framed by the
past because it has shaped the present character of the
problem. The creation of a future that treats children
without abuse depends on the commitment, will and
actions of all segments of our scx:iety.
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Figure 6: Factors Contributing to Child Sexual Abuse

Individual Factors:
Inappropriate or distorted attitudes
Need to feel powerful
Emotional immaturity
Modelled sexual behaviour
Poor social skills

Family Factors:
Dominant authoritative father
Double-bind parenting
Suppression of emotions
Soc;al isolation
Sexual abuse or repressed sexuality

Community Factors:
Lack of ownership
Attitudes that blame and stigmitize victims
Lack of poricies, protocols & training in institutions
Lack of awareness & education

Culture/Society:
Male domination; powerlessress of women & children
Weak
social & moral sanctions
abuse of children
Objectifying of women & children; advertising & pornography
Male tendency to sexualize all emotiona: needs
Norms that preven~ open discussions &
education about sexuality and relationships
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
Mandate of Special Commission of

lifestyles, mutual support systems, or any other
pertinent circumstance.
2.

To enquire how such behaviour could have gone
undetected and unreported for such a long period
of time.

3.

To make recommendations to provide for the
spiritual, psychological and social healing of the
victims and their families.

4.

To make recommendations that wilt ensure that
the Church has effective procedures for becoming
aware of, reporting and dealing with incidents of
deviant behaviour that might occur.

5.

To make recommendations respecting the selection
of candidates for the priesthcxxl, the promotion of
holistic growth of the clergy, the fostering of
hec>.!thy relationships between clergy and laity and
the provision of support for the clergy to help
them cope with deep psychosocial problems.

Enquiry into Sexual Abuse of Children
by Members of the Clergy
Archdiocese of St. John's
The abiding concern of the people of God in the
Archdiocese of St. John's for persons who are injured
suffering has
heightened by the recent
incidents of sexual abuse of children by some members
of the clergy. In a spirit of compassion and with the
desire to heal and help the persons who have been
harmed, to promote the spiritual and psychosocial wellbeing of the clergy and to seek means to prevent further
incidents of this kind, a Special Archdiocesan
Commission of Enquiry is established by the Archbishop
of St. John's.
The Mandate of this Commission is:

1.

To enquire into factors which might have
contributed to the sexual abuse of children by
some members of the clergy: which factors may
include family background, education,

The Commission will determine its own procedure.
Bearing in mind the delicacy and complexity of this
Enquiry, the Commission is asked to carry out its
as
as it can
hopefully to
submit its report to the Archbishop by the end of this
year 1989. The report will be made public.
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.' PENDIX B
Authors Frequently Cited
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Robin Badgley, a
head the Committee
Children and Youths,
Ministers of Justice and

sociologist, was appointe[ to
on Sexual Offenses ag:'finst
established in 1981'by _the
National Health andWrlttate.·
c

~.

,.:, • ;;"

His background is in police work, with considerable
expertise in the area of child sexual ab~. He serves
on state and national committees and is a ~~nsultant to
the International Association of Chiefs of Police. He
has written several articles on the subject of sexual
His book .The Sexual
exploitation of children.
Exploitation ofChiUlren: A Practical Guide ~'Assessment
Investigation and Intervention is intended to .p"rovide th~
police investigation with a base of kno~ledge from

'6f'thnd
Its mand ate was to expIore t h e d imensions
.
.~~ ,..
sexua1 ab use and to mak e recommendations for~itcb-:
ordinated national response to this problem. In:i~tH, '., - which to build the best possible case when investigating
' ,
incidents of child sexual abuse.
th e report 0 f the Committee (The Badgley Reportf:~as .
¥a'I\ous" H
Bill Marshall, author and clinical psychologist,
published. It provided detailed information
aspects of sexual offenses involving childrena~:c1 made
operates a clinic for sex offenders in Kingston, Ontario.
He has gained international respect as an expert on
52 recommendations directed at all ·l~~~~,
government and the private sector. lncludeitn cthe
treatment of offenders. His paper "Sexual Violence",
report is the National Population Survey ~hji~h was~ "co-authored with H.E. Barbaree, promotes a
undertaken by the committee in conjunction with the
comprehensive behavioral perspective on treatment.

on

or

Gallop organization; a representative sampl~~s)f over
2,000 Canadians responded to a detailed questiqlmaire
about their experiences with unwanted sexu~r acts:
le findings of the survey as summarized in Se~tion 2
ot the present review.

The Ontario Teachers' Federation, in collaboration with the Child Abuse Prevention Program of the
Ontario Ministry of Community and Social Services and
the Affiliates of the Ontario Teachers' Federation, has
compiled a series of literature reviews entitled "Breaking

David Finkelhor is Associate Chair of J:he:,Famil;
Research Laboratory and Associate Director: of the
Family Violence Research Program at the U~iversity o~f
New Hampshire. He has been studying the Rr~blem of
child sexual abuse since 1977 and has published three
books (listed in the bibliography) as well as two dozen
articles on the subject. He is frequently cited in the
literature by other weJl-knmvn authors, such as Wyatt,

the Cycle: Child Abuse Prevention".
The five
publications reflect the Federation's belief that the
milieu of childhood must be'studied in depth in order
to plan prevention of child abuse. The two reports
referenced in this report are "Family Matters", which
discllsses trends in child rearing and family life, and
"Little Images", which surveys the literature on role
models and socialization patterns for children,
Rix Rogers, author of An Overview of Issues and
Concerns Related to the Sexual Abuse of ChiUlren in
Canada, was appointed Special Advisor on Child Sexual
Abuse to the Minister of National Health and Welfare
in September of 1987. The first phase of his mandate
resulted in the discllssion paper from which a
substantial portion of this report's presentation on
current issues and strategies is based. The discussion
paper is based on consultations held by Rogers in late
1987 and early 1988 with close to 1,000 representatives
of the many agencies, organizations, professions,
governments and jurisdictions devoted to combating the
sexual abuse of children and dealing with its effects.

Russell, Sgroi, Kempe, Glaser and Frosh, and Haugaard
and Reppucci.
Marie Marshall Fortune is the fOl~!1der and
executive director of the Centre for the Prevention of
Sexual and Domestic Violence in Seattle. An drdained
minister in the United Church of Christ, sheilectures
widely and serves as a consultant for churcht-;swhere
sexual abuse by the clergy has occllrred.She is the
author of Keeping the Faith, Sexual Violence!:;l;~NoLhi71g
Sa.cred? and co-author of Preventing ChiUl Sexual Abuse:
A Cuniculum for Children Ages Nine through Twelve.
Serh Goldstein is presently an investig:;tto( for the
Napa County District Attorney, Napa,,~ ~~ifornia,
working in the Child Abuse Vertical Proset~tion Unit.
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FOREWORD
This report has been made at the request of the
Special Commission of Enquiry into the Sexual Abuse
of Children by some members of the clergy in the
Archdiocese of St. John's. The report tries to present
a comprehensive but synthetic view of the present
knowledge on child sexual abuse. I have opted to focus
the report on the many possible types of relationships
abusers establish with their victims. This approach
seemed to be more relevant to the questions
confronting the Commission. In my opinion, a report
filled with "hard statistical data" would have been less
useful.

I. INCIDENCE OF SEXUAL ABUSE

OF CHILDREN
The phenomenon of sexual abuse of children has
boomed in scientific circles in the past twenty years.
Articles or books on pedophilia and incest were scarce
before 1970 and were usually reserved to specialized
forensic circles. Since 1970, a plethora of scientific
publications has appeared directed towards many
profe&.<;ionals: psychiatrists, social workers, psychologists,
etc. The public at large has also been touched by this
new information.
The fact that science has addressed itself fairly
recently to the phenomenon of sexual abuse of children
does not mean that it is a recent problem. The article
by Vemon Quinsey, Men -V;'ho Have Sex With Children,
gives a comprehensive overview of the historical and
cultural extent of the problem.
Political, social and cultural changes in the last two
decades have forced our society to take a more
systematic look at the problem. We cannot simply look
away any more. We have to face the facts.
One of the many factors associated with society's
denial of the problem lies in its magnitude. The
prevalence of sexual abuse is extremely high. It touches
every layer of society. It is not spedfic and limited to
the poor and underprivileged classes. Looking bluntly
at this phenomenon implies a remodelling or
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redefinition of many of our occidental society's values
of family prerogatives vs society's right in family matters.
Numbers may be quite misleading. Many studies
have tried to assess the magnitude of the problem of
child sexual abuse. Kinsey in his 1953 study reported
that during their childhood 25% of women had been
approached sexually by an adult. In 1979. Finkelhor
interviewed 530 women and 266 men. He reported
that 19% of the women and 9% of the men had
experienced some form of sexual contact with an adult
during their childhood. The Badgley Commi.ssion in
1984 revealed that amongst the 2,008 men and women
studied, 54% of the women and 31 % of the men had
received some form of undesired sexual attention during
their childhood. Over half of the abuses, of both males
and females, involved some form of physical violence.
There are, of course, methodological problems with
most of these studies. It is not the purpose of this
report to discuss them at length. But whatever the
methodological flaws, one fact remains: the more we
study systematically the phenomenon of sexual abuse of
children, the more we are confronted with its
magnitude.
Another important aspect has emerged from the
epidemiological studies. It was a common belief that
the child sexual abuser was an odd,looking man
prowling around parks and streets and abducting little
children.
Over generations, parents have taught
children to beware of strangers. The irony, of course,
is that most of the abuses are committed by the parents
themselves, other family members, friends of the family,
persons having some form of responsibility over the
child (teachers, scout leaders, coaches, priests, etc).
More than 80% of the sexual abuses of children are
committed by persons well,known to them. This is
probably another important rea..'>on it has taken so long
for society to face the problem. Realizing that the
abuse is so common, and that many abLL"Crs are the
parents themselves, facing the fact that parents cannot
protect their own children poses a great threat to our
concepts of family structure and community structure.
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n. PROFILE OF 1HE SEXUAL ABUSERS
OF CHILDREN
There are many problems in trying to present a
profile of the sexual abuser of children. First, there is
not one type of abuse but many patterns of abuse.
Second, there is little agreement in the scientific
community about a common taxonomy of abusers.
Therefore, it is often very difficult to generalize
conclusions from one study to another.
Nevertheless, there is some agreement about two
broad categories of abusers: fixated and regressed.
Different synonyms are used for fixated: preferential,
habitual, primary.
The same goes for regressed:
situational, secondary. The general characteristics of
these types of offenders will be presented, bearing in
mind that this categorization does not necessarily
encompass the whole spectrum of sexual child abusers.
This is because most studies have been done on abusers
that have been caught. There is a large "dark number"
of abusers who do not come to the attention of the police or professionals or scientists.
Bearing in mind these caveats, the dichotomy between
fixated and regre&<;ed is quite helpful in understanding
the dynamics of most of the child sexual abuses that
are disclosed.

A. The regressed tJPe or situational abuser
The situational child abuser usually does not have
a sexual preference for children. His sexual preference
will be for adults, for women more often than men. He
leads a more conventional life, and he may be married
and have children of his own. He puts a great deal of
energy into maintaining his marriage, his job and other
investments. More often than not, a series of stresses
will have accumulated prior to the sexual involvement
with a child. These stresses are non-specific and are
those usually encountered by most people in life: the
recent birth of a child which makes the spouse less
available sexually and emotionally, difficulties at work,
The important aspect to
financial problems, etc.
consider about the stresses is the special significance
they have for the future abuser. He wi!! suddenly be
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under the impression that his life is going down the
drain. He will perceive his life as a total failure. This
sense of failure is usually not perceived by the others
around him. He will try to maintain a facade but he
feels he has no one to turn to. In his mind, talking
about his difficulties would only confirm that he is a
total failure. He will turn to children for many reasons.
Often they are available around him: they are young
neighbours who like him a lot, or they are children
under his care or supervision who value him.
The child will be used symbolically to solve a
conflict, to boost a failing self-esteem, to replace a
spouse perceived as less-gratifying, etc.
Very often,
many levels of motivation interact. The sexual contact
tends to be limited in time. Alcohol and/or drugs serve
to disinhibit the acting-out. There are usually a few
associated deviant fantasies. It is not associated with a
life style that revolves around children. Guilt or an
egodystonic affect occurs after the commission of the
act.
Many variations on this theme can occur, of
course, and there are other types of regre&<oed or
situational abusers. Persons with antisocial personality
disorders are predators who will experience a variety of
kicks in their lives. "Trying it" with a child if the
opportunity arises is one of them. Psychotic patients
with manic disorders are sometimes sexually disinhibited
by their illness. Child sexual abuse can occur in the
context of a hypomanic or manic phase. Intellectually
defective persons who can't find adult partners may find
children more easily acce&.<;ible.

B. The fixated type or hnhitual abuser
The fixated abusers can be divided into four subtypes: 1. pseudo-affective; 2. domination; 3. sadism;
4. anger. Before getting into a description of each subtype, the general characteristics of fixated abusers will
be presented.
The fixated abuser has a clear preference for
children. He may have some interest in adult women
or men, but usually this interest is less than that for
children. His fantasies, his masturbations and his
sexual activities are directed mostly towards children.
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The attraction to children starts early in life, very often
during adolescence. He is usually aroused by specific
characteristics of children: age, colour of hair and eyes,
a certain lxxiy-type, etc. His fantasies and acts with
children are often ritualized. His life, although normal
in appearance, is often centred on the world of children
(scouts, coaching children, etc). His sexual life and the
quality of his interpersonal relationships with adults are
usually poor. One of the most important features of
the fixated offender is the sexualization of conflicts.
Sexual acting-out in this category of offenders is not an
answer to accumulated stresses. These offenders tend
to react to everyday minor conflicts in life by resorting
to sexually deviant fantasies in the same way alcoholics
resort to wine or beer. Sexually deviant fantasies and
acting-out provide them with a sense of power, of
mastery over life (including people). They are a
protection against depression. For most fixated
there is a duality in pedophilia: first, the attraction
towards children; second, the fear of adults. The
relative importance of these two factors may vary ITom
one abuser to the other, but both must be taken into
account while assessing a child sexual abuse situation.
The first sub-type of the fixated abusers is the
pseudo-affective. In this sub-type "seduction", or more
appropriately stated, persuasion, is the preferred mode
to approach the child. The abuser will "court" the child
for a certain period of time before engaging in sexual
activities. The abuser will pick a child who is at risk.
The child may suffer ITom parental neglect. He ha.;;
usually very little guidance in life,
feels worthless, he
is convinced that no one cares for him. The relationship between the abuser and the child is not only
sexual. The abuser will provide for some of the needs
of the child: money, little gifts, bringing him to all
those places his father will not accompany him, etc.
The child believes that he is someone important to
the abuser. The secrecy which is often 8.sked for by the
abuser also tends to reinforce this notion of importance.
The relationship between the child and the abuser
may go on for weeks and months. It may end by
accidental disclosure. More often, it will end when the
child grows. He may grow physically and lose some of
the specific characteristics the abuser is looking for, ie
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becoming pubert and having hair around the genitals
may be a cause of rejection. The child may also grow
psychologically. He will become less admiring of the
abuser or he will want to emancipate himself from his
authority. Again he will be abandoned because he does
not conform to the image the abuser is expecting of
him.
It is then that the child realizes that his
relationship with the abuser was just an illusion. He
was important as long as he fitted the abuser's needs.
The child is left with a sense of treason and worthlessness.
From his own point of view, the abuser is
convinced that he is in love or doing the child some
good. In fact, what often happens is that his capacity
to establish mature relationships with adults is poor.
Adults are perceived by him as controlling, punishing,
unsympathetic.
feels victimized by adults. Resorting to the world of children gives him a sense of
security. Children are less confronting; they are more
ready to admire him unconditionally. Children will be
what he wants them to be. It is clearly a narcL,>sistic
investment. A short clinical example will illustrate this
quite vividly. Mr. P. is a 45-year-old man who ha'> been
engaged in various sexual contacts with children over
the last 30 years. He has been in group treatment for
the la'>t year or so. A few months ago he got interested
in a neighbour, a 5-year-old girl. He was asked to move
because of the risk of sexual abuse. After quite a
debate, the patient acquiesced to the demand and
moved. But he had kept the little girl's phone number.
He thought that she was not educated properly by her
mother who was divorced. He thought he might be
able to comfort her once in a while. Of course, there
WEt.S a lot of projection on his part.
He saw his own
childhood in the little girl. He was asked to burn the
little girl's phone number; he said he had not
memorized it yet. He finally agreed to do it in front of
a therapist. His reaction while burning the piece of
paper on which the phone number was written is quite
revealing.
said: "It is as if my mirror is breaking",
Mutuality is thus excluded from this type of
relationship. Mutuality, of course, is not on an all-ornothing basis. The fixated pseudo-affective abuser may
answer some of the more superficial needs of the child.
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But in the end, he will not allow the child to emancipate himself, to build his own identity. The basic and
deeper needs of the child will not be met.
The second sub-type of fixated abuser is the
dominating type. This type of abuser is, also, strongly
oriented towards children. His engagement with the
child is minimal. He talks little to the child and does
not want to pursue his contacts with him beyond the
sexual encounter. His mode of approach may vary
from paying the child, to abduction and physical
coercion. Threats are often used to obtain "consent"
and to silence the child. The affective and sexual life
of this type of abuser is often constricted and very
limited. He has often been neglected and sexually
victimized as a child.
Loneliness, insecurity and
worthlessness are denied through these brief but
repetitive encounters with children. It is only then that
he has a brief feeling of triumph in his life. Of course,
this triumph is of short duration. The abuser is not
really reassured about his anxieties and doubts related
to his sexual or personal identity. The abuses have to
be repeated over and over again.
He has problems of intimacy. He cannot tolerate
long-standing intimacy with an adult, man or woman.
He cannot tolerate it with a child either. Intimacy is
threatening to him: he could be unmasked. The basic
flaws that he feels within himself could be seen by the
other. Showing his vulnerability to another brings a
feeling of annihilation. The other might exploit his
weaknesses and destroy him. Brief encounters with
children and dominating them is a meagre
compensation. Very often these encounters are relived
though masturbation. This type of abuse serves many
purposes: showing power, having a sexual ourler,
stealing an imaginary form of affection.
TIle third sub-type of fLxated abuser is the sadistic.
This sub-type of abuser has strong preferences for
children. However, to be sexually aroused, he needs to
inflict pain on the child. The type of suffering may vary
from one abuser to the other. It may also vary over
time for the same abuser; that is, he may become
addicted to the pain inflicted on the child and need to
inflict more and more pain. Eventually, although this
is extremely rare, it may lead to sexual murder. The
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sexual acts committed are very often ritualized. The
ritualization and pain are part of the excitement.
The mode of approach is usually more violent or
may happen in a context of authOrity where the abuser
has a strong hold over the child and the child very few
ways of escaping. The abuse lasts for a long period of
time and is often repeated. The sadism is usually not
limited to sexual activities.
It may extend to
psychological sadism. The dynamics involved in sexual
sadism have been described by a number of
theoreticians. It is not the purpose of this paper to
discuss the different theories. However, child sexual
abuse of the sadistic type reflects the extreme of the
dynamics described in the pseudo-affective and
dominating types. The sadistic abuser needs to have
total mastery of the child. Moreover, there has been a
fLIsion between aggressive and sexual drives which are
usually clifferenriated in normal persons.
The fourth sub-type of fixated abuser is the
aggressive. This sub-type of abuser is angry while
committing the abuse. The aggressive components of
the act are more important than the sexual ones. The
child is used as a substitute. The abuser will take
revenge on the child for a!l the humiliations or beatings
he has suffered in the past. The child may also be used
as a substitutive figure. The abuser may be angry at his
wife or his girlfriend but will choose to punish the child
instead. Hurting the child is a way to hurt someone
directly linked to him. To distinguish this type of
abuser from sadists is not always easy. Usually the
sadist feels excitement, not anger, while committing the
abuse. The sadist is more ritualized in his abuse than
the aggressive.
As has been stated at the beginning of this
chapter, these categories of abusers represent broad
generalizations. They are useful because they provide
a frame of reference to understand what motivates
abusers, what causes the abusers to repeat their offenses
even though many are arrested. It is also quite important to understand what a child experiences when he is
bc>ing abused or after the abuse.
Establishing a profile of abusers is not always very
satisfying because of the many types of abusers and the
wide range of variations within the same sub-type.
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Another way to look at the situation of abuse is
the model proposed by Finkelhor in 1986. He suggests
that 4 factors are associated with child sexual abuse: 1)
emotional congruence; 2) deviant sexual arousal;

3) sexual and emotional needs not met by an adult; 4)
disinhibition.
The first factor, emotional congruence, means that
the needs of the adult will be met by the characteristics
of the child.
Many examples have been given,
especially in the pseudo-affective sub-type.
The second factor can be assessed in the laboratory
using the penile plethysmograph. In real life situations,
it means that the abuser is sexually excited by children.
The third factor has two components. The first
component is developmental. Many abusers have had
flaws in their own development: they have been abused
as children, they mistrust adults, they lack social skills
to establish satisfying relationships with adults. The
second component is situational:
marital crisis,
problems at work, physical illness, etc.
The fourth factor is disinhibition. Alcohol and
drugs are frequently involved. Cognitive distortions also
play an important role. Cognitive distortions are beliefs
that justify child sexual abuse. They may be idiosyncratic to the abuser or they may be common myths
shared by many members of society, eg the Greeks did
it, our society is hypocritical and puritanical, or if the
child does not want it to happen, he just has to say no.
An interplay of these four different factors is
necessary for an abuse ID happen.
The relapse model proposed by Pithers eta!' is a
cognitive model that is quite useful in understanding
the process through which a sex offender goes before
committing an offence. This is a chain of events that
can be applied and individualized for each abuser. The
first step is the abuser taking apparently irrelevant
decisions. For instance, the abuser will move from a
place where he was surrounded by adults who were
supportive to him, but he will end up alone in an
apartment. He will often justify his move by some
rationalization, eg lower rent.
The second step is the abuser placing himself into
high risk situations: wandering around sch(x)ls or
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parks, etc.
The third step is the offender placing himself in a
lapse situation. He will resort to pedophilic fantasies
during the daytime or during masturbation. He will be
in the same affective mood which preceded his earlier
sexual acting-outs. He will have problems identifying
his actual mood. He will use vague words to describe
it: uneasy, anxious, broody, etc.
The la..<;t step, of course, is relapse. Each offender
has his own pathway of relapse. Each has his cognitivedistortions precursors, situations at risk and affective
moods prior to committing the offence.
The three models presented are not mutually
exclusive; they ::Ire complementary. The first model,
based on the psychodynamic understanding of the
sexual abuse, relates to affective and unconscious
factors. The second, represented by Finkelhor tries to
be comprehensive. The third one, represented by
Pithers, is cognitive. Each reflects a different aspect of
the same reality. But whatever the model used, it must
be understood that there is no single factor explaining
sexual abuse. Cognitive, affective, sexual, behavioral
and sociological factors all interact in different degrees
and lead to sexual abuse.

ID. PROFILE OF TIIE VICTIMS
There is no single profile of the child as victim of
sexual abuse. Most of the data concerning children as
victims are quite recent. The epidemiological data
concerning children as victims has been presented in
the chapler "Incidence of Sexual abuse on Children".
Although demographic variables may be quite useful in
providing some insights into some of the general factors
associated with sexual abuse, they are usually of little
help in providing insight into the specificity of the
abuse for a given child.
The magnitude of the reported abuses and the age
and social class distribution of the victims are strong
indicators that every child is at risk. Of course, taking
this statement without perspective or without some
basic knowledge about child sexual abLL<>C would lead to
an alarmist attitude. Nevertheless, many children are
taught to beware of sexual abuse. Special videos and
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many children's programs will address the question of
sexual abuse. They will not only teach children to
beware of strangers, but they will also formulate some
basic principles: your body belongs to you; if some~
thing does not feel good you have a right to say no; if
it happens, find someone you trust and talk about it.
Fixated abusers of the dominating, sadistic and
aggressive type can abuse any child. Fixated abusers of
the pseudo-affective type will be more choosy. They
will pick children "at risk". Children may be at risk for
a variety of re<L"Ons: lack of parental supervision,
parental neglect, loss of a parent through divorce or
death, etc. More than for the specific physical criteria,
abusers will look consciously or unconsciously for
psychological characteristics: children longing for male
identification, children eager for any form of "love" or
attention, children in search of an idea! parentsubstitute.
These children come from a variety of social
classes. The child-care services could testify that the
'lumber of children presenting these characteristics is
quite appalling. Many of these children run "freely" in
the city. Most of them end up in special institutions or
under the supervision of social agencies. Of particular
interest is a study done by the social agencies of
Quebec on the extent of sexual abuse on children
admitted into readaptation centres. The study, based
on 3,849 youths (less than 18 years), revealed that at
least 11 % of the boys and 37% of the girls had suffered
abuse. But most importantly, the majority
of the youths studied had been abused more than once
and by more than one abuser.
Except for incest, most victimo\ogy studies on child
sexual abuse have focused on the perspective of the
abuser or the victim. There are few studies that have
addressed themselves to the relationship between a
Another
specific abuser and a specific victim.
important point to consider is the fact that victimology
is often mispcrceived by putting blame on the victim.

of sexual abuse on children are fairly recent. Studies
prior to 1970 are scarce. Studies done after 1970 suffer
from many methodological problems, making it very
hard to generalize the data: variations in the definition
of sexual abuse, lack of systematic tools to assess the
consequences, lack of control groups (normal children
and/or non-abused children under psychiatric care), etc.
Most studies were done on female ViCtims.
Nevertheless, the general trend of most of the studies
has shown a large number and a great variety of
consequences on children, affecting many area."> of their
lives.
Although studies cannot give an accurate
quantitative estimate, they can, however, provide an
excellent qualitative assessment of the consequences of
sexual abuse on children. These consequences are
summarized in Table L There are many discrepancies
between studies as to the incidence reported for each
consequence listed in Table 1i therefore they have not
been indicated, since numbers could be quite misleading. Rather, Table 1 is presented as a list of the areas
in a child's life that can be altered by sexual abuse.

Table 1: Impact of Child Sexual Abuse
Initial Effects

A - Emotional effects
Fear
Anger
Hostility
Guilt
Shame
Depression

B - Physical and smnatic cmnllainlS
Sleep disturbances
Changes in eating habits
Unwanted pregnancies in adolescents

C - Effects on sexuality
Increase in masturbation

IV. CONSEQUENCES ON THE VICTIMS
Systematic studies investigating the consequences

Excessive sexual cUIiosity
Exposure of genitals
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D, Effects on social functioning
Difficulties at school
Running away
Truancy
Early marriages

Long-Term Effects
Most of these studies are based on adults who have
been molested as children. There are no prospective
studies of large samples of abused children followed
through adulthood.

the abuse. Moreover, his adult life can suffer from
some impediments also.
Although scientific studies cannot state the exact
amount of damage caused by child sexual abuse,
nevertheless, it seems that the combination of four sets
of variables combine to determine the extent of the
damage to a child. These four sets of variables are

1.

Prior adjustment
Age at onset of abuse
Sex of the victim: a few studies seem to indicate
that boys, as victims, have fewer initial effects bur
stronger long-term effects than girls. The same
phenomenon has been noted for the effects of
divorce on boys.

A - Emotional tffects
Depression (the most common long-term
effect reported)
Psychiatric care (outpatient and inpatient)
Selfdestructive behaviour

The Victim

2.

The Abuse

Suicide attempts

Duration of abuse

Anxiety attacks

Frequency of sexual abuse

Nightmares

The nature (genital contact, penetration, ere.)

Sleep problems

The use of force and aggression

Sense of isolation and stigma

The secrecy about the abuse

Low selfesteem

3.

The relationship of the abuser to the victim (family
member, trusted person, authority figure, stranger)

B - Effects on interper:son.al relationships
Strong negative feelings towards the abuser

Sex of the abuser: the number of female sexual
abusers may be underestimated

Difficulties in establishing and/or maintaining
close relationships

Age of the abuser

in parenting
A very strong tendency to revictimization as
children
as

C - l:,1fects cm sexuality
Serious difficulties in sexual adjustment
Inhibition of sexuality or compulsivehyperactive sexuality

D - Effects on social funL-rioning
Prostitution
Substance abuse
-nle list of consequences in Table 1 clearly reflects that
almost any area of a child's life can be compromised by

The Abuser

4.

The Environment
Family reaction: blaming the child for
father's
imprisonment instead of supporting the child
Institutional response: taking the child away from
the family rather than taking the abuser away from
the family.

This model should provide a better conceprualization in the assessment of the consequences of child
sexual abuse. It can serve either as a clinical or
research model. Two other aspects must also be
understood in trying to assess the effects of child sexual
abuse.
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First, many children who are sexually abused suffer
from other fonus of abuse or neglect prior to the sexual
abuse per se. It is, therefore, not always easy to distin~
guish what pertains to the sexual abuse and what to
the other abuse or neglect. Second, further studies will
need to focus not only on the negative consequences,
but also on the factors of adaptation. Many children
suffering from a variety of traumatic situations seem to
be able to adapt well. It would, therefore, be essential
to identify the factors promoting healing.

V. THE NATIJRE OF ]1'I.1f'ORMED CONSENT
MTO ITS RELATIONSHIP TO SEXUAL ABUSE.
Consent as a concept has been applied to many
situations: consent to treatment, to sexual activities, to
research, ere. Consent can also be viewed from a
legalistic perspective or an ethical perspective. Consent
of a minor to sexual activities has been defined by the
Canadian Law and is probably well-known to the
,bers of the Commission. It is probably best to
.y the concept of consent from the ethical
perspective since it will proVide some insights into the
understanding of sexual abuse.
Consent as an ethical issue has received an
enormous amount of attention in the last decade,
especially in North America. It is noteworthy that it
has received less attention, or at least a different form
of attention in Europe. Changes in social values, civil
rights movements and the feminist movement are just
a few of the sparks that have created a systematic
reflection on the subject.
Although many models exist to define consent,
most of them use the same key concepts in defining
in(mmed consent: the nature, the purpose, the risks,
the benefits and the alternatives to the act must be
discussed with the subject (or the child's legal guardian). These criteria, of course, apply to medical or
surgical procedures. But they also apply quite easily to
the problem at hand, that is the ability or inability of
children or adolescents to consent ro sexual acts
)osed to them by priests.
The relationship between a priest guiding the

spiritual life of a child or adolescent can easily be
understcxxl as a fiduciary one. This is a social relationship in which one person accepts the trust and
confidence of another to act in the latter's best interest.
It has been demonstrated in the previous chapter
that there are many types of sexual abuse and abusers.
It would be too lengthy in the context of this paper to
discuss the ethical problems for each and every one of
them. Moreover, almost everyone will agree that the
continuous, brutal sexual abuse of a child, using unnecessary physical constraint, is unethical. The child cannot be considered to give consent to this form of abuse.
The discussion will focus on the fixed abuser of the
pseudo-affective type who uses persuasion with no
unnecessary physical constraint and who tries to keep
a guiding role with the child. In this type of sexual
abuse, the first criterion of informed consent is, Does
the abuser explain to the child the nature of the
behaviour that is expected of him? The abuser will
usually state explicitly what he wants from the child.
The corollary, of course, is related to the age of the
child. At what age is a child able to understand the
real nature of a sexual contact? The law helps us here
by stating that under 14 years of a age, a child cannot
give consent to any form of sexual activity. Do
adolescents understand the nature of sexual activity?
Most of them probably do but this has to be balanced
by other factors: psychological maturity, prior sexual
experience, prior abuse, parental and personal standards
on sexuality, etc.
The second standard is, Does the child understand
the purpose of the sexual activity that is demanded by
the abuser? Sexuality may serve many purposes;
physical, psychological even sociological dimensions are
2...<;sociated with it. The simple hedonistic sharing of
pleasure, reproduction (continuation of the species), the
sharing of love, the assertion of one sex over the other
are just a few examp!es of different meanings that have
been associated with sexual activity. For most adults,
the meaning of their sexual activities changes over time.
It takes a long time to integrate the different dimensions
of sexuality. It is not something which is acquired and
fixed with the legal age of adulthood.
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Abusers have many ways to rationalize their
actions. Many think that they are doing it for the
child, to show him affection, to help him understand his
own sexuality, to prevent him from "being abused" by
someone else. Fixed abusers of the pseudo-affective
type are especially prone to these types of cognitive
distortions. In fact, it has been demonstrated that in
the dynamics of this type of abuse, the child is used
either as a mirror or as a sustainer for the lowered selfesteem of the abuser. In the end, the purpose of the
sexual act is not mutual pleasure nor love. Mutuality
is most often excluded. What is proposed is an illusion
of a relationship. If the child does not answer to the
"scenario" of the abuser he will be dropped. The child
thinks that the purpose of the act is love, or a way of
making him feel special or important. In the end, he
will usually learn that it is the other way around. He
is being used to boost the abuser's failing ego. TIle
psychological dimensions of the sexual activity were
certainly not explained to him and he definitely did not
have the background to grasp the different purposes
involved in the sexual contact with the abuser.
The third standard L<;, Have the risks of the sexual
contact been discussed with the child? In the case of
fixed abusers of the pseudo-affective type there is
usually little risk of physical harm or damage. There is
always the risk of transmitting a venereal disease to the
child, and this certainly L<; not discussed with the child.
But, most importantly, the risk of psychological harm is
not evc:ked. Moreover, the abuser will have a strong
tendency to exaggerate the advantages by using a
variety of rationalizations ("it is love", "it will make you
less lonely", "you will be better prepared to face adult
sexuality", etc). The effects of sexual abuse will be presented in another chapter. They are many: disturbances in sexual identity, mistrust of adults, hyper or
hypo-sexuality, decline in school performance, etc. The
fixed abuser of the pseudo-affective sub-type will usually
try to keep the relationship going with the child as long
as possible. He will witness some of the side effects of
the abuse on the child. He will seldom have a tendency to blame himself for these disturbances in the
child. He will have a strong tendency to blame the en·
vironment of the child (lithe mother is not adequate
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for the child", "the school is no good", ere). The general
message that comes across to the child from the abuser
is that adults are generally bad for him. Instead of
discussing the risks of the abuse with the child, the
abuser will blame adults in general. The notion of
"secrecy" is also quite relevant to this third criterion.
By making the abuse a secret between him and the
child, the abuser will not only avoid discussing the
possible risks involved, but will also prevent the child
from discussing the situation with other adults who
could provide other information to the child or
adolescent.
The fourth criterion is, Does the child know the
benefits he will gain from engaging in the sexual
contact with the abuser? This question has been partly
addressed in different parts of this report but especially
in the chapter on the dynamics of the abuse. On a
superficial level, the abuser proposes love, affection,
understanding, mutuality, making the child feel that he
is a special person. On a deeper level, the child is used
as a mirror. He himself has to conform to the idealistic
view the abuser has of him. As soon as he wants to
differentiate himself from that image, he will be abandoned. Even if some child-abusers have some sort of
caring for the child, it is a narcissistic caring and the
fact remains that the child will come out of the
experience with the strong feeling that he has been
used, that he is worthless, that the relation was just an
illusion.
The fifth criterion is quite important and is, Does
the child have the choice to engage or not in the
sexual contacts with the abuser? The question is easy
to answer when we consider the fixed abusers of the
dominant or sadistic type. This question is more
delicate when we look at the abusers of the fixed
pseudo-affective type. Most of these abusers will state
that they have not forced the child; they did not
exercise any physical coercion; the child came to them;
he had been abused before, so he knew what was going
to happen and he even wanted it and liked it. Many
arguments can be used against this type of
rationalization. First, the situation at hand is characterized by unequal power. The priest is the bearer of
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committing child sexual abuse. Some of these factors
may be specific to the Roman Catholic Church.
Celibacy is a factor that has been identified. Does the
celibacy imposed on Roman Catholic Priests put them
more at risk of committing sexual abuses on children?
It would be very reassuring to answer by a definite yes
or no. The solution would be easy from a pragmatic
point of view, though maybe not from a theological
point of view.
Most sexual abusers are not single. Having no
sexual outlet is not the single and simple explanation of
the phenomenon. There are multiple types of abuses
abusers.
Sexual abuse is multi-determined
(Finkelhor's model). Studies comparing abusers who
are clergy members and non-clergy members are needed
to determine the specific factors, if any, associated with
abuses committed by clergy members.
real world. Many
life goes on in
IC\'els of responsibility, and, therefore, of action, can be
identified: the children, the families, the social services,
the abusing priests, the other members of the clergy
(hishops, archbishops and the governing body of the
Catholic Church).

It is not the purpose of this paper to make
recommendations to the non-clergy parties involved.
Another Commission in Newfoundland is already
involved in this area. The children, however, should
not be
as passive witnesses of the abuses
committed on them. Talking about the responsibility of
children
not imply that they are
for the
or
they should feel guilty if it happens. It
means making them part of the solution. Children can
Cl re <lS
their lives.
the
siruations at risk,
these situations is "making them
and 'Y\'ays
parr of the solution".
The levels of responsibilities of the clergy will be
addressed in the following remarks.

2. Scientific cLmssrHLllt of priests who al-e likely to berome
abusers..

A number of social organizations dealing with
children have been plagued by child abusers. A number
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of devices, psychological and physiological tests have
been tried to detect abusers-to-be. As of now, no
strategy has yielded convincing results. Many priests
may have been interested in children before entering
the Church. Most of them may have become interested
in children after their active involvement in the
Church. The relative proportion of each group is not
known.
Using a battery of tests to detect the priests who
are going to abuse children poses a great number of
problems: these tests are costly, their validity has not
confirmed, they could be challenged on
constitutional grounds, eec. Tests could provide a sense
of f.'llse security. Until science provides us with valid
and specific criteria, it is probably best to
on
education and support.

3. Education
Education should start at the level of theological
studies. Lectures and, most importantly, seminars on
the topics of sexual abuse at large and sexual abuse
specifically committed by clergy members should be
started early in the career of students. The message
at every
the Church should
of a priest's life:
and at every
problem exists; let's talk about it; let's do something.

4. Support
Priests are lL'mally
very highly by their
parishioners. They are supposed to know everything, to
have an answer for every
a person goes
in life.
Priests
to de;:li wirh many
responsibili ties.
SaI11e crises
have to
men go through in their lives.
they haw
been faced with a decline in traditional spiritual values.
Not only is there a decline in the attendance at Church
but many of the basic Church dogmas have been
publicly challenged. Priests are thus confronted with
moral clises affecting their temporal and spiritual values.
The Church has to assess its own system for providing
support for its priests. Is the support and supervision
provided to the priest working (if not overworked) in
the field adequate?
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Many treatment approaches can be developed to
help priests facing crises which may put them more at
risk for a variety of problems, including child sexual
abuse. Peer groups meeting regularly can help uncover
priests slipping on the path of child sexual abuse (re:
the relapse model). Special counsellors who have
received some training in the treatment of sexual
abusers can also be made available to those priests
req uiring them. An anonymous hot line can also be of
some use.
But most importantly, a clear set of policies
conceming disclosure and consequences should be
provided by the Church. What will happen to priests
recognized having fantasies towards children! What if
they have sexual contacts with children! Will they
receive help? Will they be prosecuted? Will they be
expelled from the Church? The Church has to define
its attitudes towarci.., the problem and communicate
them clearly to its priests and also to society at large.
But this is all good-will for the future. What about the
present?

5. Reparation
Priests of Newfoundland, and therefore the Roman
Catholic Church of Newfoundland, have hurt children
of Newfoundland. The community is expecting that
the Church acknowledge the problem, implement some
corrective measures and pay it; dues.
After sin,
reparation is expected. In this case, reparation can take
many fonns. Funding a research centre focusing on the
problems related to child sexual abuse or setting up a
shelter for children and women victims of sexual abuse
are just a few examples. Financing a media campaign
to pievent child sexual abuse (videos, pamphlets, ere.)
could also be considered. Of course, the credibility of
the Roman Catholic Church of Newfoundland has
been seriously challenged. Any involvement of the
Church with children, even at a distance, will be
The specific political and
considered suspect.
sociological context of the Newfoundland community
towards the Catholic Church will need to be analysed
before choosing an avenue of reparation.

6. Looking through history

The phenomenon of child sexual abuse by
members of the clergy is not a new one. It has
happened in other Faiths, in other countries, in other
times. What lessons have been drawn from these
experiences? What were the personal factors associated
with priests committing these abuses? What was the
reaction of the Church at the time? Does the Church
have any experience gathering data on this subject to
try to understand what specific factors, if any, draw
priests into sexual abuse?
History is memory. HL"tory is understanding.
History can lead to action. A small example may serve
to illustrate the historical view. On March 22, 1312,
Pope Clement V dismantled "L'Ordre du Temple" (vox
in excelso). This Order was first set up to help fight
the Holy War. Through the years, the Order lost its
initial zeal and acquired a bad reputation, especially in
sexual matters. Pope Clement V sacrificed the Order to
please Philippe LeBel. The decision, on a superficial
level at least, was clearly politicaL But at the same
time, the Church was going through a deeper crisis:
laxity in the morality of priests, confusion between
temporal and spiritual values, etc.
The lessons to be learned from this far away
incident are many. One of them is that the Roman
Catholic Church of Newfoundland is probably going
through a deeper crisis which affects the whole of its
relationship with the Newfoundland community. The
disclosure of the abuses committed by priests is only
one aspect of the discomfort between the Church and
its parishioners. This deeper crisis is no excuse, and
should not serve to minimize the abuses committed by
clergy members. The "sexual aspect" of this crisis has
been dealt with in the previous chapters and some
recommendations have been fonnulated.
Some
"reforms" concerning the behaviour of priests need to be
implemented. These refonns will be superficial if they
are not accompanied by deeper reforms in the
relationship between the Church and its parishioners.
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Adolescent Health Counselling Service
St. John's

The Adolescent Health Counselling Service
(AHCS) is an agency which provides counselling on a
community out-patient basis for teenagers and their
families in the areas of Lifestyl~, Growth and
Development and Mental Health. It originated as a
pilot project in 1984 with the provincial Department of
Health, and recently became a satellite service of the
Janeway Child Health Centre.
One of the clinical areas of mental health
counselling in which AHCS has been actively involved
is that of sexual abuse. Duting the past flve years, over
250 victims of sexual abuse have been referred to the
Service. Besides the individual and family counselling
offered to these victims, an extensive group therapy
program has been developed. To date, there have been
twelve groups for sexually abused adolescents provided
through our Service. Research and training components
have also been incorporated into the group therapy
programs.
We, as a Service, are committed to continuing to
provide treatment programs for sexually abused
.eenagers wirhin the community. On December 6,
1939,
were invited to attend a meeting with your
Commission to discuss treatment issues. Unfortunately,
.h",c was a mix up on our part regarding the date of
till' OlCCI ing, and our representative missed the meeting.
Hence, we are writing to you and your Commission to
ronve\, some of our concerns and suggestions to
Impro\'e services for sexual abuse victims.

we

Our experience in working with this population
ho., Ix:':n an uneasy learning process for us as we have
come 10 realize the almost inconceivable depth of the
_ _ _'_",urna Ih"-Uhes<: ..victims often endure. We have, in
our rC>I"''Clive professional experienCe, seen no other
.'JlI'C~ \s..<;uc which has as profound an effect on a

human being as sexual abuse. The psychological
hurdles tnat victims need to overcome are usually
extensive, and treatment is long-term in most cases.
Considering the rapidly increasing number of
reported cases of sexual abuse, the extensive treatment
necessary, and the limited resources available we as a
community are falling far short in providing victims the
help they so desperately need.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The following is a list of gaps in our service and
recommendations for improvement.
There is a severe shortage of helping professionals
available to our young people and their families. Social
Workers have as many as 90 families per caseload, and
there are waiting lists at many of the counselling
services. The Departments of Health, Social Services
and Education need to hire more social workers and
counsellors, and' funds need to be made available for
community agencies to hire more helping professionals.
Ther~ is a Jack of co-ordination of existing
services. Many agencies working with victims of sexual
abuse are working in isolation and are unaware of the
work of orher services. There needs to be a formal,
structured communication system so that more victims
can be helped and services are not unnecessarily
duplicated in one area and lacking in another.

Many counsellors and social workers working in
the system lack the specific skills needed for individual,
family and group counselling with sexual abuse victims.
The AHCS has provided a training component to the
group program it has developed. Eager professionals are
permitted to view the group through a one-way mirror
and various group techniques, exercises and strategies
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are discussed with the viewers following each session.
In [he majority of cases, the rrained professionals who
lead these gToups receive no remuneration for their
service. Agencies like AHCS need to be given financial
support and community recognition for their training
service if such programs are expected to conruluc.
While the larger areas (it St. John's) have a
number of professionals trained in the area of sexual
abuse, many smaller communities have social workers
and counsellors who feel limited in their abilities to help
victims because they lack specific training in this area.
Funding needs to be available to provide the n~essary
training for professionals, especially in outlying areas.
There is a lack of promotion of existing services.
Many young people may suffer in silence because they
are unaware that there are people who can understand
and help them deal with their pain. One of the
benefits of group therapy is that victims see that they
are not alone. The more people are aware of services,
the more likely they are ro feel it's okay to talk about
it. (This is especially true for male victims.) Sexual
abuse treatment programs need to be promoted through
the schools, community centres and the media. As
more and more people muster the courage to disclose
abuse, the need for services for specific groups of clients
becomes evident. There is a need for more services for
young children, adult victims· and male victims. The
parents of children who have been abused also are in
need of supponive group programs.

•
There is a lack of prevention programs being ·
offered to our children. If we are truly to treat this
problem, then we need to teach children how to
recognUe abuse and what to do if someone tries to
abuse them. The most effective way to reach the
majority of our children is through our education
system. Sexual abuse programs need to be implemented
beginning in the primary grades in our schools.
There is lack of treatment programs for offenders.
Funding needs to be made available to train
professionals in offender treatment programs. Male
victims have increased probability of becoming offenders
in the future. Programs for male victims and young
adolescent offenders need to be a priority.
In summary, the recommendations noted focus on
funding, rraining and promotion of services for victims
of sexual abuse. Unless substantial, concrete efforts are
made in these areas, victims will continue to be
victimized, offenders will continue to offend and the
painful cycle will continue.

Nancy Taylor
Sexual Abuse Cornultan!
Adolescent Health Counselling Seroice

February 1990
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Bemard

J.

Agriesti

Ferryland

My name is Bemard Agriesti. I will give my
background so you will know from what position I
speak. I was a member of the Board of Adlninistration
for several years - this is the top board that advises the
Archbishop.
I was chairman of the following
committees of the Board of Administration for the
Archdiocese of St. John's: Budget Committee, Investment Committee, Insurance Committee and Board
representative to the Archdiocesan Pastoral Council.

When Father Molloy came to our Parish, we were
financially in debt. When he left, we had fifty thousand
dollars free and clear in the bank, for work to be
performed on our Parish church. When Jim Hickey
replaced Father Molloy, he made it quite clear that he
wa' going to take over the Convent (which had been
closed) to be used as a retreat centre for young boys,
with the intenrion of encouraging vocations to the
priesthood, and as a religious training centre.

In the Ferryland Parish, I participated as follows: I
was lay reader for many years. When Father Molloy
established the Parish Council, I was elected Chairman
of the Parish Finance Committee and became a Eucharistic Minister. The Commission should understand that
the parish council you may be familiar with is not the
same as for the Roman Catholic Church here. The
parish council here is a council in name only - it has
no authority, meets only at the invitation of the priest
and does only what the priest wants. The Finance
Committee that you may be familiar with is not the
same for the Roman Catholic Church here. The
Finance Committee is in name only; it has no authOrity
to control revenue and expenditure.
The priest
together with his bookkeeper prepares a financial
SI~lcmcnt, Finance Committee reviews the statement by
comparing the totals with the ledger total, and does a
~ack reconciliarion to ensure that the revenue and
expenditures are reasonably accurate. The financial
"a'ement is then published. There is no checking of

Our parish had seven buildings to maintain and
we couldn't afford an eighth. The information provided
by the nuns indicated an opera ring and maintenance
cost of one thousand dollars per month.

invoices or audit made.

In my professional life, I was Comptroller of
Memorial University for fourteen years until my
re,irement on March 1, 1988. (Prior to my coming to
MemOrial, I was Director of Accounting at the United
Sta,es Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland.)

Hickey, immediately upon arrival, renovated the
Presbyter,·. He told me that he had just put up the last
strip of wallpaper on the presbytery at Portugal Cove
when the Archbishop asked him to go to Ferryland. He
agreed on the condition that he could renovate the
Ferryland presbytery.
The Board of Administration must approve all
cumulative e"penditures of seven thousand five
hundred dollars or more. No submission was made for
approval.' J advised the Archbishop of this. To my
knowledge no action wa' taken.
I then resigned from the Ferr,·land Parish Finance
Committee. I didn't like what was going on and I
found myself in conflict with my duty to the Board of
Adminisrration.
Jim Hickey was charged shortly before I retired
(that is, from the University). After consideration for
the concern of my parish and discussion "ith the
Archbishop, J agreed to assist the Parish Finance
Committee. The Chairman of the Parish Council
wanted me back and sought to have me reappointed.

Yohnn< 11:
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I discussed my return with Gordon Walsh, parish priest
of Renews, who had been appointed Administrator for
the Ferryl~nd Parish. He agreed that I should be
reappointed and gave the Chainnan of the Parish
Council pcrmLo;sion to appoint me.

reviewed the financial records and determined that we
were some twenty thousand doUars in deficit at the time
]im Hickey left. He had renovated the Calvert Church
at a cost of approximately ninety-three thousand dollars
without approval of the Board of Administration.

The Archbishop had three meetings ""th the
Parish Council after ]im Hickey was charged, and
requested t he p~rish council to take over and run the
parish . The chairman of the Parish Council and I,
together, within a few days ran into conflict with
Hickey, who kept coming back to the parish, a.nd with
a religiOUS Sister who was employed to operate the
Convent for retreats and courses, and with the Parish
Adminisrrator.
We ",n into a situation that reflected on our
character. Without consultation with the Parish
Council , t hc' Archbishop appointed a religious Sister to
run the Parish. She was in effect a parish priest except
for con="'tion of the host and confessions. We found
thar h~r,i to ~ccept because before her appointment,
there wos to have been a removal of ]im Hickey's
remaining klongings from the Presbytery. When the
Chainnnn of Council and I learned of that. we decided
to pl~ce Hickey's belongings in the foyer for easy
removal. When removing ]im Hickey's file cabinet,
three books fell from the back of the bottom drawer.
They were titled The Jay of Sex, More Jay of Sex, and
Show Me . Sister told the Chairman and me that
Hickey told her these books belonged to FatherMolloy,
that tho\" were sent to him by the Catholic Education
Commi",ion for consideration to use in schools.
Ha\'ing h:en a reacher for five years, I knew that was
not tho case.

Considering what appeared to be a cover -up for
Hickey, the Archbishop wanting me to help reinstate
the Sister he appointed to the parish , the refusal to
assist twenty young boys because it might prejudice the
legal case against ]im Hickey (the church is there to
help people in need ; such help cannot be held as legal
evidence of an admission of guilt). I then resigned from
the Board of Administration .

I ,,"i,ned from the Parish Council. At the next
meeting of the Parish Council, the Administrator was
asked to read my letter of resignation. I was told he
refused and said that I was not a member of Parish
Council, that I had tried to take over and failed .
Shortly after, J met with the Archbis hop, at his
requcst, for 2 1/2 hours and discus.<ed the many
problems.
The Parish Finance Committee had met and

~

---

..

believe your Commission (that is the
appointment of your Commission) is another move to
placare the laity and put the issue of sexual deviate
clergy at rest wirhout action to clean house. ThL~
move, I also feel, is to silence the news media .
]im Hickey got away so long because he had free
access to a large quantity of cash wi thout
accountability. On the Board of Administration, J tried
to get two signatures on cheques, to control Parish
expenditures. I was voted down. The Parish Finance
Committee is established in Canon Law and it is up to
the Archbishop to put real teeth into it. In my
opinion, the Archbishop has neglected to carry out that
responsibility.
Not only must you be honest, you must be seen to
be honest.
RECOMMEl\'DAnONS
The Finance Committee should be empowered to
receive all donations and make all Parish expenditures.
Priests should be paid a wage. They will live in
the Presbytery and pay all expenses for utilities, food,
vehicle costs, vehicle operation, clothing and personal
expetL<CS.
The priest should be employed by the Parish
Council and be answerable to the Parish Council.
The Parish Council should have the authority ~_ . ___ .,.
dismiss a priest.

.... ..

_ _...

.

.. . . . .

---

..
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Each parish should have an altar society to look
after the needs of the Church.

The word ·father" should be discontinued in
•
connection with the c1etgy.

Parish Council should own and control all parish
buildings and property.

It is my personal feeling that to ensllre the clergy
clean house, all concerned Catholics should withhold
donations of funds and service, and not participate in
church fund-raising activities. When the bills can't be
paid, the clergy will act quickly to dean house. Until
that happens we will get a lot of window bashing.

Priests should be pennitted to marry. This will
assist in control of sexual deviates. The priest wiU have
first-hand knowledge of family life. Over the years
priests have criticized parents and children from the
pulpit and they are way out in left field.
The Archbishop should retire or resign as he has
lost credibility with the laity.

June 12, 1989
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Dorothy Agriesti
Ferryland

Unb::: :;.;;;: r:1ri~hes of POrlll~:t! Cove and Pouch
Cove,
-:.: p:i:-;h has no known victims for whom
V~';1r our anger and nmcern, but if we
have
. hc~.:?l1 ~P:1rC'\.l it is nnly because of those
who were co:..;:-a.g(,\)l;~ enough In CillllC forward in time
to save .'(If Ferryland. who would have been
next in

;~:-

W' e ~.:o\·c ["''en dceply seIne.! nevertheless, and
many of us now fL'C1 alienated flt)111 the Church to
• hich We ;,;"j £in'n years of commitment, long before
jim
C\'~, ~et t()()t here. hilI perhaps that is a
small
re 1':1\ compared to wl1:1I might have been.
As
WL' have kc'l1 I hrough a long dark
night
i~n't yet brnkcll. but if we are to rise
above
We h:1\"c to face the ll';l!ity that this dark and
slimy ed
permeated the Idlnwed halls and dark
recesses ef rhe Church for m:1I1)' years. We must not
allow it to s1i~hC'r and slink away ag;)in, only to retrench
and
fl'surfxc anorhel' twcnty years down the
road,
inI10c't'llce of eye!) !11nre children wasted
in its p;;th.

It is ne'r

to say dj:ll ,his is happening in
rdigiolls denomill:l1 ion, walk of life, or
every
geographic 1.x'Hion. for what In:' happened here makes
every other statistic pale in comp:llison. Even the news
from crime-ridden Detroit ha:, h:d nothing of this
pro~)(Jrtion

to

Clh1Ugh

report.

So let us not place blame nn our Protestant friends
who, if anything, have been hr too kind to us. Nor
should we allow the so-called "experts" to paint all men
as potential pcrYl~rts just wail ing for a convenient dark
alley.

It is the priests themselves who have brought the

Church to its knees - it is not the people, nor the
press, and certainly not the victims.
If our way of life has contributed in any way, it
can only be that our history has taught us to respect or more accurately to fear those in authority. The
awesome power of the priest in a small community
cannot be described in a few words, but even the doctor
was at his mercy, and could find himself removed at the
priest's command .
Much has been written in recent months of the
stress and the strain, and the loneliness and isolation of
the priests' lifestyle. Indeed every nocturnal nuance has
been duly noted -- as if the married man has only to
whistle to his wife.
If, as one priest suggested, "buddy in Bay de Verde
or wherever" should walk a mile in the priests shoes,
why not let it be a fair exchange? Surely no study of
the priestly life would be complete unless it was in
comparison with the life he might have chosen - or for
that matter, is still free to choose.
First of all we must remember that all these
incidents took place within a small radius of the City,
with all its comforts and amenities, and not in some
remote, nonhern outpost. FurthemlOre, some of those
priests had a loyal following who never saw them short
of a dinner, a cup of tea, or a game of Trivial Pursuil,
and even accompanied them on a southern cruise. If
that is loneliness, then the rest of us are up a wall.
In the stress and strain category, the priest is not
required to put one half of his life in hock for his
education, and the other half in hock just to put a [(xl
over his head. He doesn't have to worry about finding
. a job or moving on up in the world. Respect and
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Esteem are his from the moment he sets foot at the
altar, regardless of whether he has earned it or not.
It may come as a surprise to some priests, but
when young parents fall into bed at night, quite often
the only thought in their mind is sleep, sleep and more
sleep. The connubial bed is not a panacea for all life's
problems.
I don't mean to sound anti-priest here. I'm sure
there are many good priests left, but I wish they
wouldn't align themselves so strongly with the others,
becalL.<;C they make it more difficult for us to distinguish
between them.
Perhaps we have been doing too much for them.
God knows they have more helpers than Santa has
elves, what with housekeepers, secretaries, parish
councils, ministers of everything under the suo,
including those who will relieve them on sick calls - all
out "poor father" in the spare
nine' they have sacrificed from home and family.
I recall one priest who would frequently wonder if
was going to "survive" after having said three Masses
onc day. and everyone was concerned for his health
which they obviously need not have been, in light of
events.
the same time my own husband's day
;;r 6:00 a.m. and ended at 11 :30 p.m., during
h lime he commuted 100 miles daily to a highhuilt his own home and managed to meet
llnny commitments to community and parish efforts
minor sports, Canadian Legion, Historical So!<.1'h'.'U!n, Seafood Festival, Parish Council and
p.
rtnd this isn't
;,111 Sunday duties as a Reader or
a~ \\-'cil.
''Did he survive?" and the answer
!l<. ... cr Ix: the srtme." He found out his
meaningless by those whose

main concern was protecting the priests and the
Church. Consequently we no longer attend church
except when something warrants our presence, but that
doesn't mean our faith in God is any less, and I'll tackle
anyone who says differently.
The Church we knew and loved is finished, but
something better can evolve if we dear out the
deadwood. I hesitate to call for the Archbishop's
resignation because the thought of who will fill his
shoes frightens me even more. I do not want anyone
talking out of both sides of his mouth, no matter how
articulate he might be. I don't want someone who
couldn't understand why the news media "would pick
on that area of behaviour, when a priest could be
caught fishing illegally or behind the wheel of a car
when drunk and no one says anything". I don't want
a Bishop who doesn't know the difference between the
abuse of children and iliega! fishing or impaired
driving.
I most certainly do not want a Bishop who holds
the views of Bishop Camphel1 of Nova Scotia. Victims
of sexual abuse must be encouraged to come forth, but
Bishop Campbell's words did little to further that cause,
whether that was what he intended or not.
Clearly priests must be permitted to marry and at
the same time women must be permitted to be
ordained. As it is now, a homosexual priest is held in
higher regard within the church than a woman - yet
without women, there would be no mankind - no
Church - and no priestho()d.
If the Bishops are not able to convince the Pope
that the time is right for change
then perhaps the
time is right to form a North American Catholic
church,
}tme 12, 1989
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Archdiocesan Commissions of
Faith Development, Liturgy and Social Action
St. John's

When the commissions now presenting this brief
first met in February of this year, it was as pastoral
workers with a history of cooperation in archdiocesan
affairs, working for whom the undertaking of
collaborative work in response to the developing crisis
of child abuse seemed naturaL That first meeting gave
expression to the confusion of emotions we were
sharing with other Catholics of our region: shock,
anger and pain over the unfolding charges and
convictions, and also frustration that the church,
seemingly in a state of paralysis, was not responding in
a manner appropriate to the gravity of the situation.
As commissions of the church in active leadership roles,
we shared a sense of responsibility dictated by our
various mandates to serve the Archdiocesan
community. We assumed that our status provided a
legitimate and appropriate channel of expression, and
shared a hopeful expectation that, once our concerns
were articulated to the archbishop, there would be a
positive response from the church to the manifest needs
of the people of the Diocese.
Through a process of prayerful discLlssion, we have
come over these seven months to a deepened awareness
of the shocking reality of Catholic life in our
community. We, along with others of the archdiocese,
empathize with the victims of these horrendous crimes
because of their great suffering. We relate especially to
their suffering because of our own experience of
victimization within the system. We recognize that
there is an inevitable and undeniable relationship
between systemic abuse of power and sexual abuse of
children. And we have come to realize that until that
systemic evil is removed, the abuse wiII continue to
occur.
In this presentation, we wish to do the following:

first, present a theological overview of what the church
should be in the light of Vatican IIj secondly,
demonstrate how the church actually works in this
archdiocese; and thirdly, show how the actual workings
of the church have created a climate in which many
forms of victimization, including the abhorrent crime of
child abuse, have flourished.
The commissions of the archdiocese, established by
the archbishop in the post- Vatican ][ era, operate out
of a theology of church developed in that council, and
presented most particularly in the council document,
Lumen Gentium: Tile Dogmatic Constitution on tile
Church (November, 1964). The favoured image of
church m,ed by the council fathers is the People or
God, a term which refers to all the baptized, who are
called to an active life within the church, each
according to the way we have been gifted by God.
Through baptism, all have a right and a duty to use our
gifts, which right and duty flow, not from the institutional organization of the church, but from the call of
God. In saying this we do not deny the hierarchial
organization of the church, nor the special role of the
priest. However, we do belreve we are
endowed with
the Spirit and called to use the gifts divinely provided
in work that is interconnected and interdependent,
whether perfonned by bishop, priest, religious or
person:
Though they differ essentially and not only in
degree, the common priesthcx.xJ of the raithful
and the ministerial or hierarchial priesrhcx.xJ
are nonetheless ordered one to another; each
in its own proper way shares in the one
priesrhcx.xJ of Christ. (Lumen Gentium 10)
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We see our work in the commissions as being the
vehicle through which we can exercise our share in the
priesthcxxl of Christ, each in our own proper way. Far
from seeing the commissions as a separate church, we
see ourselves working in cooperation with the
archbishop and the priests to bring about the reign of
God.
We have in fact been mandated by the
archbishop to exercise our giftedness for the gcxxl of the
local church, a responsibility we exercise in our own
right, rooted in our baptism.
We act not in a servile manner but as equals responding to the call of baptism to live by the power of
the Spirit of Jesus, as do all members of the People of
God. The council fathers have been taught that we
must use our gifts to express our opinions in matters
concerning the life of our church:
By reason of the knowledge, competence or
pre-eminence which they have the laity are
empowered - indeed sometimes obliged - to
manifest their opinion on those things which
pertain to the gcxxl of the church. If the
occa.'>ion should arise this should be done
through the institutions established by the
church for that purpose and always with
reverence and charity towards those, who, by
reason of their office, represent the person of
Christ. (Lumen Gentium 37)
This was further emphasized in the Revised Code
Canon Law in 1983:
have the right, indeed at the times the
ul)', in keeping with their knowledge,
{nmpctence and position, to manifest to the
Paslors, their views on matters which
·Tn the good of the church. They have
also to make their views known to
of Christ's faithful, but in doing so they
respect the integrity of faith and
show due reverence to the Pastors
into account both the common gcxxl
dignity of individuals. (Canon 212,
have frequently expressed opin.
m.;.lttcrs regarding our local church and do so

once again in this brief.
The Second Vatican Council proposed two principles which flow from the People of God image of
church. These are "collegiality" and "subsidiarity."
Collegiality is primarily an episcopal prerogative
which sees the bishops as sharing a solidarity with each
other in a college, and in their own right as a college,
together with the Pope as the head, being responsible
for the good of the universal church. However, this
principle has been extended more and more in the postconciliar years to embrace a collegiality of all the
members of the Body of Christ, so that together they
form a strong bond and take a caring stance towards
the church. Just as the Pope, with the College of
Bishops, govems the universal church, so every bishop
acts as the head of a Diocesan College of Priests,
religious and lairy in the govemment of the local
church. This collegiality is expressed concretely in our
archdiocese in many ways: through the Council of
Priests, through Parish, Area and Diocesan Pastoral
Councils, through Archdiocesan Commissions and
through the many diocesan and parochial boards,
committees and ministries. By analogy with the college
of bishops, all these bodies have their own life,
authority and responsibility. They act collegially by the
principle of subsidiarity.
Suhsidiarity is the principle which states that each
body operates at the level of its competence. This
means each group can and mu.<;t act according to the
ability, competence and knowledge it has without
constantly going to a higher authority for permis..<;ion.
Our commissions have been mandated by the
archbishop to act in certain areas. The Archdiocese
has employed trained directors to work through these
commissions. Our three directors are recognized both
nationally and intemationally for their expertise.
Commission members are individually appointed by the
archbishop because of their demonstrated interest in
and commitment to the mandate of the given
commission.

It ha.<; never been the understanding that the corn·
missions should have to turn to the archbishop or the
priests for pennL<;sion to act. Rather we have been seen
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as united with the archdiocesan family and as exercising
our mandate in a variety of ways. Each commission is
made up of membership from throughout the
archdiocese, and each meets regularly to cany out its
mandate. Members participate in ongoing development
and training, both during regular meetings and through
workshops and seminars. We therefore act in our own
name at the level of our competence and according to
our mandate, always in solidarity with the archdiocesan
family.

the diocese. The plan was developed over the course
of one year by a sub-committee of the Diocesan
Pastoral Council and was presented to the Council in
November, 1986. Discussion of the plan occurred
within both councils and in May 1987 a joint meeting
of the Diocesan Pastoral Council and of the Council of
Priests was held at the end of which approval was given
to the plan by both bodies. There was no further
action until September, 1989 with the appointment of
a priest to direct the programme.

From a careful look at what is on paper it appears that
the diocese is working out of a "People of God" model
as described in Lumen Gentium (Ch.2), and out of the
rights described in Canon 255.1:

The Diocesan Pastoral Council recognized the
urgency in 1987 of the immediate implementation of
the approved plan. However, its advice on this matter
was ignored because of an insistence by the Council of
Priests that the director of the plan be an ordained
person.

Since lay people, like all Christ's faithful, are
deputed to the apostolate by baptism and
confirmation, they are bound by the general
obligation and they have the right, whether as
individuals or in associations, to strive so that
the divine message of salvation may be known
and accepted by all people throughout the
world.
This obligation is all the more
insistent in circumstances in which only through them are people able to hear the Gospel
and to know Christ.
The Diocese has adopted an outer appearance of
people sharing gifts and responsibilities, yet as persons
working on the commissions, we are not convinced that
there is any depth to this appearance. Our conviction
comes mainly from our experience with the structme as
it exists. In theory, the Council of Priests and the
Diocesan Pastoral Council are equal advisory bodies to
the bishop: "... it is the primary responsibility of the
Council of Priests to advise the Archbishop regarding
the governance of the diocese, and the actual impleThe primary
mentation of plans and priorities.
responsibility of the DPC, on the other hand, is for the
for goals, directions and pastoral
longer range:
planning." (Terms of Reference, Diocesan Pastoral
Council, Archdiocese of St. John's.) Yet in practice the
advice of the Diocesan Pastoral Council is often
ignored.
One case in point is the proposed renewal plan for

111i5 illustration is not unique, for over and over
again we experience on all levels the facade of power
sharing. People are encouraged to study and discuss,
and to make informed decisions; then the decisions are
totally ignored. The appearance of subsidiarity is
maintained, but the structure allows on a parish level
for decision making to be left solely in the hands of the
parish priest, while on the diocesan level it is left to the
Archbishop.
As commissions, our energy goes into the formation of the people of the diocese. Canon 217 states:
Since Christ's faithful are called by baptism to
lead a life in hamlOny with the gospel
teaching, they have the right to a Christian
education, which genuinely teaches them to
strive for the maturity of the human person
and at the same time to know and live the
mystery of salvation.
In our educational work, it is our intent to cmpower all to take their rightful place as baptized
~>ersons. Our efforts, however, are treated often with
ridicule and scorn by those priests who prefer to is..')!ate
their parishioners from empowering influences. TI1I:~
commissions cannot go into a paIish unless invir('l.i;
and if we are perceived by a particular priest as a threal,
we are not invited. Because in many pari.<;hcs the·
parish pliest remains the point of liaison between the
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commlSSlons and the people, censorship of incoming
influences is a simple matter.
We are well aware of the negative attitudes toward
the commissions on the part of some of the priests.
Our experience suggests that much of this negativity
comes from the structure of the hierarchial church
which gives the priest a position of absolute power on
the parish level without a system of accountability to
the members of the parish.
This has resulted
historically in an attitude among parish priests that they
have the right to control the formation of the
parishioners.
Consequently, the efforts of the
commissions to provide information and education are
often subverted.
Chapter 37, par. 1 of Lumen Gentium outlines in
detail the role of lay people, stating that
duties to the Iaypcrson in
the service of the Church, leaving them
freedom and scope for acting. Indeed, they
should give them the courage to undertake
works on their own initiative. They should
with paternal love consider attentively in
initial moves, suggestions and desires
n n ' .... "',n',~ by the laity.
Moreover the pastors
must respect and recognize the liberty which
belongs to all in the telTestrial city.
This encourClgement of lay initiative is sharply
contradicted by our experience as commlSSlons
to show responsibility on the very issue we
child
After oar initial joint
Febmary of this year, we concentrated on
cme recommendations, which were
I he Archhishop and the Council of Priests
in t
~)nn of a brief. The representatives
HIS commissions left the meeting on that
reasonably positive. However, we later
not only W(LS the content of the brief
but also our very right to take the
questioned.
given the facts that no response was
the archhishop was unable to accept
In attend subsequent joint meetings of the
fwo dC'cisions were taken. The first of

these was to present our long term concerns to the
Commission of Inquiry. The second was to publish in
the archdiocesan newspaper, The Moniwr, the
recommendations that had been presented to the
archbishop and the Council of Priests. This decision
was taken in an attempt to break the sense of isolation
and abandonment that were being expressed to us by
people of the diocese. However, The Moniwr informed
us that all articles relating to the topic of sexual abuse
were, at his request, being forwarded to the archbishop
for his approval before publication. Subsequently, the
archbishop called a joint meeting of the chairpersons of
the commissions at which he was adamant that the
proposed article should not be printed. At this time, he
also informed the commissions that we had no right to
publicly present conjoint statements, nor to continue
meeting together on this issue without his knowledge.
The tone of this meeting with the Archbishop was
disconcerting. We did not see ourselves as working in
secret, and had no problem with the Archbishop's
knowing that we were meeting. However, we wanted
our comments and analysis to be known on a broader
level, because we shared a sense of responsibility to the
wider church community, and most especially to the
victims, who for the most part were not feeling
supported by the church.
Sensing that our only means of communication
with the broader church was through the Winter
Commission, we concentr::lted our energies from that
point forv.ard on the prep,mnion of this brief. The
discllssions which
prepare us for this meeting
today have provided revelation after revelation of
situations, similar to those just described, experienced
by all three of our commissions. Aithough in our day to-day work we focus on very different aspects of
church life, we have met common treatment in dealing
with the hier<lrchy of the church.
\Ve believe it has been necessary to outline th(:."Se
experiences, since they so accurately reflect the reality
of church life in our archdiocese.
Stories of
psychological, physical, and financial, as well as sexual
abuse at the hands of the clergy are widespread in
Catholic culture, and reach back into the history of the
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church. The abuse has not been eliminated by the
reforms of Vatican 11, because the reforms have been
blocked by those in power. There is abuse at every
level and in some ways even those in power positions
are victims. This abusive system has resulted in the
worst kind of abuse - the sexual abuse of our children.
We are facing the systemic evil of an organization
which gives a select group status and power in a way
that enfeebles everyone else. The same factors found in
abusive families are present in many of our parishes:
forced isolation, unreasonable demands of loyalty, total
Behind the
control on the part of the abuser.
semblance of subsidiarity introduced by Vatican 11, there
lies an actuality of domination. The concentration of
power and concomitant lack of accountability create a
climate in which many types of destructive behaviour
can easily be hidden. Authoritarian regimes in any
sphere of human activity attract abusive people,
because they offer the chance both to practice abuse,
and to conceal the practice. The abuse has been
maintained by silencing techniques that have, ironically,
been so effective in thL<; province because faith has been
so strong. Suspicions have been given no expression,
because the choice in such a system is very clear:
accept the status quo or give up your association with
the church. In a society with rich cultural ties to a
church L" locally often the centre of community life, this
is a choice that few care to contemplate.
The solution to the dreadful problem of child
abuse lies in finding a way to distribute power and
responsibility equally among all the People of God. The
means to do this are clearly enunciated in current
church documents. Failure to implement the reforms
of Vatican 11 is a wilful subversion of church teaching.
The authoritarian model of the church must be
replaced immediately with one that allows for the
implementation of the principles of collegiality and
subsidiarity on all level". Spiritual and emotional health
cannot be restored while an atmosphere of authoritarian
domination remains. If adults are peq'letually consigned
to the role of children by a repressive structure, all will
continue to suffer, but none more poignantly than the
young.

RECOMMENDATIONS
If the diocese is to grow into wholeness after the
crisis of facing the reality of child sexual abuse by some
of the clergy, there will need to be a process which
involves all people who are ready and wanting to be
involved, leads to reconciliation on a diocesan level,
includes an analysis of what is at the base of this
problem, and plans for a future where the whole People
of God work together for the fulfilment of the mission
of the GospeL
In order for this to happen there has to be a public
recognition of the evil that we are facing, a clear
naming of that evil without any softening of the reality.
There will also have to be an acceptance of the fact
that not everyone in the diocese will be ready at the
same moment to take part in such a public action.
Our commissions have met several times together,
and separately, to discuss how this might happen. One
of the things we had to face is that the process to do all
this needs to be something that has some ring of
familiarity or legitimacy to it. After reflecting on our
collective experience, and that of other experiences in
the church, we are recommending that a diocesan
synod be convoked that would have as its goal the
healing of the community, the building of new
relationships, and the creation of the changes required
to sustain the new relationships.

As a model, we are suggesting that the synod process used by the Diocese of Victoria in British Columbia
since October, 1986 be studied as one that would meet
all the criteria that we have outlined for healing in our
community. Learning from our sisters and brothers in
the Victoria Diocese in itself would be a healthy
exercise. We do not have to walk alone in our journey.
Pastoral Commission

We support the decision of the Archdiocese to
establish a Pastoral Commission.
Sensing the need for a public forum, we deem it
imperative that the Archdiocese immediately appoint
this as an independent Pastoral Commission, similar to
that set up by the Diocese of Gatineau-HulL
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In order to reflect the serious circumstances that
presently exist in this Archdiocese, it is necessary that:

should be initiated immediately and must be recognized
as being of long duration.

the mandate of this Pastoral Commission include
an investigation into why there has been such a high
degree of sexual abuse of children amongst priests; and
what enabled it to continue over such a long period of
time;

Massive funding (perhaps in the form of a trust
fund) must be made available to assist in providing all
of these counselling services throughout the
Archdiocese. An independent consultant may be
required to decide how this could be set up and
managed.

the Commission be given wide and unfettered
powers of investigation into all matters within its
mandate;
the Commission Chairperson be from outside the
province of Newfoundland;
the investigation and the membership of the
Commission be multidisciplinary in nature;
the report of the Commission be made public and
any recommendations be implemented immediately.

Provision must be made, if necessary, for the
training and placement of additional professionals to
counsel victims.
An intensive communications campaign must be
launched to reach the victims and their families in
order to raise their awareness of the need and the
availability of these counselling services.
Church Policy

Government Inquiry
We endorse the support the Archdiocese has given
the call for a government inquiry into child sexual
fur! her recommend more collaboration with
groups in pressing the government to:
include on its commL'lSion individuals from groups
a speciality in the area of violence in the
against women and children;
these groups, from the beginning, in the
mandate, goals and objectives for this

Victims

mu.'>! accept responsibility for the
by some of our priests. We
r(~SIXmsibility for the healing process.
following recommendations:

other agencies (community,
especially those with
in dealing with sexual ab LL'ie ,
I

We believe that it would be unjust that James
Hickey and John Corrigan be restored to any Church
position in any diocese because of the gravity and
duration of their crimes and the extensive damage and
scandal they have caused in the community.
We further believe that the community need.., to
be told clearly that this will be the case.
In addition, we believe our diocese needs a policy
for dealing with any other such cases as they arise.
Official Spokesperson
It is imperative that the official spokesperson have
in depth understanding and appreciation of the
dynamics of child sexual abuse.
The appointed
spokesperson does not appear to have this understanding.
We strongly recommend that the Archdiocese
procure as qUickly as possible the services of a full-time
professionally trained public relations/communications
person who also has theological training. Such a
person is rlecessary, not only in the present
circumstances, but at all times.
Before procuring this person, we further recommend a serious study of the recommendations regarding
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public relations contained in the "Report of the Pastoral
Commission on Sexual Ethics in the Diocese of
Gatineau#Hull" at pages 109#112.

Philip). Lewis, P.P., Chairperson, Faith Development
Molly Sr:acey, Chairperson, Uturgy,
]udy McCann, Chairperson, Family Ufe
Frances E. Ennis, Chairperson, Social Action.
September 14 November 27, 1989
#
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Basilica Parish Pastoral Council
St. John's

RECOMMENDAnONS
that, in parishes where there is no Parish Council,
every effort be made to establish a Parish Council.
that Parish Councils should have jurisdiction over
all Committees, Societies or any other organizations
operating within the Parish,
that, in future, the role of the priests be directed
towards the spiritual and the sacramental and that
financial and administrative responsibilities be assumed
by Parish Councils,
that the laity be allowed to assume more responsibility for what goes on within the Parish and further,
that the laity be educated to accept one another as
they respond to their Baptismal calL An Education
Program should be put in place to facilitate this aim.
We recommend that this education program begin at
the Parish level, through incorporation of the concepts

of acceptance
homilies.

and

responsibility,

within Sunday

that the Parish be supportive of the Archdiocese
in the setting up of more centres of counselling and
treatment for victims of sexual abuse and their families
and that all Parishes be made aware of the existence of
such centres as well as their availability.
that the role of the Parish Council be the same as
rhat of any individual in that, if we suspect or become
aware of any abuse we would report it immediately to
the proper authorities.
It is premature to determine the role of the Parish
Council in vigilance over this Commission's Report
without a detailed study of it.

November 1989
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Mane Brennan, Carmel Walsh, Mary Brennan
St. John's

RECOMMEl'.'DATION

Through our Baptism we are members of the
church - The People of God. We feel, therefore, that
it is our responsibility as active members to voice our
concern and disapproval with respect to the position
taken by the hierarchical church, whereby priests,
convicted of criminal acts of an abominable nature, are
permitted to continue to function as ordained priests.

that, upon conviction, such persons be laicized.
Our children must be protected. We understand that
under Canon Law priests can be laicized for grave reasons. If the above situation is not considered grave,
maybe it is time to amend the Code of Canon Law.

Sexual abuse of children by clergy is not restricted
to our province, but is a "cancer" in the church
throughout our nation and beyond its borders. We
wonder at the silence of the bishops of Canada and the
Apostolic Delegate, who surely must have made the
Pope aware of the need to address this serious issue.

Marie Brennan - Basilica Parish

Respectfully submitted, and pledging support to
the priests faithful to their commitment.

Carmel Walsh

Basilica Parish

Mary Brennan - St. Pius X Parish

July 6, 1989
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Brother of a Victim

Today I present to this Special Commission of
Inquiry of the Archdiocese of St. John's, a Brief which
outlines some of my feelings and concerns about the
Roman Catholic Church in this Archdiocese. This
Brief is not meant to be, in any way, an indictment of
any person or part of the Archdiocese, even though at
times it may sound like one. This Brief contains my
view of some of the problems in this Archdiocese.
At times, the tone of this Brief may come acro&.<; as
or disrespectful. I have chosen my words only
after much preparation. My time of preparation has
included reading, prayer and reflection. Even though I
may sound harsh at times, I realise that it is about time
that I say what neecL<; to be said. Maybe it will open
some eyes. Maybe someone will take what I have
written and use it to help in the reconstruction of our
Archdiocese here in St. John's.
Again, I would like to say that this Brief is not
meant to be an indictment, but a personal sharing of
my concern..',; concerns that I'm sure are shared by
others in the Catholic community.

You Eat a Piece of Bread. This Bread Ceases to be
Part of You. It Rises to a New Life.
Similarly, we in the Archdiocese of St. John's have
take the happenings of the last number of years and
own them as a community. We must examine where
we as a community of people have gone wrong. \Ve
must examine where individuals within our structure
have gone wrong. We must be willing to treat not only
the symptoms but dig to the root of the problems and
correct them through processing and in some cases
reparenting.
to

We have to, as a community, address the
addictions of our clergy and our faithful. We need to
address alcoholism, drug addiction, as well as sexual

addictions. We need to look at the causes, the
treatment and the cure.
We need to look to the scriptures, writings of
church people throughout the ages, as well as secular
studies in various academic disciplines to draw
knowledge, strength and insight.
For too long, some of our clergy have refused to
read anything other than their office book, while some
even proudly proclaim that they don't even use that.
Like people in any field clergy need to renew and
upgrade their training.
Some refuse to attend
workshops, retreats, meetings, etc. When some do
attend they may be there in body but not in spirit or
mind. There is, for example, the case of a priest
arriving with two suitcases to a priest's retreat; one
contained clothing for a week, while the other
contained his weeks supply of alcohol. This was told to
me by at least two priests who attended that particular
retreat. One considered it a laugh while the other
thought it to be a sad sign.
Then we have the attitude of some of the priests
who speak of "Fonse-the-wimp", or make statements
like Fonse can say what he wants to say, but I'm going
to do what I want to do.

While speaking of attitudes of priests, we have at
least one pliest in this Archdiocese who often told his
altar boys that he wished communion lines were not so
long. He said that his remedy would be to put the
plastic wafers in a pistol and shoot them to the people
in their seats. I must say that this priest's concern left
a lot to be desired. No one would dare challenge him
because he was a priest. You could not tell another
adult about it because they would never believe that a
priest would say such a thing. I assure you, a priest
did.
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For too long some of the clergy have seen
themselves elevated on a Divine pedestal that the
Archbishop can't even knock them off. The clergy
need to come down to earth and stop walking in the
clouds. Some are still in a state of shock that several
of their own were charged with sex crimes. Did they
see it coming? If not, they should see the rest coming.
Back to the Divine pedestal that some of the clergy
are elevated on: many think of their vocation to
priesthood as being "far from that of the ordinary
person." Do they see themselves as more than human?
Well, do I have news for them. If they look to the
letters of the church and read Sedes Sapientia (1956)
they will see that the Pope was at pains to point out
and stress the fact that all vocations are due to
Almighty God. Distinguishing religious vocation from
vocation to the temporal professions it was noted that
all vocations were Divine and that the difference
between the two ,vas not the difference of one's being
Divine and the other not.
People in any profession needs to keep up on what
is happening in their particular field. We still have
priests who are quoting the old Code of Canon Law.
Are they unaware that Pope John Paul II promulgated
a revised Code of Canon Law on January 25, 1983,
which came into effect on November 27, 1983, or do
they simply choose to ignore it because it is too much
to read?
Much of the stimulus for women's liberation came
from a recognition that some traditional family
relationships are a form of captivity. Likewise, much of
the stimulus for renewal in the church will come from
the recognition that "Father" is not always right, that
"Father" does not know all the answers, and that "
Father" can't tell me not to sleep around when he is
doing it himself. I would like to remind our clergy of
phrases they should all know:
Believe what you read.
Preach what you believe.
Practice what you preach.
People today are much more knowledgeable than
~hey were in the past.

People today are just as educated as the priest;
many even more so, and some even more so in church
matters.
People in the church today will take on leadership
roles and take their rightful place in the kingdom of
God on earth.
Canon 212L The Christian faithful, conscious of their
own responsibility, are bound by Christian
obedience to follow what the sacred pastors,
as representatives of Christ, declare as
teachers of the faith or determine as leaders
of the Church.
2. The Christian faithful are free to make
known their needs, especially spiritual ones,
and their desires to the pastors of the
Church.
3. In accord with the knowledge, competence
and preeminence which they possess, they
have the right and even at times a duty to
manifest to the sacred pastors their opinion
on matters which pertain to the good of the
Church, and they have a right to make their
opinion known to the other Christian
faithful, with due regard for the integrity of
faith and morals and reverence toward their
pastors, and with consideration for the
common good and the dignity of persons.

It is very difficult at times to show respect for the
clergy when some of them have shown nothin o but
contempt for some members of the church. If I had
children, I would refuse to allow them to be alone with
several of the priests of this Archdiocese. There are,
however, a few who are trustworthy. Some of the
trustworthy ones, however, all belittled by those clergy
who have to gossip and criticize. They sometimes have
difficulty hearing positives and are over critical of
others. Some use their collar to protect therrL<;elves
from their own insecurities.
b

We also have some clerics who feel a little more
than human. When Archbishop Penney was
interviewed by Barbara Yaffe of The Sunday Express, he
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was asked about the celibate clergy. His response was!
and I quote:
I think a celibate clergy is a tremendous sign
and symbol in our society. We have a society
that is so oriented toward sexuality, and here
you have people who freely relinquish that!
lay it aside and live their life without it.
I ask, how can you relinquish and lay aside any
part of your person and live life without it? We all
need to acknowledge our whole person. If we were to
choose to live a celibate life, we could give up sexual
acts. But, we cannot give up our sexuality. It is part
of our human state. However, if the clergy are more
than human, then maybe they could give up their
sexuality.
A member of a local congregation of Sisters when
to a groUD of people inquiring about vocations
in life told them that when she entered the convent she
thought of herself as a consecrated refrigerator. She
said that she realized many years later that she had a
sexuality and that she had sexual drives just like those
outside the convent walls.
Like Sister who saw the fu\lne&<; of her person after
many years, the clergy, as well as the peopJe in the pew,
need to see that each and every person has many partsone of them being sexual-that when combined makes a
whole person. Whole people are ones who have
integrated all parts of being and life. Whole people
integrate their physical, psychological, spiritual and
\Vhole people also integrate their
being.
personal, family and community life.
ll1e community as a whole needs to acknowledge
human weakness. The community also needs to
acknowledge the immoral as well as illegal acts of some
of our clergy, fanner clergy, and other church members.
After the community has acknowledged and accepted
that what has happened has happened, then they must
begin to repair the damage. We must also know that
no matter how much we repair the damage, we will
only receive complete healing when we join God in
heaven.
One place we could begin to repair is our
antiquated system of candidate selection and training
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for ministry - we need to take a holistic approach.
Our candidates should be well-rooted in prayer and
spirituality. They should be well-rounded persons who
are willing to learn from others and acknowledge that
they do not know everything. Wouldn't it be just great
if sOme of our priests could be like that also?
Our candidates should be well known to our
church community; they should not be treated as
demigods. Our seminarian who did his pastoral year at
the Basilica a number of years ago was treated royally
by the parishioners! but the staff used him a.<; an errand
boy. He said he felt that he didn't learn anything there
to help prepare him for ministry. Maybe he didn't try,
or maybe he wasn't adequately directed by those
responsible for his formation ....
What about continuing formation for our clergy?
Do they have to go it on their own if they are
interested? How many are interested? Are they too
comfortable and do they feel that they will not be fired?
Maybe we would be better off without them as leaders,
especially due to the fact that they are not doing any
leading. Whatever happened to the ministry to the
priests program? 1l1ere are many questions that need
to be asked about priestly formation in this
Archdiocese. We can then start to answer them and
formulate a process rather than a program. Input
should be sought from the faithful to formulate this
process.
Does the church hierarchy listen to the members
of the church? Do they want to listen? Do they want
to hear! I for one spoke to the Archbishop after a
meeting and told him that I had some concerns that I
would like to discuss with him. He wrote my name and
telephone numbers in his book and said he would call
me. To date, over a year has p?ssed and I have not
heard from the ArchbL<;hop ....
You may ask why I did not bother to follOW-lip
and call on the Archbishop for an appointment? Well,
I came to realise that the Archbishop does meet with
peopJe but that he does not always listen to them.
Case in point: While visiting Toronto for a series of
conferences last Spring, I spoke with a woman from
Newfoundland who had met with the Archbishop ...
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She was ignored. I asked, "Why bring concerns to the
Archbishop if they are going to be ignored?" ... The
Archbishop has been informed and he chose to ignore.
He has ignored the woman who spoke with him, he has
ignored my request to speak with him, and only the
Archbishop knows how many others he has ignored.
I would suggest that this Commission address this
issue with the Archbishop and urge him to be sure that
he make sure that he is assured of candidates' moral fibre
and suitability before he dares to ordain anyone else in
this Archdiocese.
People will rise during future ordination ceremonies
to publicly object, to state their reasons and to ask the
Archbishop if he (the candidate) is truly worthy? It is
stated during the ceremony that "after inquiry among
the people of God he has been found worthy". If the
people of God have not been asked for comment or if
the people of God are ignored, they will then speak out
and object. I again remind the Archbishop that the
people of God have a right and sometimes a duty to
make their opinions known to other faithful and to
church leaders. When they are ignored they will do it
in public.
Some of the faithful are in closer touch with what
is happening in the church and in the upper structure
of the church than some of our clergy. I would be
surprised if some of our clergy wodd be able to identify
a few contemporary Christian authors, let alone know
what they say.
How many of our priests are rooted in spirituality?
How many are afraid to know themselves?
Partly due to some of the clergy's lack of reading
and lack of study, some of
know very little about
l'dany of them don't
real life and spirituality.
understand people's problems. They can't identify with
them because they've been on their pedestal for too
long.
Most of our clergy have no idea how to integrate
scriptme with our lives today. But despite this, in this
Archdiocese we get several types of homilies, I think
this makes us extremely lucky! The types are as
follows:

Re1reads: No preparation, just re1read a few
lines from each reading.
•

Paraphrase: Re-read, changing a word here
and there.
Unprepared dissertations: Where the priest
goes on and on not knowing how and where
to stop.
A.Papers: Those well1presented papers that
are so far over everyone's heads that even a
university professor might grant an A for
effort.
Well prepared homilies which attempt to tie
the sacred scriptures to our lives· in the
church and society today.

Accepting that nothing is perfect, accepting the
fact that there are only a handful of priests who are
capable of prodUcing a good homily or serving the other
pastoral needs within this Archdiocese, we must be
thankful that a couple are at least good at calling bingo.
Some will undoubtedly not miss the collection during
mass even if they are known for missing or skipping
readings, prayers, or blessings.
Next I would like to ask: what are we going to do
with priests who have been found guilty of sexual
assault and other sex crimes? Should they be defrocked
and dismissed from the clerical state? I think that they
should, especially if you take into consideration the
words and the spirit of the Code of Canon Law. We
should aL.,o attempt to discover in a church inquiry if
any of these clergy have attempted to solicit in
confession. If they have, we should invoke revised
Canon 1387 which states:
\X!hether in the act or on the occasion or
under the pretext of confession, a priest who
solicits a penitent to sin against the sixth
commandment of the Decalogue is to be
punished with suspension, prohibitions and
deprivations in accord with the seriousness of
the offense; and in more serious cases, he is
to be dismissed from the clerical state.
I would also suggest that the Archbishop as well as
the clergy and members of the faithful read with care
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Tide VI of the Code of Canon Law relating to Orders Canons 1008-1054.
Ukewise I suggest that Tide 1I of the Code of
Canon Law relating to cases for Declaring Nullity of
Sacred Ordination, Canons 1708 - 1712 be read and
applied where applicable. Our church officials have
said "once a priest, always a priest". This may be true,
but I caution them to also note that if the ordination
was invalid due to lack of proper intention, then the
priest was not a priest in the first place, but only
~r'.'c"red to be one; the sacrament was lacking.
df.'l
.(,d

In the case ofJames Joseph Hickey, one could raise
ions as to the validity of his ordination on the
of lack of right intention. Was the intention
the church? Or was it the intention of James
HlCiey: On September 8, 1988, he pleaded guilty to
of sexual offenses that took place between
197::'
January 1958 (Evening Telegmm,
1. I

This means that while Mr. Hickey was a deacon
within five months prior to his ordination on May
1970, he wa<; actually involved in illegal and
sexual activities that continued after his
hH1. if one were familiar with the Code of Canon
one could only assume that there is reason
on the dates above that Mr. Hickey's ordination
invalid, illicit and null and void.
It is up to the Archbishop to impugn the validity
this ordination and present a Petition of Nullity to the
church congregation. Canon 1708
The cleric himself, the ordinary to whom he
i~. subject, or the ordinary in whose diocese he
was
have the right to impugn the
of sacred ordination.
Not only does the Archbishop as ordinary have a
to put this cause forth, he also has a sacred and
duty to do so.
If the Archbishop refuses to put such cases
memhers of the laity will have no choice but to
ion Rome for the resignation of Archbishop
Pt'filley. The laity wit! have no choice but to present a
case to Rome asking for a new Archbishop, a new
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Archbishop who will take the appropriate action against
clerics who are no longer wanted as priests by the
people of this Archdiocese, who in the opinion of many
church members should no longer be behind a collar.
These castaways from the priesthcxxl should, however,
be welcome in the pew with others as we acknowledge
that the church is a church for sinners.
Even though the law presumes validity unless
proven otherwise, there is reason to believe that Mr.
Hickey's ordination, and possibly the ordination of
others, is invalid and worthy of investigation.
The present or new Archbishop needs to put these
items forward himself and draw upon people who will
explore the Codes with him. He should not rely on his
clergy, who are in a state of deniaL
In her bcx:lk, On Death and Dying, Elizabeth
Kuebler-Ros5 describes five stages in the dying process.
Parallels can be drawn between these stages and those
which our clergy and laity are going through: 1. Denial
and Isolation, 2. Anger, J. Bargaining, 4. Depression,
5. Acceptance.
I would suggest that members of this CommiSSion,
the Archbishop, the clergy and the laity read this book
or similar book..<; 10 help them to process that which
they are experiencing. I would also suggest the reading
of Desire and Denial by Gordon Thomas, which will help
the reader to place a world focus on sexuality within
the church.
I would suggest that members of the clergy as well
as the faithful seek professional help or self-help groups
to help deal with the baggage they are carrying as a
result of being part of this dysfunctional Archdiocese.
May God grant the people of thL<; Archdiocese the
wisdom to integrate the past with the present and the
strength to build a bridge to the future.
If it be the wish or desire of this Special
Commission of Enquiry, I will gladly prepare additional
comments or recommendations on any issue or concern
brought forward in my brief. I would also be willing 10
comment on any other L<;sue that this CommL<;sion
would like me to address.

-----------,,-"=---

4

,ake this opportunity to thank the
for affording me the time to
cnd to share with you my feelings
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The Burin Peninsula Child Protection [{eam
Marystown

The Burin Peninsula Child Protection Team consists of Educators, Social Workers, Medical Pro-

fessionals, and RCMP representatives.
Members
volunteer their rime to combat the growing problem of
abuse in the Burin Peninsula area. The team was
in 1985 out o( a realization of the escalation of
reported cases of abuse in the area.
Child abuse falls into three categories: sexual,
ne!Clect. The Burin Peninsula is not alone
with
problem of child abuse; it is found in all areas
of society. The formation of this team allows all
concerned personnel to meet and discuss suspected
GL<;'cs of child abuse in the strictest confidence and
appropriate action is decided upon, with the safety of
the child the foremost concern.
There are currently seventeen such teams throughout Newfoundland and Labrador. The major goal of
the teams is to provide a vehicle of prevention and
education. A5 such, members of the Burin Peninsula
Child Protection Team are willing to provide Public
Awareness Programs or provide training in matters of
abuse. The overall goal of the team is to co-ordinate a
.
approach to deal with child abuse.
Because of time constraints this brief is presented
in point fonn only. A more detailed brief will be
submitted to the Commission of Enquiry at a later date.

RECOMME:r-..1)A nONS
The Burin Peninsula Child Protection Team
strongly believes that counselling services to victims of

abuse by the Clergy should be available on the Burin
Peninsula. Approximately thirty five victims have come
forward; this number of victims is proof of a need for
local counselling services.
The Church should not be the agency who delivers counselling services to victims. The Church
should pay the cost (or such services from independent
counselling agencies.
Recent statements by Church leaders regardtng
who should take responsibility for the ablL';e shows a
lack of understanding about child abuse. Clergy who
have abused children are to take full responsibility.
Victims are not to blame.
Statistics reveal that child abusers are rarely cured
of their tendency to abuse children. Therefore, what
will happen once convicted child abusers are returned
to the community? Will they be assigned to Parishes?
Clergy who have been found guilty of abuse have
violated their position of trust and therefore should
never again be granted that trust. They should never
be placed in a position where they will have access to
children.
The Burin Peninsula Child Protection Team
believes that rhe timing of the Commission's request for
briefs on the Bll1in Peninsula is inappropriate. 7:30
p.m. on a Friday night is probably one of the most
inconvenient times for individuals to attend this
Enquiry.

September 15, J989
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The Catholic Women's League of Canada
Provincial Council of Newfoundland and Labrador

The Newfoundland and Labrador Provincial Council of the Catholic Women's League of Canada, with a
membership of approximately 1500, has been surprised
and pained by the knowledge that over the years trust
has been betrayed by clergy and young people have
been sexually abused.
That this could happen in Newfoundland and go
undetected for so many years came as a shocking
surprise to our members and evoked an attempt to
examine circumstances and situations that might have
caused or even permitted this situation.
We have concluded that many of the basic causes
were culturally rooted and might be spelled out in the
following statements.
The great respect traditionally tendered to the
priesthood placed individual priests in a class where
they were, for the most part, above sllspicion of any
serious wrong doing. The pedestal on which they were
placed attributed to them a kind of superhuman quality
which expected them to be all things to all people and
above the possibility of doing anything wrong.
Because of thL<; image of the priesthood even when
there could have been suspicion of wrong doing it was
kept secret among a few people.
This culturally accepted image of the priesthood
created two dangerous situations.
For the priest
himself, in some cases, it resulted in an exaggerated
sense of his power, authority and influence over people.
For the people there was a seIL'>e of helplessness in
the event they did have some suspicion. They saw the
Bishop as likely to take the part of the priest. They
hesitated to go to judicial authorities because of what
might be involved when they had no proof.

The Victims
The boys themselves might very well have felt that
conduct in which the priest was involved was morally
right.
They may not have realized the seriousness of the
conduct, or they may have been suffering from
complete lack of knowledge. As they acquired more
knowledge they may have developed a sense of guilt
and shame and be too embarrassed to tell anyone about
it.

It appears that neither in the home nor in the
school was adequate information given to enable young
people to recognize the danger or seriousness of the
matter.

Priests
The seventies were a time of crisis in the Roman
Catholic Church. Following Vatican Il there was widespread belief in value change in society, almost a reverse
of the codes of the sixties. Answers were no longer
black and white. It is possible some priests did not cope
with the change very well. This continual upset could
have been a factor in a priest's failing at any particular
time to cope with his own sexuality, keeping it in
harmony with virtuous living. In the case of pedophilia
it might have been a cause factor in their failing to
identify with this very serious illness.
The failure of many pastors to follow the directives
of Vatican II and form a palish council responsible for
the operation of the parish resulted in too much power

I
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being held by the priest. This was particularly evident
in the control over the parish monies.

No respect was paid to the need of every priest to
have time for himself, time for his parishioners and time
for prayer and reflection. Overburdened, priests were
prey to misuse of their faculties and possible addiction.
The clergy shortage and growing pastoral demands
may have resulted in the failure of ministers to help and
serve each other in identifying their weaknesses and/or
illnesses.

RECOMME:t'-.TDAnONS
As we see it, there are many people and many
contributing facts to be considered in creating
circumstances that would eliminate, as far as possible,
recurrence of this tragedy.
Safeguards must be established for the henefit of
the priests, the youth, parents, parish and community.
\X'e respec~fully recommend the following suggestions as
minimal to insure the situations we have been
c:x:lmining do not occur again, and should any incident
occur that it will be brought to light and adequately
deait with immediately.

Healing Process
Victims and their families must be cared for with
the best possible professional help available. Wounds
must be healed.
who are found guilty must
punished,
following which they must be treated and cared for in
the ramifications of their illness.
Both the accused and the victims must
monitored on an on-going basis for a period of time set down
by professionals.
Offenders, once identiAed, must not be placed in
situations where children would be at risk. All relations
with children must become transparent.

Priests
Candidates for the priesthood must be subjected to
a more rigid screening process, with more thorough
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procedures for psychological and psychOSOCial testing.
The programs of formation given in the seminaries
should be frequently evaluated to make certain they
prepare future priests to adequately cope with the
situations, problems and pastoral needs with which they
will have to work.
More support groups are needed so that priests
may be enabled to seek help when they become aware
of their weaknesses which surely must manifest
themselves before a crime of this magnitude - the sexual
abuse of children - is committed.
Clergy suffering from illnes.<>es must be directed to
therapy. Request for leave, after admission of need,
must be readily granted and assistance provided.
The lifestyle of the priest should be in keeping
with is vocation.
Therefore priests should be paid adequate salaries,
but the finances of the parish should be handled by
competent parishioners.
It is an obvious fact that priests are often overworked, overtired and lonely. These conditions alone
could lead to wrong doing. Parishioners therefore
should give encouragement and appreciation to them in
friendship and hospitality.
The vocation of a priest demands primarily a
healthy spiritual life. It is hardly conceivable that this
could be adequately nourished by a short three or four
day communal retreat once a year. Over and aoove
periodic meetings of combined spiritual and business
content, strong encouragement must be given and
opportunity provided to each priest, every couple of
years, for an individual priest retreat, possibly of a
directed nature.
There should be some periodic evaluation of a
priest's expertise in working with a parish council and
with palishioners at large, so that if difficulties come to
light, profeSSional help can be given.
In their supervLsoty role of youth ministries priests
should be provided with support and assistance. They
should not be placed in the position, as many are today,
of distancing themselves from youth at all costs. Many
healthy and beneAcial relationships exist but are in
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langer of being undermined forever with the cur.-ent
"crisis" in our Church.

all times. This is necessary for the protection of both
priest and people.

Youth

Parish, Communiry and GeneTal

Young people must be provided with adequate
knowledge. This would include giving them clear,
accurate information about sexual child abuse and ways
in which they might protect themselves. They must
also be encouraged to tell about incidents of a sexual
nature and report even suspected ca<>es to the proper
authority.

The public should be made aware of the present
Child Welfare Act which requires the reporting of
suspicion.

Children who report sexual abuse should be given
emotional support and taught not to feel guilty, as it
was not their fault.
Children should be exposed to education in sexuality from their earliest years, both at home and in school.

Parents
Parents and teachers should be given an opportunI to acquire, and be strongly urged to avail of,
adequate knowledge that will enable them to provide
young people with necessary information about their
sexuality and about the dangers to which they are
constantly exposed.

There is need for social conditioning which would
develop respect fot the dignity of human beings, men,
women and children.
There must be better training for public servants
such as police and counsellors.
There must be strong and active opposition to the
pornographic material so easily available to adult and
youth, as it has been determined that sexual deviance
and violence are often the direct result of familiarity
with such material.
Some form of regional awareness committees which
would address the prevalence of incest, total
pennissiveness, lack of respect and other social evils and
permit people to know what is going on.

LeaJership

Parents must be encouraged to make certain that
they know where their young people are at all times,
and why they are there. They should be suspicious of
unusual or strange invitations or requests.

While leadership is demanding and there is
no perfect leader, there is probably need for
closer relations between bishop and priest
and bishop and parish, as well as closer
liaison with individual parish councils.

Parents should encourage an openness between
themselves and their children that would make it easy
for reporting unusual conduct in relation to sexual
matters.

Many parishes are still without parish
councils. This should not be tolerated. Pressure should
be pur on pastors to work with parishioners and form
strong and effective parish councils.

Whenever rumour starts in connection with suspicious relations between a cleric and youth, responsibility
should be accepted in charity to ciL<;cuss it with the
priest and/or his superior, with emphasis on the fact it
is a rumour.

Much could be gained if the hierarchical
model now in operation were changed from the vertical
route of bishop to priest, priest to people, to a
horizontal model of the People of God working with
bishop and priest in a mutually respected atmosphere.

Overnight camping or other outdoor activities
should have a parent or responsible lay adult present at
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Qmdusion
The Catholic Women's League is very appreciative
of and grateful for the arduous work being done by the
Commission. It is the prayerful hope of all members
thllf the blessing of Almighty God will be with you and

that your work will be brought to a successfu
conclusion for the betterment of all.

Gertrude M. Parsoru

Provincial President

November 24, 1989
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Sam Connors
Pouch Cove

First of all I wish to make it clear to the Commission I am writing as a concerned parishioner of St.
Agnes' parish, and not as Mayor of the Town or
District Deputy of the Knights of Columbus.

a respected parish, and to clarify the doubts of
parishioners, an internal audit of the parish's finances
should be carried out covering the period of John
Corrigan's tenure a.s parish priest.

Since the sexual abuse scandals have come to the
forefront, I have written Archbishop Penney on two
occasions to express my feelings. Following the second
letter, I received an empty reply from His Grace.

I strongly support the formation of a parish council
to administer the affairs of the parish. However, unless
this body is given decision- making authority it will not
fulfil the purpose for which I feel it should be
established - that is, to oversee the financial and
spiritual needs of the parish. The parish priest, in any
parish, must be accountable to his parishioners and not
given a free hand to expend funds a.s he pleases, or
leave his parish for extended periods with approval
(except for annLlal vacation).

My frustrations over the entire affair have not
eased with time. While my faith has been sustained,
my attitude and commitment towards the parish have
remained at a low ebb. Consciously, this bothers me.
A priest, so dedicated and hard working as Father
Purcell, should not have to suffer because of the actions
of his predecessor.
I have heard rumblings, but have no conclusive
evidence, that there are other victims in this parish who
have not come forward, probably hecause of the stigma
attached. Obviously, the older victims could not live
with these actions bottled up inside them and were
prepared to live through the ordeaL If in fact there are
younger victims, and if there is any decency left in John
COrrigan, he should reveal the names of those boys to
a confidential committee.
This committee could
discreetly meet with the families concerned and, if
necessary, counselling should be provided now. The
future of these children should not be destroyed.

I have, through news media reports and Father
Purcell, learned of the appointment of this CommLssion.
However, I do not fully understand the scope of your
mandate. I do, however, fully realize the mammoth
task before you. If, as a result of your efforts, the
victims and their families receive the psychological and
spiritual counselling needed, and the Roman Catholic
community restored to the respectable and proud image
it once possessed, then I feel you will have fulfilled your
obligation.
I regret being out of the province at this time and
not in a position to personally present my views, but I
take this opportunity to wish you every success in your
endeavours.

RECOMME:Nl)AnONS
To as,sist Father Purcell in his sincerity to maintain

June 6, 1989

?'-
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The Council of Priests
St. John's

\

1. "To inquire into factors which might have contributed to the sexual abuse of children by some members
of the clergy; which factors may include family
background, education, lifestyles, mutual support
systems, or any other pertinent circumstance."

spirituality which is not helpful for diocesan ~
There is an absence of a deep, quiet, reflective, prayer
life, a lack of good spiritual direction, and an inability
on the part of priests to organize and plan tim
communal prayer.

We are of the opinion that there are several cultural influences:

Many of our brightest and best ~ looking for
spiritual growth outside the Roman Catholic Church.

A sense that patriarchy was pushed too far and is
ending as a way of ordering society.

When it comes to time management, priests find
it difficulr to balance leisure and work. Somerimes it is
hard to plan days off - this means overwork. When
your home is your office all this leads to stress,
overwork and intense anxiety.

The feminist movement impacting on society and
the Church.
The shift from an institutional, autocratic Church
to a Church that is open to more democratic,
communal processes.
The breakdown of the family unit and weak family
structures.
Priests did not escape the sexual revolution of the
sixties and seventies.
.\jl
•
The tendency to psychologize and individualize
our modem society with a corresponding devaluation of;,
the collective and the communal.

1\

listed above are the result of two
brainstorming sessions we held in May.)
(TI'e
."

We aL"o see many lifestyle trends:

Priests' self-concept suffers from a lack of personal
recognItIon, low satisfaction in our work, little
appreciation and little challenge, being treated as
children, and an inability to accept weaknesses and
strengths.
Personal autonomy is challenging because we have
to meet parishioners' expectations; we sometimes have

a warped sense of authority and obedience; we tend to
leave serious problems to our superior to handle and
deal with effectively; we
a sense of powerlessnt."'ss
o,ver our own lives; we lack a sense of real decision
lJlaking - we are advisers only and so we do not take
6wnership
and responsibility for the Church.
,

0/ i

Our diocesan profile highlights the fact that our

•
Emotionally,. many pIiests lack deep, mat.ure, per~ rri.ests need to integrat~ external ~haviour and internal
sanal relationships and so the lack of trust, support andl 'r",areness. The profile also pomted out that some
afflnnation that come from relationships leads to ~ priests were operating out of conventional morality.
'!'
We live a sheltered life - food, housing, medical
loneliness and overv.:ork.
lnsurance
and pension benefits are provided. The
Professionally, priestly life consists of meetings,
~tipend we receive for personal items does not lead us
many of which are non· productive, energy.draining and
a waste of time.
Spiritually, we suffer from an emphasis on monastic

lo take ,esponsibiHty for om Iiv,es.

~

'" J

9

g~ . ( ,

LX 1 lh.'
¥' (iv~ .

VA'~ . ~-,t-: ~d)
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Bishops have not listened to priests' concerns, eg
Synod on Priesthood in 1970s.

That the Workshop "Remembering Church" be
sponsored here as a first step.

2. "To inquire how such behaviour could have gone
undetected and unreported for such a long period of
time".

4. "To make recommendations that will ensure that the
Church has effective procedures for becoming aware of,
reporting and dealing with incidents of deviant
behaviour that might occur."

There was a general awareness among the Presby.
terium that some of its members had a homosexual
orientation.

As a Council of Priests we did not know of child
sexual abuse by priests
it never came up at any of
our meetings prior to 1988.
As ordained priests we trusted one another and
assumed commitment to the Church's moral teaching.
The role of the laity and priest - and their relationship - may have contributed to child sexual abuse undue trust, unearned respect, pedes tailing priests, etc.
l'\ature of the crime inhibits detection - it is done
in secret, seemingly well planned, protected by the
individual.
3. "To make recommendations to provide for the
spiritual, psychological and social healing of the victims
and their families".

RECOMMEl\TOAnONS
That the Archdiocese commit itself to the ongoing
healing and support of victims and their families.
That the Interdisciplinary Committee put in place
by the Bishop be expanded in mandate and personnel
to handle all complaints to deviant behaviour against
individuals in the service of the Archdiocese.
That the Pastors and parishioners be open to the
pastoral care of victims and families.
That we as Church, in consultation with liturgists,
look to our rituals - conversion, exorcisms, anointings,
scrutinies, reconciliation, fa.<;ting, prayer, penance
celebrations
and plan a process that calls the whole
Church to faith and conversion (ecumenical?).

RECOMMENDAnONS
That any person having a complaint of deviant
behaviour against individuals in the service. of the
Archdiocese have access to the Bishop and means be
taken to make this known.
That the Chancery Office draft new Archdiocesan
procedures - based on the Code of Canon Law - for
dealing with deviant behaviour;
That canonical procedures be listed and promulgated in every parish on a regular basis.
That civil law requirements be regularly published.
That the Archdiocesan Commission on Child Sexual Abuse be expanded to include victims of deviant
behaviour by individuals in the service of the
Archdiocese.
That the procedures taken by the Diocese in the
ca.<;e of a complaint being made be published.
5. "To make recommendations respecting the selection
of candidates for the priesthood, the promotion of
holistic growth of the clergy, the fostering of health
relationships
clergy and laity and the provision
of support for the clergy to help them cope with deep
psychological problems."

RECOMMENDAnONS
That a Vocation Commission be established with
representation from the whole Church
laity, clergy
and religious.
TI!at we work to develop new attitudes, eg, laity go
to conferences on Vocations sometimes.
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That we continue psychological testing before ac,
cepting or rejecting candidates.
That we not neglect good, open common sense the wisdom of the community.
That the community be actively involved in the
selection of candidates. eg, what kind of layman, how
involved in Church, in what capacity - are they good
laity?
That seminaries' report be shared with the Vocations Commissions.
That candidates be recommended by the Vocations
CommL'>Sion.
That notices throughout the Diocese before
candidacy for Holy Orders and Banns before ordination
to major orders be published.
That when placed in a parish for a pastoral year,
a candidate be Cl good active lay person;
with the Pastor be given responsibility and that
they be called upon by the Bishop to make
recommendations regarding the candidate's readiness for
priestly ministry.
\\le recommend under promotion of holistic health
(Looking at the four dimensions of the JY;:rson intellectual, emotional, spiritual, physical);

RECOMMEN'DATIONS
That the Church promote growth of the Diocesan
priest as a person living secular priesthood rather than
religious life.

A INTEllECTUAL
That the Diocese train priests now in skills necessal)' for future ministry, eg Clinical Pastoral Education
for hospital chaplains, etc.
That provision be made for trained spiritual directors - lay and clergy.
Priests just ordained need more direct on the job
sl)pervL"ion in order to improve their skills.
The plan for sabbaticals be implemented and phased in - it is already on paper (cf. Ministry of Priests

Program).
That we refine the structure of our Diocese _
there are too many meetings of an advisory naturej
because of this there is a low level of ownership of
decisions.
The structure, purpose and scheduling of meetings
be studied with a view to ensuring maximum
productivity and reducing stress.

B. EMODONAL GROWTH
That we try to change peoples' attitudes and perceptions regarding personal friends and relationships;
priests need mature, adult friends for personal growth.
That encouragement be given to priests to develop
satisfying relationships and mutual trust - men to
women, men to men.
Celibacy

loneiiness are "killing" some priests;

That optional celibacy be promoted.
Due to the complexity of our world, the wide
spectrum of people we deal with, our inability to
confront, use of time and work, we recommend a
continuing educa~ion program, development of support
and skill groups.
hat priests take responsibility for their lives - be
adult vis-a-vis work - no one can live wholesomely in
one's workplace, be on call 24 hours a day, seven days
a week: so we recommend two days off a week.
We recommend a change in Diocesan structure parish
meetings are draining priests of
energy. We further recommend more lay involvement
in the Church at
making levels.

C. SPIWTUAL
We recommend more emphasis on prayer - personal and communaL
That spiritual direction be encouraged in our Diocese.
That our spirituality be apostolic, not monastic.
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D. PHYSICAL

tapping the energies of younger priests;

That we build more rest and relaxation into our
schedules.

older priests be able to retire earlier;
some priests may decide on a second career;

That we have regular checkups and medicals.

Sisters, commission directors and pastoral workers
need ongoing support in ministry.

That we take better care of our health - sleep,
weight, diet, days off, holidays, etc.

pastoral leadership formation programs;
current Renewal Project.

E

FOSTERING

HEALTIIY

REI.ATlONSillPS

BElWEEN CLERGY AND IAI1Y
~UPPORT FOR CLERGY
•
Encourage total stewardship as a way of ChrlstialY
PSYCH01..l.X3ICAL CXJNCERNS

WITH

DEEP

I

living.
/
That our Diocese support Southdown as a rehabilitation centre for clergy.
•
Ownership, co-responsibility and subsidiarity lbe
~ • That Diocese provide counselling services.
our operating principles.
•
Develop and promote renewal of the Churc
That Diocese pay priests a just living wage.
formation of the laity, by offering gocxl adult faith ,
That Diocese promote independent living.
development.
<,
Separate life and work - not living in your place
We revamp the Personnel Committee along the
I
f work.
lines of:
consulting Parish Councils before clerical, lay appointments;

t
,

That Diocese provide gocxl pensions and gocxl

using people's gifts;
November 26, 1989
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Stephen J. Darcy
St. John's

In res(X>I1Se to your recent invitation for submissions, I would like to offer some reflections on the
current questions which face our Church today. What
foHows, could I am sure, be better expressed by others,
but J think it important that as many of us as possible
contribute if even in a small way - to the discussion
of these issues.
Factors contributing to the sexual abuse of young
people by certain members of the clergy

Per.sonal:
I think it important at the outset to stress that the
major factor contributing to the sexual ilbuse of our
young 'people resides in the individuals responsible for
these acts. We should not lose sight of the fact that
these men chose to engage in activities which were
both morally reprehensible and socially criminal.
Regardless of the complex psychological, social or
religious factors that no doubt played a part, the fact
remains that these individuals made a conscious
decision, one that was ultimately their individual
responsibility.
It seems an unavoidable conclusion to postulate
that the victims themselves were chosen very carefully.
This would at least explain in part how such activity
could continue undetected for so long a time. To
attempt a "character profile" of the victims would, I
believe, be an injustice to the more complex reality of
the individuals and their situations. Nevertheless, I also
believe that these young people were selected because
the perpetrators felt they could be "safely victimized".
Unlike their aggressors, I do not believe we can hold
these young people responsible for the abuse at any

stage. I do think, however, that we must bear some of
the blame for the vulnerability of these young people.

Religious:
It is probably no coincidence that such a plague has
been visited upon the Catholic community in
Newfoundland-not because we are less moral than our
sister faiths. but because of the mental and social
structure of our faith, and its particular expression in
Newfoundland culture. The hierarchy of religious
authority within our community was, until recently, a
moral hierarchy as well. The authority vested in our
clergy as clergy was de facto extended to their moral
character giving them a personal authority as well as
a religious one. This was a dangerous cocktail - one
which many individuals within the ranks of the clergy
refused to drink. For the opportunistic individual,
however, such authority within the community could be
used to satisfy one's own personal ends.

SituationaI:
It was not enough for the perpetrators of these
crimes of sexual abuse to have the inclination for sllch
activiry - they must also have been able to create the
appropriate situations, to actually carry it out. Each of
these individuals had what amounted to unrestricted
access to their victims and to settings which ensured
that their activities would not likely be discovered. In
some instances, it appears as if these activities required
substantial financial resources. It seems to me that a
major advance in the prevention of such crimes can be
made by making the creation of such "situations" very
difficult for those in positions of trust in our
communities.
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The Victims and their Families
Healing of the victims and their families within our
community of faith requires first and foremost that we
truly listen to their pain and anguish. The fonnation of
this Commission has the potential to contribute
significantly to this process. However, I believe that our
ability "as church" to hear our brothers and sisters is in
danger of being compromised by what appears to be the
struggle by the institutional church to "save face" before
the media. Any hope of reaching the people who have
been hurt by these events depends upon our willingness
to "shift the focus" from "saving face" to "saving grace".
~rhen these victims hear the defensive posturing of
many official and "semi-official" statements, they cannot
but be suspicious of the healing hand that is being
offered.
Church, I believe, must show itself as "healer"
as opposed to "teacher", it must be present as
"sacrament" and not just "institution". At the same
time, the victims, their families, and indeed all of us,
~d to see concrete policies formed and made public.
These policies should at least deal with the following
areas:
Relations between clergy and young people preventing the situations in which abuse is possible;1ikely;
parental consent to, and presence at activities.
Guidelines to be followed in the event of an
accusation of abuse made against a member of the
clergy.
Rehabilitation and reemployment of convicted
Clergy.
1

Reporting and Prevention

\Vhile it is important for the Church to find efficient and immediate ways to detect and report abusive
activity on behalf of its clergy (the Parish council may
have a role here), it is, I believe, imperative for the
Church and particularly this Commission to explore
methods to prevent such activity in the future. Parents
':lnd children need to be educated about the rights of
.1ildren to their own bodily integrity, and ways that
they can protect against violations of this integrity while

remammg open and trusting young people. The
Church, with its Parishes and schools, is in an ideal
position to carry on such a program of education. In
all of the sennons that I have heard 11 address the issue"
of sexual abuse among our clergy, little, if anything, has
been given in terms of preventative advice. At present
our Catholic community is notorious for the damage it
has done to our young people - why can't we begin to
gain notoriety for our efforts in the prevention of sexual
do we
abuse? The resources are already out there
have the will?

Priesthood: "Called from the Community, Formed
by the Community, Responsible to the Community."
I believe the key to improving the selection and
formation of candidates for the Priesthood, is in giving
the community res/Jonsibility :md authority in the process.
In short, the people should be more adequately
consulted as to the fitness of individual candidates, and
have a role to play in their subsequent formation and
Of importance here I believe, is the
evaluation.
candidate's ability to relate in a truly human way to the
community he serves. I think we are beginning to see
that this is more important than the Theological and
Philosophical knowledge acquired and evaluated
through the academic training of the candidate. After
all, no one has questioned the doctrinal integrity of any
of the members of the clergy yet convicted or charged
with crimes of abuse. What has been questioned has
been the destructive pattern of their relHtionships within
the community.
Holistic growth of OLlr clergy can, I believe, only be
To
effectively fostered within the community.
accomplish this, 1 think the Priest must become more
open to the community, and the community must
accept and support the human minister in their midst,
both emotionally and spiritually. In order for true lifegiving "bonds" to develop between the Pastor and his
community, I think the Church has to re-evaluate two
of its current policies.
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Frequent Transfm:

!

hire full-time lay administrators for each parish. Let the
Unless the match between Priest and community ) Pastors be concerned with the "people" and not the
is a destructive one, frequent transfers will, in my / \\ "property" of God.
opinion, serve only to prevent the fonnation of l'
.
mutually strengthening relationship between the tw6.
CONCLUSION
This leaves the Pastor "on his own resources" and the
My hope is that we as church will be up to
community regarding the new arrival as they would the
meeting the challenges that have arisen out of this
latest "branch manager".
horrific experience. We must not care so much about
"saving face"; we must honestly admit our faults; and
we must strive, with the help of the Holy Spirit to:
Heavy Administrative BUTderu:
protect our children; heal our broken; and fonn our
Why have we called men from our communities,
communities
into more open and life-giving expressions
trained them in Theology, and fonned them in
of the people of God we are meant to be.
Spirituality, only to make them full-time managers?
Surely this burden contributes to neither the Pastor's
nor the community's spiritual growth! I believe the
Church should make the financial commitment and /

Stephen J. Darcy
24, 1
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Carmel Doyle
St. John's

INTRODUCTION
It has taken me some time to decide whether or
not to make a submission to this Commission of
Enquiry. Let it be quite clear that I speak from within
the Church community and, as such, I share the pain,
anger and disillusionment of many. To the victims and
their families, I wish to offer my heartfelt sorrow for
what has happened to them. I marvel at the couracre
of the young men who have come forward to put :n
end to their own victimization as well as that of others.
I thank them for the leadership and the opening for
healing that they are providing, so that we can begin to
deal with the problem of child sexual abuse both within
the Church and society at large. I am also concerned
for many of our priests who have been deeply wounded
by the criminal activities of their brother priests.
Because of my involvement with St. T eresa's
Parish, I have had both the opportunity to come to
terms with my own feelings and beliefs in this matter
and the privilege of assisting others to do the same. I
have had the experience of taking part in similar
discussions with educators from every school in the
jurisdiction of the St. John's School Board. I was also
named by the Archbishop to serve on the Archdioces::m
Ad Hoc Committee established to assist parishes in
which victims had laid charges against the convicted
priests. Be-cau.se of these many experiences I feel that
I have had an opportunity to gain insight that has not
been available to many.
I feel a responsibility to
share with you some of
insights gleaned from my
many contacts with concerned members of both the
laity and the clergy. I have no wish to cause further
hurt within the
but J do feel compelled to
address three of the
within the mandate of
the Commission:

How could these crimes continue undetected for
so long?
What can be done to prevent this from happening
again?
How can we insure that there is proper screening
of candidates to the priesthood to avoid this problem in
the future?
These areas of concern will be dealt with in three
sections:
Abuse of virtue, authority and trust,
Qualities of service/priesthood,
Related issues.
Abuse of Virtue, Authority and Trust

Even a cursory glance at
parishes of the
Archdiocese reveals a devotion and fidelity to the
Church that astounds many in this day and age. Given
the events of the past eighteen months this faithfulness
becomes even more remarkable. We have a tradition
of obedient adherence to the Roman Catholic faith as
well as a loyal affection and reverence for its hierarchy.
Until quite recently, the highest honours available to
Catholic families were vocations to the priesthood or
religious life by a family member or, fa~og_tbatl a.cl se

;:::"J'gC;:iii!~~,!.of~I~~_!~~~~ a~~~ Our education

~

ystem

instilled In us (sometimes'rather forcefully) the
Cath.~lic virt.ues of unquestioning obedience, discipline,
humllIty, and reverence for authority and the s8cred.
Asa'PeOpI~ thathacfacTear understanding of thedisposition required to partake in the sacramental life of
the Church, it never
to us that our priest
could not be trusted.
After all, he was the
representative of Christ in our midst, as well as our
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teacher in matters of morality. This history, coupled
with the reality that, for most Catholics, both
educational and professional opportunities were severely
limited, meant that the priest was willingly given
unlimited power and authority in the life of the parish
and the Catholic community.
Mistakenly or not, we saw these attitudes and
behaviours as virtues, and fostered and rewarded them
accordingly. Likewise, young men, who had inherited
the same Catholic values, understood that with
ordination would come the deference that had long
been accorded ro their predecessors. For some this
caused embarra..'lSment and discomfort; man)' simply
accepted it as the norm. Yet, for some orhers it
provided the license ro claim for themselves the
"devotion" and "obedience" that rightfully belonged to
God and was intended for the upbuilding of the faith
nor (or t he gratification of self-indulgence.
With access to such unlimited power comes the
need for general and specific accountability. But to
whom is the priest accountable? Is he accountable to
his parishioners, who have been taught that they have
neither the ability, the education, the right, nor the
power to question Christ's representative? (Indeed, even
in those parishes in which parish councils exist, it is
most often the norm - as provided in canon law - that
the priest has the right to veto any decision or proposed
course of action.) Is he accountable to the Bishop, who
can only know that there is a problem if it is reported
by parishioners who too often lack the self-confidence
empowerment necessary' ro make such Cl decision?
Could the convicted priests have been expected to
advise the Bishop (or anyone else) of their criminal
activity? Could other priests, supposing they had access
to such information, be counted on to break ranks and
report on their brother priests? Is it reasonable to
expect that children have either the capacity or the
credibility needed to report such atrocities about the
most respected members of the community? Discovery
and accountability are made almost impo&sible within
the parameters of the limited structures availahle within
the Church. And because we have been obedient, loyal
and in retrospect, naive, our "virtue" has become
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implicated in the abuse of power that ultimately found
expression in the criminal activity of some of our
priests.
When we speak of the "abuse of a position of
trust" we must accept that this abuse could occur only
if trust were freely given in the first place. In our case,
it was - an unquestioning, blind and complete trust
based on fidelity to the gospel and the sacramental life
of the Church as well as on the respect earned by
generations of many humble, honest and faithful
pastors.
A few priests, by abusing the power and position
afforded them by their ordination, have shown that
they are no longer worthy of such position or trust.
These convicted priests committed serious offenses the offenses of physically, emotionally and sexually
ahusing our children as well as the equally seriOlIS
offenses of taking advantage of the virtue and gcx-xiness
of their parishioners and placing their brother priests
under a cloud of suspicion and mistrust. They took our
virtue and our trust and used them against us. They
have done grave harm to the local Church and must
not be given the opportunity ro repeat this offence.
Painful as it might be, we must realize that our
complete, unquestioning trust as a community was one
of the elements that provided an opening for some
unscrupulous, self-serving men to victimize children
entrusted to their care. Given this hard truth, we must
ensure that we will never again give such unlimited
power and trust to any person, based solely on office or
position in any institution. As members of the human
community we must acknowledge the reality, power and
of evil. As a faith community we must
take pains to ensure tbat we do not reduce the need for
accountability and responsibility simply because a
person has been touched by the waters of Baptism or
the oils of Ordination. Trust and authority must be
earned through a personal history of honest, cooperative service and humble leadership. As responsible
adults and as f;:,ithful members of the Church we must
see that the proper structures are created to ensure that
Church leaders are accountable to those they serve.
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We have seen that we cannot rely on the
structures to protect us from weakness, sinfulness and
evil. Though the Church may not be a democracy, it
can be made much more responsible and accountable
to all its members. The canons of the Church provide
us with the means to assure such responsiveness. We
now realize the need to protect ourselves and the
integrity of the Gospel community from being victimized
and destroyed. In the words of Jesus as recorded by
Matthew, we must strive to become as "cunning as
snakes and yet innocent as doves", for we are living as
"sheep among wolves" (10:16).
Qualities of Service,lPriesthood

In responsible obedience to the Catholic tradition,
we must seek the model of leadership proposed by Jesus
and
in the Gospels if \\'e are to understand the
role of the priest in the christian community. There are
many incidents and passages which give clear insight
into the mind of Christ in this regard, but perhaps the
most striking is that portrayed in Chapter 13 of John's
Gospel. Here we find Jesus washing the feet of his
disciples and reminding them that they are called to
servants and to wash the feet of others. They are to
emulate his actions and attitudes and realize that as
leaders their chief task is to be that of service.
Similarly, Chapter 22 of Luke's Gospel and Chapter 23
of Matthew's both exhort the leaders of the community
not to lord it over others but to welcome as humble
servants.
What are some of the esteemed qualities of good
servants? Again we can look to the scriptures to Jearn
that a servant waits attentively on the master, even
when it means personal inconvenience
such as
staying up all night, going without food until the master
has eaten, taking personal risks on behalf of the one
served, and delivering messages exactly as given, despite
the consequences to the messenger. Since the focus of
attention is always on the one served, some of the most
basic qualities of servanthood are an awareness of
personal abilities and limitations, a desire to place the
gifts at the service of the one being served, and integrity
and fidelity in continued service. All of the foregoing

have obvious implications when applied to those
seeking ordination to the priesthood.
Any theology of vocation to the priesthood that
rests solely on the experience of an interior call by the
candidate, needs to be examined. The universal
Church has always recognized that the specific needs of
the community, as well as the qualifications of the
individual, had to be examined. Yet, sometimes in the
past, it seems that this wisdom has been forgotten. In
many cases, a young man would present himself to the
Archbishop, state that he felt called by God, and then
would be sent off to the seminary. The current
shortage of priests in the diocese must increaSe the
temptation to continue such a practice as parishes are
being forced to function without resident priests. How
is a diocese to respond when the need seems so great?
The entire faith community must assume its
rightful role in the face of this situation. If God calls to
priesthood, then God first gifts the individual with the
necessary qualities and abilities to respond to that call.
The nonnal way for such gifting to be recognized is to
subject it to the prayerful discernmenr of the faith
community - those who are to be served by the
candidate. This would necessitate some preliminary
supervised service in a parish setting so that both the
candidate and the faith community would have the
opportunity of seeing how this person might best be of
service to the Church - be it as an ordained minister
or as one commissioned to act in some other role.
During this period, the process of discernment could be
focused on bOlh the identification of gifts of leadership
as well as on the attitudes of servanrhood possessed and
exhibited. This
should
lengthy enough - a
winimum of one to t\.VO years so that the candidate,
the local faith community and the diocese would have
some degree of certainty that this person possessed both
the desire and the ability to serve others through a life
of perpetual, vowed celibacy, authentic, prayerful
example, and faithful, humble service.
Related Issues

One of the greatest concerns and accusations of
people throughout the diocese has been the lack of
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realistic leadership provided during this CrISIS In the
local Church. There are those who see this leadership
problem as being one of the causes of the current
situation. While we have had many experiences of
"formal and ceremonial" leadership in the archdiocese,
there has been a lack of "substantive" leadership for
quite some time. This has created a JX'wer vacuum
that has not always been filled with the most desirable
candidates. I t has allowed some individ uals or small
groups of individuals to wield influence and control far
beyond their competence and jurisdiction. As an "ingroup" emerged, concerned individuals and groups from
both laity and clergy often found themselves isolated,
discredited and blocked. It now see!1L<; worthy of note
that ]im Hickey was one of the most prominent
of this in-group.
Whatever the real role of the Archbishop. for the
twenty or
)'cars
of a holy man \'.·ho presides at public functions and
major liturgies in the Basilica, writes letters during
Advent and Lent, assigns priests ro various parishes and
duries, confinns adolescents, gives pennission for
Catholics to marry non-Catholics, and periooicCilly goes
to
have
they
not expect the present bishop to
be a real leCider. True, he takes part in the annual
Good Friday anti-abortion march, but that is a wellestablished Catholic practice and involves little risk or
controversy. Many of the really controversial issues get
handled by the Commissions of the diocese and the
to cornrncnr.

commissions struggle to provide infonnation
leadership on pertinent
and church issues,
is littie active support for them from either the
or the Priests. TI,0ugn the universal
local
church have directed that parish councils be established
in every parish, it has been left to the discretion of the
individual parish priest in the diocese if, when, and to
what degree, he will comply with the directive. ll1ere
seems to be little or no accountability in this area or in
matters of pastoral and liturgical practice. If the bishop
ever challenges parishes or priests (except in financial
matters) it is done very privately. The result of such a
perception of the role of bishop is that in general, we

have not expected the bishop to provide anything more
than formal leadership - particularly if it might mean
disturbing the priests.
Practically speaking, this has meant that any
person or group of persorLS challenging a priest's
decision-making or his life-style felt that there was
nowhere to go. There is no established grievance
procedure within the diocese.
And having been
brought up to respect and obey the priest without
questioning, such an approach not only didn't feel right,
it felt disobedient and sacrilegious.
Added to this was the traditional irLSistence of the
Church on presenting its briefS and ideals as nonnative
obligatory for all. Since priests were expected to be
holy as the spiritual leaders of the parish, this mear";t
that any wrong-doing on their part, had to be denied,
:en"a\' or
so ?~<; not [0
scandalize the fait~lful.
appeared to
an overconcern with preserving the public image of the sinless
church at almost any cost. Such an attitude made it
very difficult for priests and bishop to deal with reports
of "unpriestly" behaviour, whether it be in matters
sexual or financial. n1(:: inability to acknowledge
sllch activities seemed to incre?~'>e commensurate with
the degree of culpability or deviance from the
established nonn (especially in terms of any
unsanctioned sexual activity among priests, with a
particular blind spot being reserved for homosexual
activity).
____-~

,

The
of celibacy on the
have traditionally been
that the
as
priest should have little or no contact with women
the
As a result of this
interpretation,
excluded from most of
the adult socialization in their parL-;hes. The only
companionship that was deemed acceptable for prit."Sts
was that of boys and young men. As long as a boy was
with Father, it was assumed that everything was alright.
In fact it was deemed such an honour to have a child
a dose friend of the priest that families would take
pride in fostering such a relatiorLShip. And this was
accepted practice in this dicx:ese up to eighteen months
ago.

/
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Post-secondaty education has only become widely
available to the majority of Catholics in this province
within the past twenty to twenty-five years. This lack
of education and position within the community has
added immeasurably to the degree of trust and
dependence on the clergy and Church structures.
Because the priest was possibly the only Catholic in the
parish or community who had been to university or
who had studied theology he was revered. Indeed, we
knew instinctively that to question him on matters of
faith or morals was to jeopardize the gift of faith and to
invite possible damnation. Such boldness disclosed a
proud, rebellious spirit and was actively discouraged.
Today, though many parishioners have as much
education as their parish priest, there are few that will
openly question or challenge him because the
reverence, fear and practices of the past are slow to
change. Since there are no mechanisms or structures
in place, too many ordinary Catholics feel that they
have no way of registering disagreement with what is or
isn't done in the parish, and that, short of what appears
to them to be disloyalty and dL<;Qbedience, they cannot
question the priest.

CONCLUSION
All of this points to the great need in the diocese
for a change of heart at all levels. If the bishop is to be
bishop he must take the risk of leading; he must be
seen to be putting the well-being of his people above
the needs of the preservation of the structure. Like the
good shepherd, he must bind up the wounds of those
in need of healing and must identify the gaps in the
sheepfold that admit wolves that prey upon the lambs.
He must take steps to provide on-going counselling and
support services for the victims of the convicted priests.
He must provide leadership for the establishment of
channels of communication and accountability within
parishes and the diocese.
Priests must once again assume the role of good
and faithful servants within the parish - servants who
recognize the gifts of parishioners and encourage them
to develop these gifts for the good of the entire faith
community. Palish councils must be established in all

parishes and must become active agents in decisionmaking, management of funds, and general overseeing
of parish life.

As parishioners, we must come to accept,
acknowledge and activate the power of God's Spirit in
our personal and communal lives. We must claim the
dignity that is ours by baptism and respond by serving
one another as brothers and sisters in Christ. We must
relinq uish the faith of our childhood, and like the
apostle Paul, grow to the stature of responsible
adulthood. We have learned the hard way that we can
no longer give trust blindly - trust must be earned.
We must develop systems of accountability at both the
parish and diocesan levels. There should be diocesanand parish-sponsored programs for adults aimed at
developing a more educated and involved parishioner.
Parishes must become more actively involved in the
selection and sponsoring of candidates for the
priesthood. We should insist that convicted priests be
given access to rehabilitation and actively participate in
such programs if they ever wish to return to restricted
service in the Church. In addition they should serve a
period of suspension of priestly duties no shorter than
five years beyond their prison sentence (see Canon
1362, section 1, subsection 2 and Canon 1395). Only
at this point should their situation be reviewed and
they be either reinstated in a position of greatly reduced
trust under strict life~time supervision or be placed on
permanent suspension.
This is a critical periOd in the history of the
diocese.
It has been a time of sudden, painful
awareness. Whether this awareness is the herald of
death or of new life remains to be seen. One thing is
certain
simply waiting for this new awareness to go
away so things can get back to normal will not work.
We now know that much aoout what we viewed as
normal was unhealthy and destructive of individuals
and of the faith community. It would also be quite
naive to expect someone else to come and make
everything right. That task belongs to all of us
to
the local church. Responsibility for naivete, blindness
and inactivity must be acknowledged; and guilt must be
owned by all of us who have unwittingly allowed evil to
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flourish in our midst. Forgiveness must be asked of the
community and God, for only then can it be given and
ultimately celebrated. Time, space and resources must
be allocated for healing all those affected in any way by
this scandal. Finally I we must rest secure in the
knowledge that God has promised to be with us and

OH

will provide us with the courage, endurance and fidelity
we need to be a sign of Christ's ultimate victory over
evil and death.

July 6, 1989
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Bill Duggan
Torbay

PURPOSE AND OVERVIEW

1. It is a problem of values:

The present scandal has rocked the local
community. Two long-serving and respected ministers
of the Church repeatedly violated children of the
communities in which they served, violated the
teachings of the Church and violated the laws of
society. In its response to this crisiS, the institutional
Church, which has been the taproot of many people's
spiritual lives, has failed the victims and failed the
community. In general, the Church has failed to pastor
the victims and to foster healing and has instead
cloaked its responses in the language of criminal law
and Canon Law.

This scandal throws into grave question the spiritual
values of the priests who have been convicted.
However, it also raises the question of how priests in
this Archdiocese structure their personal value systems
and especially how they structure their thinking in
relation to sexual values.

Part of the mandate of the Commission of Enquiry
is to investigate the circumstances which contributed to
the problem of the sexual abuse of children by certain
members of the clergy and which permitted this problem
to continue undetected for such a long period of time.
This brief does not provide any background
information on these circumstances. Rather, the purpose
of this brief is to outline for the Commission certain
avenues of investigation which will enable it to fulfil ifs
mandate. My intention in preparing this brief has been
to make a series of comments and recommendations
which would help the Commission of Enquiry structure
its thinking and investigation as it works on its
mandate. In saying this, however, I recognize that the
Commission's work extends well beyond the questions
raL<;ed in this brief, and I make no claim that my
comments comprehensively cover the Commission's
work.
This brief approaches this scandal from two
perspectives:

2. It is also a management problem:
The priests who have been convicted very likely took
advantage of the position and circumstances in which
they found themselves (by virtue of being a minister of
the church) to engineer circumstances so that they
could engage in sexually abusive practices. This raises
the question of what kinds of administrative controls
are in place, within the Archdiocese, to monitor and
control the activities of priests in the practice of their
ministry.
This brief addresses the problem first from the
aspect of values and then from the perspective of
management. In all instances, the focus of the brief will
be to suggest to the Commission areas of concern that it

siJould investigate as it pursues its mandate.
Given the fact that the two priests who have been
convicted had long periods of service as priests, the
roots of this problem probably go back many years
within the Church. Therefore, the Commission of
Enquiry will have to ensure that its examination of
issues of concern within the Church extends back a
number of years, at least to the time that the two
convicted priests were accepted into the sen"linary, and
continues up to the present.
This historical perspective will in turn require the
Commission to research the archives of the
Archdiocese's files or to question individuals respecting
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policies, practices and events that happened a number
of years ago.
Accordingly, for some issues, the
Commission may have to rely upon the services of a
skilled and experienced historical researcher and for
other issues, engage the services of a skilled and
experienced professional investigator.

Canon Law, and I wish it to be clearly understood that
this terminology is not being used to put priests on a
pedestal that separates them from the rest of the
Church. It is my understanding that this special
obligation is a matter of Church law rather than Devine
law, and, as I indicated above, my personal belief is that
the special obligation should be dropped.

RECOMMENDATION

In the text of the brief, I make several references to the
Church's teaching on homosexuality. In doing so, I
wish to be clearly understood that:

It is recommended that the Commission of
Enquiry:
Adopt the stance that the examination of many of
the issues related to its mandate will have to be
characterized by a long~term historical perspective which
looks back at the activities of the Church over, for
example, the last thirty years and continues up to the
present.
L~TRODUCTORY

NOTES

Before proceeding with the details of my brief, I
wish to clarify several points and to outline certain
opinions and assumptions which help shape my views:
In the text of the brief, several references are made
to the Church's special requirement that priests be
celibate. In doing so, I wish it to be clearly understood
that 1 have believed for many years that the priesthood
should be open to both women and men and that the
priesthood should be open to both married and
unmarried persons. However, I do not consider the
special obligation for celibacy to be, per se, a casual
factor in the sexual abuse of children by priests, and I
fully understand that many sexual offenses against
children are in fact committed by married men.
However, despite these personal views, the current
scandal has to be examined within the context of the
special obligation for priestly celibacy since that
obligation, and its attendant requirement for chastity, is
part of the law of the Church for the current time, and
these priests, quite simply, violated the requirements of
the Church concerning their own ministry.
Throughout the brief, the term "special obligation"
of priestly celibacy is used. This terminology is llsed
only because it is the terminology used in the Code of

a) Modem insights into human behaviour and
sexuality suggest that for some proportion of humanity
homosexuality is a natural state of sexual preference.
As a committed Roman Catholic, I do not know how
to reconcile these insights with the Church's traditional
teaching on homosexuality. However, as with the issue
of priestly celibacy addressed above, the behaviour of
the priests who have been convicted has to be
examined within the context of the Church's current
teaching on homosexuality, particularly since priests are
one of the main sources of interpretation of Church
teaching for the faithful.
b) Notwithstanding 3.a above, I accept the fact
that in Canada homosexual activity is legal provided it
occurs between consenting adults.
c) I very clearly understand that not all
homosexuals are sexual abusers of children and that the
blame for the crimes of the priests who have been
convicted should not be generalized to cover all
homosexuals.
d) I also vel)' clearly understand that not all sexual
abusers of children are homosexuals. Hmvever, for
some reason, all of the instances in which priests have
been convicted of sexual abuse of children in this
Archdiocese have involved activities of a homosexual
nature. The same is also apparently true of those
allegations which form the basis for the charges which
have not yet been tried in court.
Throughout this brief, references are made to the
priesthood as a whole within this Archdiocese. In doing
so, I wish it to be clearly understood that I do not
believe that the blame for the crimes of the priests who
have been convicted should be generalized to cover all
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priests in the Archdiocese. However, the subject matter
of this brief suggests that the way that priests in general
are supported, counselled, and supervised in the
exercise of their ministry may have permitted or
encouraged some priests to engage in sexually abusive
activities. This possibility necessitates references to, and
a study of, the priesthood as a whole.

VALUE CONFLICTS
The offenses for which James Hickey and John
Corrigan were convicted must have presented them
with tremendous internal conflicts between their
personal behaviours and the values of the Church of
which they were members and ministers.
To date, these two priests have been convicted of
sexually abusing children, and it is possible that they
are aberrations within the local priesthood. However,
there is a widely held fear that something systemic
within this Archdiocese may have led to these deviant
episodes and permitted or encouraged them to
continue. This fear will increase if any of the charges
against other priests or former priests which are
currently before the courts also lead to convictions.
This section of the brief suggests that it is
necessary for the Commission of Enquiry to study the
way in which priests and seminarians in this
Archdiocese are assisted in understanding their own
human sexuality within the context of the special
obligation for priestly celibacy and the way that they
tend to formulate their thinking on sexual values.

The Prie.sthood as a "Culture"
Many profeSSions and organizations have "cultures"
which set them apart from the rest of society. These
"cultures" are composed of the distinctive traditions,
behaviours/practices, values and language that permeate
the organization or profession and that shape its
identity.
The priesthood has many of the characteristics of
sLlch a separate culture:

It identifies itself as a distinct brotherhood, and, by
tradition, it traces its existence and identity back in an
unbroken chain to Christ's institution of the priesthood
at the Last Supper.
It has a particular set of initiation rites (ie,
seminary training and the rite of Ordination).
It has a set of rituals with very carefully prescribed
roles that are reserved for the priest and equally
carefully circumscribed or proscribed roles for the laity.
It is the dominant part of a complex hierarchical
structure (ie, the Church) which in turn has its own
code of laws.

It has a hierarchy of formal titles and forms of
address (eg, Reverend Father; Monsignor; Your Grace;
ete.) .
It has its own technical language to describe the
functions and activities of a priest and until about
twenty-five years ago it even had, in the church's use of
Latin, a language that was largely used and understood
only by priests.
It has its own distinctive forms of attire including
both a range of ceremonial vestments and the less
formal dark suit, clerica1 shirt and Roman collar.
The Commission of Enquiry has to study the
culture of the priesthood in this Archdiocese and the
role it may have played in contributing to the sexually
abusive activities of certain priests.
Essentially, the question I am raising is whether
the culture of the priesthood in this Archdiocese may
have included certain values, beliefs or practices which
may have either:
Encouraged the recruitment of some individuals
with the predisposition to sexually abusing children; or
Inducted some seminarians or recently ordained
priests into patterns of sexually abusive activity as part
of their efforts to reconcile their human sexuality with
the Church's special obligation of priestly celibacy.
To do this, the Commission has to examine two
issues:
1. Value Systems: The way that the priests convicted of
sexually abusing children COI'L<;tructed their personal
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value systems to permit them to engage, over extended
periods of time, in activities that violated a range of
teachings of the Church in which they were ministers
(ie, they way that they resolved, on a personal level, the
tremendous value conflicts that their behaviour
presumably presented for them).
Of necessity, this study of value systems has to
extend beyond the convicted priests to determine
whether the way that the local priesthood in general
deals with an reconciles sexual values may have
permitted or contributed to the sexually abusive
activities of some priests.
2. Mt:rI!O'ring: The way in which seminarians and
recently ordained priests in this Archdiocese are assisted
in establishing themselves in their profession and finding
Wriys to live out the responsibilities and obligations of
their ministry, with particular attention to the special
for priestly celibacy.

Value Systems
All sin involves a conflict in values. Specifically,
it involves a conflict between the moral values thar one
holds and one's actual activities.
As a member of the Church, I understand that all
persons are sinners and therefore experience value
conflicts. I also understand that it is not right to put
priests on a pedestal and to expect them to live
according to standards that the rest of the Church is
not expected to attain.
However, the sexually abusive activities of those
priests who have been convicted must have presumably
presented them with tremendous value conflicts as
individual Roman Catholics and as ministers of the
Church:
They were ministers of a Church that has through
the ages placed great value upon children and upon the
responsibility of the family, the Church and the wider
community to cherish its children and to nourish them
physically, socially and spiritually. Yet they seduced
and physically abused children; they undemlined the
self-respect of these children and the trust that these
children should have had in the adult community
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around them; and they introduced these children to
sexual activities which violate the teachings of the
Church.
They were ministers of a Church that has
explicit prohibitions against sexual activity outside the
sacrament of Marriage. Being unmarried persons, these
priests presumably should have, therefore, considered
themselves bound by the Church's teachings on
chastity. Yet they were not faithful to the teachings of
the Church on chastity; they were very active sexually
and active over a prolonged period of time.
They were ministers of a Church that
requires its ministers to be celibate, and, given Church
teaching on chastity, the celibacy requirement also
logically precluded any type of sexual activity. Yet they
were not faithful to the special obligation of their
ministry.
They were ministers of a Church with explicit
prohibitions against homosexual activity. Yet all of the
instances of sexual abuse which have come to light
were homosexual in nature.
They were ministers of a Church which has
traditionally taught that, in all but the most exceptional
circumstances, its members must respect the civil laws.
Yet they repeatedly engaged in illegal activities by
having sexual relations with minors, and they
introduced those children to activities which are legally
prohibited for minors in our society (eg, pornography,
alcohol consumption).
As I indiGlted above, at! members of the Church
experience conflicts between our values and our actual
behaviour. We are all sinners.
However, in the ca.':;es of James Hickey and John
Corrigan, these behaviours were engaged in by persons
who by their office, and particularly in the case ofJames
Hickey through his occasional public pronouncements,
claimed the role of teaching moral behaviour to the rest
of the community and perpetuating the traditional
teachings/values of the Church.
This fact intensifies the five layers of value conflict
perceived by the community and illustrates a deep
degree of hypocrisy on the part of the two priests. This
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turn helps explain, to some extent, the strength of
the public's revulsion at their behaviour when compared
to that of lay persons in the Province who have been
convicted of similar crimes which are equally repulsive.
••1

The Commission of Enquiry needs to investigate
the manner in which priests and seminarians in this
Archdiocese structure their personal value systems
respecting human sexuality.

Menroring

As seminarians, deacons and recently ordained
priests (eg, within the first five years after ordination)
are inducted into the brotherhood and culture of the
priesthcx:xi, presumably they go through a process of
formation in which they learn the knowledge, skills and
values that they need in order to fulfil their role. In
most
such a formation extends beyond the
period of preparatory education (ie, for priests, the
period of seminary instruction and pastoral work as a
Deacon) and continues into the first few years after
hey have commenced their careers.
Successful adaptation to and prospering within a
professional role often involves the process of finding a
mentor, someone who serves as a trusted counsellor or
guide, who helps resolve the problems of one's
profession, and who through friendship, "strategic
introductions",
and
carefully selected
work
assignments/opportunities, helps the new professional
develop one's skills and "make the right contacts" to
further one's career.
During the period of formation, one of the issues
that seminarians and recently ordained priests
presumably have to confront is the fact that they are
sexual beings who ale about to undertake (or have
recently undertaken) a commitment to celibacy. This
could well be one of the areas in which a mentor could
serve as a trusted counsellor or guide in helping the
person understand how to be faithful to the special
obligation of celibacy.
However, leading a double life as a "sexually active
celibate", as James Hickey and John Corrigan did,
presumably also involves a number of skills relating to

modes of sexual expression, choice of partners, methods
for locating and maintaining partners, choice of location
for sexual activity, and methods for concealing or
disguising one's activities. Again, this could also be one
of the areas in which a mentor could assist, albeit in a
deviant manner, in helping the person learn how to be
sexually active while appearing to be a faithful celibate.
The Commission of Enquiry needs to investigate
whether and how priests in this Diocese are mentored
in relation to their sexuality as human beings and the
appropriate expression of their sexuality within the
context of the special obligation of priestly celibacy.
Additionally, the transmission of sexual and other
forms of abuse through several generations of a family
is a painful reality that society is beginning to recognize.
Similarly, the possibility that the problem may have
been transmitted through segments of several generations
of the brotherhood of priests within this Archdiocese at
least has to be considered.
Therefore, the Commission of Enquiry needs to
investigate the early life experiences of the priests who
have been convicted vis-a-vis their own early
relationships with priests and to investigate whether it
is possible that a practice of sexually abusing altar boys
and thcn encouraging them to become priests has been
pa.<;sed down through segments of scveral generations of
priests in this Archdiocese.
The above issues are complex in nature, and their
proper investigation requires the talents of a person or
persons skilled and experienced at examining the
manner in which persons or cultures construct complex
value systems and social structures. Therefore, the
Commission of Enquiry may wish to consider engaging
thc services of an anthropologist or other professional (s)
skillcd and experienced at exari1ining such issues to
assist with its investigmion in this area.

RECOMMENDAnON
It is recommended that the Commission of Enquiry
Study and report upon:
the rrianncr 1n which priests and seminarians in
this Archdiocese structure their personal and collective
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value systems respecting human sexualityj and the
manner in which seminarians and recently ordained
priests in this Archdiocese are assisted, both formally or
infonnally, in understanding and expressing their own
sexuality within the context of the special obligation of
priestly celibacy.
The above recommended study should investigate,
but not necessarily be limited to, the following
questions:
a) Does this Archdiocese, both locally and though
the seminaries that it uses to train prospective priests,
provide opportunities to seminarians and newly
ordained priests to help them become aware of and
understand their own sexuality and to live a life that is
faithful to the special obligation of celibacy that the
places upon them!
b) If the answer to the above question is "yes", are
content of
the prcy..:esscs by
they are carried out, and the professional
qualificatiOns of the persons who are the resources to
the.<;e opportunities adequate to offer individuals a
re?~"onable opportunity to understand and to cope
constructively with their own sexuality!

Cl

How is "the appropliate expression of sexuality
for a celibate" communicated and interpreted both
fonnaIIy, in the seminaries, in the professional literature
of the priesthood, and in the type of personal
counselling mentioned above, and informally through
discussions among priests in this Archdiocese!
d) Are there formal or informal processes in place
to
semin;:;rian or recently on1::!ined
priest that the requirements for celibacy and cha.'itity
are not "reillly" realistic or that they can be violated as
as it is done discreetly!
e) Have any of the priests who have been
convicted been in positions within the Archdiocese,
such as Director of Vocations or other significant
[X;sitions, which would have given them special
influence over the recruitment and selection of
Gmdidates for the priesthood or which may have given
them particular authority over such candidates?
1) What were the early life experiences of those

priests who have been convicted vis-a-vis their own
relationships with priests who served in the Archdiocese
when they were youths! It is possible that they
themselves may have been subject to sexual abuse at
the hands of other priests who then encouraged them
to become priests? Is it possible that a practice of
sexually abusing altar boys and then encouraging them
to become priests has been passed down through
segments of several generations of priests in this
Archdiocese?
g) Has there been operative, among some of the
priests and seminarians of this Archdiocese over the
past number of years, a formal or infonnal process of
"sexual mentoring" which introduced them to a deviant
lifestyle that included the sexual abuse of children or
which encouraged them to continue in such a deviant
lifestyle?

h) Is it

may have 'been

practices to which some seminarians or recently
ordained priests were subjected or into which they were
inducted either willingly or unwillingly 1
The above recommended study should include, if
sufficient co-operation can be gained, the following
categories of persons:
a) Any priests or former priests of this Archdiocese
who have been or are eventually convicted of sexually
abusing children.
b) A representative sample of other priests and of
current seminarians in this Archdiocese.
c) A

from this
Archdiocese who h:3Ve resigned from the minisrry in
recent years.
d) A representative sample of seminarians who
st udied (or the priesthood for this Archdiocese in recent
years but who left the priests' training program or
transferred to other dioceses prior to ordination.
e) Possibly, for comparison purposes, a
representative sample of priests and seminarians from
another diocese or dioceses in Canada.
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FEAR OF COVER,UP
In recent months, it has been revealed that two
priests from the Roman Catholic Diocese in Western
Newfoundland who were convicted of sexual offenses
against children transferred to dioceses elsewhere in
Canada after completing their sentences. These priests
resumed parish work without their new parishioners
being advised of their criminal records.
The local community is rife with fear and suspicion
that the local Church may have been aware of the
sexual offenses of James Hickey and John Corrigan but
covered up their acts. The CommL'>Sion of Enquiry has
to investigate these suspicions to determine whether
they have any basis in fact.
In this area, the
Commission's work will undoubtedly be heavily
dependent upon the presence or absence of persons
who can demonstrate that they informed some official
or other in the Archdiocese of their concerns.
However, this section of the brief outlines one
further avenue of investigation for the Commission to
follow in attempting to determine whether or not
officials of the Archdiocese have at any time covered up
the illegal activities of a priest.

Transfers

af Priests and Seminarians

For many years in this Archdiocese, assignments or
re-assignments of priests to pastoral duties and Diocesan
posts have traditionally been made in the early summer
usually following closely after the ordination of new
priests.
Sometimes priests have been transferred or
reassigned at other, less traditional times of the year. It
is reasonable to assume that such unusually timed
transfers may sometimes be necessary for perfectly
reasonable circumstances such as, for example, the
death or illness of a priest. However, it is also possible
that on occasion such unusually timed transfers may
have been effected for other reasons.
The CommL'>Sion of Enquiry needs to examine the
pattem of transfers of priests within this Archdiocese to
determine whether any of them may have been related
to illegal activities (of any type) on the part of the

priests involved. In particular, transfers that occurred
at times other than the traditional early summer
appointments should be examined since the break from
established patterns may be indicative of extraordinary
circumstances leading to a transfer.
Additionally, on occasion priests and seminarians
t.ransfer into this Archdiocese from elsewhere or transfer
out of this Archdiocese to serve in other locations.
Again, the reasons for such moves should be
The CommL'>Sion of Enquiry should
considered.
examine the background of transfers of priests and
seminarians into this Archdiocese from elsewhere and
transfers out of this Archdiocese.

RECOMMENTIA TIONS

It is recommended that the Commission of Enquiry
Examine the background events leading to any
unusual pattems of transfers of priests between parishes
or other Archdiocesan posts over the past twenty years,
with particular emphasis upon:
a) Changes that were made at times other than
the traditional early summer announcement of
appointments.
b) Instances in which an individual priest may
have been repeatedly transferred after relatively
short periods of service in parishes or other posts.
Examine the background circumstances which led
to the transfer of priests or seminarians out of this
Archdiocese to other parts of Canada.
Examine the background circumstances which led
to priests or seminarians leaving other dioceses to
transfer into this Archdiocese.

ISSUES RELATED TO THE GOVEfu"-.JAl"-.JCE A.1\TJ)
M,A.J.~AGEMENT OF THE ARCHDIOCESE AND
OF LOCAL PARISHES
This section of the blief raises the question of
whether the power and autonomy that is vested in
pIiests may have been a contIibuting factor in the
sexually abusive practices for which hm pIiests have
been convicted. It also suggests that if the professional
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activities of priests were subject to more systematic
supervision, both by the hierarchy of the Archdiocese
and by the laity of their parishes, then their activities
may have been prevented or at least detected and
reported sooner, thereby reducing the overall extent of
their criminal activities.
A theme running throughout this section of the
brief is that the Archdiocese must have in place
systematic procedures to hold priests accountable for
their activities in the performance of their ministry.

Relationship between Power and Sexual Violence
Increasingly, there is a consensus that acts of
sexual abuse and violence committed against women
and children are the result of an imbalance in the
distribution of power within human relationships; with
o(ren being in a dominant position and
women and children being significantly less powerful.
This line of thinking points to the fact that adult males
can use a combination of physical, familial, economic,
professional or political powers to force their will upon
women and children, and it uses this to explain the fact
that the vast majority of offenders are male and the
vast majority of victims are either women or children
(of ooth sexes).
Broad examples that illustrate such gender-based
power imbalances include the following:
Males are often, though not always, physically
larger an,d stronger than women and children.
Within western cultures at least, authority within
the family has traditionally been exercised within the
model, and this tradition continues today to
he quite widespread despite the efforts of social
reformers to achieve equ3lity between women and men.
Within our society, males tend to be predominant
in positions of economic, political and professional
power.
More speciAc to the focus of this Enquiry, within
the hierarchical structure of the Church, males have
exclusive access to positions of ecclesiastical power since
admission to the various orders of the priesthood is
open only to males.

This type of analysis suggests that the problems of
sexual abuse and violence against women and children
are basically the result of our social structures and the
way that power and authority are distributed unequally
between men and women and between adults and
children. This distribution of power, in turn, shapes the
pattern of relationships within the family and other
social institutions.
The "Positional Power" of the Priesthood
"Positional power" refers to the authOrity that an
individual possesses by virtue of his/her occupation of
a particular office or social role. It is essentially the
power of the office or the organization that is vested in
a particular individuaL "Positional power" can be
contra<;ted with the concept of "personal power", which
refe:-s to the authority
a person posse~"es by \'irtue
of his/her persona! traits, leadership abilities or
"charisma".
Historically within Newfoundland, the priesthood
has posse~<;ed great "positional power". That is to say,
upon ordinarion, regardless of the individual's personal
naits, he was vested with considerable power within the
local community (both by the Church and the members
of the community at large) by virtue of his occupying
the office of the priesthood. Historically this power
extended well beyond the modem understanding of
pastoral responsibilities to include considerable influence
over the social, educational, economic and political
of rhe local
Over the last forty years, cL" Newfoundland and
Labrador have come increasingly under the influence of
the wider North American culture, this "positional
power" of the priesthood has gradually been eroded in
its scope. However, there is plenty of evidence to
indicate that the pliesthood in this Archdiocese
continues to possess significant "positional power".
Many priests tend to singlehandedly shape the life
of a parish, and a change in priests can dramatically
alter the way that the pastoral and administrative affairs
of a parish are managed. Additionally, the statements
made by the families of some victims of the current
sexual abuse scandal, that they implicitly entrusted their
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children to the priest's care because they were
honoured to have the priest take an interest in their
son, are further evidence of continuing "positional
power" of the priesthood.

Sexual Offenses. Abuse of Power and Violmion of Tmtt
Some persons may have difficulty with the idea
that the crimes of James Hickey and John Corrigan
were somehow related to the power of the priesthood.
However, it may be possible to address these difficulties
by looking at the question from a different angle.
In recent years in this province, a number of clerics
of various denominations and members of various other
respected professions have been convicted of sexual
offenses against children. The community and the
media have routinely characterized these offenses as a
breetch of the trust that the community placed in the
offenders by virtue of their office. On occasion, judges
rendering sentences have referred to the violation of
trust as well.
Trust and power are closely related concepts.
One definition of power is "possession of control,
authority or influence over others". This constitutes an
accurate description of the "positional power" of the
priesthood referred to above.
"Trust", as a noun, may be defined as "assured
reHance on the character, ability, strength, or truth of
someone or something" and as a verb as "to place
confidence ... to commit or place in one's care or
keeping." This very accurately describes the way that
the families of some parishes entrusted their sons to the
convicted priests.
\X!hen a person in a position of trust violates that
trust by sexually abusing children, he is exercising and
abusing his power over those children both to force his
will upon them and also to prevent them from revealing
his transgres.sions to their parents or other adults in the
community.
In the cases of James Hickey and John Corrigan,
parents entrusted their children to the ptiests' care
precisely because they were priests, and these two
nests ultimately abused the power that this trust gave

them over the community's children.

The Issue JOT Investigation
Given these perspectives on the positional power
of the priesthood and the important role that power
imbalances seem to play in sexual abuse situations, the
Commission of Enquiry has to study the way that
power is vested in and exercised by the priesthood in
this Archdiocese in order to determine whether the
sexual abuse of children by priests might have been
prevented by more effective supervision of the convicted
priests' exercise of their ministry both by the senior
hierarchy of the Archdiocese and by local parishioners.
Stated differently, James Hickey and John Corrigan
continued their abuse of children undetected for a
number of years. This raises the question, quite simply,
of ",,·hether anyone (either clerical or lay) was
monitoring their perfonnance of their ministry to ensure
that they were acting within the bounds of their
authority and the bounds of propriety.
Es.<;entially, here I am raising three is.,>ues to the
govemance and management of the local Church:
1. The absence of sufficient supervision by the
hierarchy of the Archdiocese and by the laity may give
priests an inordinate amount of positional power which
could suggest to the priest that he is directly
accountable to no one for his actions.
2.
By extension, if the conditions alluded to in 1.
etbove were in existence, then this could have created
or exacerbated precisely the type of power imbalance
which led both to the incidents of sexual abuse and
also to the fact that these incidents went undetected
and unreported for so long.
3. By further exter~<;ion, if proper supervisory
procedures were in place and were properly adhered to
and enforced, they could have limited the positional
power of the priests to such an extent that the power
imbalance referred to above could not have existed and
therefore the incidents of sexual abuse by priests may
have been much less likely to occur.
Broad questions to be addressed
investigation of these L'>Sues include:

in

the
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1. Does the Archdiocese have in place formal policies
and procedures which provide an effective degree of
supervision of the activities of priests (by both
Archdiocesan officials and lay persons) in their official
capacities as parish priests and officers of various
Archdiocesan organizations?

2. If such policies and procedures are in place, are they
routinely and systematically followed and enforced in
the day-ta-day activities of the local Church?
These questions will be expanded upon in
remainder of this brief.

the

Parish Governance and the Positional Power
of r.he Priesthood
Under the guidance of the Bishops of Vatican 11,
encouraged the
in recent years the Church
to assist the paris:)
priest with his ministry. This Archdiocese supposedly
requires such councils to be established in all parishes.
The existence of an active and effective parish
council that concerned itself with both the pastoral and
affairs of the local parish would,

The issue here is that the existence of an active
parish council that has deep and substantial involvement

in both the paswral and administrative concerns of the
parish could possibly limit the power of the priest,
thereby reducing the possibility that he could sexually
abuse children in the first place. At the very least, such
a parish council would probably observe inappropriate
behaviour earlier and would recognize that it has the
right and the freedom to report its concerns to the
appropriate authorities.
The Commission of Enquiry needs to look at all of
the parishes in which convicted priests served to
determine whether there \vas a pattern of disbanding
the parish councils and other lay organizations within
those parishes or of
them to languish. If such
a pattern existed, rhe Commission needs to investigate
whether it may have
a conrrihllting factor in the
Rct~vitk:~

t

thCit

activities went undetected and llnreported for so long.
to
Additionally, I he Commission of Enquiry
consider carefully the potentd value of active, lay
parish organizations
in particular, of parish
as one preventative measure for ensuring that
and power

are nut

one natural
for ensuring that
the parish priest is accountable to someone for hi."
actions. In other words, an effective parish council
could be one mechanism for limiting the power of the
parish priest and for limiting the power imbalance
between priest and laity that many members of the
Church

Essentially, what is envisioned here is a situation
in which local parish
function in a genUinely
consultative role to the parish priest and the
Archbishop vis-a-vis the p:lstoraJ and administrative
needs of the parish.

it has heen
Hickey moved to the parish at Rushoon he effectively
·f
counCil, even
not
in fact
it. The process by which
supposedly
did this was by informing the parish council members
that they would meet when he needed them and that
he did not
needing them.

system work, the
Archdiocese would have to
rarish priests to
cmEKi;s. The
wou!d 2;<;0
to provide some
kind of central or "head office" staff support to assist
p(lrishioners and priests in the task of building and
maintaining effective parish cOllncils.

Similarly, when John Conigan moved to POLIch
Cove there was a functioning parish council in place,
but it went out of existence during his tenure I here.
The Commission of Enquiry needs to detennine
whether this happened a..<; a result of the deliberate
actions or omissions of John Conigan.

in future.

to

RECOMMEN"DATIONS
It is recommended that the Commission of
Enquiry:
Investigate whether there has been a pattern of
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disbanding the parish councils and other lay
organizations or of deliberately rendering them
ineffective in each of the parishes where the convicted
priests served.
If such a pattern existed, consider whether this
could have been a contributing factor in the priests'
illegal activities or in the fact that these activities went
undetected and unreported for so long.
Suggest to the Archdiocese strategies to enable
local parishioners, through the vehicle of the parish
council, to serve in an effective consultative and
governing role on the pastoral and administrative affairs
of their parish.
Recommend to the Archdiocese a specific policy
respecting:
a) The role and terms of reference for an effective
parish council including the broad areas of activity in
which a parish council should be involved.
b) The amount of responsibility and autonomy
that the Archdiocese should delegate to pari.<;h councils,
as a matter of Archdiocesan policy, in the areas identified
in a).

Supervision of the Professional Activities of Priests
Most people who are employed in responsible
professional positions are subject to some form of
periodic assessment of their work performance. This
process typically involves an annual or semi-annual
assessment which looks at perfonnance in the recent
past in order to:
Assess and build upon the person's strengths in the
position.
A~"e5S

the person's needs in the position and
formulate plans to conect them or to support the
person through these needs.
Develop plans and objectives for their continued
performance of the job over the short to - medium
term.
Develop plans to support the person's overall
development and growth within their profession.
While such a process is often called a "performance

appraisal", it is in reality a collaborative mechanism that
supports and develops the individual within the
profession, opens up channels of communication,
provides for the systematic development of work plans,
and provides a mechanism to hold the professional
accountable for hislher work performance.
The Commission of Enquiry needs to determine
whether any such supervisory opportunities are
available to priests of this Archdiocese on a systematic
basis. Additionally, it should consider whether such
assessments, preferably involving both representatives of
the Archdiocesan hierarchy and lay members of the
local parish, may have had the potential to reduce the
power imbalance between priest and laity and therefore
to have reduced or prevented the sexual abuse crimes
or to have led to their earlier detection and reporting.
RECOMME:t\1)ATIONS

It is recommended that the Commission of
Enquiry:
Determine whether there are any forms of
performance appraisal used with priests to plan and
evaluate their performance of their parish ministry
within Archdiocesan posts.
Jf any such methods of performance appraisal are
used, establish whether they are effective by
determining:
a) the type of appraisal processes that are used;
and
b) whether they are in fact used on a systematic
and regular basis with all priests in the
Archdiocese.
Detennine whether such assessments, if properly
adhered to and enforced and, if involving both
representatives of the Archdiocesan hierarchy and lay
members of the local parish, could have reduced the
power imbalance between priest and laity and therefore
might have reduced or prevented the sexual abuse
climes or might have led to their earlier detection and
reporting.
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FinanCial Administratim and the Positional Power

of the Priesthood
The next several paragraphs discuss the question
of whether the Archdiocese has sufficient checks and
balances in place with respect to the administration of
Church funds at the parish level and, if such controls
are in place, whether they are followed and enforced.
In raising this issue, no suggestion is being made that
there may have been misappropriation of Church funds.
Rather, the issue is raised because in our society the
authority to administer significant quantities of funds is
one symbol to the community of the power of an
individual. Accordingly, the presence or absence of
appropriate controls could be relevant to the
Commission's investigation for rwo reasons:
The absence or lack of enforcement of appropriate
financial controls could be one more sign to the
the laity that the priest is not directly accountable
for his actions.
The question of the effective or ineffective
enforcement of financial controls by the Archdiocese
could serve to illustrate to the Commission whether the
locai Church has taken seriously its responsibility to
oversee the activities of priests in all areas of their

ministry.
Two examples are given to illustrate for the
Commission the importance of this issue:
One resident of Ferryland Parish has alleged that
James Hickey, during his tenure as parish priest there,
spent a
sum of parish funds on renovations
to Church property and that the amount expended was
beyond the amount which the local priest has authority
to spend under the Archdiocese's own policies.
Furtherrnore, it has been indicated that this fact was
drawn to the attention of the Archbishop but no action
WftS taken by the Archdiocese.
Please note, I am not suggesting that any of this
money was misappropriated or used for other than
proper Church purposes. The only suggestions being
made are that the Archdiocese's own guidelines for
making such expenditures were not followed by the
priest in question and that the Archdiocese, though it
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was advised of this policy infraction, took no action to
enforce its own policy on an important matter.
Obviously, the Archdiocese may have further
information which would contradict the above
description of events and suggest that all policies were
followed.
Until very recently, at least one parish in the
Archdiocese had in place a system in which parish staff
were responsible for approving their own expense claims
for payment out of parish funds. This was not a parish
in which either James Hickey or John Corrigan had
served. It was a parish with an active parish counciL
Again, there is no suggestion that funds were
misappropriated.
However, this example again suggests that the
Archdiocese may not have in place effective financial
controls with the apprcpriare checks and balances at
the parish level.
We live in a society that has great respect for
wealth, financial freedom and economic power.
Additionally, our local Church takes its fundraising
seriously.
Accordingly, e\'iaence suggest:ng weak financial
controls within the Archdiocese is very important to the
Commission of Enquiry. If the Archdiocese did not
have in place effective controls over parish priests'
administration of Church funds, even in those areas in
which it had clearly defined policies (ie, spending limit
authorities for priests), then it W~L~ probably lax or did
not have in
controls or monitoring
mechanisms with respect to any other areas of priests'
h:~haviour either. This may have been a contributing
factor to the activities of James Flickey and John
Corrigan going undetected for so long.

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Commission of
Enquiry:
Investigate whether the Archdiocese has effective
policies and procedures in place to control parish
priests' administration of Church funds and whether
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any such policies and procedures are enforced
systematically and consistently.

The events of the past seteral years raise the
question of whether the Archdiocese has suitable
screening procedures in place within the priests' training
program to ensure that persons who are eventually
ordained are in fact psychologically and socially suited
to the role of priest. The same issue also needs to be
investigated for priests who transfer into this
Archdiocese, either as secular priests or as members of
the various religious orders that staff some of the
Archdiocese's parishes.
At least one seminary that is used by this
Archdiocese conducts assessments on candidates prior
to admitting them to the seminary. However, the
Commission of Enquiry needs to examine the nature
and quality of such a..<;.se&<;ments. Additionally, the
Commission needs to determine whether this
Archdiocese has exhibited a pattern of using or
avoiding the use of seminaries that use such screening
procedures.
Additionally, one would hope that, as candidates
for the priesthood near the completion of their
preparatory training, all seminaries would make
recommendations to the sponsoring diocese on each
The
candidate's suitability for the priesthood.
Commission of Enquiry needs to determine whether
seminaries exercise this responsibility and also to
determine whether this Archdiocese has systematically
acted upon such recommendations.

RECOMMEt-.TDAnONS
It is recommended that the Commission of
Enquiry:
Investigate whether the Archdiocese has suitable
screening procedures in place within the priests' training
program to ensure that persons who are eventually
ordained are in fact psychologically and socially suited
to the role of priest.
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Investigate whether the Archdiocese has suitable
screening procedures in place for priests who transfer
into this Archdiocese either as secular priests or as
members of the various religious orders that staff some
of the Archdiocese's parishes.
Determine the type of assessments (background
checks, psychological assessments, etc.) conducted prior
to acceptance into the priests' training program, during
the seminary years, and immediately prior to ordination
in order to determine whether the individual is suited
to the priesthood and possesses the necessary degree of
maturity to function effectively in this role.
Determine the processes by which such assessments are carried out and the professional qualifications
of the persons who conduct the assessments.
Determine the grounds for which individuals have
been refused admission to the priests' training program
or were dismissed fioin the program in recent years and
specifically determine whether the grounds for rejection
were all blatant examples of unsuitability (eg,
uncontrolled alcoholism or drug addiction; serious
criminal conviction, ete.) or whether the assessment
process attempted to pick up on more subtle indicators
of suitability (eg, emorional maturity; stability; moral
integrity; well-developed conscience; ability to form and
maintain good relationships; ability to lead and to work
co-operatively, ete.)
Determine whether this Archdiocese has shown a
consistent pattern of favouring or avoiding the lL<;C of
seminaries that conduct assessments on candidates prior
to adlnirting them to t he.:: seminary.
In the event that seminaries or other persons have
in the past made recommend;:;tions to the Archdiocese
concerning the non-ordination of candidates, the
delaying of ordination or the structured support of
certain candidates after ordination, determine whether
the Archdiocese has system:Hically implemented and
followed-up on these recommendations.

July 6, 1989
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Enright

~1emorial

School

St. Joseph's

We, the staff of Enright Memorial School, would
like to make a few observations to the Special
Commission of Enquiry on the sexual abu.'>e by clergy
the effect it is having on schooling and the
teaching situation.
\Vhile there have not been any reported ca:;,;cs of
abu.'>e by clergy from thL<; particular parish, that we are
re
0(, there arc some obvious
errccts
,
concemea.
felt by
Distrust and disillusionment with the Church and
with individuals within the Church are evidenced by
the cynical and irreverent remarks that are made from
Church and
time to time by certain students about
in
Some students
a clear
to p(irticipate in religion
and in
religious activities. Some students cite the sexual abuse
as a reason for this. There were, no doubt, always some
students v,·ho exhibited this attitude, but it seems to be
more widespread than in the past, and it seems to be
more deeply ingrained. Students are questioning why
to listen to
this, why
ha\:e to do what the priests are
The rp"y;p,-t that was there in the past
is true not just for the
the many
students who have
turned off by a Church that they perceive
them down.

to

of this issue is the
Another
is
having on student-teacher relationships.
are
really showing a tremendous amount of concern
regarding what they should or should not
ie.
working with students on a one-to-one basis, such as
tutoring, giving extra help, assisting students,
particularly young students, with their clothing, working
on concerts and other drama activities, travelling with

sports groups, counselling students, disciplining students
and the list goes on. While some of this L'i paranoia on
the part of some teachers, there is no
that there
are genuine concems being expressed and some
teachers may be curtailing the work they would
s'udents outside of regularly
nom1ally
class time.
are
with the conflicts arising from the student's right to
privacy when being counselled or disciplined and the
administrator's or teacher's need to protect
from false accusa~iO:1S. Se the question
le:we the
open or do you close it
you
have a
in) A ddemn~a c("n8inly exists there
and the sexual abuse by the clergy has
it to the
forefront. There is always the possibility that a student
or students may want to get revenge for some reason
such as having
disciplined by the principal or
teacher.
Another
arises
the
ar;lount of trust
in rhe priests in
past. It was not an Ullco,nrnon practi:::e in the past for
the priest to
to release certain studcrits
from class to run
with being an altar boy, or to accompzmy the priest on
trips. The question that should concern all teachers is
what would be the
position of the tertcher who
releas....=s a student from his cla.'is if that student should
happen to be sexually
by the priest during that
particular time? M ust or should the teacher have to
accept some responsibility for what happens, even
though he/she may not know what was happening?
The question may appear to be far-fetched, but it would
no doubt be posed.
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Another concern that teachers have is whether or
not the priests who have been charged and convicted
will be placed back into positions within the
Archdiocese where teachers will have to work with
No doubt, teachers and students will be
them.
extremely reluctant to do so. A decision to do so will
have further implications.
In light of these concerns, a major job of rebuilding
is imminent. It will have to start with some concrete
evidence that the issue has been adequately addressed.
For teachers, there has to be some in-seIVice provided
on how to cope with the problem in the classrCX)m.
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Teachers should not be left to their own imagination to
detennine how to adequately address the concerns that
are being raised. The Church hierarchy, through the
Catholic Education Council, should be spearheading the
development of such inseIVice but it should be done
from an open, concerned viewpoint. It should not be
an attempt to whitewash, or to gloss over. Perhaps this
will come in time but until it does, teachers have to
struggle with how to adequately address the issue in the
best interest of the students.

The Staff
Ocwber 30, 1989
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The G.R.O.W. Group
St. John's

THE GROUP RESUME

Religious Systems: Screening processes are not stiff
enough to guard against possible incidents.

Trained students viewing group.
Training offered for community leaders.
Consultants on public presentations.

SOME POINTS TO BE MADE CLEAR

Edited book for school system.

We are here.

Sent letters to Editors of Newspapers.

We are suffering but surviving.

Made video which was a re~enactment of victims
dic;c\osing information for the first time.
Plans to

co~lead

Peer Groups.

It is up to this inquiry to start looking at the longtenn implications of abuse; it will not be over once your
job is "done".

Invited to participate in depression and suicide
groups at National Meeting.

We notice that there is too much focus on
offenders, eg the sensations of priests. We ask, "Do
they pay the price or do we - the victims?"

SYSTEMS.USERS AA'D ABUSES

Everybcxiy has probably had some contact with
abuse and has avoided it or ignored it.

Counselling Service: Not enough of them; demand
too great to be met. Feelings of guilt from people who
u.'ie this system for this reason.

Society is responsible, as it touches everyone;
everyone is responsible.

Social Services: Do not provide funds where needed,
ie, needing to place complaint in other town, will not
pay for travelling expenses.
Hospitals:. Too many patients and not enough staff.
Police: Not educated enough
seriously.

to

take complaints

Education: Society needs more tools for education to
reach all ages.
Justice: Sentences do nothing to discourage offenders;
penalties not enforced.
Se hool: Staff not knowledgeable enough to help
students in coping.
Helping Professionals: Victims cannot see counsellors
without parents being contacted; in some cases parents
are the offenders.

Victims who are strong will get some help.
We need to stop bJaming the victim.
Priests, Doctors, are people. They are equal to the
"man next door".
Class does not determine who will or will not
abuse.
Some people ask why these men (and women)
abuse. We cannot tell you the exact thought of an
abuser, but we can tell you why it goes undetected for
so long.
People will not speak up out of fear. A victim will
not, for he/she may be threatened; a co-worker will not,
because of the fear of getting into something that is
"none of my business".
Power and secrecy play a key role in this silence.
Often the abu.c;er is someone who is older, respected,
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trusted; often the victim is made powerless by threats of
disclosure of "our secret", ( ego You'll be taken away
from home, no one will believe you. I'll go to jail
because of you.) These people are often in high
positions and are expected to be pillars of trust in the
community.
Disclosure of abuse shakes these foundations in
regard to hiring professionals, such as doctors and
priests; screenings are inaccurate and incomplete.
Solutions to discovered cases of sexual abuse are
handled through transfers rather than confrontations
that are made public; this provides the abuser with
more power to continue because nothing serious will
happen to him/her if caught.
Ignorance breeds ignorance.
People are not
educated to the signs of abuse; cries for help are taken
for acting out, thus the abuser can state that this is the
reason why the child is acting peculiar. The public
needs to have a change of attitude. When this is done,
the victims will have a better chance of safety to
disclose this trauma. With well-known figures making
;tatements to media, there is a lot of confusion,
especially for the victims; they are victimized again by
society, family, friends, media and court systenlS. All of
this combined provide an ideal world for an abuser to
live in undetected for a long, long time.

RECOMMENDATIONS
More education is needed for sociery in general in
speciHc areas, such as in the school systems and police
agencies.
Scx:ial Services systems would be totally revised and
with new appropriations of funds.

~rr"","=d

There is a need for more availability of counselling
services; the need is great and in demand for all of
Newfoundland. More Government funding is needed.
There is a higher rate of victims becoming
hospitalized for psychological needs; again, more
education is needed for profes.,<;ionals in hospitals.
Police services need to be made aware of how
erious these issues are and their reality. PI\x.essing
to be handled with better care for both victim's

needs and abuser's needs.
Sentencing and penalties need to be enforced; the
system should be revised to accommodate victims more.
There is no counselling for offenders in
Newfoundland, something which should be mandatory.
There is a need for more counselling for victims in
the province.
We suggest a system of funding be set up to reach
the people, mainly victims in need of these resources.
In order to recommend sentencing, we ask that the
true experts be consulted, namely we the victims.

REVEALING THE TRUTIi
These are actual cases of disclosures.
to
imagine someone you know having to disclose this
abuse and then receive the negative after-effects;
if this person was yourself, your daughter, son,
brother, sister, mother, or father.
•
I was in grade 9. J phoned my youth group
counsellor. He came over to my house, and I told him
"something" had happened. Somehow we got on to
another subject. He noticed J was shy around males.
said, "If I were to move over close to you, like this,
you would jump out that door!" I thought he would
tell that I was abused, but [ felt he didn't want to know
what had happened. What would happen to me if my
father found out I had told someone?
At five years of age, I tried to tell my mother what
my uncle did. r had shown
blood that was on my
panties.
She wanted to take me to the doctor.
Shouldn't they have known? This fmstrated me a lot.
I was four years old when I first tried to tell I was
being sexually abused by my mom and three brothers.
I told one brother, even though he was abusing me
also. He seemed to think that I didn't know about it
when J told. He slammed my brother against the wall.
I never said anything until junior high school. I told
my guidance counselior that my mOI11 was beating me
up a lot. J asked her not to tell my mom. She said,
"Don't be so foolish! If I talk to her, she won't hurt
you". But she promised she wouldn't; she did. I ended
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up beaten and locked up in the basement. She had no
right to do that. I knew what was going to happen, but
no one believed me - again I had nowhere to turn.
The first time I told, I was alone and my uncle,
who abused me, was down stairs in the apartment. I
was scared. J called my mother. She laughed and said
she didn't believe me. I was hurt and I didn't mention
it for a long time.
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I told a male friend six years ago. I was very
nervous telling him, but I felt I had to tell someone.
He was shocked bur understood. I was terribly upset
afterwards, but it felt good to get it outside of myself.
Around the same time, I told a professional, a medical
doctor. He told me to forget about it, to stop looking
at the past and get on with my life.
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Reverend Gregory L. Hogan
St. John's

PREAMBLE
My name is Oregory Hogan. I am sixty-three years
old. On June 20, 1950 I was ordained priest. On
February 9, 1989 I was retired, retroactively, to February
1, 1989. During my thirty-nine years as a priest I have
had considerable ill health. I have been hospitalized
Most hospitalizations, which
around Arty times.
averaged a month each, were for severe psoriasis. In
August 1985 J had a cancer of the bladder. The
malignancy was removed in the first of four related
operations. In December 1987 my doctor advised a
sabbatical for health reasons. I had not taken any time
after the operations and realized my tolerance for
stration was exhausted when, at a Consultors'
meeting, I had a confrontation with Archbishop
Penney.
During the sabbatical I, several times,
approached Archbishop Penney in person, through his
Vicar General and Chancellor and by letter to find out
what my next appointment would be. I received no
satisfaction. In December he offered me one of the
most difficult parishes in the Archdiocese. My doctor,
and a doctor whom Archbishop Penney subsequently
I consult, b..')th found this inadvisable because
I am a diet-controlled diabetic, have mild hypertension,
psoriasis and cancer presently in remis..<;ion. My doctor
proposed that I not return to parish responsibilities. In
my letter, accompanying his, to Archbishop Penney I
suggested a ministry in which I might help with the
Archdiocesan paper, (I was the only Editor, who to
date, had made it self-supporting) j do counselling at our
Family Life Bureau (I have a graduate certificate in
counselling); give weekend help where needed and help
in the sacramental ministry of the parish where I was
given residence. ArchbL'ihop Penney's reply was that I
,Id do those things if I were retired. Being totally

disillusioned with Archbishop Penney's leadership I did
not fight this analysis of my value to the Archdiocese.
Presently I am living at O'Dwyer Apartments, newly
constructed for retired priests, with financial difficulties
due to early retirement.
Perhaps you are questioning the relevance of the
foregoing. One can speak with authority about those
things which are experienced. On the other hand one
may be prejudiced by experiences and therefore write
with bias.
In outlining the circumSlnnces of my
retirement I am using myself as an example of the lack
of vision, or the tunnel vision, of Archbishop Penney.
There may be those who will represent him to you as
evil or malicious. This is not my contention. Rather it
is that he lacks the capacity to see the implications of
his own actions and the actions of others. He therefore
has given indications over and over that his perceptions
make those of others unacceptable to him. I write this
in my preamble as I consider Archbishop Penney's
personality, with its influence on his administration, to
be a very valuable part of the context in which our sex
scandals continued. Beginning, as I did, with my own
history; hurting as I am from the :1ssessmem of my
value to the Archdiocese at this time of great need:
resenting the necessity to look for "priestly hobbles" to
pay my board: I wili try to write as objectively as
possible. You will however be .aware that I wish my
objectivity to be scrutinized in the cause of justice.

CHURCH OF

ST. JOHN'S

ARCHDIOCESE

BEFORE SC&""l)ALS
When he inherited the Archdiocese of St. John's
from Archbishop Skinner, Archhishop Penney had a
well structured entity with all major components of the
present physical plant in place. In the years after the
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Vatican Council Archbishop Skinner had been moving
the Archdiocese along the road of RenewaL He had in
place an office of Communications and Catholic
Infonnation Centre, a Family Life Bureau, a Liturgical
Commission, Council/Senate of Priests, Denominational
Education Committee, Diocesan Pastoral Council,
Administration
Board,
Finance
Committee,
Archdiocesan Budget, Catholic Women's League and so
on.
While still essentially a monarchical Church the
concept of the People of God was expanding. A great
exodus of priests had taken place, but with the
exception of combining two or three small parishes with
its neighbour of somewhat greater size, under the
neighbouring pastor's administration, there wa.s no
I:mitation of priestly pastoral mir.istry.
Archbishop Penney, from the very first, began

Renc\valf1.

is

to the present time, ten years later. The "place" of the

People of God ha.<; been enlarged. However, it is still a
"place" in a hierarchical church. Let me try to explain.
It is not so much "We" are the People of God as "They"
are the People of God and we (Archbishop and priests)
;:He somehow not a part of the People of God.
We
"empower" them, we "lead them", we "minister" to
them, but we are not a part - an integral part- of
them.
Let me write now of my perception of Archbishop
Penney in this Church. I must reiterate what J have
said before: I am trying for objectivity but may not
attained ir.
Archbishop Penney ha~; accepted all the
terminology, all the "in" words
post Vatican il but
not come to grips with their implications. He has
carTied on a "fHrtation" with the laity which has been
most flattering for them, but not ended in a marriage of
equality of spouses with different ministries. In doing
this he has distanced himself from his priests, some of
whom find they are threatened by loss of definition in
Archbishop Penney's Church, others of whom are
turned off by what I have termed publicly as "playing
games".
When he came back to the Archdiocese as

Archbishop, there was no bishop who ever received a
greater welcome from the priests. Gradually this has
changed. Archbishop Penney allowed himself only one
relatively close friend among the priests. He is now
deceased. Archbishop Penney would not promote any
but non-threatening priests to appointed office. Only
through election did those with strong convictions hold
positions implying trust. These (Xlsitions were generally
emasculated by being limited to the consideration of
trivialities.
(See Minutes of Council of Priests, of
Administration Board and of Consultors meetings. The
latter may not be available).
When anything of
substance reached tbe agenda it was trivialized by
inaction even after the strongest representation.

It must be remembered that the Archbishop is the
"Episcopal Corporation Sole". I:-Ie is the totality of the
Corporation. He has the fullness of spiritual authority
in the Archdif)CeSe ~1,S ~\\'clL
all bodies, including your own, are advisory only. In the
final analysis he, and he alone, has financial and
spiritual power and as the first among the
Newfoundland and Labrador Bishops he is Chainnan of
the Denominational Education Committee. From this
,
.
a.'; mucn power 1I1 our
position he wields
denomination's participation in om education system.
Since all bodies only advise him, he appears to feel
he may freely disregard advice. In most areas in which
he seeks advice it is regarding relatively trivial matters,
so there is a show of acceptance. A few matters of
import have been advised, however. Two with which
resuhed in r:lpcrs 0;1
Meaningful Dekgation in the Archdiocese and the
proposal of a heritctge foundation to administer
Archdiocesan historical
The former,
cosmetic
changes,
reCeived
t he
unanimous
recommendation of the Council of Priests for action,
the latter received the recommendarion of the Basilica
Parish (most concerned), the Administra tion Board,
Council of Priests and Pastoral Council, for action also;
nothing of substance has been done after two years,
"'ith either.
In his wooing of the laity Archbishop Pennel' has
given great support to the various Commissions in the
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Archdiocese. Strong feminist elements have dominated
these Commissions. Feminism that is concerned with
equality for women has my fullest support.
In
dedication to the goal of this equality there is the
danger, however, that agendas may become entangled.
When the mandate of a Commission is interpreted in
such a way that disharmony results in the
services/ministries within the People of God, it would
appear that agendas are becoming blurred.

Over the past ten years then, there has been a
deterioration in feelings of self-worth, episcopal approval
and ministerial relevance among the priests. Coupled
with our geographical isolation, this psychological
alienation was aggravated by the long-sought admission
from the Archbishop that the clergy numbers were
diminishing at a dangerous rate and that something
must be done. This was finally made in the context of
sex scandals.

Disagreement has grown into animosity between
the Commissions and many of the priests. Being
alienated from the Archbishop by his preference for
non,threatening relationships, his flirtation with the
laity, and his support for the Commissions, the priests
more and more became islands unto themselves. The
Archbishop, principle of unity among the clergy, wrlS in
less and less meaningful contact with the priests.

Meanwhile we have become more physically and
mentally tired. Priests who had no difficulty with
organization were rejoicing in Parish Councils and
Finance Committees. I was one such. Others found it
impossible to organize or relate to such groupings.
Perhaps they feared change, they did not know how to
relme on a democratic level, they were too conscious
of their own inadequacies. Despite the directives of the
Archbishop that Parish Council., and Finance
Committees
in place by various and sundry
deadlines, a:1 that were created in some were guilt and
frustration and defensive arrogance. Yet never, to my
knowledge, wa<; there a meaningful discussion about the
Parishes and Pastors who had not complied with
directives for formation of
bodies on an individual
and personal basis, ie, naming names, to see what the
difficulties might be. All were presumed to have the
same talents.

""hen priests foregathered in
topics of conversation were mostly negative references
to the ArchbL<;hop, his Commissions and the
personalities of his Commission members, especially the
Directors. With the feeling they had no credibility in
the eyes of their Archbishop, the priests became more
and more a fragmented presbyterium, and at the
election to the Council of Priests w:--lile fifteen
were nominated, ten diocesan priests and one religiolls
declined nomination leaving the director of the Ministry
to Priests Program (a diocesan priest) and three
religious priests to contest the two positions.
In the workings of the Archdiocesan Commissions
some
the priests were very disturbed by
to be promotion of a Church with linlc
emphasis on the Eucharist. It appeared to priests, like
that a
feminist agenda was ;It
which saw male domination in the Church
in the confection of the Eucharist being reserved to
males.
Ridding the Church of emphasis on the
Eucharist would give equality, it appeared. \X'hile I
support with enthusiasm the legitimate aspirmiLms of
women for priesthood as they perceive a call to sllCh
ordained ministry from God, I cannot regard the goal of
the priesdess, non-Eucharistic, Church a legitimate
levelling of differences between the sexes.

This became a further cause for isolation within
the presbyterium.
The Ministry to Priests Program (MPP) was
in'roduced to the Archdioce:::e in Septemher/December
1980 and was placed in motion in January 1981. From
outset ir \ViIS doomed to ineffectiveness. Although
the Archbishop promised that Msgr. Walsh would be
full-time director, he W<L~ not re1ea:-ed from Parish duties
until the end of April and horn his duties as Vicar
General until around the middle of August. While the
first fervour of commitment to the MPP was alive the
fllll-time director was filling first two, then one, other
fHll,rime job(s).
Two points among the rnany stressed by Fr.
Vincent Dv,ryer (founder of the MPP) may be significant
through possible misinterpretation, in your pursuit of
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there was the emphasis laid on the
-,~""" ".0 be comfortable with their sexuality"
=~e was the goal of "self-actualization".
could become Number 1,
-,. ..:L",iant behaviour and Number 2,
?L-S::

~=,.~:',istry to Priests Program came the

-

-

and the support groups.
interviewed both Msgr. Walsh
Fr. Doody, present director. I was
,_ ~~j rial team and remained with the
-_--; - ::-,l, 0 tenns, leaving shortly after Msgr.
Apart from the poor
a lack of commitment to following
modifications watered down the

0 -

POWER
In the Universal Church power resides in a mate
hierarchy. The pros and cons of this have been
debated by many qualified people.
Whether the
argument has my support at either extreme or
somewhere in the middle, is irrelevant to this preamble
which is trying to explain my perception of the context
in which our scandals existed and became public. It is
to be desired that this power is used solely in the
service of God's people: that it is not a power structure
emulating that of the ancient Jewish priesthood with
the cynicism of the Saducees and hypocrisy of the
Pharisees buttressed by convenient interpretations of
the law. Whatever it is, it is a fact of life in the Roman
Catholic Church
rod"y. That its maintenance iE
considered essential is indicated by the lavish
~d the pooreSt
CCiUn[rleS

-

continual struggle to reorganize
... commitment was not there and the
',,?S ineffective. Of the three that were
-;:~.?jIl today. One of
had (has)
most of the
accused of sex
that this group was given more
::::' .= :i:m than any other group in the
-:-:;: p'olice. I recall vividly the
that
. -,cv attacked the credibility of that
of the priests. I
as I had no reason to doubt

accepted by the Pope.
This power is the prerogative
the Archbishop .
In the locaJ church it is centcred in him, By him all
other groups or
It is his
choice to what
is
or
ficriol1ai, by
or
•

1··

1

exteI1Slve or lHYEred.

In the Archdiocese of St. John's the empowering
ha'> been, theoretically, real, principled, consistent and
extensive. My observation is
far too
it was
fictional, haphazard, inconsistent a!1d limited in its
scope. This
we:'e

by Jne in r:l<1ny
,. d av;ay. \Vhat his reason was at that
notpn'p,'j

not guess.
to the group as

My e>:;-'::::-.;:>:I.-:e With the one-ta-one ministry was
it rem?,::~,,"..: on a
level. Its
value
the
with another priest several
,-\5 team members we went to them.
are more than a few
.. gaged in
;::'iin[stry and/or accepting it.

:;',3~

not articulated in their fullness however.
ern pt.

circurnstances

\Vhile
,>vere
rower,
were no
real parameters established. \X'ithout parameters, power
is open to abuse. Commissions that were established to
extend the effectiveness of
Parish unit
became the arbiters of
and p'L<;roral action.
Interpretations of their mandates were almost
inevitably supported by the Archbishop reg,lrdless of the
hardship created, especially for the pastors of those
pariShes which had the major p::trish committees of
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Parish Council, Finance, Liturgy and Properties in place
and working.
While those Commissions were adding to their
numbers people of little or no expertise, they were
making decisions adversely affecting those in parishes
where there was as much or more expertise. Such
exercise of power was perceived to have the support of
the Archbishop. He projected a tolerance for the
priests and their supposed inability to function in a post
Vatican 11 church. My perception was that we were
being expected to function in a church where power
was being transferred from the Bishop to a group of
Commissions.
These CommL<;sions began having
meetings independent of the ArchbL'ihop back in 1985
or 1986 when they protested the termination of
employment of the then-editor of The Monitor. The
Archdiocese could not afford the almost $50,000.00
annual subsidy he required to run the paper and Office
of Communications since they had been self-supporting
before.
In a paper I prepared for a Presbyterium meeting
agenda in September 1986, I wrote: "I perceive there is
a danger in our Archdiocese of a split so that we could
have a Church of the Commissions and a Church of
the Priests." I was referring here to a confrontation of
leadership. Nothing that has happened since has
caused me to change my opinion. Of course the sex
scandals and the inevitable fallout will lead to a whole
new context in which ministry will function. The
Church in the Archdiocese will not revert to what it
was: great positive potential in the midst of so many
negatives.
In his insistence on Parish Councils and Parish
Finance Committees, the Archbishop wanted real
participation: real-decision making. To quote again
from the presentation just mentioned "Decisions made
on the Parish level, in the final analysis, have
accountability built in for the parish priest only. 'T'hose
who make the decisions make them with the knowledge
they can withdraw if the going gets rough". This
quotation is from 3C of my presentation: I would like
to quote again, this time from 3B "The more coresponsibility is sought the greater the tension when

decision making is in the hands of learners on the
earliest levels. An odious comparison would have us
give Primary School pupils the responsibility for making
administrative decisions for a school",
The power base was therefore in Archbishop
Penney, with Archdiocesan Commissions and Parish
Committees empowered, and greatest accountability
residing with the priest. Vis-a-vis the Commissions the
priest would be presumed wrong unless he could prove
otherwise; vis-a-vis the Parish Council, the Finance
Committee, and the Liturgy Committee of his Parish
charge the Parish priest would be solely responsible
before the Archbishop for the consequences arising from
their decisions.

As an aside, it is not to be wondered at that those
priests who were not inclined to, or were incapable of
shared authority became more withdrawn and isolated.
Those who tried became frusrrated and tension-ridden.
Where I stood in these matters is well known in
the Archdiocese. I rejoice in the Parish I left, which
has been functioning on its own with the aid of Priest
Administrators since J was forced to resign for health
reasons.
Power of the priests has been the solution
proffered for the environment in which our scandals
could have taken place. Like all bbnket statements
there is truth in this one, but not the whole truth. I
will refer to this later on. Power - defined as exercise
of authority or control is theoretically in the hands of
the priest by Episcopal delegation. In the hierarchical
Church of pre-Vatican JJ we had a monarchical
Church. Post Vatican II the bishops have increased in
authority and control. There is, however, an attempt
at "levelling off' beneath the office of bishop. The
utopian attainment would appear to be that the priests
and their ministry would blend into the ministries of all
the People of God. All ministries would have equal
value
the ministry of Eucharistic Sacrifice would
require a setting a.."ide, or ordination. Like every other
ministry it would support in love God's people in their
pilgrimage of faith. A further projection of this is
ordination to Eucharistic Sacrifice of any Christian,
whether "Jew or Greek, slave or free, male or female".
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Sr. Paul tells us there is no distinction. While I would
like to see bishops involved in this levelling process, I
find the theory by which the bishops exercise leadership
power and which they appear to be promoting, insofar
as priests and laity are concerned, a step in the right
direction. Once they have lost the lesser clergy to the
ranks of the People of God, they will have lost their
historical power base. They would become more of the
order of a Constitutional Monarchy with symbolic
rather than service ministry or they would have to join
the ranks of the People of God.
But right now, in the Archdiocese of St. John's, we
have great ambivalence.
I don't know if this is
universal in Canada and/or beyond. The local preVatican JJ priest was indeed girded with many of the
trappings of a feudal lord. Because of relatively long
poor
boat travel, only since
Archbishop Skinner took office in 1951 did most
parishes see the Archbishop more frequently than once
every five or more years. The pastor had most of the
authoriry of a bishop, spiritually and financially, in his
parish.
He had other power forced on him by
circumstances too. Being a well educated man relative
ro any of his parishioners - even teachers, magistrates
or local merchants - he was the arbiter of justice and
the promoter of social change.
As most rural
communities in Newfoundland were of one religion, he
was, in effect, the school board and the leader in
community development. Recreational activities dances, garden parties, bingos, etc. were usually "fund
for the Pari.<;h.
Even though Confederation in 1949 began a
process
integration, our irlSuJarity and poor roacl.s
made for little change in p,L<;toral tyJwcrs up to Vatican
H. Archbishop Skinner did travel extensively and
frequently, visiting most parishes almost yearly. He did
institute a certain amount of fiscal accountability. The
government did promote real school boarcl.s and these
went beyond Parish boundaries with denominational
acquiesence. Still there was little potential for real
change in the powers of the pastor before Vatican IL
With Post Vatican If there came the ambivalence.
In all fairness Archbishop Skinner proceeded step by
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step in the direction of sharing responsibilities with
consequent reduction in the aforementioned powers.
He took advice from those who had been involved in
pastoral ministry. He had been an academic and had
no first hand knowledge. Priests who were engaged in
parish ministry found they were asked to share
responsibility with people who, sometimes, were ill.
equipped, ill-prepared or unwilling to accept
restx>nsibility. People considered it to be the priest's
work to do all the things he had been doing. He could
do so only by continuing to exercise the power Vatican
Il showed to be undesirable in a ministry of loving
service. Only a few months ago J spoke with a doctor
who had been a parishioner of the last parish in which
J served. He observed that he had been critical of me,
when 1 was pastor, because I was expecting the laity to
do the things that were my duties. Only in the light of
our present shortage of priests did he realize the
practical value of having a parish which could function
with minimal priestly presence. From that he moved,
he said, to seeing that what the laity were brought to
do there were their own ministries, not a priest's. 1
mention this to show the ambivalence which exists
even up to today, among the laity as we~l as the priests.
Progress was slow but steady until the last decade.
With Archbishop Skinner's resignation and Archbishop
Penney's appointment we embraced with joy the latter's
prophecy of Renewal. Here we had a pastoral bishop one who had worked side by side with us - replacing an
academic.
Renewal was
with cl SL:rvey by the Centre
for Applied Research in the Apostolate which projected
3 coming shortfall in vocations.
Then came the
Ministry of Priests Program followed by a Teacher's
Renewal project. Concomitantly began the insistence
on Parish Councils; later Finance Committees were
pushed. But CARA was not engaged to finish its work
nor was it replaced when it had difficulties. The MPP
was put into effect but had a crippling beginning from
which it never recuperated, the Teacher's Renewal
made little impression and there was no accountability
re the forming of Parish Councils and Finance
Committees. No standard constitution was developed
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for Parish Councils, nor was there real help given to
parishes where the committees were nonexistent.

Archbishop Penney with his Commissions. The priests
had their own traditional power base. They shared this
in the parish, but again, when the circumstances are
objectively analyzed, only if, first they wished, secondly
they knew how and thirdly, if, in their courage or
ignorance, they could take the inevitable hassle. It is
not difficult to see how any priest, with anything to
hide, could manipulate the structure to give him
privacy. I will move on now from contextualizing the
continued abuse of children to some suggestions for
change.

The result was a mishmash.
Compounding
confusion were the Commissions with their everincreasing authority. Communiques were sent to the
pastors several times a week by one or other of the
Archbishop, Council of Priests, Deans, Commissions,
Pastoral Council, Business Office and so on. All had
something for the priest to do. Like the setting up of
Parish Councils and Finance Committees these were
implemented more or less adequately by some,
frustrated some, and were ignored by others.
Always there was the mind set - which prevails to
this day - that the parish priest must be whipped into
action to fulfil the implications of Renewal from
Vatican 11. Never educated to the new concept of
Church and its ]X)ssibilities (with good roads for travel,
an educated laity and modem technology) the
from a few workshops and
were expected to
mostly by intuition. Unfortunately for this purpose,
psychologists tell us intuitives with practical skills are in
the minority.
The priests continued to flounder. They did their
best, which in some cases was good, in others poor and
for some a retrenching in the power base with which
they were familiar.
Archbishop Penney was advised of this in one way
or the other, again and
over the years. He used
all the right words but did not generate action.
result was parishes such as the one in which I
ministered where 1 could not get paid for a "yogurt
without producing a cash receipt, to those
where the pastor could spend the parish income with
only to the business office of the
Archdiocese. As long as it
a bank balance which
was the difference between reported earnings and
reported expenditures (debit or credit) the business
office was satisfied. Parishes paid an assessment on
reported earnings. Discretion on what was reported
remained with the pastor in the final analysis. Again
and again this was attacked as poor business practice.
No action.
In summary then, the power base was shared by

\VHA T SC~1I.IDALS HA VE D01\"E TO FORCE
POSITIVE CHA.1\JGE
In this portion of my presentation I am concerned
with future distribution of power in the Church. Under
the cloak of power these scandals were able to take
place. Perhaps it
mme aCCl:rate to say that
power, along with isolation and aloneness gave the
privacy in which what happel1ed could take place.
Access to boys came easily through altar servers and
other youth involvements. During the years when
these scandals took place there \vas another
phenomenon in Newfoundland. Up to Confederation
and for many years afterv..ards the "live-in" priest's
housekeeper was the norm. As social benefits increased
in the years following Confederation, those ladies .
mostly widows with grown or no families - who became
housekeepers, could rem:::lin in their own homes. This
hanged the environment of the priest's house from one
·ith a female presence to one where, at best, a priest
,ad someone come in by day to prep;ue lunch, an
~vening meal and take cafe
the household chores.
l:"'fter that he was
in the
environment
Ifor the practice of deviance was
provided where
I
would be little danger of invasion of privacy.
1Es~ciallY was this true when parish council was non1 eXIStent and there was no fiscal accountability to a
finance committee. Provision of enticements would not
difficult in such circumstances.

i

The scandals with which our church is dealing
presently should make us provide a better physical,
psychological environment. Priests living alone should
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be the extreme exception rather than the rule.
Deanery residences would be more practical in the
future than in the past. Since there will be an
insufficient number of priests to staff each parish and
since the main ministries of the priest are the
Eucharistic Sacrifice, preaching in that context, and the
Sacraments, there would be psychological value in
priests, servicing several parishes, living in an apartment
complex such as the O'Dwyer Apartments. All parishes
would feel they were treated alike. When priests are
primarily associated with the sacramental and sacrificial
aspects of ministry the power base and the environment
for abuse will be lessened automatically. Parishes would
have to have Parish Councils, Finance Committees and
Lay Pastoral Associates. The Finance Committees
could operate the Parish budgets and be accountable to
the Business Manager of the Archdiocese. There could
be a centra! Deanery
all
cornputcr
and
to the Archdiocesan busine.<;s office. Parish
needs could be ascertained and strategies set to meet
them by the Parish Council.
The Lay Pastoral
Associate could be the liaison with the priests for
sacramental administration after conducting preparation
the various
of
activity
of the parish.
The foregoing is a suggestion for a stop-gap
measure until there is a married clergy of both sexes;
not that marriage would be a solution for those \vho
abuse adolescents. A rigid screening process should be
possible with already married men or women, to
rninimizc
entry of
Since
will always be those who are called to celibacy and to
sarne
stringency for them. It might be more difficult for one
not already married. A brainstoll11ing by a competent
group could develop the necessary strategies.
May I now look at your mandate and comment on
each of the five areas.

Mfu~DATE

TERM 1: To inquire into factors which might have
contri.buted to the sexual abuse of children by some
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members of the clergy, which factors might include
family background, education, lifestyles, mutual suppon
systems, or any other pertinent circumstance (The
Monitor, May 1989).
In the preamble I have outlined some elements of
the context in which the sexual abuse of children took
place in latter years. May I sum up again: weak
leadership, confused clergy, tiredness, isolation (physical
and psychological) I a power base arising from
circumstances of the past which no longer prevail, and
the lack of integration into the People of Gcxi.
Undoubtedly there are others.
Family background mayor may not be a reievant
factor in explaining sexual deviance. Exploration of the
family would have to be in depth and extensive, it
seems to me. That this is an inherited deviance would
be difficult to propose.
that
is
S0T11ctitnes

is

many

opponents ae;; proponents. Abuse of children - even
has little relationship to homosexuality.
boys alone
To say someone is genetically predisposed to child
abuse is outside any school of psychology, it seems to
me.
In the
would then be
growing years were those of abase - physical, menta!,
sexual; or if a child is, to use our Newfoundland
terminology - "spoiled rotten"; or if a child is given false
sexual signals - feminism encour8ged in a boy,
masculinity in a girl, etc., there might he a

prognosis is that some of the latter may also
become sexual abusers. To fulfil this part of your
mandate you will have to 8mllyze the bckground of a
random selection of the other priests of the
Archdiocese, for comparison, as I see it.
In the matter of educ<ltion it may he found that
physical abuse was a pmt of education, at least in
Newfoundland, in the early years of their education, for
the two priests convicted. This was certainly so in my
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leration.

They may have experienced a different

~.ile of teaching. Perhaps there was sufficient abuse on

this level to create a nurture negativity.
Further exploration of education will have to take
place for the university and seminary environments in
which the individuals studied. This will require groups
for comparison, as all who had the same educational
environment did not become child abusers.
Lifestyles have been rumoured to be varied in the
Archdiocese. Sometime around 1981 I chaired a
Presbyterium meeting and I remember mentioning that
sexuality was considered something that required
discussion. It was not placed on the agenda. For years
1 heard rumours that the police had a certain few
priests under observation because they were frequenting
gay bars.
The impre&<;ion I had was that the
Archbishop was informed. What action he took, if he
was infonned, I do not know. I did not expect to
know, as the Archbishop's duty in non-criminal matters
would be to help in the rehabilitation of the priest, and
that would not be appropriately done publicly. No
1es were men tioned when these rumours were
JpJken of. Only since our sex scandals have names
been spoken of. Probably every priest has been named,
for fact or fiction, since then. Such rumours are now
unreliable, as the innocent are accused with abandon.
Mutual support systems might be support in crime,
or support in living with guilt. Whether those who
have been convicted had such systems has to be
proven. Since we are social beings and since we all
need approval, moreover, since the ministry given by
those convicted was of high calibre except in the area
of their panicular deviance, and since the conscience
dies a slow death, there must have been a time of
struggle with the inappropriateness of their activity
which would have them need another's advice.
Whether this was sought and whether it was
sought from individuals, in a supl-1Ort group or in the
Knowing the
confessional, is purely
sacredness of the confessional and the quasiconfessional aspect of an
swom confidence, J
would feel that neither will
violated regardless of
,me of any sort. The confidentiality of a support

group was given the same quasi-confessional aspect
when the Ministry to Priests Program was initiated. It
would be imperative to state that the Support Group of
the MPP would not support deviance, but growth;
therefore the pressures would be to move to health
from deviance.
The context of the past ten years, with the
frustration and the lack of vision of a Church (People
of God) mL'>Sion, plus the privacy provided by
circumstances and preference in living conditions and
parish organization, probably compounded, but did not
ca u.-.e , sexual deviance in some members of the clergy.
Celibacy, which is concomitanr in accepting a
vocation to the priesthood, creates sexual tensions
which have to be sublimated since they cannot be
legitimately relieved.
was little of substance
given seminarians or priests by way of techniques in
such sublimation of the
drive, it is not
to be wondered at that illegitimate forms of relief would
be adopted by some. It is tragic that this should take
the form of child sexual abuse. Celibacy might have
another factor
triggered such abuse; it might have
place, but it
in the environment where it could
was not the cause of
deviance. Something deeper
and antecedent would appear to be the root. How you
find it I don't know. It is well to note here that the
trend was with adolescent boys. not pedophilia - but
what this means I cannot guess unless it requires only
the cras,<;est of explanations - availability.
It would appear to me that the abusers and abused
(to a lesser degree) might 11;1\'e the answers. How you
establish the trust with either group when it is known
your primary task is a public report is a
challenge
for you.
TERM 2: To enquire how such behaviour could have
gone undetected and unreported for such a long pedod
of time (The Monitor, ~v1ay 1989)

In responding to this I would cite eight
why
this could hapr>en without the priests knowing, seven
v"'ithout the people knowing,
without the
Archbishop knowing.
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pRIESTS
a} The lack of an historical context. There have been
no previous public disclosures of this nature in the
history of the Archdiocese to cause scrutiny or
suspicion on the part of the generality of the priests.
b) Nothing of great substance was discussed by the
Archbishop's advisory committees: the agendas were
mostly the Archbishop's.
c) The privacy of life imposed on priests which could be

enhanced by those who had deviant behaviours to hide.
cl) The chaotic state of Archdiocesan Administration
which held priests in disarray and made them less
perceptive than they might otherwise have been.
c) The possible misinterpretation of "comfortableness

with sexuality" and "self-actualization" as promoted by
!\f;inistry to Priests Program.
apparent preference of the Archbishop for nonthreatening clerics in appointed positions of trust in the
Archdiocese.
g) The distances behveen parishes which made intimate
knowledge of the life patterns of even the closest of
neighbours most improbable, considering that deviant
L>c2havioars were not perceived even by the very
parishioners whose homes were visited and whose sons
were violated by their Pastor.
h) General fraternization has lessened among priests
over the years. Except among some close mends there
was little "getting together". Most general groups were
support
groups
occasions (such as ordinations, the
Archbishop's Christmas dinner, his barbecue, etc.). All
or any of these
outlasted the minimum amount
of time
by cirCUllL<;tances or courtesy.
PEOPLE
a) The people had accepted the traditional power
position of the priest. They had in many cases
encouraged it. Some even resented the divesting of
power, terming it
or shirking of duty by the
priests.
b) Some parishes were dormitory towns or a mixture of
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fishing-village and urban workers who moved in Or
remained for personal reasons. The former might be
traditional, jealous of their "ownership" of the parish,
and less well~educated for the most part than the latter,
who were disinterested, or distrusted in many instances.
This resulted in a vulnerable parish community.
c) There was no consistency proposed or expected by
the Archdiocesan Administration in parish structures.
To have a parish council and a finance committee was
the goal. How those were constituted and how they
worked was entirely up to the pastor in the matter of
parish council and even in latter years, when there was
a directive re finance committees, it allowed a broad
continuum. 1Il will was not necessary for the power of
the pastor to remain. Divesting himself of power was
his real challenge.
The people had no way of
divesring, little desire for
and less understanding of shared ministry.
d) Priests' idiosyncrasies were tolerated and excused
much as pagan peoples tolerated and excused the
idiosyncrasies of their gods. Wrathful priests, dominant
priests, holy priests (generally contrasted with those who
tried to move the people to pari~<;h work or social
change), good priests (those who combined the gifts of
spiritual and temporal leadership) , money priests, and so
on, were the lot of the parishes in turn. The pastor
was appointed by the Archbishop. New appointments
were accepted with sorrow by those who had "gotten on
well" with the preceding pastor and with joy by those
who hadn't.
e) Most priests held therm;elves aloof from the people.
Having the duty of being "all things to all men\women",
they were
to have no personal mends in the
parish. All
were
to be able to perceive
themselves as having equal value. Being "loners" then,
they were not known as to character - weaknesses,
strengths, etc., - except in very superfiCial ways. The
facade of perfection
demanded of them by tradition
and also by office
was accepted, with qualifications,
by the people. Most criticisms were on the level of
personality rather than of lifestyle. A priest is under
careful scrutiny in his relatior.ship with women - being
an unmarried, educated and powerful person. If
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he passed that scrutiny relatively unscathed, that was
acceptable.

f) Priests were supposed to take a special interest in
altar boys. From them came the majority of recruits for
the priesthood. Blessed indeed was the parish where
the pastor had them in his home, took them on picnics,
had an Altar Boys' party for them yearly, etc., etc.
Strongly criticized were the priests who shirked this
"duty". Parishioners in general had an innocence about
sexual deviance and a trust in the priesthood that
precluded any suspicion of unacceptable behaviour.
g) Some pari"hioners in Archbishop Penney's years
complained to him about their pastors regarding
pastoral decisions. Archbishop Penney made it clear
when he visited parishes that he was the pastor and
that the priest they called pastor was his representative.
Had the complainants any inkling that their parish
priest was involved in deviant behaviour they would
have brought this to hL" attention. Since Archbishop
Penney says he had no such representations the
presumption must be that such activity was not
suspected or it would have been reported.

ARCHBISHOP
a) Archbishop Penney was a priest of the Archdiocese.
He had known and socialized with all the priests before
he became Bishop of Grand Falls. After he returned as
Archbishop he appeared to protect himself from
familiarity by distancing hirrL"e1f from all but a few. He
was consequently not one to be approached with
problems.
b) He was not one to see the implications of certain
actions. After a very emotional meeting of the Priests
he
with me his inability to relate to our "visions
of the future". When I offered to place at his disposal
my perceptions of the possible outcome of certain
things, he thanked me formally and in such a way that
I knew he had no intention, and in fact, saw no need,
to accept my offer. This was but one evidence I had
th~H he was quite satisfied with his own perceptions as
adequate for all situations. Because he did not have
"visions of the future" it appeared that "visions of the
-'lture" were not of consequence. This, it appears to

me, would make him very vulnerable to misinterpreting
any "hints" that came his way. He would have only
himself as the arbiter of their veracity or implications.
c) As the Archbishop, Archbishop Penney is, as
mentioned before, the spiritual head and the Episcopal
Corporation Sole. Because of this there are only a very
few areas in which he must consult and few, if any, in
which he must abide by a decision of an advisory body.
Had he mL<;givings he would have no imperative to seek
advice and might judge it "pastoral", or prudent, not to
do so. His temperament would seem to support such
a course of action.
COMME~TS

a) It mu."t be stressed again that we, the priests in
general, had no precedent in the Archdiocese for
suspicion that such deviance was to be found in the
priesthood. 111ere \V~L"
kumdedge or the
dimensions of the task a person of habitual deviant
behaviour would have in modifying such behaviour.
Friends who might suspect or even know of something
would not know how to advise and would perhaps be
very loathe to invade another's privacy on a matter of
suspicion.
b) I must confess J hadn't heard or the law regarding
reporting sexual abuse to the Department of Social
Services before the charges were made against ]im
Hickey. It would appear to me that something was
lacking in my training or updating after I was in
ministry. It would be my opinion that the majority of
would, at most, hnve only a vague idea that
such a law existed. Having done graduate studies in
Education Psychology in 1976-78, I was aware that
confidentiality in counselling had to he waived in a legal
setting and that preservation of the confidentiality of
the Confessional could le8d one into contempt of court.
Any other notions were fuzzy, to sny the least.
c) On several occasions Archbishop Penney made
references to lifestyles of priests and the concern some
seemed to have about inappropri:1te behaviour. He said
no one gave him specifics. After one such occasion I think it was a meeting of the Council of Priests -- 1
told him of a priest who was at that time in the process
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of leaving or had just been granted leave from ministry.
He had come into the parish in which I was pastor and
was residing alone, during the winter, at the summer
residence of a friend of his. He was being friendly with
boys who were shovelling snow from the driveway of
the house he used. A parishioner, filled with sympathy
for him, had told me he was telling the boys he was
lonely there.
I expressed my discomfort to the
Archbishop as I had heard rumours that his behaviour
with boys was questioned. The Archbishop said that
this was inappropriate behaviour and that he would
look after it. There was no further discus,.<;ion nor did
the ArchbL<;hop refer to the matter again.
cl) It seems to me, as 1 have indicated throughout this
rresentation, that the temperament of Archbishop
Penney may - and I only say "may" - have been a
considerable factor in how this continued throughout
time.
who preceded
""'as
a
temperament and yet nothing came to
light in his years, although much of the sexual deviance
which brought your Commission into being antedated
Archbishop Penney's administration.

TERM 3: To make recommendations to provide for the
spiritual, psychological and social healing of the Victims
and their Families (The Monitor, May 1989)
PRIESTS
Credibility needs to be restored to priests if the spiritual,
psychological and social healing is to take place in the
parish context. Ho\'.' is this to be done? No one
s!'lare some thoughts J have
on this subject,
a)
needs to
a reassessment of aU priests
and this has to be
ministering in the
perceived to be taking p:ace. Such a reassessment
needs to be in the same areas as the healing process:
spiritual, psychological and sociaL The assessment
needs to have the full support of the priests to
demonstrate gcxxi wilL At no time since the scandals
began have we been doing anything except play "catch
up". The impression given is that we would have been
happier if things had remained hidden. The reality is
that sexual deviance was causing terrible damage to the
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lives of young people and such damage had to cease.
It appears that there are those who hope that after the
trials are over, things will return to normaL Since only
now is it known that what appeared to be "normal"
housed a lot of abnormality, unless there is a perceived
assessment of all of us priests, none of us will engender
any depth of trust in the parishes in which we serve
habitually or occasionally. The people will not accept
blindly any priest sent to minister to them, ever again.
From now on the "norms" from which "normal" will
arise will have to be different from the "norms" under
which the "abnormal" of the past could continue.
b) Major parish committees - Parish Council, Finance
Committee, Liturgical Committee and Properties
Committee - have to be established with standard
constitutions re their areas of work and place in the
parish structure as well as providing for representath'e
concomitant of this is
to the Archdiocesan administration directly as well as
through the Parish Priest.
Responsibilities of the
Pastor and Assistant Pastors need to be spelled out and
understood by them as well as by all parishioners.
These responsibilities need to be concentrated on the
spiritual well-being of the people rather than on parish
administration with funding a major preoccupation.
c) "Aloneness" needs to be addressed. Since priests
cannot, in general, find an acceptable "live-in"
housekeeper, deanery residences would seem to be a
practical alternative.
d) Adequate updating and sabbaticaL.., are needed for
to
the "burn-out"
the present
crisis as well as the effects of the crisis in their lives.
of self-worth.
Priests need an incre,t<;e in their
This is at a very low ebb. To relate on a meaningful
level to the people in the parishes in which they serve
they must have help in ridding themselves of the stigma
attached to their profession by the actions of some and
the question "who can be trusted!" proposed by so
many and compounded by international media
coverage.

en
~) The role of the priest in the Church of today needs

be clarified. In the light of the present and
foreseeable shortage of priests this needs to be done not
only by priests themselves, or a synod of Bishops in
Rome, but on the local level within the whole of the
People of God - including laity, priests, bishops. A
priest whose mandate is known to himself and to all
others can achieve a measure of credibility if he is
perceived to be living out that mandate.
.:0

f) The priest must know that he is sustained by the
Archbishop. Wittingly or unwittingly the Archbishop
gave some priests ~ and I am one - the impre&.<;ion that
there must be those of us who knew of the deviance of
members of the clergy and had not reported it to him.
In fact the further impression was that your
Commission is a way of finding out how he had been
kept in the dark about those matters. Some members
of the clergy might have had such knowledge, but there
has been no stress laid on the word "some". When this
was articulated in the Rex Murphy interview, carried
by C.B.C., the impression left with me was that there
')uld be guilty knowledge (and almost a conspiracy)
[long some, many, or all of the priests and the people,
but that the Archbishop was kept oblivious. I find this
hurtful, particularly in the light of the reality that
Archbishop Penney never confronted these issues with
his priests when they were hinted at before the scandals
and during the period since, except in the most
superficial way. To have accepted blame for blindness,
along with his fellow priests, would have created
solidarity and a good climate for confrontation. In
implying that the priests/people in general had
knowledge they kept from him, he distanced himself
from any responsibility and appeared to place culpability
on the priests and perhaps the people of the
communities where violations took place. In this
context it will be difficult for the priests to know they
are sustained by the present Archbishop. Still for the
priest in a parish context to be able to give leadership
in providing a climate for spiritual, psychological and
social healing there must be a sustaining solidarity with
the Archbishop.
, The people must know that the priest of the parish
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and the Archbishop are in solidarity and mutual trust.
The insinuation that the Archbishop is as much at sea
as the people are about which priest he can trust,
leaves no priest who is trusted. If this is truly the
Archbishop's sentiment he needs to lay it to rest by
confronting the issue along with his priests. He has
been much quoted about the desirability of a "massive
haemorrhage" over the "trickle of life~blood" from the
Church. In publicly insinuating he does not know
whom he can trust and doing nothing about it he can
expect even less trust of his priests by the people. The
"trickle of life-blood" continues.
h) A comprehensive policy regarding the future of
priests convicted of sexual crimes has to be developed.
While this has to have a local flavour, it should be
basically consistent across Canada, it seems to me. This
policy has to observe the norms of justice and charity.
\Xlhile charity is presently unporubr for deviant priests,
ours is a Church based on love (charity). For a priest
to have credibility with his people this virtue has to be
extended to all, explained as extended to all and the
implications confronted. If a priest is left in the limbo
of having no policy including in it the elements of
justice and charity to propose and promote, he is forced
to ignore the legitimate queries of the people or to
speculate on what will be done, or again to speculate
on why nothing is being done. This policy should be
developed Canada-wide under the auspices of the
Canadian Conference of Catholic Bishops but by people
with the appropriate expertise. The knowledge that
such 8 policy is being developed at last is essential at
this time.
i) Parishioners need to be encouraged to articulate their
mistrust/trust of priests. They further need to be
brought through a process which will have them specify
the areas of concern they are struggling with. Then
they need help to deal with all of this. If something of
this nature isn't attempted, and anything approaching
the present style of leadership is expected of the priest
(even with the modifications already suggested) there
will always be the anomaly of almost universal suspicion
of one whom the people profess to trust because of his
office in their Church. To have a healthy relatiofL<;hip
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such suspicion must be reduced to a tolerable minimum
wherein prudence guides the relationship of people with
their priest, as prudence would guide any relationship
between acquaintances. If this is neglected the priest
cannot function, as there will only be the trappings of
trust without the reality.

PEOPLE
a) A'i indicated in (i) of the preceding section, for
healing to take place in the parish setting the general
populace must have a restored faith in their priests.
This is a formidable task as one can foresee perhaps ten
years of Commissions, trials and law suits, with appeals
through the court system. While we seem at present to
be waiting for this to end, it is unrealistic to expect that
the present situation will lose a priority position with
the media until every nuance of public curiosity has
been
in
various
of journalists and reporters. Those agendas may vary in
a spectrum ranging from the pursuit of justice, through
scandal mongering, anti-Catholicism, being antiestablishment etc., to crass expedience in seeking
The permutations and
monetary settlements.
combinations of the various motivations that wiIi keep
this matter alive for the next ten years are mindboggling. To think that healing for the victims and in
the parishes is going to be aided by a time of relative
peace from publicity is unrealistic. There has to be an
appreciation of a prevailing environment of negative
publicity as the process of healing takes place.
r!ie
implication of restoring trust in the priesthood and
recognizing that this trust will never be of the nature it
was in earlier times. Every t?,sk, with few exceptions,
that a priest performed before these scandals, still needs
to be done. A simple example will suffice to illustrate
what I mean. Altar boys/girls are needed for the
fullne~'i of the Liturgy. For this to be an effective
ministry, their youth requires personal interest from
someone. Priests will be very circumspect, as well as
Parents and
suspect, in showing such interest.
significant others in the parish structure will have to
take up the slack or there will be none to serve. These
1,
"}\

1a\'
• A,

t 0 come to

.,
wltll

things have to be discussed openly. It is not satisfactory
for servers to be told, "Don't be alone with the priest".
c) Since healing of any sort cannot take place in a
vacuum, the parishioners have to know theirs is an
important role. Healing is needed in all parishes, as aU
priests are suspect to one degree or another by some
parishioners at least. Especially is there need of mutual
support in the parishes in which the priests convicted
and accused have worked. Even if some of the accused
are never convicted legally it is sad reality that in the
public mind and the media, they are already judged
guilty. Parishioners, in all parishes in which these
priests served are at least asking, "Did anything happen
here?" and are speculating about individual boys.
Maybe tv.'enry or more parishes are so affected. V/hen
one considers that names of priests who have not been
charged have been publicly bndied about as susv"c:cr
about to be
the
of
increases. Even if the priest becomes/remains a pariah
and is only tolerated for the unique service he performs,
the Church, as the People of God, must be maintained.
In these circumstances it can only be maintained by
enlightened, dedicated lay ministries. The parishioners
must be mobilized to provide a positive enviromnent of
growth within the parish for healing to take place.
d) Parishioners must articulate their expectations of
Church leadership, see where these expectations are
realistic and unrealistic in today's Church and, in
particular, in the Archdiocese of St. John's, with its
context of public scandal and media scrutiny.
!nust be a
8ccep~ance that
are nart
of the People of God with specific ministries: that ;hey
are of
People of God
from
own
families} and therefore imperfect - that they have no
infusion of
through ordination - that they have
no protection against human weakness from ordination
- that they have the same needs as others without the
right to sati.<;fy some of them (the sexual is a case in
point) - that they need support if there is to be a
holistic Church containing the ordained :L<; well as the
unordained ministries.
e) Parishioners have to develop a sensitivity to the
families affected by the tragedy of abuse or by

CH
'eCulation that the child of a certain family might
_.ave been one of those abused. The emphasis the
media has placed on "abuse of altar boys" has made
every altar boy (past or present) in the parishes where
convicted or suspect priests have served, a cause for
speculation. Priests, who have shown healthy interest
in their altar boys, are now suspect. Such boys are
teased by their peers, interrogated by parents, and,
where the priest has been investigated, maybe even
in terrogated by police. This type of trauma is peripheral
to the tragic trauma of victims and their families. It is
nonetheless real. There has to be a will to lay these
speculation." to rest, not as a coverup but as a healthy
step forward. Priests cannot preach this ' they are
perceived to have a vested interest. This must be
initiated by parishioners with leadership suggested by
your Commission perhaps.

f) Supp()rt groups in parishes and across parish lines,
might help families to articulate their hurts. Private
counselling will serve its own purpose. Since the abuse
was so horrific in its context of priest,altar boy
1ationship, faith-church environment, family invasion
1
a trusted one called "father", and so extensive
comparatively speaking, there is a broad social
This needs frank discussion and
significa.nce.
acknowledgement of hurts in a trusted environment.
Priests cannot provide this at the present time. Parents
who are parishioners can. Such support groups need
those who have not been subjected to abuse as well as
those who have been affected by other forms of abuse
too, such as incest and child-and wife-battering. Each
of
forms of abuse is a violation of trust. There
needs to be an acknowledgement also that, while each
is unique, the publicity given violation by members of
the clergy is a further abuse of the relative privacy given
minors in other forms of abuse. Certainly, locally, there
is little privacy left for those abused by pliests. Many
within and outside their communities who were known
to have served a,.<; altar boys with convicted, accused or
suspected priests are stigmatized a,.<; victims. There has
been sufficient publicity given the thesis that the abused
may in tum become abusers, to focu..<; attention on the
mesent lifestyle of those young men who have been
lSCd by priests. Unfortunately, if anyone wishes to
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find evidence of deviance, imagination and half truths
will supply it.
g) Perhaps this is repetition.
It is important for
parishioners to accept the cold, hard fact that their
priests are in no way superhuman. Placing them on a
pedestal is unfair to the parishioners themselves - as
they become vulnerable through so doing; and unfair to
the priest - who has to try to live behind a facade of
perfection when he is only too conscious of his
imperfections, and therefore in a state of unrealistic
tension. Learning to accept priests a,.<; part of the
People of God with the same weaknesses and strengths
experienced by themselves will be difficult for those who
still draw comparisons between one priest and another
rather than comparing individuals (whether lay or
clerical). The People of God, including priests, have a
legitimate expectation that the priest strive for
perfection and seek help where he fails - he is
supposed to mirror Christ in an intense and unique
way. However, Christians have that a.<; a legitimate
expectation of one another as well. Such a realization
has to come from theory to full mental acceptance.
Only then will parishioners truly support their clergy a.<;
the latter try to live the unn:1tllral lifestyle of celibacy
required by Church law to give the People of God,
Christ, in Sacrifice and Sacrament.

BlSHOP
a) There must be a credible Archbishop. At present
Archbishop Penney has little credibility. Whether he
can regain this credihility remains to be se-cn. It seems
to me he would need to change his approach radically.
At present there has been a measure of support
This follows from the
regenerated in the clergy.
demands for his resignation and the attacks on his
character. Based in emotion this support may not last,
especially if it is not fuelled by continued unjust or
unf::!!r allegations. My assessment of the areas in which
there has ro be meaningful change in leadership are
indicated or implied in all of the foregOing. I will not
repeat a,.<; this presentation is overlong already.
b) The Archbishop needs to assume control of the
situation.
Playing "catch up" is not leading to
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meaningful healing in the community.
Media
allegations, inferences and allusions need considered
response, based in psychological and communications
expertise. That is not to say there should be a battle
with the media. Sensationalism can only be sustained
by more and greater sensation. The general public gets
saturated over time. A measured, well-thought-out
response based in knowledge rather than speculation
will eventually prevaiL
Based in charity, which
recognizes that the media gave the initiative where the
Church didn't (even though in some instances they got
carried away with their power and prejudices) a good
public relations campaign which is aimed at attaining
truth even at the cost of crucifixion will follow in the
footsteps of the Lord whom we serve.
c) The Archbishop might profitably recognize those
areas in ,>",hieh he
can promote solidarity in the
church.
he is blinded by his
condition ro the lack of real (rather than emotional)
support he is receiving from his people and priests.
Maybe the blinding comes from his temperament which
has alienated at least some of us over the years. To be
an effective leader in spiritual, psychological and social
healing, for those directly and indirectly victimized by
the events of the past two decades, he must have
people to lead. Without the vestiges of solidarity some
priests and people show because they perceive they are
jointly attacked, with him, by the media, there are few
who today could hear, let alone heed, a call from him
to close ranks in eradicating the evil amongst us and
in
tbe local Church, it seems to me, he ha.s to share in a
so
way the pO'wer of office he
closely. Not only must he share, he must he seen to
share - really, to divest himself of - that power in areas
in which he has demonstrated his lack of competence.
A new face ha.'> to he seen; new approaches made;
new expertise utilized; new momentum generated if the
Archbishop is to be other than another wound needing
healing in the lives of the victims of sexual abuse, their
families, communities and the whole victimized People
of God (laity and priests) in the Archdiocese.

O'IHER COMMENTS
a) There needs to be a definition of what is to be
healed. The component parts of the damage done need
to be identified. For example there is betrayal of trust,
misuse of power, introduction to sexual deviance,
perversion of truth (that such activity is acceptable),
guilt (in beginning such behaviour and continuing it),
anger, desire for revenge, possible mixed motives in
seeking monetary damages, and so on. If there is to be
healing, the area needing healing must be known. You
would seem to be challenged to recommend that
provision he made for acceptable, qualified counsellors
who will help specification of areas of trauma.
b) The parallel committee which is employing a
counsellor for a year must be given an open-ended
mandate. One year and one counsenor is a band-aid
scerns to rne
a
to illustrate the lack of appreciation for the trauma,
with its many ramifications, which has, up to now,
characterized the handling of the whole matter.
c) Comments such 3...<; those of Bishor CampheU and
Father Molloy arc adding to the trauma. Responses
forced from your
- one set up to
and recommend - 8re a
commentary on the
inability of Church lCrtdership to fulfil its function.
d) There needs to he an in-depth study of moral
teaching in the Catholic School system. I make an
educated guess that we will find there is less than
the moml code of the
8ccount
some of the confusion that would contribute to the
climate for
f~L<;t
norms would be more easily misled by a priest, official
interpreter of the Church's
e) Ministry to youth, once left to the priest to organize,
must he adequately organized and pursued vigorously in
some other way. While ministry to youth has always
been a preoccupation of the Church - at least
theoretically - now it must he seen to be a fact in light
of the abuse of youth by some Church leaders.
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TERM 4: To make recommendations that will ensure
that the Church has effective procedures for becoming
aware of, re'(X>rting and dealing with incidents of
deviant behaviour that might occur. (The Monitor, May
1989)

EFFECTIVE PROCEDURES
For procedures to be effective they cannot be
imposed as laws. Laws were in effect when abuse took
place. Effective procedures require a recognition from
the persons affected ~ namely the priests ~ that they are
just, needed, universally applicable and adequate.
a) Just: Procedures that single out priests as a segment
of society that needs special observation because of
these scandals, will not be just. Indicating that priests
need greater scrutiny because they are celibates would
reality of sexual abuse of children by many
non~celibates as well as by parents and other
perpetrators of incestuous abuse. When one hears the
statistic that one in two girls and one in three boys will
)C subject to abuse, or attempted abuse, by age 18,
specifying priests, even by innuendo, as the greatest
potential abusers would be unjust. There are not
enough priests to go around, to put the matter bluntly.
The positive approach would have the priests strategize
with your Commission, or another capable group, a
plan to demonstrate that they are indeed trustworthy
and unwilling to be categorized as potential abusers.
Put properly, such a challenge will have priests more
conscious than they have been of the sacredness of the
calling they have accepted. Without a voluntary
asj)L~ct, procedures involving them as a distinct group
will have the same negative impact a.<; segmented testing
for HIV virus or segmented testing for drug usage. The
gCX>d desired will be frustrated in the emotional aversion
produced by the perception of injustice.
b) Needed: Whatever procedures are developed must
be accepted as needed. There are those who will feel
that once guilt or innocence has been proven for all
charged, the matter Ls ended. Some will feel that there
will never again be anyone foolish enough to involve
himself in such activity. The obsessive~compuL<;ive
nature of this deviance must be clearly understcxxl by
priests, potential priests and those accepting and
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training them. Easy answers will lead to ineffective
We are used to easy answers and
procedures.
ineffective procedures in this Archdiocese. We need no
more.
c) Universally Applicable: When procedures are put in
place they must be seen to apply to all who have
accepted a call to the priesthcxxl. Bishops or Vicar
Generals or other officials cannot be exempted. As the
Church grows towards maturity there will be more and
more emphasL<; on lay ministry. Deviant behaviour can
be no more acceptable in lay people ministering in the
Effective
name of the Church than in priests.
procedures must encompass such lay ministers. Their
training and their evaluation must be reinforced by
ongoing effective procedures. What value would there
be in precluding scandal arising from deviant behaviour
originating with some priests and blinding yourselves to
the potential for deviant behaviour on the part of lay
ministers, some of whom will be administering parishes
in the not too distant future?
d) Adequate: Adequate procedures cannot come from
a mere brainstorming among yourselves or jointly with
the Archbishop and priests. Psychology, sociology,
spiritualiry all have expertise that must be tapped.
There must also be something done on the national
level through the Canadian Conference of Catholic
Bishops so that there will as few "cracks" as possible for
deviance to slip through. It must be remembered that
those convicted have come from a training that was
followed in seminaries more than two decades ago. To
be adequate, your recommended procedures must not
assume that one seminary had a bias in the direction of
bhndness toward" deviance, without an analysis of all
seminaries attended by our priests and a specification of
the areas in which this blindness is demonstrable.

EFFECTIVE PROCEDtJRES FOR A W AREI\'ESS
How does one become aware of sexual deviance?
There would seem to be three possibilities: 1) The
deviant confesses. 2) The victim makes it known. 3)
There is knowledge gained by a third party fwm a
confidential communication from the deviant, or
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carelessness on the part of the deviant. Let me deal
with the third first. Carelessness would have to be
investigated. Confidences of the confessional nature
cannot be violated but all priests as potential confessors
need to be trained in counselling such a priest to
voluntarily withdraw from ministry and seek
psychological assessment and help with the strongest
persuasion that a return to ministry could only be
morally acceptable when competent therapists have
pronounced a cure.
For 1 and 2 education seems the most effective
tool. In the case of those involved in deviant behaviour
encouragement should be given to admit deviance in
the cause of therapy. For victims and potential victims
there would seem to be value in a comprehensive and
extensive program in our schools, which would
from whatever source.
encourage disclosure of
are some effons at providing this presently. Now
is the time for an ordered and co-ordinated program.

EFFECTIVE PROCEDURES FOR REPORTh"lG
How does one report sexual deviance? \X/here it
is known to exist the law is specific. Diocesan laws for
investigation are in place. One problem must be faced.
The deviant is, to all intents and purposes, in the
unhealthy position of being denied help. In seeking
help the deviant must find a helping professional who
is willing to stand in contempt of the law, otherwise he
must be reported by everyone except his lawyer.
Recognizing his deviance and need for help and not
able to seek it in a confidential atmosphere leads
to further frustration compounding the obsessivecompulsive nature of the deviance. Is there a possible
solution to this dilemma? I don't know. While there
are those who feel that all abusers should be exposed
there are many abusers who never wilL Is it better for
them to continue abusing because they cannot seek
help without condemning themselves or should there be
avenues v.'here they can seek help? Making up their
minds to discontinue a deviant habit or to deny a
deviant urge which is expres.-.ed on occasion, is not a
solution even though the majority sitting in judgement
rtI would proclaim that is all that is needed.
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EFFECTIVE PROCEDURES FOR DEALING W1m
DEVIANT BEHAVIOUR
Procedures for dealing with deviant behaviour have
already been demonstrated by the police, the courts and
the Archdiocese. Was there something more in the
Archbishop's mind when he placed this in your
mandate? Was he concerned with deviance which
might not become known? If so then I refer to 3 aoove.
Is the Archbishop concerned with the future of the
convicted deviant?
It doesn't seem so from a
contextual reading. I would hope, as I have already
indicated, that there will be a policy for the future of
the convicted (and worse, the suspected) deviant,
which encompa5.-<;es justice and charity.

TER.\1 5: To make recommendations respecting the
selection of
fm
rriesrhcyJd,
promotion of holistic g~owth of
Cergy, the fostering
of healthy relationships between clergy and laity and
the provision of support for the clergy to help them
cope with deep psychological problems. (The MoniwT,
May 1989).
Because of the extensive nature of this final area
of your mandate, I will make 0;111' relatively few
comments. They are somewhat negative towards your
Commission's task in this area because you are asked to
do something by this year's cnd which the Archbishop
seems to think is practical and which I feel you are
capable of doing in only a most superficial way. More
wc do not need. We
had the
Ministry to Priests Program to promote holistic growth,
healthy rei;:ltionships and provision of support. Look
where we are after nearly a decade! Can you honestly
believe that you have the expertise to propose
something better in a fev.' months than an
internationally accepted program for renewal in the
clergy? You have been subjected to 50 pages of my
thoughts and observations. I could surely write another
fifty on this and still
wandering in a morass of
psychology, sociology, theology, philosophy and
physiology. Plea<;e do not give pat answers: They
might please the originator of your mandate but will
only serve to frustrate us further as they are taken as
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adequate solutions to something that is extremely
complex.
In reading this part of your mandate the copy I
have from The Monitor seems to imply that all priests
have need to "cope with deep psychological problems".
I hope this is not your reading. While, being human,
we all have psychological problems just as we have
social problems and physical problems, they are not
necessarily "deep" for everyone.
Such a blanket
assumption would indicate that priests, to become
priests, must have something psychologically wrong with
them, or must develop some form of dementia because
of their enforced celibacy or other facet of their
vocation. This I find unacceptable.

CONCLUSION
I have tried to write without bias. You have
received little from this beyond my perception of the
context of the last decade and a few suggestions which
J feel merit some consideration in the light of hope for
a brighter future. As 1 told Mr. Vemon French, I am
available for a meeting with the Commission should you
see any value in my appearing before you. May God
bless you in your unenviable and arduous task. If I
may, I will be so bold as to make more explicit a caveat
that J made previously.
Please beware of being
manipulated into making recommendations that are
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superficial or only half thought-out because of the
strictures of time and the monumental nature of your
task. You now have the burden of finding solutions
shifted to you.
You have pressure from the
Archbishop, the victims, the public, the media and
psychological pressure from accusations that you are a
tool in a possible "cover-up". Undoubtedly you have
been treated to those who speak before they think,
those who speak their feelings predominantly, those
with personal axes to grind (perhaps J am one, I don't
know for certain), those with agendas other than solely
the good of the People of God and many others among
whom those who occupy too much of your time, like
me. Forgive me for offending in this way, if I have, but
to me context is valuable in finding cal1.<;es and
solutions. All these concomitants are pressing you for
answers. You haven't answers for all the ramifications
of your mandate. It would be better, in my opinion, to
respond to your mandate with recommendations that
will leave what you cannot handle to competent
persons or groups whom you will recommend.
I will be looking forward with great interest, to
your report. May it be a beacon of light in the
pre\'ailing darkness.

September 7, 1989

c
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Holy Heart of Mary High School
St. John's

We are pleased with the appointment of the
Archdiocesan Enquiry into Sexual Abuse.

(ie leadership and Archdiocesan support for sessions fO!
students, parents and teachers).

It is an avenue through which we can express our
great concern over the on-going tragedy of the betrayal
of trust by some members of the clergy. We, the faculty
of Holy Heart of Mary High School, have experienced
the stages of shock, outrage, anger, disillusionment and
betrayal.

Finally, we wish to offer our support to the
ArchdiOCese, and particularly to our priests who are left
with so much of the resentment and mistrust because
of this crisis and who have so few resources to help
them cope.

demand
teachers, students
TI1ere is a
and parents for an open investigation into this
situation, both in the immediate and long-range affects
on our Church.
We recommend the following
directions, some of which are already in process:
Questions about leadership must be addressed
accountability on the part of the clergy
structures that permitted this sexual abuse to
continue over long periods of time
structures to ensure that, as far as possible, this
situation will never occur again
seemingly more concern for offenders than victims
holistic approach to evaluating candidates for
priesthood
increased heip and sUpp:Jft for victim.'> and support
for their families
mechanisms for dealing with fallout from this crisis

Thank you for your willingness to be part of this
difficult but necessary task.

Sister Elizabeth Lee (on behalf of Faculty:)
Annette Rossiter, Sr. Nancy MeEachem, G. Walsh, Brenda
Flood, Sheila Penton, Mary Neville, Anne D. Smith,
Kathryn]. Henderson, Annette Hickey, Anne English, K.
Hynes, S. Elizabeth Lee, Don Ash, Patricia A Brazil, loan
Delaney, Jean Harding, Sister Georgina Quick, Debbie
Pinto, David Phi/pou, Sr. Colette Ryan, Gerald Dayle,
Claire Rice, ]. Sheppard, Clotilde Martin P.B. V.M., Lnri
Pitcher, Marilyn Doyle, ludith Ralph, Elaine Hyde, Tern
Leonard, lane E. Hawley, Angela MeNeil, Philip A
Thome, Fred]. Kavanagh, Geraldine Kavanagh, Bridget
Keating, Al Mooney, Dennis Byrd, Pat Go;-llart, Dan
Reardon, lerome Broeklehurst, Tony Manning, Mary Wall,
Arme Beres/ord, M. MacCharles, El/en Murphy, Eua
D"ggan, Edwina Mallam, Virginia Houston, Sister
Perpetua Gosse, Anna Nolan, Sr. Mary Theresa Day/e,
Denise Bma, Patricia Connolly, Gladys MeDonald, Olivia
M. Pike
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Knights of Columbus
Reverend Father William Sullivan Council, No. 9004
Pouch Cove

INTRODUCTION
Our Council the "Father William SuUivan Council
No. 9004", presents this brief on our own behalf
without consultation with the "State Council of
Newfoundland" or "Supreme Council in Connecticut".
We feel obliged to make this submission because our
parish was one of the parishes affected by a convicted
pedophile, namely John Corrigan, former parish priest
from 1977 to 1987. We felt that it wa<; incumbent on
an organization such as ours to show leadership and ro
express our views on matters of this significance.
John Corrigan was the charter chaplin of our
Council and served in that capacity for approximately
<wo years before being transferred to St. John Bosco
Parish. We had no indication whatsoever prior to his
arrest that he was a pedophile sexually abusing young
boys of the parish. It was a 'well-kept secret by him
from both this Council and his pari<;hioners in general.
If we had suspected anything we would have reported
him to the authorities.
We have no intention of elaborating on any good
points or qualities that John Corrigan may have had as
a parish priest, as these would all nov,' have been
discollnted by his criminal activities.

v1CTI\fS
The first concern that we wish to elaborate on is
the injury caused to John Corrigan's victims and their
families. Of all of the harm done this injury is by far
the most severe. John Corrigan has inflicted irreparable
psychological pain on these boys and for some of them
their lives may be destroyed completely. The church
should provide whatever psychological help is warranted
assist these boys. This should be done immediately

if it has not already been started and regardless of any
legal claims that have been filed or may come.

L\{PACT ON CATHOLIC COMMUNITY
Sexual abuse of children by clergy has affected the
Catholic community in Newfoundland as a whole, some
more than others. In our parish practising Catholics
attended church to have ma'>S celebrated by a pervert
impersonating a priest. This went on for ten years.
Parishioners feel that they have been taken advantage
of all this time and have wa<;ted their time in attending
Church. Some members of the clergy or religious orders
may argue that John Corrigan was a priest during the
period and is still a priest. This however does not
augur well with most parishioners who feel that Mr.
Corrigan did not uphold the precepts of a priest and
therefore he was an imposter.
Precious memories ofimportant events, sacraments
such as christenings, weddings, silve:r and golden
wedding anniversaries celebrated by John Corrigan have
been destroyed. Some have advised that they have
destroyed photographs of sllch events taken with John
Corrigan. How could anyone reflect on photographs of
such events with pictures of him in them? Others are
contemplating whether or not they should have their
children re-christened while some are thinking about
renewing their wedding vows.
The vile activities of John Corrigan and the other
convicted child molesters have damaged the Church
throughout Newfoundland. Catholics who never attend
Church will never return.
Catholics who were
infrequent attenders will likely stop attending. Regular
attendants of church feel they have reason to lose faith
and become an infrequent attendant or give up going
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altogether. Catholics will not be as charitable as they
once were because of the child abuse and also because
of the way the Church handled the problems which we
will get into a little later.

DURAnON ABUSE CONCEALED
This Council is concerned, as are other
parishioners, how such activities could go on for such
a long time without being detected. John Corrigan was
at it for a ten-year period, while Jim Hickey's abuse
extended over a seventeen-year period.
This is
inconceivable for most. Some allege that the Church
officials covered up these activities. It is now apparent
that there was a coverup at least as far as Mount
Cashel Orphanage is concerned. This is now a matter
of a public inquiry which will hopefully either confirm
or prove otherwL<>e. People are also suggesting that the
Archdiocese of St. John's knew about Corrigan and
Hickey at least two years ago when they were
transferred to other parishes. This Council hopes this
is not the case, but if it is, it means that the Church is
responsible for concealing information on criminal
activities and is responsible for any boys victimized
subsequently.

ARCHDIOCESE PERFORMA.NCE THROUGH
CRISIS
This Council is not satisfied with the manner in
which the Archdiocese and the Archbishop in
particular handled the sex scandals during the
investigation stage and after the guilty were convicted.
TIle Archdiocese was very slow in responding publicly
and when they finally did respond they were weak and
took a defensive position which left the laity with the
impression that there were more concerned with the
welfare of the accu.sed and convicted than they were
with the young victims.
The Archbishop's response when he was ?4,>ked why
the R.e. Church was doing nothing for the victims,
when the Salvation Army and the Royal Newfoundland
Constabulary came to their aid psychologically, was
"Fools rush in were angels dare to thread." This was a
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very inappropriate statement for a man in his capacity
to make when asked such an important question. This
statement insulted both the Salvation Army and the
RNC and infuriated many people.
The Archbishop also made a statement, when
asked about the future of the convicted priest, that they
would never have an active role in the Church any
more but "once a priest always a priest". Technically
according to the laws of the church this is so, but it
would have been more appropriate to say that they will
no longer be priests, as far as their peers and the laity
are concerned.
This Council is aL<;o dissatisfied that the Church
provided shelter for these men when convicted and
initially intended to pay their legal expenses. This
added insult to injury to the laity of the Archdiocese.
These men betrayed our trust for many years, molested
children of our Catholic Community and then we were
expected to provide accommodations for them while
awaiting their trial and pay their legal expenses. In
John Corrigan's case, he pleaded guilty to most of the
charges against him and when he was sentenced, and
we might add rather lightly, he had the neck to appeal
it. Why did he do it? Did he want ro rip us off for
more? Did he feel his sentence was not harsh enough?
Not likely. Or was he trying to elude the federal
penitentiary in Dorchester? This Council feels that
when these men were charged the Church should have
distanced itself from them until they proved their
innocence. They should not have provided
accommodati.ons for them. As far as legal services are
concerned, they should have to do what the public has
to do - that is pay for it yourself and if you can not
afford it then there is always legal aid. We are happy
to see that the Archdiocese decided in recent weeks
that it will not pay the legal expenses of these men.
We hope that there were no commitments made at the
outset that would oblige the Archdiocese to pay.

EXPLA.l\fATIONS OFFERED BY DEFE!\'TIA.L'l\!TS
This Council has no intention of being
judgemental or sanctimonious in the brief. All mOltals
are fallible; we are all capable of making mL<;takes.
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When these people (men) were inclined to be
pedophiles they had right to leave the priesthood
immediately. The fact that they did not do this leaves
one to believe that they had no conscience; they were
callous and capable of doing anything. It is a very
serious matter when people in positions of trust commit
the crimes at hand but what is more serious is that they
continued on as priests as if nothing happened. We
should point out, however, that one or two appeared to
have a conscience attack as they left the priesthood. In
recent weeks there have been letters to the Editor in
the paper from one or two of the men convicted. They
explain the loneliness of the priesthood and the
unnatural way of life that they are expected to lead.
This may be so and they would get no argument from
a lot of people on it. Our reply to this is that they did
not have to resort to the actions they took. Why
didn't they leave the priesthood and pursue what they
considered a normal lifel

('

{MISSION OF ENQUIRY

The Commission of Enquiry that has been struck
by the Roman Catholic Archdiocese ha." a major task to
perform. People want answers and if the Roman
Catholic Church in Newfoundland is to recover from
this disgrace of child sexual abuse by priests then the
answers should be provided without equivocation.
There should be no sign whatsoever of a coverup. We
disagree with remarks made by the chairperson of the
Enquiry during the first few days after its formation. He
said that what is past is past, and that he saw no need
for interviewing the Archbishop. This committee has to
review the life style of these pedophiles over the past 10
to 17 years, determine to the best of its ability why or
how they became pedophiles, determine how their
activities went on for so long without being detected,
report their findings to the laity and make
recommendations to prevent the disea.se from spreading
any further.
The Archbishop should be one of the first people
interviewed. After all he was the man at the helm
w
~he ship went aground. It is always the man at
the lOP who has to answer for the mistakes or

wrongdoings of those under him. It is he who is
ultimately responsible for the ship. The ship in this
case is the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of St. John's.
The Commission has to determine what
monitoring program the Archbishop had in place for
keeping a tight rein on his priests, or if there was any
program at all. The Archbishop has to explain to the
laity through this committee what happened, how it
happened and elaborate on his views of the whole mess.

RECOMMEI\TOAnONS

As a result of the activities of John Corrigan and
the convicted pedophiles of the clergy, this Council of
the Knights of Columbus would like to make the
following recommendations to the commission.
A parL<;h council should
accordance with diocesan policy.

be

reinstated

in

A finance committee should be reinstated in
keeping with Canon Law.
An independent audit of the parish books during
John Corrigan's term as parish priest should be
conducted. There are rumours circulating that he
embezzled parish money. If the audit finds that this is
so then John Corrigan should be dealt with accordingly.
Priests convicted of child molestation should be
excommunicated from the Church and never again
permitted to perform any priestly duties.
Psychological assistance should be provided to all
victims.
Finally, for the good of the Church we think that
Archbishop Penney should resign. ArchbL<;hop Penney
has failed in his leadership and the ship went aground
during his reign. His performance was weak and his
responses evasive during the investigations. The laity
are questioning what the Archbishop had known or
didn't know. People will always have their doubts
about this and therefore Archbishop Penney has no
alternative but to step down to let new blcxx1 with a
new approach take over.

Reverend Fatller William Sullivan Council
June 12, 1989
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Reverend Philip J. Lewis
St. John's

My experience of meeting with the priests over the
past few weeks, both at the retreat and at the special
meeting with Fr. Pable, leads me to the conclusion that
we are caught in a dysfunctional and addictive system.
\Xc'hen we were a<;ked to respond to questions about our
feelings the expressions I heard were desolate, depressed,
angry, powerless, neglected, confused, etc. It reminded
me of the way alcoholics tell how things were before
in their lives.
I hear the priests stuck in their misery and this is
reflected in the lives of the people in generaL
Anne Wil.son Schaef has written extensively on
addiction and co-dependence and I find in her writing
a paradigm for me to understand the church of which
I am a part. It is a dysfunctional and addictive
organization.
A dysfunctional or addictive system and the
dysfunctional addict act in the same manner, display
the same characteristics and live these characteristics
and proces.<:es as listed by Schaef, applying them to our
own situation.

Denial is a major characteristic which enables a
system to stay dosed. I am known to state this as in
the saying "W'hat is, isn't anJ. what isn't, is". For years
we have been denying the trend towards fewer and
fewer priests and the need for more trained laity to
minister in our church. We have seen the number of
priests diminish, our seminaries with smaller student
bodies and yet our official message universally,
nationally and locally has been that God will supply us
with more vocations if only our youth are more
generous and less materiaL Our Holy Father's refusal
to allow discussion on the question of married priests or
women priests is a prime example of deniaL In this
recent atmosphere of child sexual abuse by some of our

priests there has been widespread deniaL Priests have
denied there is any need to be disturbed. Our rural
dean made a public statement at the December
Diocesan Pastoral Council meeting that he did not
know what all the fuss was about because his area was
not affected by this sexual abuse. Within six weeks five
of the six parishes in his deanery were directly affected
and only then was the matter addressed. On the
Southern Shore, where \X'itless Bay, Tors Cove, Cape
Broyle, Ferryland and T repassey parishes were directly
involved in these scandals, the people of Renews parish
saw no need for alarm until their parish priest was
Then and only then was the denial
arrested.
penetrated to a certain extent.

Confusion

is another common characteristic
familiar to us in the church. We Catholics spend
inordinate amounts of time trying to find out what L"
going 011. Lines of communication are broken or even
non-existent. Word fi'om Rome often stops at the
Papal Nuncio's desk or the bishop's.
Frequently
directives from the bishop only get to the parish priest
and no further unless he is in favour of pa'>Sing them
on to the parishioners. Our commissions can cite
example after example of communication between them
and the catholic population being blocked by the pastor
either because he doesn't agree with the communication
or with the Commission itself. As a parish priest I
myself have been guilty of this kind of behaviour.
Confusion is vital to an addictive system for it prevents
us from taking responsibility. This is almost a hallmark
of the Catholic church. All responsibility is vested in
the hands of the very few clergy. It also keeps us
ignorant of what is going on. The confusion over the
past few months L<; a case in point. We had an interdisciplinary committee in place in this archdiocese from
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larch of 1988 but only a very few were privy to this
infonnation. Confusion keeps us occupied just in trying
to find out what is going on. Most of our energy can
be used up in this pursuit. Finally confusion makes us
powerless within the system. The name of the game for
the Catholic church is to keep the laity powerless, to
vest power in the hands of a few clergy. No wonder we
are now in the throes of abuse by priests. Our betrayal
of the spirit of the Second Vatican Council, a spirit of
subsidiarity and collaboration, is at the root of our trials
today. Abuse of power by clerics within the framework
of the church is the fundamental to understanding the
sexual abuse of our children by priests.

Sdf-Centredness, the making of oneself the cen ter
of the universe, is part of addictive behaviour.
Everything which happens is either "for" or "against" us.
The reaction of our bishop, most of our priests and
many of our people to the way the media and especially
CBC covered the sexual abuse situation is an example.
The media was "out to destroy us". Attack on the
church, not the sexual abuse of children, became the
ue. Even the way the archbishop was perceived as
protecting the institution rather than caring for the
victims smacks of self-centredness. He stepped into the
role of protector of the institution rather than that of
shepherd of the flock because we, as church, operate
addictively in a self-centered fashion. His fight with the
Rising Tide Theatre is a case in point.

Dishonesty is key to maintaining the addictive
system. Tell the lie and put up the good front at any
cost. We lie to ourselves, we lie to e::lch other and we
lie to the world. We say one thing and mean another.
"\X/hat is, isn't and what isn't, is." Priests lie about their
parish income to avoid paying the diocesan assessment.
Church organizations which don't function properly are
spoken of as being in excellent shape. We have a
structure in the archdiocese known as the Dioces::ln
P8storal Council. This organization is
up, in part
at least, of representatives of Area Pastoral Councils
which in rum are composed of members of Parish
Pastoral Councils. Yet not eve!)' parish in the diocese
has a Parish P~lstoral Council. Nor does every area
e an Area Pastoral Council. However, we go along

with the myth and pretend all these infrastructures are
in place to give us the DPe. When this matter was
raised at the last DPC meeting it was discussed for a
short time and then simply ignored. It is only one
example of living the lie which keeps our church
dishonest.

Perfectionism is one of the hallmarks of the
addictive system and we, in the church, leam it with
our mothers' milk. We have got to be right. We find
it almost impossible to admit we have been wrong or
that there is a better way than ours to do something.
Pius XII made wrong judgements in backing the
German Nazis, in being silent on the holocaust, but we
have yet to hear the official church admit this. The
situation in the parish is, more often than not,
described by the saying, "Right or wrong, Father is
right." The church must always know the answers and
must never m3.ke a mistake. The priest has been
schooled in this modis agenda. Since he cannot be
wrong, he must pretend even if he doesn't know all the
answers. This means the priest must always be in
control so that he can always be right. This attitude
has stifled the initiative of our laity in many ways. We
have left disillusioned Iait)' in our wake both at the
diocesan and parish levels because the church must be
perfect and therefore must be in total control.

Frozen Feelings is the result of this drive to be
perfect and the need for total control. We cannot
afford to look below the surface and find that things are
not as good as they appear. Therefore we numb our
feelings, ignore the messages they send and conduct
business as usual. Very little was done to vent the
feelings of the parishioners hurt by the recent scandal.,
in the parishes directly involved. It was left to this
Commission to become the lightning-rod to spark the
hurt and anger of parishioners who are not given the
opportunity to get in touch with their feelings either by
their parish or their diocesan church. We catholics
have never been strong on feelings. These are to be
ignored as being unimportant. "When the going gets
tough, the tough get going" expresses this attitude.

Spirit:ualBanlrut)tcy is the result if not letting
ourselves touch our feelings. We come to the point of
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not knowing who we are or how we act. Concern for
the institution, leading to neglect of the members who
make up the institution, is the result. We as a church
seem to be more concerned for laws and good order
than for the pain of our people.
Our marriage
legislation and theology points to this.
Along with these characteristics of dysfunctional
families and addictive systems there are also processes
which are commonly found.

The Process of Promise points us to the future at
the expense of the present. We are encouraged to
hope for something better rather than touch with
present realities. Salvation as being the future "life
everlasting" subtly tells us to put up with the injustice
and discrimination of the present. This leads to a
super-spirituality which can allow the church to stand
side by Side with oppressive powers
spiritualize the
poverty in which the people live.

The Process of Extcma1 Referencing is alive and well
in the church. We blame 'those out there' rather than
acknowledge our own responsibility. We say we have
few candidates for the priesthood because our youth are
selfish, never because the lifestyle of priests and
legislation governing priesthood is out of date. We say
children tempted the priests, not that the priests
abused. We say the CBC is trying to destroy us, not
that the church is wrong. I have learned I can change
no one but myself. My church is slow in learning this
lesson. As long a<; we do not accept responsibility for
our own conduct we shall never take steps to change.

The

of

is used by the addict to
undermine and destroy those who criticize or disagree
him. This process is
often and well within
the church.
\X'hen confronted with idea... or
experiences it does not know or understand, the
Church is swift to condemn. The treatment of its
brightest members from Luther to Kung, from Galileo to
Boff is proof of this process. In our own diocese our
priests are swift to invalidate the Social Action
Commission because its director wears mini-skirts. The
real re('..son is of course that they neither accept or
understand the social teaching of the church being
promoted by that Commission. They tear down,

undennine and invalidate by using simple personal traits
to pound into nonexistence ideas and truths people
don't want to hear. The Liturgical, Faith Development
and Social Action Commissions are targets for
invalidation in our diocese not because they are being
directed by "radical men-hating feminist nuns" but
because they are calling forth new life in our Church,
a newness which is threatening and unwelcome.

The Process of Du.alism leads us to accept an
either/or stance so that those who are not with us are
against us. It is a simplL<;tic way of looking at issues in
the mode of only two choices. Our work then is to
choose the correct side and everything will fall into
place. The black and white of the abortion issue, of
extramarital sex and of male clergy illustrate this
process. Seeing the call for lay involvement as an
attempt to "downgrade the priesthood" is another
illusrrarion. Priests are said to be called from God and
therefore the unfortunate statement, "Once a priest,
always a priest" can be made.
No wonder the
Archbishop and the Vicar-General were surprised at the
negative reception such a statement received. Our
people are not a<; dualistic a<; we priests are. \xlhen the
Rising Tide
a skit portraying the
Archbishop and Hickey in a confessional scene, it was
making a statement.
The response from the
Archbishop was predictable and very ill-advised. It was
a dualistic either/or. Not only do we see the world in
this traditional dualistic manner, we also have lost the
ability to laugh at ourselves.
The
to P.-iests
This program was
designed to help priests grow and mature with the help
of other priests and with the C8re and blessing o( the
bishop. It was well designed, based on exceHent
psychological, spiritual and androgogical principles.
The makeup of this program callcd for personal
psychological testing of all the priests in the program.
This gave each a personal profile and the archdiocese
a profile of the presbyterate. A team of priests was
selt'Cted by the priests and trained for two weeks in
communication and conflict-management skills. The
priests were given private interviews to help them
understand their personal profile. Each priest was asked
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to select a team member as his "one,on,one" to help
him formulate a Growth Agreement which called the
priest to accountability in four areas of his life: the
spiritual, emotional, intellectual and physical. The final
two were shared with the archbishop. Each priest was
encouraged to join a Life Support Group which was to
meet overnight once a month. The team was to have
a fulltime Director and was to meet monthly. Twice a
year these meetings were to be an overnight meeting
and twice a year the team was to meet with the
archbishop.
From the outset the program was in trouble. The
diocesan profile was ignored. It showed our priests to
be in the conventual or pre-conventual stages of
morality with most living by law and not by personal
The Growth Agreements were never
conviction.
completed by most of our priests. On the insistence of
John Corrigan, under the guise of confidentiality the
Archbishop was deprived of information concerning the
intellectual and physical growth of his priests. (We can
now surmise why he was so afraid of sharing his life.)
The pseudo,confidentiality also prevented the team
members from ever finding out how many priests had
Growth Agreements, how many had One-on-one
contact or how many were in Support Groups. I was a
member of this team for four years. At each monthly
meeting I asked for this information and each time I
was denied it on the grounds of confidentiality. Some
Support Groups changed the rules to meet for an
evening and not overnight. These s(xm &<;banded.
Other groups failed to call their members to
accountability and any excuse became a good one to
miss the group meeting. One group, the largest, was so
superficial in its sharing that major things were going on
in the lives of the members without the group knowing.
One priest was an active alcoholic who had to be
removed from his parish, not once but twice. On the
first occa<;ion members of his Support Group were
unaware he even had a problem. It may be of interest
to note that most of the accused were members of that
group. The Team was not able to call either the
Director or the priests into any accountability. The
present "full time" Director is also Director of the
Catholic Women's League, parish priest of a large city

parish, administrator of another parish, a member of the
Council of Priests, and Director of Vocations. In fact,
the MPP is defunct but we still live the lie and pretend
it is alive and well.

PRIESrnOOD

Vocation has traditionally meant a call from God
to an individual to be a priest. We have seen it
become a personal matter between the Holy Spirit and
the man, being ratified by the call to ordination made
by the Archbishop.
All too often this so-called
vocation from God has taken on a very personal
exclusive nature which our present Archbishop is most
reluctant to question for fear of "getting in the way of
the Holy Spirit". I think we need to move away from
the personal "me and God" sense of vocation to that of
a community· based model. If the priesthood is more
than a personal elevation of the individual, if it is a call
to service within the Body, then the very eaU to
someone to participate in this ministry of Orders should
come in some manner through the community within
which the service is to be exercised. I am not
suggesting the community elect someone to the
priesthood in a vacuum, but rather anyone who
indicates he wishes to be a priest must be seen through
the eyes of the community, raised up within that
community, judged by that community according to the
way he is part of it. What I am trying to say is the call
from the Holy Spirit to a person and the verification
and testing of that call must be based in the faith
community, not in the individual. It then becomes a
matter for community, as well as individual,
discemment. This is not something new, but it is a
shift in emphasis.

H01oosex:ua1ity Speaking of homosexuality in the
priesthood is difficult and can be dangerous. Many of
our priests appear to have homosexual tendencies.
They seem to have a particular world view, and act for
the most part as part as misogynists with a fear of and
a hatred for women. I wonder if gays seek security and
status in the priesthood. They can escape a world
which does not accept them, is suspicious of them, and
sees homosexuality as an aberrarion. They can hide in
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the priesthood which accepts them, which blesses their
misogyny and allows them to live as unquestioned and
unattached males.
The priesthood. gives them
immediate security, power, and acceptability. The
"who", the "how" and the "why" of recruitment needs to
be examined.

Seminary TTaining I believe our seminaries are out
of date and not the right sort of environment for
priestly training. I am not certain just what we should
have to replace the seminary but it must be more open
and more community-minded. It seems the isolation of
the seminary is just what helps young recruits to
continue their preconceived notions of what a priest is
and what he needs. Most of the young priests we have
in the diocese today have not had their thinking
changed or broadened by seminary life. They went into
the seminary with conservative ideas and traditional
points of view and after four years came out with these
ideas and points of view intact and unchanged. One
newly ordinated priest, while preparing for his first
Mass, was adamant that he wanted to use the
traditional white hosts and not whole wheat bread as
was the custom in that parish because he was fed up
with using bread in the seminary and wanted to get
back to the traditional fonns. Four years of seminary
life and practice did not change his ideas about this
matter. Another newly ordinated, at his first mass,
replaced all parish ministers with his own clerical
friends. The message was clear.
The pastoral year must be looked at also. It
should be a year of
pastoral training but what
the seminarian does in a parish seems to be left up to
the individual pastor of that parish. Some are altowed
to do little more than distribute communion to the sick
during their p2storaI year. We have no clear guidelines
as to what the pa.~toral year is or how it is to serve in
the formation of the future priest. The training must
be holistic; it must cover all the ba.~j it mmt be with
close and constant contact with women and it must be
pastoral.
Not Role For most of our cleIgy being a
priest is who I am, not what I am.
Our theology is
wanting in this matter. It SL"'ems to call for total

CB?
identifkation of person with role. It sees the priest as
being called personally by God and in ordination being
affected ontologicalIy, being changed essentially into
some kind of superman with all the gifts necessary to
carry out his priesthood.. He has no need for further
upgrading or training for he has al\ the gifts necessary.
He knows all things and can do all things. The priest
is teacher, sanctifier, builder, economist, counsellor and
healer. He is "doctor, lawyer and indian chieP'. In
reality many of our priests are mainly ignorant and
unlearned. Their theology can be dated to their
seminary days. Because they are ordained "they have
it all" and therefore know it all without need for upgrading. Many of our priests are emotional cripples
unable to relate to themselves, to one another or to
outsiders. Many cannot relate to lay people except in
a dominant manner. With women, they are mually
most inadequate and ill-at-ease. Our seminary training
vis-a-vis women was SLImmed up in the injunction "to
keep a stout oak desk between you and a woman
always". We priests are Unholy because we have not
had the opportunity to have the rough spots of our
lives rubbed off by loving, caring and challenging
contact with others in a committed manner.
Immedia.te At'..ainment of goals is part of our
priesthood. There is no graduation in our work. We
don't move up the ladder from one level to another.
Rather we are instant successes. The youngest parish
priest has all the responsibilities, the same salary and
the same status as the oldest. There is no incentive to
achieve a higher rank or reward. There is no higher
rank or reward. The pliest cannot earn an increase in
salary. There are no tangible rewards (or achievement.
The priest, once he is ordained, will have total security.
He will be fed, housed and taken care of by a paternal
church. Housing, food and car allowance are paid for
in full and the stipend a priest receives is minimaL One
priest claims he had to wait until he was sixty-five to be
able to save money by combining his salary and his
pension. If I were to retire today, after thirty-two years
a priest, at fifty-six years of age my perL'iion would be
$500 per month, the same, incidentally, as ]im Hickey
would receive. Priests should have a living wage and be
reasponsible for all their living expenses as any ordinary
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person is in this day and age.
There is little
accountability in the life of a priest. I can do nothing
in my parish but say mass on Sunday and I have to
answer to no one.

Pt:tpe Ein Dorf Syvlrome There is a German
saying that the priest is the pope in the village, der
pape ein dorf. Our whole system of governance in the
catholic church must be overhauled. It is out of date,
flowing from a medieval European monarchical modeL
Most people in the world have some real say in their
own governance except maybe in China and Iran and
the Catholic Church. The French, American and
Russian revolutions put an end to absolute monarchies.
But we still hold on to this form of government.
Neither the Pope, the Archbishop nor the parish priest
have any decision-making bodies to assist them. Canon
Law allows only consultative groups and councils. We
have the saying in the church, "Ubi epL'>Copi, ibi
ecclesia". Although it has a different meaning it really
rings of "L'etat, c'est moi".
[)er

S,stemic Evil Any system which defranchL-;es and
enfeebles the great majority of its members is eviL Any
system which discriminates against its members because
of sex is evil. The Catholic church does both. Power
is in the hands of the few ordained and denied to many
non-ordained. Ordination is denied to women on the
grounds of their sex. It is sexual apartheid.

What is Our Future! It is very bright. We have
lots of talented educated persons available once we
break out of the "priest syndrome" bondage. We have
a fantastic variety of gifts in the church at our disposal.
We have willing, although untrained and uninformed,
people who can come into full blossom when the
number and quality of priests reaches such a low level
even the most blind will see the finger of God writing in
the signs of the times. Ordination will no longer be
seen as the "sine qua non" for ministry, or ability, or
dedication.
We in the Archdiocese are trying to prepare for
that day with our renewal projects such as the renewal
committee, the year 1990 committee and the lay
leadership training program. We have a long way to go
and many obstacles to overcome. Many of these are

institutional and clerical. Additional changes take so
long yet these will have to come about before we hope
to grow. It will be a very changed church. Maybe it
will not even be recognisable as our Catholic church
but it will be the church.
If we look to the events in Eastern Europe maybe
we can learn a lesson. As soon as the sanction of
Soviet intervention was removed, the structures in the
satellite governments collapsed.
They could not
withstand the desire of the people for freedom. Our
catholic people want to share in the ownership of the
church and are very capable to do so. Maybe the
recommendations of this CommL<;sion will be the
catalyst to bring this about.

The Archbishop's leaJ.enhip Style leaves much to be
desired. He wants to have his hand in every facet of
the life of the archdiocese. I think he makes the same
mistake the Pope does in seeing the Archdiocese as his
parish, just as John Paul sees the world as his. Being a
bishop is not being a parish priest. The bishop must be
an "episcopus" and overseer, not a hands-on doer. I
have often said the ideal parish priest is a quadriplegic.
This goes even more so for the Bishop. He doesn't
need to do everything but needs to oversee the doing of
everything. The bishop's theology is very dated. I see
it as the theology of the 1940s when he was in the
seminary. He is also trying to be all things to all
persons by siding with everybody. If we have a
particular vision of church out of which we want to
live, then we can't side with everybody and see every
different methodology as furthering thL<; vision. The
Archbishop tries to affirm the priests by siding with
their theology of church which is often questionable
thus we have action and counteraction. We are going
nowhere.
He appointed good commissions and
committees to further the church of the future and
then allows these bodies to be gutted by the neglect of,
and even the attack by, the priests. His leadership style
needs to be studied and wise recommendations must be
made and implemented.

The Commissions were set up by the Archbishop in
the wake of Vatican II to provide the People of God in
this Archdiocese with the expertise we required to
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move into the post#conciliar church. Unless these
commissions remained subservient to the priests they
came under severe fire from them. Three in particular
are now the target of attack, namely Social Action,
Liturgy and Faith Development.
When Michael
Aheam was editor of The Monitor, the Social
Communications Commission was also under fire. In
all cases the major cry is, "the commissions are antipriest and downgrading the priesthocxl".
Sisters
Lorraine, Sheila and Brenda, the directors of the three
above-mentioned commissions are targeted for special
venom. I see this as arising from fear on the part of
priests who know these women to have a more updated
theology.
All three women are recognized
internationally for their expertise. They are respected
across Canada, in the V.S. and in other countries as
well. They are valuable members of the Canadian
Conference of Catholic Bishops' committees and groups.
They cannot be appreciated at home yet are highly
respected elsewere. I think the root of the antipathy
between many priests and these three commissions is
the theology out of which the Commissions live, which
is undermining clerical hold on power.
I urge the Commission of Enquiry to recommend
a process of dialogue be instituted in the Archdiocese
to bring about reconciliation and renewal for the People
of God. This process must be ongoing, thorough and
universal in scope and participation. Only if we change
our manner of living as church can we hope to
eliminate what caILc;ed the present crisis and hope to
survive.
The issue of child sexual abuse by some of our
priests was the reason why the Commission was called
into existence. Yet is not the only issue you have dealt
with during your deliberations. In the same way I
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would not want our diocesan church to concentrate
only on your report and not undertake a real and total
renewal of church life. Therefore, I hope the report can
be a catalyst for this work of renewal.
Our renewed church must have a built-in
understanding of the need for open and constant
dialogue and exchange of information, ideas and
experience. Not only must there be dialogue between
clergy and laity. but also between bishop and priest and
between bishop and people.
There must be accountability at all levels. One of
the major causes of corruption and confusion in our
church is lack of accountability. Our structures of
Diocesan, Area and Parish Pastoral Councils are in
tatters because we have lost the art of dialogue and the
honesty of accountabUity.
The church of tomorrow must be the responsibility
of all the People of God. Therefore, authority must be
shared with all and ownership must be encouraged by
alL If we are a living entity. we must be ready for and
even welcome change and growth. We can do this if
we have the structures and process in place for
constant ongoing renewal.
It is easy for us to claim we cannot make changes
until the universal church makes them. This is not so.
Within the general structures and law of the Catholic
church we have all kinds of space to manoeuvre if we
have the will. If we have the desire in our hearts to
change, we will find the means to change.
I thank you for the several occasions afforded me
to meet with you and I commend you for the long
hours you put into your task.

March 25, 1990
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The Sisters of Mercy and the Presentation Sisters
St. John's

INTRODUCTION
As the representatives of some 400 religiotfi:.'

~

SOCIETAL CONTEXT - PATRIARCHY

A cursory glance at newspaper headlines on any
women ministering in the four DioceseS of( ~ 'given day will serve to remind us of the pervasive
Newfoundland and Labrador, we, the den~f:ar, ,.; presence of violence and abuse in our society. We now
krtow enough to realize that this problem of violence a.
Administrations of the Mercy and Presentation,
Congregations, are pleased to have been invited to
is rooted and embedded in a socio-cultural environment
make a presentation to the Commission of Inquir.y.
that affects each and every one of us; b. is tolerated and
Because we are part of Church and society, wesh~r~r' even accepted by all of us 8...<; part of the status quo; and
c. is nourished and sustained by a host of beliefs, values
responsibility for the good and evil that are present"
and attitudes which we all accept and reinforce.
there. It is our very involvement in many diffe1'eht:
areas of ministry in our province that impresses uPCrl"uS
This situation which we inherit and to which we
our duty to speak to situations that impede or frJitrite'(' : contribute, directly and indirectly, we call patriarchy.
the coming of God's kingdom among us. Our chOOSing'
We now tend to look upon patriarchy as both the
to make a joint presentation expresses our desire to live
essential organization .of our society and the roots of
out the reality of the church as the community 0( Osidfs
violent abuse on the one hand sustained to maintain
people. It also makes real our solidarity as :reHg'i~us"
order and stability, and on the other, providing us with
women concerned for the vulnerable and the powerlesi
a way to understand how some of the violence in our
in our midst.
culture came to be and is supported. As these values

We feel that the issue of child abuse is but one
strand in the web of violence and abuse that seerrisctq
be part of the very fabric of our church and SOCiety':! rn
this brief we plan to situate the child abuse issuewitnin
this broader context, to note how the very systems 'and
structures of our lives support and promote' '~iol@c;e
and finally to look at what we can do to help ehdpge
the situation and bring about a measure of healin/fand
reconciliation. Section 1 of our brief will'b~an
overview of the societal context for violence-a;~y~eIrl..
of patriarchy which we view as sinfuL In Secti~n1'~e:
will look at the Church as a patriarchal society-~first
generally, and then with specific reference to olii 1,ocal
church. Section 3 will focus on envisioning a furore
where inner renewal and healing can happe,n in out
church, and in Section 4 we will make some s~iecific
recommendations for bringing about that future.

become institutionalized in the policies and structures
of church and society, they provide a strong cultural
and social support system for violent ideals and
The ideology and the structures of
behaviours.
patriarchy worked to reinforce one another. In such a
system, hierarchical ordering and authoritarianism allow
one person or group to dominate, exploit or oppress
others. This gets played out in situations where men
dominate women, whites dominate blacks, the rich
dominate the poor. In relationships patterned after
traditional gender roles where domination and
submission are the models of human interaction, no real
mutuality of persons is possible and the inevitable
COI'1.<;equence is victimization of the powerless.
Separation of the masculine and feminine leads to faL..e
dichotomies which foster fear, hostility and alienation
within and between persons. Individualism and the
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competitive spirit promote an achievement orientation
and a go.it.alone approach to life and ministry. This
milieu of control, separateness and exploitation affects
and infects all spheres of our human existence - social,
economic, religious and political - so that all of us are
victims to a greater or lesser extent.

It is within the context of the social sin of
patriarchy that we can situate the issue of child abuse.
We have seen that the analysts tell us that an
imbalance of power is at the heart of the abuse issue.
It is difficult, perhaps impossible to say why a particular
individual is abusive, as a multitude of factors may be
operative in a specific situation. While we can and
should deplore the violent actions of child abusers, we
realize that we cannot stand in judgement on these
individuals, who may not even know themselves why
they committed the abusive acts. What we can say is
that we are all part of the socio~cultural system that has
tolerated and even supported abuse in our homes,
communities, places of work and places of worship.
TI-IE CHURCH AS PATRIARCHAL SOCIETY
The church as a system has been influenced by a
patriarchal culture, and society in turn has been
influenced by the values inherent in our JudaoChristian tradition. The message of Jesus was radically
different from patriarchy but His message came to be
shaped by the values, attitudes and customs of a
patriarchal society, and this to some extent lessened the
In time, the
impact of the message of Jesus.
institutional church took on most of the attributes 0
the patriarchal world view - a male dominated,
hierarchical structure, dualistic thinking,
authoritarianism, privilege, and in so doing, reinforced
and sanctioned what we have now come to see as evil.
r A t this particular time in the history of our local
: church, we need to acknowledge that we are part of a
As religious
sinful church and a sinful society.
communities, parishes, dioceses and nations we bear
responsibility for the social sin we find in us and around
us. As religious communities within the church, we
lived for many years under the same oppressive
structures and espoused many of the same patriarchal
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values as the other members of the church. With
Vatican 1I came the call to renewal, to a more creative
response to the movement of God's spirit in our day, a
call which religious communities took very seriously.
The renewal process called us to humanize our
structures and policies and to replace patriarchal values
with Gospel values, a process which involved much
struggle and pain. We feel that this ongoing struggle of
our congregations to recognize and face our oppression
and to open ourselves to change and growth can be a
sign of hope to our church today as it faces the same
challenge.
One of the key problem areas in our local church
is the lack of clarity around the model of church. We
use the language of the model. In some instances there
even seems to be a rejection of the ecclesiology of
Vatican 1I as well a,.<; its sacramental and biblical
theology. It is our observation that the spirituality
being preached for the most part reflects a lack of
understanding of current scriptural scholarship and
theology. The lack of awareness and/or the seeming
lack of sensitivity regarding the use of patriarchal
language and imagery in worship, preaching and
teaching tends to reinforce the patriarchy that is at the
root of many of the evils we are dealing with.
Clericalism and sexism are very much in evidence as
many priests seem to exercise their priesthood in an
overpowering way. This is particularly disconcerting in
the case of some newly ordained priests who in our
experience seem to have an innate fear of women and
a need to find their identity in their priestly role. In
some situations, parish councils have been rendered
rotally ineffective because of the arbitrary decision of
the parish priest. \Ve find that our priests have no
structures that call them to be accountable to their
This can lead to
bishop or to their people.
irresponsibility in ministerial and financial matters, to
individualism and isolation.
Such a lack of
accountability has many implications for themselves,
their palishes, their diocese and all the members of the
church.
All of these factors, combined with the idealization
and the unreal expectations placed upon the priest by
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the people, especially in outport Newfoundland,
provided a context in which individual priests could
and did exert total control over innocent victims. The
sexual abuse of children by some priests in our church
is a matter of grave concern for us, as this crime strikes
at the most vulnerable and powerless in our society.
Especially in recent months all of us have suffered
angers and doubts in the face of these criminal acts
against the children of our province. Some of us have
been, appalled by the hypocrisy and evil existing at the
very heart of our church and we have become
confused, cynical and mistrusting. Some of us have
seen our pedestals come crashing down, and we are left
with feelings of profound emptiness and loss. Some of
us have been more closely involved in these incidents,
and we are experiencing deep personal hurt and
scarring wounds not yet ready to be healed. Some of us
have lost our faith, severed our connections with the
church and are left with an ovem'helming sense of
anger, disillusionment and alienation. As we look
fOm'ard to the healing of our broken church, we
recognize our special obligations to the abused, to the
abusers and to the families of both. To do anything
less would be to continue the negative values of
patriarchy and to contribute further to ongoing
alienation among us.
ENVISIO~1NG

A FUTIi'RE

We believe in faith that the whole painful reality
we are experiencing at the present time holeL" the seeeL"
of He and growth for the future. We recognize a divine
call to conversion, that change of heart and mind
which will bring about structural changes more
reflective of the GospeL A renewed church, preaching
and practising justice, love and forgiveness, while
offering no blueprint for a perfect society, will clearly
proclaim those virtues that will transform relationships
in all area" of society and lead to eradication of violence
and oppression.
All of this involves a disceming recognition of our
social sin and a compelling commitment by all of us to
work towards a whole new order in society's structures
and institutions. Though this is a major ta<;k, it begins

when we gather in small groups to reflect on our role in
sustaining these structures. Once our awareness is
raised, action for change can more easily follow.

As we consider a new kind of society, we want to
focus in particular on the education and health care
systems, through which many of us religious women
make our contribution. Our teacher re,education
would include such topics as family violence, sexual
harassment and values clarification.
Particular
attention would be paid to the detection of child abuse
and the development of appropriate and caring
procedures when such abuse has been identified.
In our health care institutions we recognize the
same need for the re,education of professionals and for
ongoing development of appropriate policies and
procedures. Our vision demaneL.. a more humane and
less bureaucratic approach to health care, more holistic
patient,centred health care, more community support
systems and a recognition of the special care needs for
the victims of violence.
As we commit ourselves to working towards these
improvements, we believe that we will be actively
involved in bringing about God's kingdom in this world.
We call upon our church leaders to exercise their
proper authOrity as they continue to call us to
accountability in these institutions.

A RENEWED CHlJRCH
Now we need to speak more specifically to the
present reality in our locdl church, and to share with
you some of our hopes for renewal and healing. It is
essential that all of us be given opportunities to reflect
on the role we play in sustaining the values of a
patriarchal church and society, Only then can we
change these sinful structures and be open to
forgiveness and healing. While respecting the personal
authority of our leaders, we can then deal with tensions
about the exercise of authority and role distinctions between priests and bishop, laity and clergy, men and
women, children and adults, religious and other
members of the local church. The result will be
improved dialogue, co!laborative efforts and mutual
respect for differences.
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Even as we develop new structures, central to such
change is a reinterpretation of scripture, such that we
will re..discover the reality of our God as a God of
election, liberation and covenant, Who is most fully
imaged in the equal discipleship of all of us together.
This is a new historical moment in which we are being
invited to a new vision of humanity and of church, a
vision based on the full riches of both the Hebrew and
Christian Scriptures.

A.s we enter into the process of rebuilding and
healing, our church must reach out in a special way, in
a spirit of love and justice and in sensitivity to the
special needs of victims and their families. Supported
by our faith and by each other, we can trust in God's
mercy and continue the process of healing and
reconciliation. If we can seize this opportunity given to
us, our church will become again a beacon of hope for
a world crying out for justice, love and peace.

RECOMME!\TOAnONS
In order to move us in this direction, we invite the
Members of the Commission to hear these
recommendations which we offer respectfully and in a
spirit of love for our Diocesan Church. At the same
time we commit ourselves to participate with all the
other members of the church in whatever action is
needed to actualize these recommendations.

As a first and necessary step in rebuilding and
healing our church we recommend that the diocese
of pastoral renewal in the
initiate an ongohg
foml of a diocesan synod. Such an event would
happen in phases, over a period of years, with the
whole local church involved in the process; of becoming
partners in shaping a new church, characterized by the
values of justice, love, service and reconciliation.
Special attention would be given to involving the
alienated and the powerless in our midst, and efforts
would
made to draw on the wisdom of the wider
community.
In order to use the public media as one means of
evangelizing our present day society, and in order to
restore a measure of credibility to our church in a
society which has become cynical and mistrustful, we
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recommend that the Archdiocese commission a person
to undertake the role of public relations and
communications.
•
In view of decisions which will possibly result from
the upcoming synod on The Fonnation of Priests in
Circumstances of the Present Day, we recommend that
our diocese move quickly to implement the new
policies, particularly at the pre~seminary and early post~
seminary phases, so that a carefully structured diocesan
program of ongoing discernment, evaluationJaccount~
ability and formation support will be put in place as
soon as {X'SSible.
To ensure the accountability of parish priests to
the bishop and to the parishes, we recommend that
accountability structures be set up in our local church,
at both the diocesan and parish levels.
In order for our educational system to provide the
necessary leadership and formation for a renewed
society, we recommend that the Catholic Education
Committee invite the collaboration of the Department
of Education and the Catholic School Boards to begin
a process whereby present policies and procedures can
be evaluated and improved and new ones can be put in
place where necessary.
To more effectively promote the Christian vision
of health care and to increase awareness of the
responsibilities of all of us for health care in our
province we recommend that consideration be given to
the establishment of a Diocesan Health Council which
wi!! work in collaboration v,:ith the provincial
Department of Health and the health care institutions.
To broaden the concept of collegiality to include
the whole church and to allow for the maximum
participation of all God's people in the life and mission
of the church we recommend that participative modes
of interaction and leadership be developed within and
among all diocesan and parish structures, placing sp-~ial
emphasis on shared values, shared vision and
collaboration. In such a process the wisdom and
expertise of the wider community would be acces",--~.
In the light of current Biblical research which is
beginning to recognize the inelusiveness of the Gospel
message we recommend that special emphasis be placed

the scriptures the feminine image 0
about women who have playea
n salvation history. This would be
ltion in the new Pastoral Leadership
m of the Archdiocese, as well as in all
rams and liturgical celebrations in
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We feel the need to express our fee
concerning the Hickey case specifically, but aL<;o
other cases involving the sexual abuse of childrer
the clergy.
We are the sisters of one of the victims of the
Hickey case.
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When we first became aware of the abuse
involving our brother we felt pity and concern for him.
Among ourselves we tossed around a lot of hate
towards Hickey.
there
and
start an
support
, to

Our brother felt ashamed and wasn't and isn!t
talking about this to us, it's only a very short comment
now and then that gives his feelings away to us.
Hickey was a priest who came to our paIi<;h and
. took care of the little boys so they wouldn't get into
trouble. They were spending the night or the weekend
at his
so
diJn't have to worry.
you
the shock when this ugly story was being told
about a man of God who did this to little children!
of our family just can't talk about this
us feel tl1at they don't care or they don't
ahd it
want to admit the shame they are feeling.
In this small community there are still people who
don't want to believe this mess.
Our family and especially our brother, who was
sixteen at the time, is still looked down upon as the bad
boy who should have kept his mouth closed. We feel
that if everyone had the attitude of these PL~ple, this
abuse would still be going on right under our nose, if it
was. their children instead of some of the brave ones
who came forward.
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;OMMENDATIONS

role

is strictly spirituaL

•
The priest is to ~. ;~C9\mt~ble to the parish
'1..'
counciL
'.

Parish priests should acknowledge that an injustice
has been done to children and their families in our
parish. "Let us pray for our children who have been
abused by members of the clergy."

Confessions in the Roman Cathblic Church should
be abolished.

An acceptance of the fact that many parishioners
have lost their faith in the church because of what has
happened, and an understanding of this fact, without
trying to influence or change the minds of these people
who still need sUPiX'rt and understanding.

Parents of children who will be receiving first
Eucharist and ConfiIIDatiOif should be consulted as to
their child's readiness to receive these sacraments. A
certain age or grade in school should not deteIIDine
whether or not a child is ready.

Altar servers, eucharistic ministers and lay
ministers should be a team, responsible for the church
services in conjunction with the priest. They should be
together in the church, eliminating the possibility of the
altar boys and girl<; being alone with the priest.
The Roman Catholic Church will have to
that cicrgy should be allowed to marry and
that women should be allowed to be ordained.
The Archbishop should resign.
l

-ay people should have the responsibility of the
, financial and administrative matters. The priest

~.".

CONCLUSION
It is our hope that our feelings as outlined in this
presentation, and those of others who have met with
your commission and submitted briefs, will be given
serious consideration.
Every effort must be made to make sure this
tragedy never happens again.
Ocwber 16, 1989

an
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Susan Murray
Portugal Cove

The Roman Catholic Commission of Enquiry has
as its mandate, as I understand it, to enquire into
factors which may have contributed to abuse by
members of the clergy, to find out why it went
undetected for so long and to recommend ways of
preventing the sexual abuse from happening again. I
would like to make several comments regarding
contributing factors and conclude with my own
for prevention.
Firstly though, I wish to explain who I am and why
J am submitting this brief before you. I am presently a

resident of Portugal Cove, one of the communities
heavily affected by the sexual abuse by a member of the
clergy. I have three young sons who were not directly
r:>H"'rjtp.~ by the abuse; however, they are becoming more
socially and sexually aware of their environment and
will in due time require the necessary safeguards to be
put in place to protect them from such abuse in the
future. My husband, Michael, and I are genuinely
concerned for their welfare and wish to provide them
with a healthy and sollnd ser,se of morality and
religious values. J am sure most
wirh
have thi.<; wish. I am also a practising
social worker presently employed in a large psychiatric
in St. John's. I have had
experience in
working with adult victims of sexual abuse.
understand
trauma <L<;sociated with those individuals
who have been victimized and recognize the necessity
to provide counselling and therapy over a long term
period. In March, 1988, I addressed a letter to the
Reverend A. Penney pointing out the need to intervene
immediately with counselling to affected victims and
families; however, he responded with a thank-you
stating that the legal system would have to proceed
with the court case prior to any provisions of service.

Since that incident, my involvement with this issue
has been low key; however, in May, 1989, I was asked
and accepted a position of the Archdiocese Committee
on Child Sexual Abuse Board.
For clarification
purposes, I am not submitting these recommendations
on behalf of that Board.
In having attended the Enquiry's first parish
meeting in Portugal Cove and having lisrened to the
recent
rqY")rlS
su
in
Pouch Cove, Ferryland and more recently, from the
Burin/Marystown areas, I see that a major
recommendation from the earliest hearings is to have
the Archbishop removed from his office.
I am
somewhat dismayed by this response, not because I
don't agree with their sentiments entirely,
more
importantly, I fee! that in the long term, with or
without the present Archbishop, our problems of abLL<;e
past, present and future, are sdI with us. It simply is
an act of retaliation or revenge that may appease some
in the short tenn but does not address the real issue at
hand or begin to analyze the complexity of the
problems of
<lbuse
In recognizing that this problem of sexual abLL<;e
has gone on for years
I feel that one
to
understand the history of Irish Catholicism, its power
and the hold it has widded within the Newfoundland
culture. The position of power a priest maintains and
has held in the parish communities over the years is
immense. As W<lS told by witnesses during the enquiry,
"no one questioned the priest" as he held an almost
omnipotent position of authority within the community.
In placing this in some perspective, I will make an
analogy with an incestuous fami!y scenario. In an
incestuous father-daughter family dynamic, the father
wields an enormous amount of power and authority,
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l the helpless daughter is victimized and totally
without any power or control over her life. The
balance of power is totally one-sided and in therapeutic
situations, in its most simplistic form, one would make
an attempt to create a more even balance of power
between victim and abuser. The analogy here can be
made with the priest and father being possessed of too
much power and the child being victimized as were the
young adolescent boys in the priests' parishes.
I do not wish to underestimate the complexity of
thL<.; enormous problem that you as Commis..<;ioners face
when I present this in a simplified format but I feel the
is..<;ue stems further into the hierarchial structure of the
Archdiocese. The structure as it Le; organized presently
is inherently wrong and opens up too many
opportunities for abuse situations to begin. The lack of
any external policing body to examine the Church in its
poliCies, programs, and finances raises the possibilities of
corruption and abuse of power.
A distribution of power within the parish may be
- '''ay to approach a fairer and more equitable balance
,)Qwer. This may be achieved through inviting
parishioners, men, women and children on a grass roots
level to become more involved in the church. The laity
are the church after all and should be contributing and
participating members of the parish in all aspects of
church affairs. The priest would simply be another
member of the parish involved in other community
development projects for example.
Parish councils could be formed whereby the
parishioners are actively involved in all aspects of the
church agenda and daily affairs. This would include
the
finances a<; well, in which elected committee
members (which mayor may not include the pliest)
would be responsible for all financial matters of the
church including other essential matters.
Women for years have been participating and
active members of parish duties taking on
responsibilities that often went unheeded or without
credit. Women should assume far greater responsibility
within the church and its affairs at the decision
• log/administrative levels of the Archdiocese
Archy.
I have recently heard people making
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reference to "female priests"; however, this is not an
issue to be tackled at a local level but may indeed have
some merit! Women may not necessarily want to be
"priests", but certainly if they are given ample
opportunity to undertake leadership positions within the
church, the balance of power, as alluded to earlier, may
be more equally distributed between the sexes, bringing
a far more healthy perspective, I feel.
Finally, education will play a critical role in
prevention of future sexual abuse within our parishes
and communities alike. This crisis has raised the
public's awareness and has begun recognition of a
problem that has remained undetected for so long and
I feel this is a positive thing.
However, now we are in a position where formal
and informal educational sessions should begin to:
a.

alert individuals to the signs and symptorrlS of
sexual abuse - emotional, physical and sexual.

b.

direct people to the proper resources if they have
been victimized so that therapy can proceed as
soon as possible and for as long as necessary.

c.

teach prevention strategies to young children so
that they can be better
to cope with such
atrocities in the future.

Education may take place in the school system or
on a community level by professionals acting as
consultants to community groups. Street-proofing has
been widely acclaimed and should be promoted avidly
within community and govemment agencies, schools
and public gathering centres on a local level.
My feeling is that money and services should be
readily available as a result of thls recent avalanche of
sexual abuse ca"es coming to light and therefore it's an
opportune time to take hold of the situation and direct
the funds available in the most effective manner
possible.
My recommendations in organizing an effective
delivery of service would be to suggest that one specific
body, be it government or a private corporation, take it
upon themselves to spearhead the overall "flow" of
services. This body may act as a type of central registry
with its primary function to register all recognized

I
I
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professional service providers in the area of sexual
abuse. In this way, duplication and overlap of services
may be avoided and it can also ensure that appropriate
qualified counselling occurs.

charged and almost incredible to comprehend by
average person. The victimization is felt by the en
parish community and all will have to underg(
healing process.

It can also function to "streamline" funding to
areas where services are most needy and where
resources may be scarce.

This may be achieved for some, as descril
earlier, in therapy sessions, for others in gaining m(
widespread control over church affairs or in educatiol
pursuits in the area of sexual abuse. Ultimat!
however, the process of healing and spiritual renewal
an individual and unique experience. We can on
hope to facilitate this process once it's begun.

In concluding my remarks I recognize that my
comments are only scratching the surface, so to speak
and would require more in-depth analysis to make them
operationaL
J understand that the dynamics of sexual abuse are

traumatic enough within a family situation. When the
clergy become the abLL<;ers, the situation is highly

September 25, 198
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Newfoundland Teachers' Association
St. John's

The Newfoundland Teachers' Association (NTA)
appreciates the opportunity to make a presentation to
the Roman Catholic Commission of Inquiry into the
Sexual Abuse of Children. The A<;sociation has a
membership in excess of 10,000 full and part-time
teachers employed in the publicly funded day-school
system in this province, and represents teachers of all
religious denominations. This presentation is made,
therefore, not from the narrow perspective of adhering
to one particular religious faith, but from the broader
perspective as professional educators of the province's
youth, some of whom have been criminally victimized
by once-respected members of the Catholic Church.
Since the Commission's mandate confines itself to abuse
perpetrated by members of the Catholic clergy, all
reference to Church and clergy in this presentation
should be read as though prefixed by the words Roman
Catholic.

confident that, with the extensive work and
recommendations of the Commission, this sordid
situation can be remedied, positive factors can be
identified, corrective measures can be put in place, the
victims can be healed and comforted, and future
occurrences of such shameful, criminal acts against the
weak and defenceless can be curtailed in the future.
Without a sincere belief in this promise, this submission
would be a negative and hopeless enterprise. In
preparing our submission, the Association con..<;idered
the five terms of reference of the Commission. We will
respond from our perspective as teachers, relying on our
professional interests, knowledge, expertise and
experience. Our chief concern is the child, and the
protection of the child from violence, abLL'>e and
exploitation. Our responses to the five terms of
reference will therefore be governed by that
predominant concern.

As teachers, we are angered, shocked and outraged

The Newfoundland Teachers' Association views
child sexual abLL'>e not so much as a sexually-related
phenomenon, but rather as a power-enhancing
phenomenon perperra red by the abuser to gain
domination and control over those who are the most
vulnerable - children. There is, we posit, as research
has substantiated, a relationship between the systematic
and sinister abuse of power and child abuse. The
authoritarian and hierarchial structure of the Church
has proven to be a place for both forms of abuse.

at the exploitation of innocent children by those in
positions of authority. The clergy has always been
perceived as trusted authoritative figures, perhaps more
so in Newfoundland than in any other Canadian
province. By law, Church and school are partners in
education in this province, and the youth served by
both is the same.
a result of the deviant behaviour
of some members of the Church, authOrity figures in
the Church, school and ~')Ciety have tended to become
suspects. Society as a whole is suffering as all of us
attempt to deal with the blatant reality, ie some
individuals in positions of authority are not deserving of
the stature accorded them by their colleagues. This
shocking breach of trust must not be permitted to reoccur.
The Newfoundland Teachers' Association is

In reviewing incidents of sexual abuse of children
by the clergy, the NTA realizes that it is extremely
difficult, and perhaps even impossible, to extract any
one reason why such horrendous acts took place, and
how these acts could have been undetected for so long.
The social fabric of a typical Newfoundland community
does offer us some insight for reflection. O:lnsidering
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that the Church, school and community have been so
closely linked in Newfoundland, it is im{X)rtant to give
attention to the role that the clergy played in the
broader community in the past and the implications, if
any, of that role being a contributory factor to the
conspiracy of silence surrounding the child-abuse
horrors.
In Newfoundland communities, especially the small
rural ones, priests were regularly placed on a pedestal by
the community and given absolute power and authority
on all issues
morals, lifestyles, behaviour, religion,
education, etc. The priests were generally the only
persons in the community who had educafion beyond
grade school and they therefore became the
experts on
matters.
The lay
community had no input at all into the choice of who
process. In blind faith and trust,
the people forfeited their own independent thought and
decision-making into the priests' care. They assumed
the role of the ignorant bystander and were therefore in
to
easily exploited. As the school was an
Church, it was not uncommon for the
extensian of
to
be given tora! responsibility for the
recruitment, hiring
firing of all teachers. All those
who were hired were expected to adhere to the wishes
of the priest if they desired to have continued
en:ployment.
Such an insular family, with its
educational and community reliance on the priest, left

could they turn?

the
There
lay

procedures if they disputed the wishes of the priest. In
fact, the people became trapped in their own innocence,
imprisoned by a "closed shop" system of authority which
on
and total devotion to those whom
they regarded as God's representatives. In such a
scenario, absolute power can soon become sinister
power, when trust becomes hedged with fear, and
devotion to the Church predominates over all other
behaviour. At the bottom of the "power totem pole" in
the community were the children, the most vulnerable,

the most easily awed, the most easily led, and the most
easily abused.
In examining the incidents of child sexual abuse
that have been ex{X)sed recently, we have asked
ourselves why most of the students who were violated
did not approach us, their teachers, to confide in us as
trusted adults and re{X)rt these crimes. In addition to
the conditions outlined previously, literature on child
abuse indicates that there were perhaps three other
preconditions which may have prevented these young
pt..~ple from coming forward:
a.

They felt they would not have been believed;

b.

They were confused about exactly what had
happened to them;

c.

They felt dirty and guilty.

a torrent
ernotiolLS
which they were unable to identify or label
they
had never been taught anything substantial about
sexual matters or sexually abusive behaviour. No one,
not their parents, not their teachers, not the priest, had
ever helped them separate positive sexual feelings from
ones, so
of their sexual
were left distorted. Plc<'surab!e
entangled with feelings of abhorrence and fear. In
retrospect, lacking for these young people were explicit
and intensely informational sex education programs in
the school curriculum. Such programs serve to foster
a positive sense of sexuality and the notion that a
is
an
person is
a means
others in both sexual and
also were
the
prinlar,l level to
seconda:-y
\vith
issue of
sexual abuse both from an informative and reporting
perspective. The educational system, another hierarchy,
abandoned these victimized children in their
exploitation by not making both sexuality programs and
sexual abuse programs part of the regular school
curriculum. Such programs are de..<;perarely needed to
promote a positive sense of sexuality and at the same
time identify the negative abusive side so that all
children all able to recognize inappropriate sexual
advances for what they are - abusive and criminal
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behaviour. More importantly, children must be taught
that they are not to blame for the inappropriate
behaviour of another person and that they blamelessly
should report to someone whom they can trust. The
system in total in the past let these children down.
Never again must we, as adults, parents, teachers, and
the clergy, allow children to suffer in ignorance,
humilation, shame and fear.
The healing process can begin only when the
Church publicly acknowledges guilt of the most
excessive and repulsive abuse of priestly power and
authority. Furthermore, the Church must acknowledge
its responsibility for the spiritual, psychological, social
and emotional damage done to the victims and their
families. The Church's substantial power, influence and
considerable capital must now be turned to healing the
of wanton and unchecked
deep scars left by
violation of the innocent. The Church must turn away
from protecting its own image and must address the
bruised and injured victims.
As teachers, we have daily contact with
These are children who are
victims in our
hurting beyond description and who
individualized care
nurturing. Most imporrantly, as
teachers, we want to ensure that these child victims
fully understand that they are not the guilty party, that
they are without blame. They and their families need
to feel supported by a caring Church, not one which
pain. To that end, the Church
abandons them in
must bear total
for the counselling of
these young people at school, in the family and in the
commU:11t)·.
The Church's considerable
available to provide funding
resources should be
for the best professionally trained child-abuse
the healing and adjustment
counsellors to
tht.'Se individuals should
operate outside the
teacher allocation units, but
be hired by and
to the appropriate school
boards. Such individuals, working as members of the
schcx)l staff and as additional resource people, should
also be made available to any students in school who
wish to talk about child abuse, not only the current
victims.
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From within, the Church must initiate an internal
review of its own operations and procedures, and that
review must include the laity as well as the clergy. It is
inconceivable to us as teachers that the laity will
tolerate any longer being disenfranchised from Church
policy making. Responsibility for internal decisionmaking must become more democratic, and the Church
must begin to discard its image as an organization that
gives a select group all power and status, and reduces
the rest to insignificant obedient others.

As with any organization, the Church must come
to term..., with the indiscretions of its own and make
available a channel of accountability, one key
component being the involvement of parish councils.
The quietening of the people's voice in Church matters
can no longer continue. Through accountable parish
committees and
structures, mechanisms can
put in place which will afford the laity a process to
question, review, compare and evaluate in a democratic
manner the performance and behaviour of the clergy
assigned to them. This is common for other religious
denominations and if judiciously implemented can do
much to place
on those who would
to them.
Such
power and authority
committees should also have the authority to
recommend appropriate measures to deal with a priest
whose behaviour has
deviant or unacceptable.
To simply move a priest to another parish, or to
another position, should no longer be acceptable. In
this dcmo::ratic process,
addition, the people,
would have every right to expect a detailed, neutral
on any new
proposed to them as a
parish priest.
Full disclosure of past history and
behaviour, along with
(not all from within
the church) would be deemed responsible as
information going to the local
council. Measures
such as these, which would place back in the hands of
the laity a democratic imerest in the Church, can only
enhance the Church's
in the comrnunity, and its
respect among the people whom it serves.
In reviewing the reprehensihle behaviour by some
breach of trust they
members of the clergy,
and perhaps even
have exhibited, and the
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irreparable damage done to the lives of innocent
children and their families, one must ask how it was
possible for such individuals to be accepted into the
priesthood in the first place? Simply presenting oneself
as a candidate is surely not a criterion by itself. Is it
possible that the authoritarian organization of the
Church might by its very nature attract individuals who
may be prone to deviant abuse of power and thereby
find the means to conceal such practice! For any other
profession, there are checks and measures, tests and
experience, and ongoing a.<;s-."SSments. Authority in
other professions is not awarded automatically, but
must be earned through years of demonstrated ability
and experience "on the job".
Knowing what we now know, it is clear that the
screening and training procedures of the clergy must be
v"'''''~<u and behaviourial testing are shown to be
unreliable candidates are released.

Furthermore, once in the system, all clergy should
be required to engage in personal development and
human development training to enable them to cope
and
a
by the
whom they serve.
Church can no longer function as a static entity.
Caught in that suffocation, even the most diligent,
devoted and faithful clergy will be afflicted with human
problems brought about by divine right stagnation. The
Church must support and promote the positive personal
its o\vn rnessengers
in
with real human needs, both o(
to
of those who are entrusted to
c::ue.
By
on the commonaHty benveen the clergy and
,
the
much can be achieved in
me
people's trust and confidence in a once revered and
respected institution.
However, the trust and
confidence must be earned by example and no longer
given blindly "~5 per tradition. By example, the Church
must be seen to discipline its own offenders, to admit its
guilt, and to ensure that every positive step is taken to
prevent the clergy from engaging in any form of child
abuse in the future.

CONCLUSION
When the history of the Catholic Church in
Newfoundland is written, this period of turmoil will he
viewed as one of the most tragic and at the same time
most revolutionary periods ever. The Church must
change and it must change for the better.
As
educators, it is our duty to prepare the youth of today
for life in the community of tomorrow. Part of that
community life will revolve around the Church, but it
must be a changed Church. It must be a Church that
will protect the innocent - children in particular - and
place blame where it lies, on the guilt)' within itself.
At no other time in the history of the Church in
Ne.vfoundhmd has there been (1 greater need for
leadership. The partnerships between Church and
Chllrch
core.
process
must begin immediately. Confidence, trust and respect
must be restored. A" teachers, we are more than
prepared to do our part, but our efforts will fail without
corresponding efforts from the Church and the lay
control and patchwork solutions
community.
~liH never \\'ork. f. partnership of trust
an or~..::n ..
willingness to respond,
and act, must result if any
degree of normality is to be restored to the life of the
Church, school and community in this province. If
together all parties are not prepared to meet this
challenge, those who will suffer the most will be our
children. Have they not already suffered enough!
issues
In
Newfoundland Teachers' Association wishes to make

TIJ2t the Church
sorn.e
of its
have
guilty of child abuse and that
it needs to become more thorough in ensuring that this
does not reoccur.
That the Church puhlicly acknowledge that the
victims of child abuse are without guilt.
That the Church. assume full financial
responsibility for (a) provid[ng school boards with
professionally qualified child abuse counsellors to
schools attended by the victims, or schools where
friends of the victims or teachers of friends of the
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victims request help, and (b) provide professionally
qualified child abuse counsellors for families of the
victims upon request.
That when a priest is suspected of the crime of
child abuse, he be reported to the appropriate civil
authorities.
That no attempt be made to transfer any person
suspected of the crime of child abuse.
That parish councils be provided with details of a
priest's record prior to a priest being a.'>Signed to that
parish.
That, if a priest convicted of child abuse is
reassigned to another position within the Church, the
appropriate persons be made aware of the priest's record
to ensure that the parishioners and particularly the
arc protected,
That priests convicted of the crime of child abuse
not be permitted to have contact with children.
That priests convicted of child abuse undergo
~ngthy and intensive psychological and behaviourial
treatment assessments.
That the treatment a'>Sessmenrs in the foregoing
recommendation be performed at regular intervals of
four months should a priest pass the initial assessment
test, such reassessments to last at least five years.
That the Church become more accountable to the
people by giving the laity a more direct and active role
in the
procC'ss a<; well as in the day-toof the parish so as to enable a more
democratic model of the Church to replace the current
aU!boril&lian and hierarchied structure.

That the Church, in consultation with the clergy
and local parish committees composed of lay members,
adopt and publicize a comprehensive policy on child
abuse, such policy to include internal and external
reporting procedures, sanctions to be imposed by the
Church and appropriate legal procedures.
That training programs on issues of child abuse be
provided to all Church youth leaders, such programs to
include detection, reporting procedures and strategies
for working with children who have been involved in an
abusive situation.
That priests receive pre-service and regular inservice training on child abuse.
That the Church recognize that the role of the
clergy in society has changed by requiring priests to
receive regular
and
in such areas as
human relationships, personal interaction and
interpersonal skills.
That one important component of the initial
screening process for candidates for the priesthood be
the person's psychological and behaviourial aptitude.
That family liFe and sex education programs
containing explicit, yet age-appropriate information, be
taught in schools at all levels by certified teachers who
have received the appropriate inservice or pre-service
training.
That child sexual abuse prevention programs
containing explicit, yet age-appropriate infommtion, be
taught in
at all
by
who
have received the appropriate inservice or pre-service
training.

December 1989
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Our Lady of Mt.Cannel Central High School
Mount Carmel

The Catholl-: Church In Ne~{oundland Is
Presently Underg~'i:::g A Spiritual Crisis, One Of The
Many That The Church Has Undergone In Its Long
rostory.
The caralys: :_,:
crisis has been the sexual
abuse of childre,..:-.
brothers. Its effects
have made therrL.~;\·C'S felt on the laity, who have lost
as
who are guilty
and, particulariy, those
who are not. Th~ who are not guilty of any crime
are under suspicion until proven
sense that they
innocent. These ",misters of
Church cannot
perform their dut:e-,
in this atmosphere of
the lay
mIstrust
to these priests
are sure that the days of "coverand brot hers until
ups" are gone forever.
Thus, the
on the part of the Archdiocese
is not only desiraHe but necessary. However, the
process must no,
cris~
pass
painful, can become Cl mearlS for change and
of trust of the
cannot
Catholic laity and its mir.isters. The
must,
upon reviewing
Enquiry's report, undertake action
in three specific areas.
First, and some plogres.s is being made here, the
Church must offer long-term support -- spiritual and, if
necessary, financial, to all victims of this abuse, for the
statute of limitations does not apply to the hurt and
anguish these young people have suffered, since
research has shown such emotional scars may take
decades to heal even with proper counselling. The

delay on the part of the Archdiocese to offer
counselling, and the silence of the Archbishop only
tends to affinn the people's fear of still another "coverup" and presents a Church that hides itself behind the
law. After all, it was the Pharisees who hid behind the
"Law" when they spoke with Jesus. Undoubtedly,
unfortunately, there will be lawsuits on the part of the

its v.::ople.
The laity, who observe daily new and more
sep_"ational revelations, now feel more and more
betrayed as the exrent
the cover-up emerges.
too, must be reached
broaght into the process of
need not
a forum to voice their
anger and concern but also to become part of the
solution. To be a part of this solution, they then, must
become part of the decision-making process when the
enquiry is finished. Therefore, representatives of the
various parish councils must attend meetings coming
the process to
Finally, the priests

brothers must be included.
must
not
those who are victims of
and mistrust. For it is this h<;t group that must forge a
new bond of trLL<;t with a laity that is k"Coming
increasingly cynical about the Church. As well, the
selection process for the religious orders must be
scrutinized closely with a view to screening out any who
may have homosexual or pedophile tendencies. The
number of religious involved in sexual abuse would
suggest that there are a greater percentage who exhibit
sexually deviant behaviour than the general population.
The re<L<;()flS for this may be many, but the overriding
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concern must be the safety and welfare of the children
in their care.
Whether these proposals are the most appropriate
or practical is a decision that rests with the Enquiry.
However, the end result of the Enquiry must be definite
action. Although the present crisis will pass, if action
is not taken, the Church will have missed an
opportunity for renewal - a renewal that is badly
needed by its members at all levels, in the wake of this
sexual-abuse scandal.

The

Sexual, Abuse

By Clergy Has

Led Me To The Follo\\ing Thoughts Concerning
TIds "'hole Matter.
First of all, our society besides our church is in
it seems to me theH
is "new" to
predominant
peopie. Women and girls have
victims of sexual crimes up to now. I wonder where is
all the moral outrage for this fact?
It has never
and probably will net1er. J am outraged that it
L" •• ...:S
clergy and abused boys to upset our
and our
ch urch.
the issue at hand.
, J would like to
Priests are not the only abLL~rs out there. Each time
I pick up the paper or listen to the news there is a
"gcxxi Christian" out there who is sexually assaulting
someone. Following Christ, not just as clergy, matters
- or it should.
:::re also

\X'hy have too many

played that role tCXl well? "Power" is one answer. I see
p::Jwer held in many instances. As a
I see its interference with the workings
our
as the request
write letters of
for our Catholic teachers. \'<'ouldn't a
faith decree by a baptized Christian be enough?
Unfortunately, I see our church acting out of a wor!tny
hierarchical pml.'er structure instead of a Christ-like
community of believers where only Christ's power
The hierarchy needs to
matters.
and there
to be a power shift to the
kings of the spirit in the Christian community.

I sometimes ask myself, "Where in our church are
we absorbing and struggling with the challenge of
Christ's message?" When I look I see a "church"
preoccupied with bingo games and garden parties. The
dollar bill is readily associated with our church and for
gcxxi reason. It is easy for sexually deviant clergy to
hide behind a church caught up with money. I
wouldn't think it would be easy if the clergy and the
rest of the community gathered to reflect on Christ in
their lives with the same amount of energy.

As a teacher, J see the need for sex education at
the Junior High and the Senior High levels. We face a
world where sexual knowledge is necessary in order to
help many young people deal with issues of their own
marurity, child
ab:lse, and other sexrelated issues. I suggest a course which ICXlb at a1l the
without
the PfClcticai
work with a group
perhaps a tmined sex
of schools and conduct worbhops in the various
schCXlls.

All minIStries in the church should be open to
anyone (man or woman,
God.
Ordained
sick) married

or malTied) who is gifted
could be healthy (not

and belief is that this
Finally, my final
whole issue warrants prayer for healing in the entire
community.
While 1
the courts should
pronounce jail sentences in matters of abuse and
;L<;sault, therapy is also a must. And then there is our
chalienge 0 Go,::' LlI
didn't know what they were doing". Yes, if one follows
Christ, one forgives.
the victims
Christ's
means hiring trained
as
healing touch.
well as being a more supportive
My perspective is that of a Christian and a high
schCXll educator.

Two letters submitted by teachers.

Nm'ember 16, 1989
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Roman Catholic School Board For The Burin Peninsula
Marystown

PART A:
The denominational education system in this
Province exists as a result of efforts by the Catholic
hierarchy, in the mid nineteenth century, to provide a
system of education for Catholic youth. Since that
time church official" have played a significant role in

Cathohc
this
were and are seen as an integral function of the
pries!-s
visirarkm. School:.: in their turn
time in their schedule during school hours, for
matters which could be classified as church related, such as celebration of sacraments. In short a close and
cordial relationship existed and still exists between the
Parish and the
Priests roles in
h:1ve
been spiritual dlrectors,
pastors. They have also had a role in
the administration of schools and schcx)l dL<;tricts. from
being one-man school boards at one time to sitting on
school boards at present. In the hiring and certification
of teaching personnel a reference from a p;:L<;tor is a

enterprise in this District, and to acknowledge that the
work of this Commission is important in the work of
healing this wound which has been inflicted on our
Catholic community.
In compiling data on this issue, a cross-section of
teachers and princi;:>als were inrcfyiev,'ed in an
to ascertain the impact that child sexual abuse has had
on Catholic
in this
issue
Religious Education,
priest/school community
relationships and student/teacher faith response. We
also attempted to assess whether this issue impacted
or alleged abuse had
differently on areas where
eX'curred.
Our
that, in general,
reaction \\'as stronges;: in a:-eas \\'here ablL<;e had
or was
to have occurred and less
strong in areas where abuse had not occurred.
However, this trend did not hold in all locales and in
reaction to all queries. It should be stated at tnL" point
as well that time limitations prevented us from doing
exhaustive research on this matter.
~it

outset to cornr11ent on

tone and reaction ohserved
education system in
to say
\Vhen
issue of
came to light a whole new
d~11amic

evolved.

This School Board has been particularly cognizant
of this issue, as priests who have been either charged or
convicted of the offense of child sexual abuse have been
p?,stors in district parishes and School Board memhers.
As a Board we wish to present a bIief to the
Commission to both attempt to provide some insight
into how this issue has effected the educational

were
constr2.ints the interviewing sample was small.
Reference to student reaction was elicited from teachers
and principals and not students. For the most part
school communities felt saddened, angry and, in some
instances, betrayed by the disclosures which have
occurred ::IS a result of the child sexual abuse by priests.
These emotions often exhibit t hemse!ves in cynicism
and anger at a leadership which was perceived to have
demanded so much of school communities and was
associated with these atrocities. This reaction seemed
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most apparent in schools where allegations of abuse or
convictions had occurred, but was not exclusive to
them. On the other hand some schools reported no
noticeable preoccupation with the issue.

TEACHER/STUDENT MORALE

seemed to be that the church, meaning the Parish
Priest, might not think it appropriate to discuss the
matter. Teachers observed that in the past Parish
Priests were consulted for references when teachers are
granted tenure with school boards. The end result of
this being that teachers may skirt and avoid discussing
the issue. This attests to a perception by teachers
interviewed of the degree of power and authority which
priests have exerted from time to time.

The issue has had a curious effect on teacher
morale. As a group the issue did not seem to have had
much of an impact on how they dL<;charged their
professional duties while at the same time some
teachers reported to have been deeply affected
personally by the L,>sue. The issue seems to have
affected older students more than the younger, or at
least older students were more vocal in schools on the
L'>Sue. \Ve have categorized older students as those
from Junior High to Senior High. Teachers felt that
students show a lessening of respect for the clergy. The
to this exists in school communities where
priests have developed a good rapport with the school
community.

In some instances it was observed that priests'
visitation and contact with school" had become visibly
reduced. Some students have expressed the sentiment
that they do not wish to have priests visit their clas..<>es
or to conduct celebrations. Again, this sentiment h::ls
only
observed in older students. Some students
have also given voice to a general lack of empathy for
priests while others have felt pity for priests who have
to live under this cloud of suspicion.

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

STUDENT/TEACHER FAITH RESPONSE

Apart from their interest in educa:ioD generally,
have a specisJ interest and role in the Religious
Education of students.
Priests are viewed a" the
repositories of moral integrity and uprightness. -Ibe
impact then of this child-abuse issue on Religious
Education was deemed important in our assessment.
Observations from teachers suggest that the effect on
ranges
one
no impact to
one
devaluing of Religious Education and those who
reach it. These findings do not foUm", the lines of
communities which have been affected or not. As well
it L<; mo~e
in older students.

Teachers have noticed a general decline in the
number of older students attending church. It was also
noted that some teachers were dropping their support
for the church. This lack of support ranged from not
attending mass to not being involved in church related
activities. It wa'> further observed by some teachers that
students often use the
issue to
their own moral positions, which are not consonant
with accepted Christian norms. It is difficult for many
to distinguish
the church and those who use
and
the church.

Religious Education classes seem to be the cl::lSS of
choice for students who wL<;h to discuss the issue. In
responding to students' questions about the abuse issue
involving priests, teachers felt unsure as to how to
approach the issue. Their biggest problem in this regard
",.."W\c·" to stem from a feeling of insecurity in terms of
how far to go in discQ'>Sing the issue, ie. When were
they going beyond "safe ground"? The basis for this fear

CONCLUSION

PRlEST/SCHOOLCOMMl;1:-.'1TY RELATIONSHIP

In conclusion, we wish to express our gratitude for
the opportunity to present this brief. We would have
preferred to have provided something more substantial
bur limitations of time prevented llS from doing so.
It is our intention to submit a further document
which will outline:
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; that our &hool Board can take
1ke to prevent incidents of abuse now

hen appointments
"SOns convicted of

d;
this Board can take to help those w
-ectly or indirectly victims of sexual abw

\Selling services at
'Jdents have been
)unselling services
.urch agencies or
:1buse who are not
students.

(irst part of the Brief which this Schoc.i
to the Commission we indicated our
submit a further document which would

i~ted

of prevention we
"oived in educating
)1 sexual abu.<;e.

that our School Board can take or
to prevent incidents of abuse now and
is Board can take to help those who have

"t\. or indirectly victims of sexual abuse.
are most
in
!ch we as an educational institution can
~! ·cl with this we wish to provide coun..<;elling
tim.'> who belong to our school population.
is>ue of child sexual abu.<;e among the clergy
mandate of your Commission, our
with
broader issue of
in society.

so

to victims we believe that those
positions of authority need to make a
society that victims of child sexual abuse
art in or should be assigned guilt in their
cases of

in
as
.toms in children; b)
e~<;e

\\'C

re
w

in

de
et:

se; .
SUt

address the issue of
a systematic program
3, 5 and 7 b) putting
Family Life Program... ;

as

of
Church issue a statement which clearly
supports victims of child sexual
ssures them that no fault rests with them;
boards L"Sue a similar statement which
in policy;
i·sons found guilty of child sexual abuse
vented access to children;
schools, teachers would be screened
they have no convictions of sexual abuse

rha
- tl
artir

by: a) ensuring
a t least once a year
with their staff b)
'use be included on
once a year.
at
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Roman Catholic School Board For ~St. J2hn's
St. John's

INTRODUCTION
On behalf of the Roman Catholic School Board for
St. John's I am pleased to have the opportunity to
make this presentation to the Commission.
I should say at the outset that the Board did have
some reservations about how to approach this
presentation, given the status of the Commission and
its terms of reference.
First of all, in dealing with the terms of reference,
the CommL'i.<;ion is concerned with the
Archdiocese of St. John's, the implications are farreaching, both provincially and nationally. However, of
necessity the Board's presentation is somewhat
restricted by its own experience.
Secondly, it is stated that the Commission will
determine its own procedure. This Commission is
uniike commissions of enquiry appointed by a
government and having well defined statutory powers.
The Board wa.<; concerned that the informality of the
CommL<;sion's procedures and apparent lack of
investigative powers would hamper its ability to
thoroughly enquire into those m2ners set out in clauses
two
its mandate.
\Xlithout formal
procedures and investigative powers it is difficult ro
the
could cany out its
mandate.
On the other hand, there is a number of faoors
which leads the Board to support the Commission.
Perhaps most importantly is the competence and
'''''"em·;,h. of the Members of the Commission. Another
important factor is that the Commission's report is to be
made public. Finally, the fact that the Commission is
not bound by the formalities of other enquiries may
'1comage people to come forward who would not

otherwise be willing to do so;

As a final point on thiS' topic I would like to add
a personal comment, that I do not envy the
Commission in its undertaking. The ability of the_,
Commission to determine its'own procedures leaves it ..
open for the possibility of becoming a sounding-board
for slanderous or libelous statements and for the
enquiry to become an inquisition. I am confident that
the Commissioners are aware of the very fine line to be
drawn here.
<

Having expressed these reservations and satisfied
itself that the Commission's work is extremely important
to the future of education in this Province the Roman
Catholic School Board for Se John's would like to'
formally present its views to the Commission.
The Roman Catholic School Board for St. John's
serves a large part of the Archdiocese of St. John's. It
covers the Northeast Avalon Region from Kelligrews to
Cape St. Francis to the Goulds, and includes the Cities
of St. John's and Mount Pearl. It is responsible for the
Catholic education of 20,000 students and employs·
1100 teachers with 3!1
budget in
excess of $70 million dollars. J[ provides an es..'>ential
service to the taxpayers
residents of the Region and
by
is a
operation than the City of Se.
John's. Needless to say the Board has a vested interest
•
in the outcome of this Commission of Enquiry.
e

In this presentation it is hoped to highlight the
following facts:
that the Catholic school recognizes the communal
responsibility for the full development of the individual;,
that when part of the community encounte~.
difficulty, all suffer;
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•
that when the problem is child abuse by those who
are an integral part of the system the ability of the
system to cope is suspect and taxed to its limits;
that the role of the School Board and its
professional staff is to ensure that cases of such abuse
are properly reported and that programs are in place to
help our administration and teachers provide assistance
and guidance;
that the nature and magnitude of the current crisis
makes it extremely difficult for our teachers to pursue
religious education programs;
that the actions of a few are not representative of
the many dedicated clergy and religious;
that the present system
accountability has failed;

of reporting

and

that it is hoped this Commission will make
which will mir;imize the likelihood of
a occurrence and which will restore trust and
confidence in the system;
that the Board stands ready to assist in any way
possible the efforts to achieve this result.
The school system's Catholic philosophy of
education places the person full centre in the total
society in which one lives and grows. I t considers
education as extensive as human life itself, and realizes
the rights and responsibilities of the family, the Church,
society and the school in guiding youth to selffulfilment. This unity of the school, the family and the
Church acknowledges the unique role each plays in the
of youth.
In his Papal address of September 12, 1984, Pope
Il stated: "Catholic schools speak of the
of life ... and reinforce a sen::;e of community.
The Catholic school L<; a community effort, one that
cannot succeed without the co-operation of all
concerned - the students, the parents, the teachers, the
principals and pastors" (Address at B?siHca of St. John
the Baptist).

John

Because of the unique interaction of the home, the
parish, and the school, when one is hurting the others
are affected. The present crisis within the Church, the
sexual ablL<:e of children, strikes at the very heart of

those that the educational system serves - the youth.
The problem of child abuse pervades Canadian
society. While child abuse is not a new phenomenon,
more attention is being focused on the issue 'lxlth
nationally and provincially. Federal and Provincial
Commissions and studies have been set up to
investigate the abuse of children, and in recent news
the media has made the Canadian people much more
aware of the nature and extent of the problem.
In Canada, Federal and Provincial legislation has
been enacted to protect the rights of all persons. In
thL<; province, legislation to protect the rights of children
is contained in the Child Welfare Act of Newfoundland
(1972).
Local agencies have been established to
respond to the problem of child abuse.
Responsibility for the education of children is
entrusted to school boards. According to the Schools
Act (1970) each school board in Newfoundland is
responsible for the safety and well-being of all students
under its jurisdiction.
In the past six or seven years, our teachers,
counsellors, and administrators have indicated that
there has been a substantial increase in the number of
reported cases of children who are either sexually,
emotionally, or physically abused. Indeed, the school
system, in conjunction with other agencies, has been
trying to deal with the horrendous effects of child
abuse.
Dealing with child abuse is not a new problem or
experience for our teachers, counsellors, therapists, or
administrators. However, dealing with one of the
present sources of child abuse has had a devastating
effect, not only on the victims, but all ;L<;sociated within
the organization of the Chmch, the family, the school,
and indeed the larger community.
When the perpetrators of child abuse come from
within, it is not only the victim and the immediate
family who suffer, but indeed the entire community.
When some of those who are regarded as the guardians
of morality, who by their very profession have espoused
to live an exemplary life, 1x"Come the predators, it is
little wonder that, like Peter, we would say: "Lord, to
wham can we turn?"
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Given our denominational system and the
relationship between the school and the Church, there
is great hesitation and reluctance to engage in issues
that would suggest weakness, faults, or failings within
the Church. To take such a stand would at one time
have been tantamount to heresy, and assure censure.
That is no longer the case. The home, the school and
the Church have the responsibility to protect our youth
from such abuses no matter who the perpetrators may
be. The Roman Catholic School Board for St. John's is
on record as encouraging its employees to participate in
an open and honest discussion regarding the present
crisis within the Church. The Board readily provided
a forum for such discussion to take place at the local
school level, and at the administrative and district level.
Central office administration arranged meetings of
all principals to discuss the issue and its effects. The
Board arranged to have leadership teams meet with
individual school staffs. Al; a result of these meetings,
some written submissions were made to the Board. The
Board has encouraged its employees to discuss the issue
at the school and classroom level. Likewise, the Board
encourages its employees to make private or pu bUc
presentations to this CommL<;sion.
The Board itself received both formal and informal
reactions from its employees.
On two different
occasions these concerns were expressed to the
appropriate authorities (October 1988 and March 3,
1989). This report to the Commi.<;sion contains nothing
which has not already been expressed in other forums.
The School Board also encouraged teachers to
address the questions and concerns raised by the
students. Guidance counsellors, administrators and
teachers were encouraged, and indeed did try to assist
some of the victims to deal with the results of being
abu..--ed.
The School Board has develo\:1e:d a comprehensive
policy dealing with child abuse, and we would
recommend that the Archdiocese do the same.
In-service programs were held dealing with child
abuse, and a more extensive program will go into effect
in the 1989-90 school year. During the next school
year one of our goals will focus on the continuing
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development of pastoral teams at the high school level.
This focus will be on adult and student formation.
The School Board is intrinsically linked to the
hierarchical structure of the Church. Indeed, Catholic
schools are considered to be extensions of the teaching
arms of the Church. With a teaching force of 1,100
and a student population of almost 20,000, the School
Board has been in a very good position to 8..<oeertain the
impact that the sexual abuse has had throughout the
various segments of the Archdiocese.
This report will try to simply identify some of the
various impacts that the present crisis has had on the
school sacramental preparation and the personnel
within our district.
There has been a high degree of anger and
frustration expressed regarding the reprehensible acts by
some priests and some religious. This anger and
frustration has been fuelled by the unanswered
questions as to how this could happen; why it was not
detected; and the perception of the apparent lack of
direction and leadership that is so greatly required at
this time.
The school, together with the Parish, is
irh<;trumenta! in the sacramental preparation of students
at the primary and junior high levels. At the primary
level, the school is deeply involved in the preparation of
children for the sacrament of Reconciliation. There has
been some parental feedback that a selected number of
parents will not permit their children to enter into a
confessional box. They claim that if their children are
to attend any Reconciliation celebration, they feel it
must be conducted in fuH view. At the junior high
school level there are some students who have indicated
that they would not receive Confinnation this year.
Teachers at the high school level are feeling ill-at-ea..--e.
Some are at a loss to deal with remarks and questions
that ari.-.e.
The
difficulty that some primary teachers are
finding relates to the whole focus of reinforcing the
concepts of trust, confidence, and community building
in the primary religious education program. One of the
major focuses of that whole catechises is community
building. Indeed, the very role models one could trust
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are being destroyed. The message seems to be: "You
cannot trust anyone but yourself and God." What does
this do to one's sense of community, trust, and indeed
the long term attitude that these children may develop?
Perhaps the greatest anger and frustration is evident in
the primary teachers. Here the sense of betrayal is most
harmful.
The recent events put all priests under a cloud of
spoken or silent suspicion. There is a great reluctance
for some priests to associate with any school or school
children. Even where priests have entered the school
for Reconciliation, it is not uncommon for the priests to
request that another adult be within viewing distance
while the child attends Confession. All priests are in
need of support and encouragement. However, this can
be difficult when the confidence and trust is shattered.
TIle Roman collar, once worn with pride, has now
become a source of embarrassment and suspicion.
Teachers found guilty of criminal offenses have lost
their teaching licence and can never teach again. Yet
these laws of the land did not seem to apply to religious
or the clergy. There is a question as to whether there
i.s a double standard of justice - one for the lay person,
and another for the religious and clergy.
The course of history has shown that when
morality fails, the legislation of the land takes over.
Right now the perception is that the justice system is
the only agency which is cleaning up abuses in the
Church.

MAJOR ISStJE
The present crisis is an indication of deeper
problems within the COl1)()rate Church. The present
situation gives rise to the question of screening and
training of prospective clergy.
In most professions respect, authority and position
are earned through experience, education and
accomplishment. Even after years of hard work most
professionals do not gain the stature, authority and
respt..~t that a newly ordained cleric receives. In no
other profession are the decisions made so readily
accepted simply because of position.

Apart from the moral and theological training, a
parish priest must {X)sse5S leadership skills and
management techniques. In certain parishes, the word
of the priest is law. Some parishes are perhaps the last
bastion of feudalism, where rule is by divine right and
accountability is superficial, if present at all.
The situation has been perpetrated by a passive
congregation whose heritage of faith embodied a blind
acceptance of the priest's word.
With a better-educated Catholic population, faith
and reason supplement and complement each other.
Accountability is not only expected, but demanded.
There is need for better training and retraining of
priests. Just as any professional is expected to keep
abreast in his/her field, so too must parish priests.
For the many priests and religiow; who are living
their vocation, the present situation must be
horrendous. These men have been led to believe that
they shared an exclusive brotherhood in which faith,
commitment and reproachless, moral lives bonded them
one to the other. Some of their associates have lied to
them and left them subject to ridicule and suspicion.
The question needs to be asked: "What support has
been provided for them?"
While one may well be concerned about the effects
on the general populace, the Church and the priests,
the greatest sin is the damage done ro the victims.
What has the Church done to help them deal with the
trauma?

CONCLUSION
.>\5 stated earlier, there is nothing in this
submission that hasn't been said before both by the
Board and others. We can ask the questions and state
the problems but the answers and solutions are harder
to come by.
The Board has made efforts to deal with the
problems of child abuse within its legal and moral
framework, and will continue to do so.
The Board is on record as supfKJrting the efforts of
the Archbishop in establishing this Commission.
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Given the Commission's Terms of Reference the
Board would like to make the following recommendations:

RECOMMENDAnONS
Since the people most victimized are the youth, it
would seem appropriate that the Commission hold a
special hearing for them. The School Board would
gladly provide their facilities to accommodate such a
session. The Board is confident that our schools would
avail of the opportunity.
The Archdiocese should develop a policy dealing
with child abuse and this policy should be circulated to
all parishes.
The screening process and seminary training should
be re-examined.
victims of
abuse should be provided
with appropriate support systems to assist them in
dealing with the trauma.
The laity must exercise a greater authority and

demand a higher degree of accountability for the
operations of the Parish.
Appropriate support services and training should
be provided to all priests. "Especially because of the
circumstances of modem society, priestly training should
be pursued and perfected even after the seminary
course of studies has been completed." (The Documents
of Vatican 11, Chapter VII "Priestly Formation", p. 456).
Leadership within the Church must become proactive rather than re-active. If there was ever a time for
strong leadership and direction, it is now.
The bishops should present Christian
doctrine in a manner adapted to the needs of
the times, that is to say, in a manner
corresponding to the
and problems
by which people are most vexatiously
burdened and troubled. (The
of
Vatican 11, Chapter 11, "Bishops", pAOS).

July 6, 1989

,
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M. Russell
Flatrock

I grew up in a society in which we held our priests
in very high esteem. We both respected and feared
them.
Thus the recent events of clergy sexual abuse of
boys have devastated me as a person who is committed
to her faith. I am one who was, and remains actively
in my faith community a,<; a Eucharistic
Minister, as a member of the Ladies' Auxiliary and the
Committee.
we as a family have always contributed fairly
to our parish. Despite the Archbishop's long-standing
request to set up parish councils in all parishes of the
Archdiocese, we were denied a parish council in
Fiatrock and Pouch Cove Parish by John Corrigan
his ten years a,<; pastor. Thus we as lay people
never
where the funds we raised went. We still
do not have a parish councH which would allow us, as
parishioners, to have a significant say in our parish
affairs.
There are two other points 1 would like to make:

I don't want to see these individuals who are
of sexual
of young
reassigned to another parish in this province, or any
other province, or
as active priests assig:lcd
to desk jobs in this Diocese.

Now that some of the victims are suing the
Church, I want to know where the money is going to
come from to compensate the victims if they win their
court cases. In my view the offenders should be made
to pay those costs from their own assets.

I want to close by expressing my deep concern for
the young people
their families who have suffered
so greatly. They are constantly in my prayers.

that our
has
hanJled thL'"
whole matter it's a pity that the Archbishop stopped
acting as his own spokesperson on this matter in recent
months. He should have continued to be publicly
present throughout this crisls in the Diocese
in the
press and in public meetings
to show that he is
accountable for the actions of the priests of this Diocese
whom he is responsible for supervising.
In Rnal closing I cannot believe that something of
this magnitude could go on for so long without
someone in authority becoming aware of it, or being put
on alert that something wa,<; amiss.

I hope that the final report of this Enquiry will
rins\vcr SC)!11e

rT1y

JHne

12, 1989
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Sacred Heart.. St. Anne's Parish Council
Ship Harbour, Fox Harbour, Dunville

To address the mandate of the Commission is
indeed serious business, a serious call to address a
terrible issue. In many ways, the whole exercise is a
test of whether or not we can maintain our Christian
perspective in the midst of crisis. We trust, in this, we
will be found not wanting.
Of one thing we can be certain. No preoccupation
with a particular issue will bring satisfaction unless it is
founded in prayer. "To you, God, we Hft up our souls;
we trust in you" (Psalm 25). Man-made strategies on
their own are bound to faiL Yet, the temptation is
there that somehow this issue surrounding the misdeeds
of our clergy can be fixed by considerations strictly
-erebral in nature.
As all of us (and it is a
_'Sponsibility for everyone, not just a few) bend our
hearts, minds, wills, and souls to the situation, we must
ensure that we live within the principle of love that
Christ asks of us.
The points that follow are made in that spirit. If
some aspect is isolated on its own, it may well appear to
be almost too pointed in nature. The vision is much
wider than anyone aspect. Indeed, we do not presume
to have made every point that needs to be made. That
we see as a collective responsibility of the local church.
Our task is to bring forward points for consideration
within a prayerful framework. This is a challenge to the
most religious-minded - how to be prayerfuJ and
pragmatic at one and the same time. Luckily for people
of faith, hope and love, the "Holy Spirit too comes to
help us in our weakness" (Romans 8:26).
ROLE OF P ARJSH COUNCIL
Present: Under Canon Law, Parish Councils serve
in an advisory or consultative role to the (parish) priest

and administrator.
In practice, this appears to have meant that a
priest may use the Canon Law provision to his own
wishes, from no Parish Council dynamically involved in
an aspects of parish life.
Future: In the long tenn, seek to amend Canon
Law to give Parish Councils a full collaborative
responsibility with the priest.
In the short term, the present Canons need not be
interpreted as meaning the Parish Council L<; subservient
to the priest. However, Parish Councils need to be
empowered with a clearer mandate outlining their right
to exist and a process which ensures rightful and
responsible dialogue with the priest.
There are a number of ways in which dialogue can

be more readily ensured:
When a priest is appointed to a parish, there must
be a joint responsibility on the part of both priest and
Parish Council to contact each other. Failing this, a
fonnal letter of invitation (which by its very nature
indicates a missed responsibility in the first place)
should be extended to that party. 'The fonnal letter
should be posted in the Church with a copy to the
Archbishop's orAce. Should the Parish Council not
respond within two weeks, the priest should call for
ejections. Should the priest n()t respond within two
weeks, the Parish Council should issue a second fonnal
notice, but, this time include a call for a full financial
and liturgical boycott until a satisfactory meeting can be
had. A copy, of course, must go to the Archbishop.
Every six months, the Parish Council must hold an
open meeting in the Church hall to report on council
matters, but primarily to listen to parishioners' concems.
h may well be necessary to use a different structure
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than the traditional large group if parishioners are
reluctant to speak. The point to be made, no matter
[he precise process, is that there is a joint responsibility
for dialogue. A priest or a Parish Council must not be
pennitted to exercise undue authority over the other.

ROLE OF TIlE PRIEST
Present: It is perceived by many to be concerned
with maintaining power through control of finances,
Parish Councils (if they exist), other Committees, a
selective few. There's a sense that the priest is isolated
(willingly) from the real issues that touch the lives of
ordinary person. Traditional contact through the
collection of yearly dues, for example, has been lost
the rationalization that freeing-up such a
f,nancially focused exercise leaves room for more
contact. In fact, the result has
some cases,
, none).
Future: In the long-term, we need a radical if
common sense change in the role of the priest. Open
the clerical ranks to married people as well as single,
female as well as male. Perhaps a gradual participation
might be possible from the diaconate to the priesthood,
In the short-term, priests may well need training in
interpersonal relations, To get pari~<;hioners involved in
the 199C>s requires more than simply having Mass, And
indeed in some instances, we are witnessing a real effort
by prie.<;ts to respond to the needs of the time. If, as
noted earlier, the laity through the Parish Council and
are to be empowered to take a
st8:1Ce, it is
who will be the
empoweIing agent.
Estabiishing Sacramental
groups
2ctive groups for liturg)'
constantly
the
at large
coupled with direct, personal invitations to become
active, demonstrating through personal action rather
than waiting and talking about participation, giving
homilies that show Christ as He is or would like to be
these are a few
in the contemporary world
worthwhile goals. In short, a priest must combine his
"offlcial" duties (celebrating Mass, administeling and
witnessing the Sacraments, etc.) with living the
hc::atitudes, and inviting parishioners to do the same.

ROLE OF 1HE PARISH COUNCIL AND 1HE
PASTORAL CARE TO VICTIMS
To assume that Parish Councils do have a role is
questionable. Of course, as individual Christians,
members of the Parish Council must respond to victims
with openness, understanding, and moral support. On
a practical level, Parish Councils could possibly help
arrange for contact with the appropriate professional
assistance, perhaps through providing transportation.
On a preventative thrust, Parish Councils could ensure
young children receive the attention they need for
healthy relationships with adults by establishing an
educational committee for that purpose.
Parish
Councils could suggest a mission with the focus on
sexuality, including abuse, Parishes could bring in,
periodically, knowledgeable speakers in the area of child
abuse.

ROLE IN DETECTING

DE\llAi~T

BEHA VIOR

Parish Councils need to be informed if an
appointment of a known child abuser to a parish L"
forrhcoming.
area
is a
one. With child abuse,
is a law and so once an
offense is known, even suspected, the obligation of any
citizen is to report the situation to the police and/or
social services.
But priests (presently at lecL<;t) take the vow of
celibacy. It matters not what one's sexual orientarion
is.
sort is
it is
deviant activity that causes scandal that must be
- a conrir':uous
irwolving sexual
activity. This is easily stated, wherecL<;, in practice, the
possibility of misinterpreting a relationship and/or the
role of malicious gossip sugg,~st how fraught with danger
is this whole area.
We accuse priests of being
automatons who need a more human face; then we are
suspicious of any relationship they may have.

Suppose, though, one becomes aware of obvious
deviant behavior. To whom does one report? The
present situation suggests most Catholics simply don't
know who to turn to. Perhaps the church needs an
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investigative office (non-clerical) to which one can
report without fear.

Jere. This may well be
Penney and Father
ere.

ROLE OF PARISH COUNCILS AND TIlE
COMMISSION'S REPORT
Parish Councils should be given the authority,

j that leadership is an

sis. News reports and
hop Penney received
_lblic statements, advice
formed. Other reports
30und advice. One can
luffeted from all sides he
broke. So, while most
adership vacuum, they
Penney.

,. collaboratively with the priest but not by his leave, to
diSSeminate the Commission's Report either in whole or
in meetings called for that purpose.

E~~b 'Parish Council should be expected to report
to the'~rchbishop's office on the reception of the

Report'with, if applicable, recommendations for further
action.
Yearly reports written by a lay member of the
Parish Council should update the Archbishop's office
on actions and concern'>.

strv~tt

THE OFFEl'-.'DERS
The immediate concern is that no convicted
offender should be returned to parish duties, and
ndeed, alternate appointments to positions (eg, old age
homes,) must be viewed sceptically. Individual,> who.
need sexual release will accept less satisfying outlets
when prevented from their primary attractions.
Nevertheless, a blanket statement on all offenders
of deviant activity would be unfortunate. \X'hat
parL"hioners need is a conviction that offenders will go
through an examination process with the bishop and
suitable professionals to determine, what, if any, active
is appropriate. At present, Catholics do not
have tha,t conviction. Fearful of easy reinstatement of
offender&, many feel pressured to take a less than
Christian stance towards them.

LEADERSHIP
Many Catholics feel there has been no leadership
in this crL<;is. They wonder about the whereabouts of
the ArchBishop as well as that of other officials. They
resent "the offlcial spokesman" for one of two reasons a)
because he has been delegated when no one should be
delegated, and b) because he may be "the official

is; Just what is the
ese? Traditionally, the
loujh - the bishop, the
order for just about
model if a clear one.
th:'re are Committees of
::)l]ncil, as well as service
Life Bureau. On a
to be) Parish CounciL.,

:'1'

associa,
moreC

that the system of
\veakened the rightful
quality (

forum c
regressiol
a
Parish
balance
abuse of,
There's re(
with aoot'

In
Yours is a,
some
level, our
perspecttv.
remark, i
Theology",

way to develop a
,-hin the diocese is a yearly
to discuss progress and
'1 would involve setting up
)' people to help develop
~re must be a check and
of the misuse dnd
or by Parish Councils.
.'. onc. form of power abuse
the Commission welL
e trust we have help.::d in
Uf rhinking. On a local
perhaps, fi'om the
)rc so. WilIiam Madg~'s
cnee
Its Role in
-:hristian community· in

,1
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NeWfoundland well: "Gexf gives us not only the
strength to survive, but also the ingenuity and hope to

draw goexi from evil and to change the world's
suffering. "

}uanita Higdon
Bonaventure Fagan
November 1989
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Sacred Heart Parish Pastoral Council
Marystown

INTRODUCTION
Members of our parish community are experiencing
a confusion of emotions arising from the disclosures of
child sexual abuse within the Church. People are
revolted and shocked at the nature and the extent of
the heinous crimes committed by persons who were
they are hurting deeply
respected and esteemed:
through their empathy with victims and from the
breaking of trust by some members of the ordained
their intense anger
. Ofren parishioners speak
at the crimes thems~Jves, at the perceived indifference
of the church to the victims and their families, and at
the indecisive leadership of the church hierarchy.
There is a sense of frustration and uncertainty about
how to help victims, how to respond personally to these
how this tragedy wiU
the
events, and
the local church. Amidst the pain and upheaval,
there is still a commitment to faith and to church.
Moreover, the trauma has shaken people from a
comfortable complacency, and acted as a catalyst
accelerating a process of change within the church
whereby lay people will be empowered with a more
and more
ownership of
local
church.

PARISH BRIEF: DEVELOPMENT AND
LThlITATIONS
At its May 1989 meeting, Sacred Heart Parish
Council requested three of its members to act as a
steering committee to facilitate the preparation of a
parish brief to the Archdiocesan Commission on Child
Sexual Abuse by the Clergy (\Vinter Commission). The
steering committee understood that the \X/inter
Commission would be visiting the Burin Peninsula at

the end of October and planned accordingly. The
committee decided that sufficient opportunity had to be
provided for input from parishioners before it could
represent parish views.
First, on July 9, 1989, a
newsletter outlining the Commission's mandate, and the
procedure for preparing the brief was distributed at
weekend masses. On September 17, 1989, an open
meeting for all parishioners was held; sixteen people
attended.
Finally, four hundred and fifty (450)
questionnaires were circL;lared at parish masses; sixty of
these were completed and returned. Four intensive
meetings attended by a core group of from five to seven
persons completed the brief. Despite its limitations, and
judging from the input received and from many
informal communications with community members, the
committee believes its brief is an accu:"ate and rair
reHection of the concerns and views of our parish.

THE COMMISSION MANDATE
Tenn 1: Factors Contributing to Sexual Abuse

The

power, status, prestige, and lack of
accountabi~ity at the parish level in particuhr, may
have created a climate in which the insecure, the
power.hungry, or the deviant believed he cou ld exploit
and abuse victims \vith ir:1munity from discovery or
punishment. Also the
of a
may nave
been attractive to those persons who were avoiding
having to deal with their own sexuality, whatever their
sexual orientation. Finally, it was suggested that the
power and status accorded to the priests and their
positions of trust in communities made it easier for
deviant
to prey upon vulnerable members of the
parish.
While there was speculation on this issue, we have

elll
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no accurate information or specific suggestions to be
presented to the Commission.

Term 2: Detection and Reporting of Child Sexual
Abuse
We believe the

following

factors

may have

contributed to the persistence of child sexual abuse:
a. the understandable reluctance of most victims to talk
about being abused;
b. the failure to listen to and respond appropriately if
:my victim did speak of abuse;

c. the lack of any clear, formal procedures for dealing
with allegations or disclosures of abuse; there is no
widely promulgated demarcation or delineation
of responsibility within the church for receiving and
upon reports
or any
or
wrong
by the clergy;

d. because of factor c, or because of indifference,
ignorance, or lack
of courage, persons having
knowledge of abuse may not have reported the
or may not have insisted that it be followed
rhrough properly.
There is a very
CO!1\'1ct101-; among a minority
of people that the abuse held been detected, reported,
and dealt with by moving the offending priests to new
prtrishes where new victims were created. No definitive
proof was offered to the committee to substantiate these
convictions. However, if the Commission determines
cases of
were har.dled in this
manner, . then
we believe there should be
acknowledgement of this by the church hierarchy
a
commitment
no further attempts will be
to solve
by shuffling priests from
parish to parish, or diocese to diocese.

Tenn 3: Providing for the Healing of Victims and
Their Families
Many of us feel dismay that the church response
to the victims has been so inadequate and seemed so
slow. Some are angry that the church has not clearly
s<lid that the responsibility for such abuse resides with

the adult offenders, not with the victims. We want to
hear the church say that those abused are not to blame
for what has been done to them. We think this is
important for the healing of the victims and for
members of our parishes. RUc Rogers has said, "Victims
always carry the sense of guilt unless something
happens which makes them feel the contrary. We need
to stress that the offender is always guilty."
Many members of our parish feel that the church
should make a clear apology, a clear and unequivocal
expression of regret for what has happened to the
victims and their families. in our questionnaire, thirtyfive out of sixty respondents felt the church should
apologize to the victims and famiiies. Fourteen felt the
individuals
should apologize.
Six were
unsure.

\Ve
is Cl
public education about violence in general and about
child sexual abuse in particular.

Definition of the Victims:

\X' e feel

the term
interpreted to include:

"victim" can be

those actually abused by the clergy;
their families;
the body of the church, including both laity and
innocent clergy;
since violence is cyclical in nature; ie. some of the
since some
these
offenses occurred many years ago, there may be second
victin1S; \.ve \\.'Quld
generation
victims;

other

of the community.

RECOMMEI'-i'DATlONS
Specifica!ly, we recommend that:

Counselling:
The victims and their famllies receive professional
counselling. Help is imperative for healing to take
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place. "Children need treatment and support services
right from square one"l; this means as soon as abuse is
suspected, not at the end of a long drawn out court
case.
Counselling should be available for more than a
year. Victims require time to work through their
experience.
This counselling should be open to anyone in the
community who has been sexually abused.
The church should pay for the initial counselling.
Thirty-seven respondents felt the "church" should pay
for counselling. Twenty felt the church should not pay.
Only fifteen stated they personally would be willing to
pay for counselling.
The church should use its influence to persuade
the government to provide much needed counselling
services for the Bunn Peninsula, and other areas of the
province presently lacking such services. Counselling
services are needed for adolescents and for family crisis.
Social Healing:
It is imperative that we, members of the church,
learn more about the process of victimization and family
violence. We need more understanding of child sexual
abuse and how to offer victims our support. "Victims
need to feel they have support and we need to give
them the guidance and SUppOIl they should have had
but didn't" (Dan Stote, Secretariat for the Solicitor
of Canada).
Many peop;e in our parish have been disturbed by
what has happened. They indicate they do not know
what they could do to help the victims and they don't
know how to deal with their own feelings. Matilyn
I\1cCormack of the Child Abuse Treatment and
Protection Unit has said, "Children and their families
need a whole lot of support out there to get them
through this", Because we haven't dealt with our own
feelings, we tend to isolate ourselves from those who
hurt the most. One anonymous family stated, "Our
community was the church ... and the congregation
ostracized us ... and we had to move away .... We needed
their support the most" (quoted by Rix Rogers, Special

Advisor on Child Sexual Abuse to the Minister of
Health and Welfare, Canada).

We propose:
That parishioners meet together and talk to each
other about their anger and how they feel. This should
be done informally and soon.
That Nancy White, Social Worker and Child
Sexual Abuse Consultant, be invited to come to our
community and hold an open meeting with anyone who
wishes to attend. (The Commission could recommend
thL<; as an option for any parish.)
The purpose of these meetings would be
a) to learn more about abuse, why and how it occurs;
b) to increase our understanding of the pain suffered by
the abused;
c) to learn how to better support the victims;
d) to give anyone within our parish who has been
abused a chance to meet with her and assess whether
they wish to call her privately. (There are undoubtedly
those who have been abused, but have not yet disclosed
the abuse.)
We would take the penitential times of Advent or
Lent and use them to study, renect, pray and talk about
violence and its causes: about what needs healing
within ourselves, our church and our culture; what
makes violence so prevalent and why disclosure is so
very difficult for the victims. We have wife abuse, child
abuse and elder abuse and \'ie need to learn about all
three.
Prevention:

Teachers need more education regarding the signs
of abuse. (It should be noted that, of all the
professionals, teachers more often are told about abuse
and most often report abuse.)
Children need to learn how to prevent ablise. The
]ane\vay Street Proofing Program and the Care Kit are
just two that could be made universal in our province.
us.

We too often dismiss what a child is trying to tell
As a society and as adults, we need to learn to
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listen to the little ones.
•
Sex-role stereotyping needs to be examined. Too
often, girls are taught to be passive and not to defend
themselves. This makes them vulnerable. "Teen
females are culturally socialized to seek approval from
others by being passive, adaptive, and .physically
attractive.
They are taught to downplay their
intelligence and assertiveness for fear of being seen as
unfeminine. The message is that females should be
responsive to males' sexual needs.
Paradoxically,
(emales are also inaccurately viewed as having ultimate
respon.<;ibility for whatever sexual activity takes place".'
are taught to be tough and not complain. This
means they are unlikeJy "to tell" on someone v.'ho
them. The abuser picks his/her victims on the
and availability;
Males are often taught that
sex
is
part of being masculine .... Sexual activities
become an opportunity to gain peer status
and show conquering abilities rather than
relate meaningfully to another person.)
Sex-role stereotyping is related to other problems.
is sometimes
in the
as a
means of control and exerting power over another
person. \vomen are shown as objects and men learn to
think of them as objects. Boys (and girls) often lack
skills in developing intimacy:
It would be very beneficial to our culture if
wc were to beg~n teaching sexual relating ,L"
,
can DC
scricH1S
with
personal inregrity, a willingness to <Lssume
to delay
4
gratification.
Males are conditioned to be sexual predators
and females are conditioned to be sexual
vicrims. 5
Experts such as Rix Rogers sec sexuality education as
a necessity, not an option. Some, but not all of us
agree with him.
Since children who grow up respected and who
have self-esteem are less likely to be victimized and

abused, adequate preparation for parenting needs to be
incorporated into our educational system.
Such
programs must be universal. Nobody's Perfect is used by
some guidance counsellors when they are working with
problem families. To be most effective, these need to
be taught before people become parents.
Dr. William Marshall has said, "The insecure child
and the child with low self-esteem is basically the child
who will be abused". Sexual abuse is an abuse of power
and child sexual abuse underlines the sense of
powerlessness that most children feel in our adult world.
At the parish level, we recommend education in
family violence. Incidents of violence (lre estimated to
be as high as one in six relationships. \Ve believe that
misuse 'of power is a common thread to
and
sexuality, child pornography, family violence, child
sexual

Spiritual Healing:
In terms of spiritual healing, several questions
arise: (1) In what way do our images of and teachings
about God permit/mvire violence! (2) To whom do
victims of
of our
of those abused (and
ourselves) in this painful situation!
Victims may block o(f or deny the spiritual side of
their being as a result of
by the clergy. Children
learn about God, as do adults sometimes, from
interpersonal rcl;jtionships.

"l

Father
the God were one and the same. 1 knew what God did.
He would
you \vere
m::ide you do
you could never
srop him
he was all powerful and all present
and you could never tell anybody because who could
you tell on God!" (Abuse in Society and Church and
Proi1Osa/s for Change. Report to the General Synod of
the Anglican Church of Canada, 1986.)
ar

Our image of God is too often strictly patriarchal
and that image has been used to reinforce, to justify the
hierarchy. God is seen as a power image, eg "God
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\lmighty," "Thine be the power and the Glory", who
_nsures his loyal followers financial rewards, victory for
an army or a football team, world economic or military
supremacy. Churches see God as the one who ensures
their spiritual supremacy and the one who gives them
authority to use power over others.

We know that part of the process of discovering
what has happened to oneself is the retelling of one's
story to someone who is accepting and supporting. It
is in such an atmosphere that victims can come to
understand and believe in God's unconditional love and
acceptance. That is spiritual healing.

We have been taught that sin is a misuse of power.
This implies that it is acceptable for one person to
exercise control and power over another as long as that
control is used responsibly. Sin may be the needless
exercise of power over another, regardless of how it is
exercised.

Addendum:

There is also an awareness of God as the helpless
one, the long suffering one, the one who gives us an
awareness of our need to open ourselves to others, the
one who needs our being led by the spirit in order to
have his/her work done on earth. God is nurturing and
can be seen a<; the one who associates with,
reaches out to the weak and helpless.
The church has taught that repentance SOITOW,
confession of sins and acts of penitence - leads to
itual healing. This seems inappropriate for those
",dO have been sinned against and then made to feel
guilty for what was done to them.

As part of the process of vicrimizC!tion, they have
leamed to see and think of themselves as victims. From
a Chri<;tian perspective, Christ as victim might be a
useful role model, because it was through his
victimization that he became transformed. As such, he
is a sign of transfonnation for us. \Vhen we empty
of our
comp;;:)cency, anger, envy,
covetonsness, gluttony and lust (seems like all since of
victors, not of victims) we can be open to the
pos. ;;ibiliries
.
of God.

It may well be, as they go through the painful
prcx:ess of discovering, understanding and emptying
themselves of all the distortions in relationships that
::ame as a result of abuse, that victims can come to
Jetter understand the empowerment God gave Christ a<;
1e emptied himself. Christ, with his arms stretched out
or us on the cross, is a powerful symbol. 1l1eologically
md psychologically, there is a difference between one
villingly suffers and one who has no choice.

Our parish should organize discussion groups
around the subject of family violence and child sexual
abuse which is often coexistent with family violence.
People in this parish need such groups formed. The
parish council or someone they delegate should start
this immediately. It would be a step towards our
healing.
Tenn 4: Procedures for Dealing with Incidents

of Deviant Beha~-iour
Detection:

The most important and most effective means of
detecting any abuse is to create an awareness in
potential victims of what actions constitute abuse, what
situations or circumstances are likely to contribute to
abuse, and how to avoid these situations. Also, any
victim of abuse must be confident that he or she will be
treated in a caring, supportive manner when disclosing
abuse. As previously outlined in Part 3 of this brief, a
major educational program on sexual abuse and all
forms of family violence must be implemented by the
church and other social agencies.
Reporting:

The recent changes in sodal awareness of abuses
and increased willingness to deal with such problems
have created a climate much more favourable to the
rep'-~)[ting of c?..ses of abuse. However, the abl.L<;e itself
and the process of acknowledging and dealing with it
are still very traumatic experiences for victims, their
families, and associates. Therefore, the church must
implement and promulgate a clearly defined procedure
for dealing with reported cases of abuse by clergy or any
other persons in official positions in the church at the
parish, di(xesan, or national level. Such a procedure
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organization; or that of an administrative officer to an
institution? What, if any, legal respoJilSibility does the
Archdiocese have for its priests in cases of criminal
wrongdoing?

Material Welfare of Convicted Clergy:
Generally, it was felt that a priest who, while in the
service of the diocese, is convicted and serves time for
child sexual abuse should be provided for from the
services already in place, such as pensions,
unemployment insurance, social assistance, or his own
resources. If these fail or are exhausted, only then is it
recommended that the church meet the most basic
needs of the person.
Providing for the material welfare of convicted
clergy was viewed in the context of compensation ro
victims. It may be assumed that a priest is on church
at all times. In the past when churchmen
committed major blunders, restitution was made by the
church. For example in 1984, the Vatican Bank paid
two hundred and forty-four (244) million dollars to
Banco Ambrosiano creditors as recognition of moral
respon.<;ibility for Archbishop Marcinkus' involvement in
a fraudulent scheme ".. ith Roberto Calvi, president of
the Italian bank. Archbishop Marcinkus was head of
the Vatican Bank (Scheim, David E., Contract on
America). If one of our priests breaks a personal life, a
family, or perhaps an entire town, then our church
must be prepared to respond materially, socially, and
spiritually.

Return to Ministry:
question soliciting the views of parishioners on
how convicted priests should be dealt with afrer serving
their sentences was deliberately open-ended so as not to
influence responses. The most severe judgements by
ten respondents said that the priests should be
excommunicated and "cut Hdrift to fend for themselves".
Sixteen of the replies indicated that the convicted
treated with compassion,
priests
should be
reconciliation, and forgiveness, if there is a sincere
(with restitution) on their part. There was

a strong emphasis 9n the n~d for repentance for the
healing of the priests themselves, the whole church, and '
most especially for the imrri~diate victims of abuse.
,

"

Thirty~four

of sixty respondents to the
questionnaire spedficafly '~addressed the issue 'of
convicted priests returning to their ministry - thirty-two
persons thought that convicted clergy should not return
as active ordained mirilStets in the church in the
immediate future. UltimatelY decisions will have to be
made on individual cas~~- Such decisions should be
made by the bishop, only alter extensive consultation
with the local church. Factors to be considered should
include:
the nature and severity.-of the criminal act;
the perception that the church has not sufficientlY'"
condemned the evil done by these persons. Priests
should be barred from the active ministry until it is
detennined at some future date that they could be
reinstated;
the cases of those who have abused many victims
over many years demand a severe penalty;
there exists within our communities, those who are
living good lives but whose marriage situation- is
"inegular or uncanconical" because they are living in'
common law, previous unions have not be declared
null, or they are former priests or religious who have
not been relieved of their vows. These people are
excluded from the sacraments. Surely, as severe a
penalty should be imposed upon those who for yearS,
have preached and celebrated, and spoken out and "led"
hypocritically;
there must be a commitment to a process of
rehabilitation. Evidence from psychologists strongly
that this wii! be a lengthy and uncert.ain
process in the most severe C8Ses;
there must be genuine repentance;
those convicted must make what restitution th~y
can to victims and to society;
a committee consisting of representatives from.rb~~
hierarchy, medical and counselling professions, andkt{
members of the church should be fomled to recommend
to the bishop a process for examining individual cases
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imIX>SSible but to face squarely the r~~fit'y that
new living realities and images are required ....
A particular clerical model of priesthood may
die, but priesthood itself will live ~ lbng as
there is a need for God's people to reserved.
,
,
The whole question of the roles :oL:priests, of
parish, and of church is in the process of redefinition;
we are in midst of a process of rediscovery which goes
to the root of what it means to be Christian, to be
church. It will not be easy to find solutiuns - that is
the cost of being disciples of Christ today. But what
support is being given to priests, whose lives are most
heavily invested in that very process?
a) \X/ays must be found to reduce the overextension of
the priest's energies, time, and talent. Priests are
expected to be the preparers and celebrants of
sacraments, liturgical planners, spiritual IeadE'rs and
educators, coup5el!ors and consolers; rhey are expected
to be administrators, funciraL.;;ers, budget planners,
employers, as well as pastors; they are expected to be
members of diocesan committees and commissions,
1rL.<;h and deanery committees, school boards. These
are im})Ossible demands that cannot be fulnlied and
which debilitate and exhaust even the most able and
dedicated.
There are no easy short-tenn answers but some
possibilities exist:
Lay people must be encouraged and trained where
necessary to perfonn many of the tasks which, of their
nature, do not belong to the ordained minister.
nn-,·"c,"'"

the number of ordained priests.

b) The number of priests in the active ministry may be
by prayer and promotion in paiishes and
church groups.
Also many people believe that the church is too
restrictive in confining candidates to the pliesrhoexI to
persons who are single, celibate, and male. Two-thirds
of those in our parish who replied to the committee's
questionnaire believed that priests should be allowed to
marry and that women should be eligible for ordination.
The L-;.sue of celibacy must be addressed. Many
'loBes feel that it should be optional. This would

not be a smooth transition as the church community
would have to look carefully at ~he issues involved.
In addition, marriage is no~,a panacea for sexual
disorders: to think that perverse sins of abuse would not
have occurred if these priests had been married is to
commit the further sin of seeing women as sex objects
only and of ignoring the glaring reality that a high
proportion of abusers are married men.
c) In his column in the Catholic 'New Times, Fr. Don
MacLellan states: "One of the most revealing aspects of
the study (into lifestyle and sexuality of priests) was the
admission by the vast majoriry of older priests that there
was no person man, women or even another priest in
whom they felt they could truly confide",
It is not "sex" which priests need, but a truly
intimate and loving relationship where they can be held
"accountable" on a daily basis. Marriage should be an
option for priests: one of the great advantages of the
community of marriage is that partners have an
intimate relationship where both individuals can grow
together as christian persons. Our priests have no such
intimates built into the institution."
d) Also in his Catholic New Times column, Fr.
MacLellan stressed that "it is more and essential that
there be built into the lifestyle of the pliest, a structure
of sup})Ort which respects the choices he has made and
which encourages him in those choices",
Even if the church moves relatively quickly to
ordain married men and women, a new COD-sensus must
emerge in church communities regarding the personal
and social interactions between priest and laity. For
exampie, a priest must
able to have close, intimate
seen as "favouring" a
in a pmish without
"selected" few; a priest must be able to pursue
wholesome leisure or recreational activities without
being seen as "unpriestly"j more lay people mU.',t learn
to relate to the priest as a person and not just as a •
delic in a hierarchical church. Sacred Scripture relates
how, while he assoc.iated with p8gans and sinners, the
poor and the powerful, Christ had an intirr.ate, loving.
relationship with several special friends. Many clergy;"
live in hermit-like enclaves, mingling only with their
own. The future priest will be more visible in the
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Sacred Heart 1

Judging from the reaction to the participants at tb,
'. QlgCting of November 4, 1989, it would appear evider
'th;r the relationship between many Parish Priests ane
Pastoral Council., unfortunately is not one of co
operation. Many problems have been cited and until
parties agree that such problems exist and begin to
seek solutions to them, the healing process
which we so desperately need in our Church
today cannot take place.
Council sees

development

"j~finitions for Parish Priests and Pastoral Council" as a

, 6r.. t step or

a starting point in the process. Existing
.. a~finitioru - if they exist - must be studied and the
:'; i
changes made to these role definitions which
facilitate greater co-operation. If role definitions do
r:ot exist then they must be
a
democratic process.
The Diocesan Pastoral Council may be the body to
'take on the leadership role since it is representative of
clergy and laity of the Diocese. Success in developing
acceptable role definitions will come about if and only
by all team
if there is team
to come
the lairy and
clergy. The Parish
Priest has to be seen as a leader rather than the leader.
rnust
se~n in a
The next step following the development of the
role definitions involves communication.
Pastoral
C-mncils have to establish more effective linL'S of
cO!11:munication between the Archbishop, various
Dk~esan Commitrees, and with each other. Hopefully,
suc& communication would lead to a more unifonn
structure of Pastoral Council., in which there existed a
spirit of community and co-operation. In the spirit of
cornmunication and co-operation, our Pastoral Council
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Other points brought out on this issue were:
The feeling of the parish should be considered, if
the parish will suffer as a result of the appointment of
an offender.
The suspension from full pastoral ministry has to
be enforced, but there may be some form of limited
ministry in which the offender could serve. This limited
ministry would have to be discussed further.
The rights, especially the monetary rights, of the
offenders have to be dealt with as they would be for an
offender in any other profession.

WHAT ABOUT 1HE LEADERSHIP OF TIIE
ARCHDIOCESE?
There is a COR<>ensUS of opinion within our Parish
Council that we experienced pain and disappointment
with the leadership of the Archdiocese throughout this
present crisis. First of all, it appears that there was
inadequate supervision of appointees by the appointer.

It is difficult to separate the official reports of
leadership from what is conjecture.
The official silence was not satisfactorily explained.
There was, and is, a lack of communication between
the leadership and the people this leadership is caned to

lead and serve. Th~ f~ik ~ of communication was
expressed as a p!gblem p~ both lay and cleric members
of our CounciL .c? !'~:2 ",
S

thPlnitdF~riod~~f

Following
silence, an unofficial
spokesperson became the offic~l spokesperson. Our
question is, did he become "ot;fkial" because he was
already "unofficial";yr was he fWpointed to be official,
and if so by whom ~ the Bish9.p· ~r the other priests?
_""-'-

" , ) .w< .. _ : _.

~

-

The point was made, and~ well ~aken, that our
Church is experiencingcUffl's"Jllt "i~ moving from the
benevolent dictatorship, to~hich we were accustomed,
into the shared responsibility we . are attempting to
implement. This difficulty is e~perienced by all of us,
from the pew to the Pala~e.
In closing, our Council generally feels that the
leadership of the Dioc~ is being seen as lacking in
definitiveness, and not particularly helpful to us in
dealing with the cri<;is we now face.
Thank you for

invit~Qg

thL<;response.

Scu1ie Griffitm
Parish Council member
November 1989

Is
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,~h we had to pray, and
okay.
_3

nut only in the Church,

b

ommunity as well. There
never again should
is :nuch power, either by
bestowed upon them by
put in place that not
aho members of the
H. It is a well,known fact
y in the Catholic school
. , .'>e past few years should

rt
or

sc,

)$.

dilemma that we face a.<; teachers is
to the role that we are expected to play in
preparation of the students.
By
ClInong the
StJrne
we are condoning what has recenrly
the Church. As a group we
.',ant to be tarnished with such a reputation.
face a most unique
'ration for Penance. Teacher's attitudes, as
Its, have changed and there are many times
wonders lately if indeed he/she is
of a hypocrite. No teacher can foster
students which he/she believe to be no
or valid. Parents also face this same
mna and consequently instill into their
and ideas that will be in conflict with

',er

of the "power" that

t:

sy~

,

~lthy or wise to hand over

a lld '

cs of the clergy that some

to

:1 individuals we feel that

rfin;
rep"
wc i

al!owed to reDCCUr.
and from within our
the importance of the
Norking together. This
~ probably win never be
recommendarions that

. never be any such ideal
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as a perfectly safe society, but that there must be a way
to make it better. Education is a major way to help in
this matter. The help we provide must be meaningful
and practical and could become one of the components
(sexual abuse) of our Family Life Program. The school
will not solve the problem, but its resources can and
should be a very important asset to use.
We feel that absolute power should never again be
handed over to any individual, whether it be a lay
person or a clergy member, as this absolute power leads
to corruption.
Therefore, we recommend the
establishment of a structure within the Parish whose
members are ultimately responsible for the workings of
the church. Needless to say the clergy member would
have an active part in this group, but would not make

all final decisions regarding the workings of that group.
The clergy's· role~wDuld be more of a server and
facilitator th~n a dictator.

As a co£.cemed group of Educators we wish to
thank you, the members of this Commission, for
allowing us to present our thoughts and ideas ~about
this most serious crisis that has occurred from within
the church. We hope that the issues we have ra~
will be of some assistance to you in the writing ofy6ur
report.

Michae! Edmunds (Principal)
and the Staff of Sacred Heart School
November

6~

J 989
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School Counsellors Association of Newfoundland
Burin Region

0
If

1

The School CounseUors Association of
Newfoundland is composed of guidance counsellors,
~ducational therapists and educational psychologL'its
wbo are employed within the Newfoundland school
The Bunn Regional Chapter of the School
is
A~~sociation of
of school counsellors, educational therapists and
\\'ho are
School Board
the Burin Peninsula Integrated School Board.

INTRODUCTION
Child sexual abuse has afFected many residents of
young
claiming
that they have been abused by members of the Roman
Catholic clergy and religious orders. One priest who
has been convicted of child sexual abuse was a parish
priest on the Bmin Pe-ninsuia. Seven other priests who
were also
have been charged with child sexual

V1'.TIERSTM'DlNG THE VICTIM
Under no circumstances can a child Vlctim of
sexual abuse be held responsible or accountable for
perpetrating or causing these assaults.
The children of sexual abuse are victims because
they are helpJess, easily exploited, coerced and often
Disclosure of molestation is extremeiy difficult
to an adult arc
for children. The initial reports of
victim.-"
a range of emotiom:
degradation, feelings oflove and hate, guilt, humiliation,
frustrarion, fear, shame, isolation, loneliness, and
depression.

There are numerous reasons for the victims'
resisrance in
secret. Consl.stenr
with
1983; Halliday, 1985)
the following are most prevalent among child victims of
sex ual abuse:

Fear of Rejection

and Judgement

(Blame)

is

on
Statistics
that the majority of abused victims
1
come fom·ard.
Therefore, it is possible that there are many
more than thirty-five victims in this region in
Newfoundland.
victims.

The number of victims who have come fonvard
indicates that there is a need for counselling services to
victims on the Bunn Peninsula. It is our belief that
such a service should be established in this area and
that the Church should pay the cost Cl'>c"ociated with it.

ostraclzed

and

L<;
where
either
Many victims have a
deep fear of appealing abnormal or "crazy" and thus
being rejected.

Fear of the Consequences of Telling. The majority of
victims experience feelings of vulnerability and fcar of
their personal safety or that of their families. The
offender has often threatened the victim with physical
violence, emotional manipulation, ie "No one will
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believe you", "You will go to a foster home", "Your
mommy and daddy will break up". Many victims hate
the abuse but love the offenders and are fearful of
telling because they do not want their offender to go to
jail. they just want the abuse to stop.

Respect for Adult Authority. In most cultures
worldwide, children are taught from birth to respect
adults and obey their authority. "Children should be
seen and not heard" are among the dynamics which
exist in many adult-child relationships. The victim
often regards the offender with love, adoration and\or
respect. He\she attempts to please the offender by
obe,ring his\her authority - granting any requests.
Desensitization. Many victims of sexual abuse often
"block out" or desensitize from their minds their
traumatic experience. Many ha\'(? memory gaps and
therefore often appear non-confident when revealing
their experiences. Research has indicated that victims
tend to detach their minds from their bodies when the
'xual acts are happening, which often results in failure
of accurate and detailed reports.
Guilt of Pleasurable Feelings. Victims sometimes
experience "gcxxi" feelings during the abuse, especially
if the assaults are recurring and long-term in natme.
Many sexual assaults do not take the form of violent
rapes but are seductive and pleasurable in nature.
These natural feelings of pleasure do not make the
victir:ls
in any way nor do they mean that
they were participants in the abuse (HalIiday 1985).
vicrii7lS of sexual abuse have been betrayed:
betrayed
by the sexual act itself; betrayed
emotionally by the offender's abuse of the position of
trust; and also too often betrayed by his\her family and
community for failure to believe, misplaced blame and
lack of support and understanding.

TIIE PO\,VER OF THE CLERGY •

O~'E

TOW"N'S

Ex'PERIENCES

Why did sexual abuse of young people take place

and why did it remain secret for so long? We believe
that the answer to this question has a lot to do with
the power held by the clergy and with the lack of
accountability associated with that power. There is no
doubt that the clergy had great influence in the years in
which most of us grew up. There is no doubt that the
clergy inflicted physical and emotional abuse on their
parishioners. In many cases, the abuse was done quite
openly and there was no attempt to disguise it.
Shakespeare's Lady Macbeth puts it aptly when she says
I!~'hat need we fear who knows, when none can call
our power to account?"
We will refer to several incidents which illustrate
the point. During the 1950s in a community here on
the Burin Peninsula the parish priest discovered some
minor damage to the church. He could not find the
person who caused it and to make sure he punished
him/her, he
to strap everyone of the 600
students in the schooL Not a murmur of protest was
heard, but the fear among students and teachers was
evident. The same parish priest at a later time leamed
that some students had missed a mass of obligation. He
proceeded to whip the offenders with bamboo rods in
front of the classroom.
In the 1960s, a wornan who had given birth to
many children did not obtain a procedure to prevent
further pregnancy even after she was told that future
pregnancies were life-threatening.
The medical
profession wOllld not act without clergy approvaL
In the 1970s a number of teachers were dismissed
in a
here on the Burin Peninsula. At one
particular meeting of teachers, one brave teacher came
to the
of his colleague and asked the parish
priest to give a reason for the dismissal. His reply was,
"l do not have to give you a reason, and I won't.I!
illustrations show the degree of power and
non-accountability among the clergy. Although there
appears to have been no example of sexual abuse in
this community, it is quite easy to imagine how it
occurred in others. This community simply had the
gcx'Jd fortune of being spared a priest who had
pedophiliac tendencies. It is our contention that some
priests simply felt they could act with impunity. The
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prestige and power they held simply made it impossible
for a victim to be believed. Given the image people had
of priests· highly trained, disciplined, and men of Gcxl •
it was utterly incomprehensible that they were capable
of the acts they perpetrated.

TREATMENT OF TIlE VICTIM AA'D FAMILY
Experience and research has clearly indicated that
children who are sexually abused by adults, and in
particular by adults in JXJSitions of tnL";t, are significantly
h;;mlcd as persons and that their social, emotional and
development is frequently seriously delayed
sometimes regressed. The degree of trauma and
damage will vary with individuals and will to
extent be
such factors as
durationj intensity and nature of abusive incidentsj
of rime over
01
at onset and during abuse;
relationship to abu..<;er; and the quality of family,
community, church support provided to the child
(pcrsi)n) when the abuse is reported.
Frequently, the psychological trauma being
by the child is not immediately evident to
tn,TnP''; observer. Often the
effects
of those experiences are not evident until much later
(s<')metimes years) and are only then revealed as a result
of intensive therapy. The sad reality is that few victims
of sexual .abuse receive therapy and those who do
ultimately receive treatment do so after the damage of

dysfunction, and so on.

Dr. Robin Badgley and his Royal Comn:ission
wrote in their report, August 1984, "Child Sexual
Abuse is a largely hidden yet pervasive tragedy that has
the lives of tens of thousands of Canadian
childrcIl
yo u.t·h . 0F1 ' most DJr tern,
h
L ' nee ds remain
tlleIr
unex'pressed and unmet. Only a few young victims of
sexual of(enses
assistance from the helping
services."
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For most victims of sexual abuse it is very difficult
to disclose those experiences and after disclosure equally
diffic~lt to actively seek professional help. We, SOCiety,
of which the church is a significant part, must insist on
providing for those who have come forth and for those
who have not yet found the courage to do so, the
quality skilled professional help they need. While
sufficient treatment personnel and programs are not yet
available, we must work to find the resources to provide
same.

A reality of counselling and therapy is that in
order for such to be effective the counselIee-counsellor
relationship must be based on trust. This often takes
con.siderable time to establish. However, it would likely

be very difficult, if not impossible, to have a victim of
sexual abuse develop a trust of an organization or
individuals associated with the
which
treatment programs must neces..<;ariiy be totally
disassociated with the individual(s) and\or organization
involved or perceived to have been involved with the
abuse.
In summary, it is recommended that in this
insrance the church support and encourage access to
recognized quality therapy services in the community
and that this service be clearly independent from the
church or its influences. Further, it is recommended
that the costs of such psychological services to victims
of sexual abuse by church leaders be absorbed by the
church. In instances where
services are not
the church must l.L<;e its resources and influences to
the
institutions,
or pr1\'ate counselling
services.

It is also recognized that the victim is

not
the only victim in instances of child abu.<;e.
.
Often the
victim's family are confused, frustrated, hurt and in
child's
disalTay with respect to how to cope with
be provided the
experience.
Families must
necessary professional help to put their lives back in
order. It is also recommended that this senlice be
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vided independent of the church but that the cost
same be absorbed by the church.

1HE OFFENDER
The adult offender is totally accountable and
responsible for sexual assaults against child victims.
There are no acceptable reasons that can excuse this
ahusive behaviour.
Pedophiles, or adults who molest children
unrelated to them. usually have a history of sexual
abuse and neglect in their own childhexxl Pedophiles
are terrified of intimacy with other adults. Relating
intimately to children is non-threatening because they
feel fully in control of whatever happens. Games &
Naziete 1983) Studies of pedophiles indicate that they
can be divided into two categories: those who are
those who
prirnarl!y
attracted to children
children when under stress. Persons in
both groups seduce children by meeting the child's
needs for attention, affection and excitement. Persons
.... L. "e primary sexual interest is in children may also
~
jpate in adult sexual relationships, but the
initiation generally comes from the partner. The adult
relationship is usually engaged in to disguise
preference. TI1eir choice of sexual partners is
:hildren, nor adults. These people experience their
behaviour as a compulsion.
Other victimizers have developed mature fonns of
;exual relationships with adults and turn to a child as
when they are in conflict or under
1988).
ness.
Generally, offenders are highly manipulative. They
pO>t,er and control in and obtain gratification
a
child that loves and trusts them.
The literature supports that the offenders are very
:.':Ifish, self-centered and seek immediate gratification of
leir ov"n neeQ<;.
They have low self-esteem and are very ins--ncure.
hey appear to the puhlic as very secure, successful
~ople but in their
family or environment
Iey always seek to have total power and control to
lcir own insecurities. (Halliday 1986).

Because of their emotional immaturity (need to
control), they have difficulty relating to adults or their
own peer group and therefore obtain gratification by
controlling the actions of children.
They are often authoritarian and have rigid
thinking.
The offender seldom seeks treatment voluntarily.
Most offenders seek treatment only when external
pressure (conviction and disclosure) is present and wHl
cease treatment once the external pressure is relieved.

TREATMENT OF 1HE OFFEl'-o"'DER
Although child sexual abu.<;e is a criminal act and
must be labelled and treated as such, as a scx:iety we
must do more than merely incarcerate offenders.
Community programs must work with the criminal
offenders into prograrns that
justice system to
permit the exploration of effective therapeutic
techniques and outcomes after conviction and release
from prison .
There is no rationalization that can be deemed
valid for abusing a child. The treatment for offenders
is to force
to take full resp(msibility for what they
have done. lr is important to clearly understand that
there L<; NO CURE for a sexual offender. The issue at
hand is one of a sexual preference - pedophilia. The
problem lies within the perpetrator as a result of deviant
arousal, and travels with the person. Given these
dynamics the offender must not be given the
oprrortunity to associate \vith children in any
circumstances after a conviction.

To put this in
the
can be
likened to an alcoholic in that the problem is one that
is often controllable hut not curable. There are certain
lifestyles and patterns he must stay away from or he
may offend.
is a 75% certainty that sex offenders
will create new victims after release from prison
according to Dr. Greg Lehne, a psychologist at Johns
Hopkins (Halliday 1986). A sex offender will always be
a risk to children and should never again hold a
p:Jsition of trust over the lives of children.
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The issue of treatment of sex offenders is one that
is extraordinarily complicated.
According to the
literature, treatment options based on empirical research
or experience with successful outcomes are lacking.
Sex offenders can learn to control their behaviour
through behaviour modification and aversion therapy as
treatment. One of the most effective methods of
forcing the offender into a treatment program and
remaining is through the criminal justice system. A
peer-group approach after initial individual counselling
could prove to be valuable because other offenders in
the group are adept at countering the resistances and
denials of new group members. Peer-groups could be
3!1 option that could involve community programs
working with the criminal justice system.
Regardless of the techniques
options must be:
powers of

chosen,

the

court

• intensive and long-tenn
• life-long follow-up must occur

SELECTION PROCESS FOR
PRlESTIIOOD

Cfu~nIDATES

The request for briefs asked individuals arid groups
to make recommendations to the Commi~"ion regarding
the selection of candidates for the priesthood. We, the
presenters of this brief, are unaware of the current
selection process. Therefore, specific recommendations
that the
are
to make.
currerlt
The percentage of c1efb'Y members who have been
and in some cases convicted of child sexual
of a!1y
group in this
far exceeds
Province. Why is that? This needs to be investigated
Would a detailed personal
and s(:)lutions found.
investigation of candidates for the pIiesthood detect
deviant
tendencies?

RECOMMEl\'UA nONS
That the church enCOl1f3ge vicrirn.'i and their

families of child sexual abuse by the clergy to seek
treatment in independent recognized treatment
programs and that church absorb all related costs;
that the church should examine the selection
process for its candidates to the vocation of spiritual
leadership, for the purpose of identifying candidates
with deviant sexual tendencies;
that the church examine the [X)SSible beneficial
aspects of a married clergy as it pertains to child sexual
abuse;
that the hierarchical structure of parishes be
reorganized glvmg more autonomy to the laity and
demanding more accountability from its spiritual
leaders;
that the church publicly acknowledge that under
no circumstances can a child victim of sexual abuse be
or

causing these

~<;saultsj

that the church publicly acknowledge that the
adult offender is totally accountable and responsible for
sexual assaults against child victims. There are no
acceptable reasons that can excuse this abusive
behaviour.
The protection of children must be given the
priority in the endeavours to deal with the convicted
priest after his prison tenn. The cycle of silence, that
facilitates and encourages the ccnvicted sex offender to
commit further crimes against children, must be broken
as follows:
never
given the
to
a) He
access to the vulnerable popu12tion of children under
any circurnstances.

b) The dYflamics of sex
abuse in temt<; of the
vicrims, tlleir families, and the offending priest must be
realistically as well ~<; spiritually addrL"'Ssed by the
church's hierarchy and the laity.
Sentencing of a convicted child sex offender
should result in a mandatory long-term (2 or 3 years)
in-patient treatment which would include appropriate
follow-up service after release from the institution. The
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courts must maintain long-term control to ensure the
>ntinued success of the treatment. This is the only
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way we can ensure protection of children from a child
sex offender.

September 15, 1989
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My name is Al Stacey and I reside in the Town of

c

Cuborear in the Diocese of Grand Falls. I have come
t... tonight as an individual to express a few concerns
as a Catholic and 2..<; a member of the Knights of
Sometime ago I wrote a letter to the
Telegram called "One Still Feels Ash Cl med ", in
I struggled to express my bewildennent at what
happening in our Church. At the same time I
expressed my concern for the victim.', and their families
I
that here, again, tonight. I believe their plight
to endure the hurt and tomlenr
the
acts ,'isited upon them by members of the clergy
L, a disarming one.
My heart goes out to the
.i.-.I·,'nrpIP"~ children who lived in their own private hell
in Mount Cashe! Orphanage while we all believed they
't go to a better place. \X'ords cannot adequately
how I fed about that.
it to say, it is my
sincere wish that every criminal involved, whether priest
brother, will be brought to justice.

a

-Before I get too critical, let me confirm for the
lA)mrnission that there are still large numbers of good
and decent priests and brothers who are trying to carry
on their work on behalf of mankind in the
of all
tion and shame brought upon their profession and vocation by significant numbers of their groups.

I have come here tonight because J
are some fundamental problems with the
organizational side of the Church in Newfoundland,
which probably contributed in no small measure to
crimes' being committed and going undetected for so
long., I am imploring you as a Commissbn to
recommend to the Archbishop to advise his fellow
in the province to set up similar commissions in
with the purpose of holding public
in every parish or area in the province.

a

,;re hurting and are
done. There are, in
robJems that need to
those in responsible
there is no avenue,
,:hurch to whom one
'Dnse. Some avenue
tutionai church to
people
in
,>,'Ith their priest.
it

mt

ano

have a say in who
E'riest. A parish could
mvolved in the parish
out and another is
"e scn: into that
:;c:'ion of the parish and

the
The
cour
cano
is left
the p
time

nume
those
aceou
accou
him?
overse,,'
they ,
Associ:
dentist

of the parish priest 1
an organizer, a leader, a
)untant, a fund raiser, a
board member, a
a gCX1. He
to the spiritual needs of
riest can
?_" much
anyone of those, or
being can do all
this regard is one of
is the parish priest
him? Who supervises
> have 2..<;sociations that
members when
have Medical
Bar Association, and
,d Dental Association).
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Fourth: Parish priests should have nothing to do
h parish funds. They should be paid a good salary
uy the parish and they should live on that. At the
present time most parish priests still have final authority
on expenditures of parish funds and many parish
councils and finance committees seem to be in place
only to legitimize the parish priest's expenditures.

Fifth: When was the la.<;t time someone took a
serious look at the quality of preaching and the content
of homilies presented in our churches? The liturgy has
lost meaning for many Catholics. In some churches the
Sunday liturgy does not even approach being a
celebration.

Sixthly: Parish Councils and Finance Committees
do not have any authOrity. The Parish Council, if its
going to play a
in the church has to
have authority that supercedes that of the parish priest.

That a
committee be put in place in each
diocese, made up of elected lay people to hear and
investigate complaints about parish priests and parish
about lay parishioners;
r
or some other elected p::!rish
put in place to accept, on behalf of the parish,
It
one of these recommendations from the Bishop
or parish
that pari<:h councils be elected, not appointed by
he priest, finance committees be put in place to
1anage all financial matters of the parish and to pay
tr;)vel expenses cL~ per
committees' power must supercede
lat of the palish priest in financial matters:
accountants be hired each year by
an official
to
of parish
:eipts and expenditures - when you are talking about
mdreds of thousancl..s of dollars there aren't many
opJe who will object to spending the $1000.00 or
000.00 it costs to produce an audit;
that SfJme program of evaluation be devised by the
cc<;e and put in place to make sure parish priests are
::nding to duties considered to be a priority among
ir
'IY functions.

I don't know if the reco1l\men~tions I have made
could result in creating organizations that would be in
violation of Canon Law. If&Q, th<we would be little
hope of seeing any of it become a reality. I noted,
among previous suggestions for change made to the
Commission, the idea of married clergy and women
priests. Although noble recommeI1dations l - to be
implemented they would require a--change in the
position of the magisterium, a chan~e wnich we may
not be able to effect from Newfoundlaridwhen we have
a Catholic population of approximatefy 200,000 versus
a world-wide Catholic population of 700,000,000.

My final comment to the Commission' is to offer
my congratulations to the Father WiUiam Sullivan
Council of the Knights of Columbus of Pouch Cove for
putting forward their position on the whole sexual
abu..<;c scandal in their parish. NotWithstanding quoted
cornments by Knights of
officials, that this
Council was not in line with the Provincial Council's
stand supporting the Archbishop, I believe that any
Council of the Knights of Columbu..<; has a right to say
publicly what it sees as the problem and ,who it believes
is to
I have no difficulty with the State Deputy
speaking on behalf of the whole,
one must be
careful not to censor the parts. If the State Council is
blindly supporting the Archbishop, they hopefully realize
they are supporting either one of two contentions that the Archbishop knew what wa.<; going on in the
Archdjcx~ese and didn't report it, or he didn't know that
a significant number of priests in his charge were
abusing
for twenty years and he should
known. I
it is quite
what I am saying here.
I mean no disrespect toward the Archbishop but the
of acc(y,mrability
enter the picture. The
State Council of the Knights of Columbus
be
well advised to encourage councils of the Knights of
Columbus to get involved in this issdc'atld,Wbrk for the
refonn of church organizations which p€rmitted these
criminals to practice their craft for ~o lbng and to
destroy so many lives. I believe insL~pport for the
clergy but I no longer do it blindly.

July 6, 1989
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St. John's Status of Women Council
:tle

St. John·s

~,

he

y

e

COSTRlBUTING FACTORS

SERVICES FOR VICTIMS

unquestioned and unchallenged power in
ion~ of authority is often a predisposing factor in
abuse GL<;eS, The Catholic church has not
to discourage the sexual abuse of children
It has
the continuance of
clergy, perpetuated the myth of the male's
of dominance over women and chHdren,
s::runny. to
OT women in the priesthood would help
the imbalance of power that exists within the
as it is at present, The socialization of female
to believe that they must be submissive to
of male children to believe they have the
of the
is
\'Ic'IOUS cycle of violence
our

Victims of sexual abuse need reassurance that they
did nothing wrong. They need support and someone
who will be nonjudgemental in assL<;ting them to deal
with the aftermath of an assault. This support does not
have to come
church or its
agencies, Alternative forms of counselling services are

The responsibility for the crimes that have been
committed lie with each individual offender, but at the
same time the church must take ownership for the part
it played in not doing anything to discourage this kind
from occurring
for letting these
go

are~

most

existence
receive very lltde monetary support from
the community, Groups such as the Women's Centre
and the St. John's Rape Crisis Centre have 1x.~n directly
and actively working in the area of survival and
empowerment for victim.., of sexual abLL.;;e, by way of
as,''iisting the fom1ation of self-help groups,
public education. Financial
individualS, a:lo
support from the church would allow the...;;e and other
groups to continue their work.
Also, by making
available community-based counselling services, there is
the option for victims who are leery of church-run
services to seek assistance elsewhere.

CONCLUS10N

is completely
the crime
by
was pedophilia, ll1e male clergy had the
and access to male children, Why did
they abuse this status? Simply
they could.
The distinction must be made bem'een male
and the crime of pedophiHa. The
is obl:gated to make publicly a clear distinction
so as not to shift rcsIxmsibility onto an already
or,'nrp<:CJ"r1 group of people.
the

The Women's Movement
to ne\1,'
ways of lcx)king at power structures and their effects,
structures must
in order to
to undo
the damage that has been done to the powerless in this
world, We all have to take on the task of re-examining
our interactions with one another and the ways in
which those interactions affect our lives and our
personal and p<Jlitical S'21ves. The 'W'omen's Movement
has been addressing these effects and offering
alternatives.
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RECOMMENDAnONS
The Catholic Church should allow the ordination
of women as priests.
The Catholic Church should allocate funding to
alternate groups offering counselling services to the
public.
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The Catholic Church should publicly make the
distinction between male homosexuality and the crime
of paedophilia committed by members of its clergy.
January 26, 1990
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St. Edward's
Pl

of the teaching staff of St. Edward's
I wish to present to you our genera!
whole matter of sexual ahuse of
and how they
of media-reported
to the mandate of the Commission,

s
pe,

extend any physical
',,'1 towards a student.
e shown teachers to be
,mes quite innocently,
:lf1uenced undoubtedly
who have had their
students \\'ith
>. While we have no
rhar the
hese unfortunate cases

pray that the healing prcx:ess

in a healthier position. \X'e find
of sexual abuse is not a common
:;::isation among our children and they are
into such discussions, However, it
educating children
been discussed in the
smaller children, are
accepting rides, and

ma

tT'r'
• , LoO

te3(

in
a

decided attitudinal change has
with regard to physical contact

con(,

;:einforced by the events
lew mont~L.s. Breach of
clergy has
~'rcarer visibility and the
evident. In some C~~!
d rhat they flatly refuse
'sical touch to develop
'::\("il student interviews are
cone else present or with

ci\vare

gestures
touch, cannot

in

,

ie a
etc., and
the
any effort by a teacher to
away
enL Some of this may be attributed to
a student may not want to be seen
;;$ as being fa\'oured by a teacher.
appears to be some mistrust on the part
ltS. Although not as pronounced with
·ts, a certain element of this mistrust of
here as welL
,Jur teachers are concerned, there is a

it.

physit

turn of events in
bJamed if they
all
protect themselves nom
'llisguidedness which could
:-S. On the other hand,
,cl comfYJnent of any good
here ~<;Sllrances
to
s necessary, where rewards,
", and love all underlie
!,!..

eneoD

we realize the need to develop and
. ~ionships with students. All students
nd foster positive relationships with
\.ll students need to be appreciated,
"ded and loved, for it is only in such
,ill one want to succeed. That bond
~ between student and teacher is
1.ry. and consequently, we must be
importance. It just so happens that,
becoming very conscientious and
fear that what we are experiencing
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St. Joseph's Parish
Lamaline

and still is, widespread.

INTRODUCTION
A questionnaire was distributed to parishioners by
the pastoral Parish Council as Cl means of obtaining the
vieWS and concerns of the
of this parish. A
summary of the resporL<;es
is presented.
and convictions
Question 1. How have recent
of the clergy
of sexual abuse against some
,/fected your life, your practice of Faith, and your
Most people felt that their faith had not
been affected as it is not the
but God that we
believe in and faith in God is not changed; however,
they did feel somewhat betrayed in that the ministers of
rhat faith could be involved in such
that
were
need for faith in God at
time.

Response:

Personal lives did not seem to
affected.
happened
No such incidents were ever reported to
here. There were no families
\1any did,
however, feel a loss of respect for and trust in the
clergy. TIiey felt embarras~d about the
·1
wltn
Doubts about the powers of the
Ch~Hch ;md the
sacraments. P;1iticularly the: sacrament
were expres5cd.

Catholic

These people did feel that many in the community
may have been affected as the
at church
and financial support for
Whether
is
to these
considerably.
person
developments or others is nor
did mention her difficulty in
to her children
was a
why our own priest was arrested. This
total shock to the whole community
was,

Question 2. How do you think this abuse went en for
so long undetected~unreported?
Response: The main reason was a faiiure by adults to
believe such action possible by priests who were heid in
such high regard and if it came to the church the priest
would be believed before
victim because of these
traditional beliefs about

in
that it was neither detected nor reported but instead
felt that reports by chil~ren were ignored by the
hierarchy of the church.
Other resIA'Jnses included:
crimes to youth ~
lack of information on
the tight lid kept on
of sex in
homes
made it easier for rewards of gifts and money to be used
to keep children quiet;
the Justice Department
protection for the victims;

didn't

provide

any

many victims felt ashamed about what happened
to them;
victims may have been
rn;;ke the first

for someone else to

h"H..ive;

were
m;my felt that
it hit the media but were kept
'Vll
t
Ques 0' on 3 ,wna

~
uO
you

to put in place to make sure it

,.",,"v>,.<c,r1

long before
scandal.

the church
nor occur again?

Response: Steps

in
feel should
be put in place to ensure such incidents do not reoccuT
include:
perspective candidates for
thoroughly screened;

should be
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educate all children with regard to sexual abuse, ie.
::ARE program in schools;

public should be educated on the issue of sexual
:rimes, re, behavioral changes in children;

priests should be permitted to marry if they so
lesire;
those convicted should be severely punished;
there should be more openness between Church
nd community in dL<;cussing matters of sexual abuse;
develop a system whereby victims can get help;
regular seminars on this topic should be held with
iests;
develop a strong support system for priests who are
ntinuing to do the work of God in a Christian
mner;
more lay peopie should become involved in the
urch activities to help relieve the priests of some
pressures;

Voi

the publicity, although some of it is unfair, will
probably do more than anything else to prevent
recurrence.
Question 4: Other Comments:
Response: Most felt that we should let the Justice
system and not the public deal with accusations.
Priests should not be forced to lose their spiritual
leadership but should still live Christianity by
continuing to administer to both the spiritual and
administrative needs of the parish.
Time may heal this mistrust of priests in general
bur presently it L<; being obstructed by charges still being
laid. 'Vle have to remember not to condemn all priests
for the actions of a few. Each case needs to be dealt
with on an individual basis.
September 16, 1989
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St. Joseph's School
St. John's

We, the staff of St. Joseph's School, would like to
make the following presentation to the Commission of
Enquiry on the Sexual Abuse of children by certain
members
the clergy.
In our presentation we hope to highlight for you
our conceITL<; regarding the Sexual Abuse which has
present crisis in which we now find our Church.

As a staff we already have had meetings to discuss
the sexual abuse and its effects. A high degree of
sadness, pain, anger and frustration has been felt by us
all regarding these unacceptable actions of clergy and
other religious toward our children.
We, as a staff, have many questions
the
by
in our Catholic System. We question how the abuse

ir;

a student

population of approximately 400 students.
Our
students range from Kindergarten to Grade Eight in our
Program and from Grade Six to Grade Eight in
(Jur French
it
has
years or more.
it has a teaching
of twentysix personnel consisting
Administrators, regular
classroom teachers and specialists.

leadership within the church, had been so slow in
responding to the sexual abuse; how the needs of the
victims and families are now bei"g addressed; how the
may

As teachers in a Catholic school system we are

As professionals who deal with children on a daily
basis we are fully aware how children's lives are

fully cognizant of the place of the child in our

a
recent sexual
so many
of our church and so many other people in
our educational
we feel that the sexual abuse of
the chHdren by our
has had a dev?~<;tating effect
not only on the victims and their families but ab;o on
the church itself, on f;{milies in general, on our schools
indeed on the larger community.

men

life

how our schools have
abuse; how our Church is
to be
to rise above the presr~nt crisis to continue
the mission given to it by Christ.

their families who wish to avail of it, we
that this counselling service be
and their
on a long tem1 basis.

to victims

RECOMME1'-.TDA TIONS:
l11at the Church endeavour to assist the victims
some femn of compensation for the damage
done to their lives by clergy and other religious.

e150

The leaders of our local Church should begin a
process to assist and remedy the damage that has been
done to our Catholic school system and to the Church
by this crisis. This process should include the lay
people of the Church, Catholic educators and clergy.
Our local church, in its hour of crisis, should begin
a process of recognizing and involving more fully all lay
members in its work as it renews itself and continues to
do the work of Christ in today's world.
In its carrying out the work of Christ in the World
the Church should look at and accept the contributions
that ordained married men could give to the
development and growth of the Church.
In its efforts to spread the mission of Christ the
Church should be more open to and recognize the role
women in the Church, even if this involves the
acceptance of female priesthood in the Church. The
Church should hegin addressing the
process
and the training and preparation of priests in seminaries
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to detect and eliminate the factors which may
contribute later to the development of abnormal and
unacceptable behaviour on the part of priests.
While we realize that the present crisis in Our
Church has placed it in a very precarious situation, we
continue to have faith in our Church. We look to our
Church to rise to the forefront in redressing this crisis.
We look for strong leadership and direction from the
leaders of our Church and we stand ready to work with
them and to assist them in any way necessary.

St. ]aseph's Staff: lames ArmstTOng, Principal, Raymond E.
O'Brien, William Benoit, Lucille Gambia, Sally de Bruyn,
W. Hefferron, Bern Farewell, Shirley Fleming, C. Calcutt,
Kevin Philpau, M. Stamp, M. Genest, Ann Marie Suley,
Shirley Phi/pau, Cannelita ]ohnson, Eileen Codner, A/ice
Flynn, Betry Nien, Geraldine Wlhite, N. Lart, Patiicia
Co/bm, lviary \villiams, NoelIe \Vha!en
October 31, 1989

Pie!s

........
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St. Matthew's Parish
St. John's
lr
>.

We, on behalf of St. Matthew's Parish, Cowan
Heights, would like to outline for you how some factors
in cultural trends, the discernment, selection and
(,::1[1113tion of candidates and the lifestyle of priests may
have contribured to the sexual abu..<>e of children by
members of the clergy.

What cultural trends led to the possibility of the

to put blind trust in the people in power - the clergy.
Many, if not all of us, have come from parishes
where priestS have had no accountability as the person
ministering to the community. He had absolute control
over the adminL'itration of the parish community and
could run it ,IS he saw fit. The priest was seen as God
and could do no wrong.
In om society, priests were always held with the

of

In our cuiture, children, although humans, have
been deprived of the human rights enjoyed by adults in
our society. As Christians we have neglected to follow
the teachings of Jesus on the importance and value of
children entrusted to our care. Thus children have
not
trusting avenues to help in situations
have been treated in an abusive manner.
How people express therrk<;elves as sexual human
beings has traditionally been viewed negatively,
anything related to our sexual selves has been treated
as a put down. This is very dear in how the sacrament
of
has been viewed. Until Vatican II it was
to
"cburched" after the birth of a child attests to the
sexual intercourse :md the birth of a child
to
cleansed
acts of humans than
in. With this view of marriage
then it was of high value to have a vocation to the
priesthcx".>d or religious life. In fact, the perception of
Catholics was that the k'St road to
was through
the priC:.'Sthood or religious V(x:ation.
Within the church community, the structure of
power has not involved the lay people. Thus people
were never empowered nor challenged to take control
of their life as Catholic Christians. This caused people

to the priesrhc:xJ::l his status in the community moved to
the highest step on a ladder without ever having to
earn thL<; position. Being in this respected position
enabled him to be welcomed into every home and he
could use his position to manipulate friendships.
power to
to sexually abuse many children.
then found it difficult to approach their parents with
the obvious wrongdoing as a result both of the family's
image of the priest and in light of the child's own
insecurity that so often accompanies the pre-teen and
early teen years.

Wbat is ""Tong

the process Jeading to

The
has given automatic
and power to individuals.
of this we
feel that people with deviant behaviours leaning towards
financial abuse, sexual abtL<>e or emotional abuse could
easily be attracted.
There has been a poor theology of pIiesthood.
Men are being accepted because of a lack of numbers
and not for their ability to minister to pt..~ple.
Seminaries tend to stress the educational
preparation with no adequate development of the
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candidates sexuality and spirituality. This may be the
result of the seminaries having no clear direction from
the bishops.

'What are the problems we see in the lifestyle of
our priests?
We have grown up with the idea that parishes owe
priests a living and that once a priest always a priest.
The parish in which a priest is ministering pays for car
maintenance, fcxxi and a significant portion of
accommodations and also pays the priest a small salary
for personal expenses. Since the parish is taking care of
a significant part of the priest's financial life this is
another facet of his life that the priest does not have to
develop.

As secular or diocesan priests many have to live
alone and in many C;;L<;es are deprived of the life support
systerns
and services which other people
for granted. We feel the community life of seminaries
does not prepare people for the loneliness of the
diocesan priest's life.
to take care of
Priests have not been
intellectual, emotional or spiritual
they have to be on call 24 hours of the day
every day and thus valued healthy fi-iendships with
people of both sexes have neither been developed nor
nurtured.
Priests have not been encouraged to
continue education as they progress through their life
as clergy.

be
local
responsibility in the selection of
in the following way. Before a candidate
is accepted (or a program of study the local parish
provide an evaluation of the p",rson. 1},is evaluation
needs to
intensive - involving the activities this
person has heen involved in and how that person has
been living out the baptismal call.

is chosen for study the bishop of
If a
Lt diocese must be in constant communication with

the seminary to see that the seminarian is evaluated in
a way that enables the seminarian to minister to the
local community.
In the pastoral year, the community to which the
seminarian is assigned m lliit be given guidelines to
evaluate that person and the bishop or his delegate
needs to visit the community at regular times to see
how the evaluation is progressing.
The final year of study should focllii on an area of
needed growth as evaluated during the pastoral year.
If at any time in the process it is dL<>eemed that a
candidate is unsuitable for the priesthood then the
candidate must be informed and encouraged to find a
vocation outside priesthood in which a fulfilling life can
be achieved. With a system of checks in which the
laity play an active role, priests may be fewer in number
but more
vocation.
We
recomrr,end that once ordination takes
place the priest should he encouraged to go for further
study at regular intervals.

As any other person in a chosen vocation, we feel
that priests should be paid a salary in accordance with
their
and years of
Thus a
salary scale wouid be initiated and an evaluation
process would he put in place. Within this framework
the priest would have set hours of employment and the
local parish would take the res!:-Xlnsibility of sharing in
the ministering to others in the community.
\Y./ e recommend that priests meet in chapter for
set times
the year to deal
with concerns and issues of the diocese.

. vocanon
. 0f
We
tne
every person in the church. If a woman is
in
to
ministry then the
to
be open to that. It has come time to drop the law of
male-only clergy in favour of the vocation of the
person, male or female.
TIle power within the local church must be coresponsible - priest and laity working together for the
work of ChIist in the world. cniis co-resicX)!1sibility must
work on the principle
subsidiarity.
within the
parish, given rninistries make decisions at their level of
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petence. If a decision goes beyond the ability of a
:istry then it goes to a higher level in the parish
unity but the higher level must always include
comm
wry who have been chosen for the txJsition by the
community. This shared decision making will bring the
checks and balances which bring accountability to the
priesthood which it has not had in our culture.

and not one man, or a group of people. This has been
a difficult task because we all came from parishes where
the priest was given total restxJnsibility in all decision
making and the people never questioned his authOrity.
We have grown to a txJint where our spiritual lives are
enriched and challenged by our pastor in the midst of
an active community growing in faith.

Our hope is that the recommendations we have
rr.;:;.dc to you will make our church healthier. We can
nG~
certain it will eliminate child sexual abuse by the
but with all people taking responsibility for how
church grows and develops we will become a much
community of faith and, in turn, prevent child
abuse.

We feel the recommendations we make for the
parish level will only succeed if people become active
working communities with their main emphasis on faith
building and living the Word of Christ instead of the
traditional monetary em ph a..'iis. This will take time,
openness, and a lot of sharing of experiences, but if it
can work in one parL'ih it can work in others.

The preceeding brief is one which we presented to
v:e

in an
to
to
a community we feel we have been in a unique
in this Diocese because we have been
to continue in this endeavour.
One of our main concerns in implementing any

RECOMME1'<'UA TIONS
Ou;~

arises
we see in our clergy for counselling
through their denial. We feel it is imperative for all of
them to work in groups with professional therapists and
as well some, if not all, may need individual help.
Hopefully, this would lead to an acceptance of
as

vasr
our
decisions on what Le; implemented and what is ignored
in their parishes. From the lack of recognition and
response by our parish priests to the extent the Chlld
Sexual Abuse L<; affecting their
we feel that

urnan

their vocation as
of the present structure of most
parishes (with the priest a..<; leader ultimately holding the
deciding power),
who cannot face the social
problems and injustices in the lives of the people, the
own areas of
and the
or

or

ptiests themselves. This is not only a clerical problem
but a
problem at large, which the whole church
people's social
to
to
in
and spilitual lives.
From the time our parish began nearly five years
ago our
encouraged all the lay people to take
ownership of their spiritual lives and build a community
of p.::ople with a vision of Church which puts God. as
the centre of their
life and their community life

lJt!ith
should set up 3
people who
in all areas of child
sexual abuse,
be available to go into
as the need ariSL~. When a priest is cbarged,
a team from this
should immediately be
sent to all parishes in which the priest has
stationed to work with pctr.sh groups (eg parish
council), to help them work out and hegin a life pw::ess
to deal with the anger, hurt, guilt and
of
the people. This would begin a gradual awareness of
individual and parish recognition of their own strengths
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and weaknesses as well as those of the whole church,
and give a group in the local parish the skills to enable
them to work with other people in their parish.

of child sexual abuse to be its s!X>kesperson on matters
relating to this topic. This person should also have
perfected skills in dealing with the media.

A process similar to the Rite of Christian Initiation
of Adults could be developed. This process enables
people to look at their own lives, progress to living their
lives in relation to the life of Jesus Christ, leading them
to a reconciliation between them and their Church
which could then be celebrated.

The bishop make regular statements to his people
through the local media so that people feel a sense of
leadership at such a difficult time in the lives of
Catholic Christians.

In the Jim Hickey case, our church offered no help
to victims because of legal implications. Because of
this, many people are still angry and hurting and have
walked away. With this in mind, we recommend that:
a) an outreach program be set up, primarily for the
young men who te.<;tified against the two convicted
priests, providing individual and group work to
with their issues and to show encouragement
support;
b) as soon as a charge is laid, a professional
counsellor contact the victim on behalf of the
church to offer counselling.
In recent statements made by the Canadian
Conference of Catholic Bishops, priests who have been
convicted and served their time in the legal system may
be accepted back by their bishop to hold some minor
position in their diocese, to say Mass, and not to be put
in a position where they have contact with children.
Such action would only fuel the anger and
disillu.<;ionment of the PL~pJe of the church. We feel
that any position a priest holds in the
is a
of trust. Therefore we recommend that these
people not be employed in any capacity in parish
or in our
offices. Also, to prevent
moving to other pro\'ince-~<; and taking
positions as priests, we recommend that the bishop
investigate to see if there is a procedure within the
boundaries of Canon Law that allows the sacramen t of
Holy Orders to be annulled.
The Diocese appoint a public relations person well
in Canon Law, diocesan pt,licy and the dYT.amic

The Diocese use the local media to inform people
on a consistent basis of: a) the diocesan groups that
have been set up in the past one and one-half years
and b) the progress these groups are making.
The Diocese identify the services available at the
community level to help victims and their families deal
with their anger, frustration, and alienation of the
church.
The Diocese make funds available to implement
programs,
as Parent Effectiveness
at. the
parish level to improve communication in families since
the issue of sexuality has traditionally been taboo in
families. The openness that this type of program would
encourage would help in the detection of any kind of
abuse should it happen again.
The Diocese develop an iD-service and education
program for our school board members, our school
principals and our teachers in the separate but united
responsibilities of the parents, the teachers and parish
in the faith development of our children. This would
encourage more emphasis on parish community building
and alleviate the pressures the teachers feel from the
parish priests. Hopefully, this will lead to a healthier
outlook for our children on the role of their parish
priest in their community.
An education of priests and parish councils
together about the Vision of Church, which involves
laity working together with the clergy to build parish
community and enhance our growth in faith, is needed.

Al Mooney, Carol Anne Nonhcott, Mat4reen Q'Keefe
Heather Shaprer, Mmie Stoyles
Dece'mber 18, 1989
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St. Patrick's Parish Pastoral Council
Burin

INTRODUCTION
Honourable Mr. Winter, fellow Commissioners,
thank you for the opportunity to present on the grave
issue of sexual abth<oC by the clergy. It is on behalf of
the Pastoral Council for the Parish of Burin that I
present. My name is Ray Picco and presently I am
Chairman of the Parish Council.

aUeged and actuaL Since that time we have
been in a state of reaction. The issue of abuse by the
clergy has taken up a large portion of our monthly
meetings. The Educational Therapist from one of our
schools made a presentation. Mr. Tom Mills of
r
-1
ramilY
a
in JUly.
Si::1ce that time another public meeting
been held.
1

'f

Generally speaking, attendance at meetings has
been low. While this could be attributed to a number
of reasons, including the lack of faith in this
Commission, definite reactions and opinions are
evident. At this time I will provide an overview of
state the views of the
re8ctions
Council as they relate to each of the five

COMMUl\:lTY REACTION
B~"ed on a meeting of] uly 6, 1989 it would be fair
to describe the reaction of
Burin Parish as one of
bewilderment and dismay. From the onset many felt
the church hierarchy was not willing to deal with the
issue and it took the judicial system to face the L<;sue.
It seems the judicial system was even reluctant to tackle
this issue at first. There was also concern that the
church hierarchy was manipulating the healing process.

A high degree of frustration was being experienced,
people were trying to find appropriate ways of venting
it, but all the time the hierarchy was talking prayer and
forgiveness. When this scandal first broke, people were
not capable of forgiving because they were hurt so
badly.
Many parishioners were concerned about defending
the Roman Catholic imtitution to other faiths. ThL'i is
a
community. Young and old alike have spoken about
comments made in the work and s..rx:ial community
when charges were first laid. Since the situation has
become worse, a great deal of sympathy has been
expressed by non-Catholic., toward us. Concern has
also been expressed about the
reaction of our youth. They have either numbed
themselves or lost respect altogether.

A number of parishioners maintain that the
Diocese was aware of the abuse and how deep it was.
Attempts such as writing the Diocese were made, but
they were ignored. It was stated by ex-parishioners at
s:tuation was too
our
was relocated.
For this re~"on, some
h;:Jve called for the
resignation, too.
Others have been upset over the inadequate help
being offered to victims. It is felt that counselling
should be available to complainants as soon as they
come forward. Waiting to see if a
is going to be
found guilty before offering help seems inhumane when
this victim perceives that he/she W?.5 abu~~d, whether
true or not. Perceived abuse has to be treated just 2S
seriously as actual abuse. Likewise, alleged
have to be examined with as much concern as
convicted abusers.
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One other vein of thought I wish to relay to you
as expressed by parishioners deals with the doubt they
have about the effectiveness of this Commission.
Parishioners are wondering how change can be expected
if all the responses go back to the people managing the
situation. We are dealing with an issue where denial
and secrecy contribute to the problem. There is also
the belief that the power structure of the Church has
allowed much of this to happen and unless this
structure changes, the potential for abuse will always be
there.
What I have presented thus far represents a
summary of reactions. Like any crisis, feelings must be
vented and legitimized before solutions can be sought.
It has taken a long time to legitimize feelings and even
as J speak, many have not been able to do this yet.
Nevertheless, I will continue on and present other
opinions as they more spccilkally
to your
In looking at Term No. 1 of the Mandate, factors
that may have contributed to sexual abuse of children,
the Parishioners of our parish expressed a variety of
opinio[h<;. These opinions rar;ged from shock to utter
and deep anger. However, in sensitizing the
this was not unexpected,
in mind the respect and place of honour the
priest held in the Catholic famiiy. This scandal was like
a volcanic explosion.
Mr. Commissioner, it would take the wisdom of
Solomon to try to say why one factor was more
than the other in
serious m8rter.
vieVi of our parishioners - at
our meetings - that the
The Arst is one
WcLo;; almost
Pov. 'er~
like God. Rarely was he questioned about his acrions.
If at times he was, the vast majority of people felt that
they had no recourse, no one to help them. Another
fHctor was that there was very little accountability on
the part of the priest; with very few parish structures in
place the priest mled everything. Our parishioners too,
felt that Alcot-lOl was a contributing factor. It seems
.1,a t we have a cultural tolerance for this substance and
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in some cases in this scandal it may have been used as
an excuse or a bribe. They felt, too, that sexual abuse
may have gone on in the past but it might have been
swept under the rug.
In our meetings parishioners expressed their views
on the institution of the Priesthood. In their opinion
"celibacy" was a contributing factor and it is clear that
they are ready for married clergy and the ordination of
women. Celibacy, they felt, should be optional. It was
their consensus that there is a "caU to celibacy" and a
"call to priesthood". The.<;e are two different concepts
but they have been enmeshed together. Parishioners
stared that there was a lot of statas for clergy and it
provides a context where to be unmarried is acceptable
and this may attract (or have attracted) candidates with
hidden agendas - ie a safe place or a safe cover.
Another factor they felt that
its contribution
,,\'as Frustration on some
the priests part in trying to
cope with their own sexuality. 1n many cases there was
very little in place to help them overcome the problem.
It was the view of the people that "fear" on the
part of the child played a role in this not being detected
for a long rime. Not only W;:L<.: there
they were
ro mention
at home
of the patemal structure of the family. Very
often it was better to suffer in silence.
In recent years the Lieutenant Governor, among
others, has tried to bring attention to the existing crisis
of the traditional Newfoundland family. We wish to
to
make reference to this issue CL" it
during the 1940s to the 1960s was
an isolated society. It was changing from a BritL~h
Colony to Canada '$
A long period of
was
to an cnd.
social
problems related to poverty were 'existent and generally
speaking, people had a tendency to be p?~<;sive,
submissive and unquestioning of authority. Families
were considered to be patriarchal. Obedience and
orderliness were the features of a go(xi family. Children
were "good" when they behaved and thought the way
they were suppose to behave and think. Good children
were meek, agreeable, unselfish and never caused family

-
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embarrassment.

Children were under complete and

Bbsol ute control of adults.
The patriarchal family structure, endorsed by the
patriarchal church, created a ripe situation for abuse.
Most abusers grew up in this era and this was their
experience of family. An abuser could count on any
family's blind obedience and access victims. Once
abu....e occurred, the family's drive to protect its gcxxl
name allowed the abuse to go on.
No one needs to be reminded that in today's
emerging family individual family members have rights
and these individual rights come 1x:fore protecting the
name. Many view this trend toward individual
negatively, but this is another reason why abuse
tr.:come a major L<;'Slle. Children are no longer
considered "owned", they have rights and freedoms that
are being protected.
at
2 of
as .' re
In
why such behaviour could have gone undetected
umc?Jrted for such a long period of time", a variety of
opinions were expressed. Once again there wa.<; much
evidence of anger and frustration and hurt in the voices
were adamant
spoke. Some of our
it
that it rnust
but it was covered up by
power structure
of the Church who tried to deal with it in a very quiet
way. Others stated that it may be the result of the
nonnal reactions of the victims:

fear of the consequences of telling

continue to be so today except for the role of the
media, laws regarding the reporting of child abuse,
trained guidance counsellors, social workers, etc. All
agree that there is an awareness now on the part of the
parent and the child of their rights. Structures exist
now outside the Church authority to ensure that people
who report such incidents are listened to and believed.
In the past, it was the word of the priest over everyone
eL..e.
In looking at Term No. 3 of the Mandate - How
can victims and their families be helped?

It was the unanimous view of St. Patrick's Parish
Council and views expressed at meetings of our
parishioners, that the following steps
put in place to
help the victims and their families, realizing of course
that some of these suggestions may already
in place.
the trauma.
even 1x:fore convictions are reached.

help

The onus must be on the Church to go to these
victims and their families. It must not be vice versa.
There must be group support.
up}
The diocese must cover all cost.

Coun<>elling should be available in the victim's
environment. In cases on the Burin Peninsula, it was
felt that it was unfair for victims to have to travel to St.
John's for counselling.
AnOI1,)Tnity mllst be ensured.

for

out

memories)
denial
of being rejected.
addition to these, it was the view of other
pmishioners that it may have gone unreported because
there wC's a general lack of education on the part of
many priests. They might not
understood the
enormity of this crime and its effects on their child. In
addition, there wa., few structures in place to report the
problem. Some expressed the view that it would

ln
Term
4 of your Commission,
many of our parishioners expre&'icd a range of
these statements by
una~~~
be
listened to!" "\Vill there be a cover
They were
adamant on these points and ?Jinted out what they
believed to be a hush-hush attitude about past abuse.

That being so, there are a number of suggestions
that were debated. TI1ese include:

It was the consensus of the parishioners that "the
diocese sbould develop a
plan for palishes" to
follow in reporting suspected cases.
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The person(s) making the complaint must be
listened to and an investigation must be set in motion
immediately.
Listen to children and act immediately on their
reports.
Programs and better schooling is needed to educate
children to realize when they are being "groomed" or
"set up" for abuse.
The role of "altar boys" was questioned. It seems
that some abused children were "altar boys". The role
of this group made possible a very close relationship to
develop between the boy and the priest.
Parishioners expressed the idea that perhaps this
role in our church could be eliminated. This suggestion
was based on a number of changes that are now present
in our Liturgy.
con1e

the

l\1inisters of Communion come from the a5Sembly
The presentation of gifts come from the assembly
Why not an adult or child be picked to serve
ass?

It was suggested that at other liturgical ceremonies,
etc. it should not create
as weddings and
much of a problem.
In doing this they felt that one source of contact
that might contribute to child sexual abuse would be
eliminated.
In looking at your last mandate, we realize too,
that it was very important to try and make some
with regard to this mandate. Our
Pastoral Council and Parishioners expressed the
that should be considered. At the same
rime, we realize that at
present time we are not as
fully informed as perhaps we should be as to the
selection of candidates for the priesthood and some of
th~<;;e suggestions may well be in phce.
Psychological testing, a must.
Priestly minL<;try must be coP5idered exclusive of
the celibacy issue.
Priesthood should be open to Men or women,
ed or single.

Priests need inservice and help if they admit to a
problem. Support and therapy must be provided.

It seems to us as we s(X>ke to many of our fellow
parishioners that the incidents of sexual abuse over the
past year have created a large gulf between the clergy
and the people. This was expressed to us in many
ways. There was anger, cynicism and a lack of trust.
This, we feel, is very unfortunate. Our parishioners
believe that we still have in our diocese many good
priests who also have been deeply hurt by the events of
the past year.
St. Patrick's Pastoral Council, in an effort to foster
a healthy relationship and to be more or a presence to
the pari<;h, makes the following suggestions: The Parish
Council needs real authority in each parL<;h. The work
should be a team approach.
TI1ere should be consultation with the
CouncH before the appointment of Parish Priests to the
Parish,
The Parish Pastoral Council should have the
responsibility to look after the economics of the parish.
There should be lots of liaL<;on between the
Diocesan Pastoral Council and each Parish Council, but
it should be clear that each Parish Council should
become strong and familiar with the workings of the
local parish structure before it begins to expand itself
into other areas.

SU:"l1v1ARY
St. Patrick's Parish, with the whole Roman
Catholic community, was deeply hurt and saddened by
the activ;ries of some of our priests over the past year.
However, in another way perhaps it was goc>d because
it is giving us, the laity of the church, an oppxtunity to
speak of these issues in a frank and open SL"'SSion and
this we hope will lay the groundwork for a stronger
Crttholic Community.
Nevertheless, the task of your Commis,.<;ion is
indeed a tremendous one. If you fail to make go(xi
recommendatior.s or if it is perceived to be just a rubber
Stamp, then we feel the crisis within our Church in
Newfoundland will grow deeper. It will become "silent".
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There will be no support, no trust and very little
communication and we feel it will take a lot of
evangelization to win back a generation of young
Catholics.
One may argue, and perhaps rightly so, that the
issue of child sexual abuse is an issue of sociery and
that priests were unfairly treated by the media in this
regard because of their station in society.
Parishioners with whom we spoke argued with this
premise on the grounds that in looking at the number
of charges being laid - left an extremely high
- there has to be a problem.
Perhaps, as they pointed out, celibacy is not
for all priests in today's society and therein lies
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some of the problem. As stated in this brief, we believe
that it should become optional.
With your help and the guidance of the Holy Spirit,
the church may find some way out of this terrible
problem. However, unless it is done in the open and
with the support of the people, the wounds will not and
cannot heal.
Your task is no small undertaking. You will need
the prayers and support of every Catholic in our
Diocese.

September 15, 1989
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St. Teresa's Parish
St. John's

Letter w Archbishop Alphonsus L Pt:nne'J
On the night of March 3, one hundred and eighty
people gathered in St. Teresa's Parish Hall to take part
in a forum designed to enable them to express their
concerns regarding the recent occurrences of the sexual
abuse of minors by some priests in the Archdiocese.
The presence of so many people on a Frid8y night is an
concern by
laity. Another is the fact that for many, though this
was the first time they had ever taken part in any
formal group process, and despite the fact that they
were very uncomfortable with speaking in public, they
were even more upset by the recent happenings and
to
was
to you any concerns and
evening to
recommendations that came from the evening.
you
would be aware, a multitude of feelings, approaches and
solutions were presented out of frustration, anger, love
and loyalty. Certainly the open airing of feelings and
the discussion in a church~convoked meeting wC's very
/\lso
to
sense that it's our church, and therefore our problem,
this kind of meeting means thar we will he
a solution.
a voice and part in

FOR A PUBLIC PASTORAL

lt~QD1RY

\X'hereas, their initial concem focused on the
silence and lack of leadership on the part of the
c.;l'-~C"C. it would be more accurate to say that, now,
are preoccupied with the need for an open
public forum to help re-establish the Church's credibility
and to begin the task of rebuilding trust between laity
and clergy. TIle forum itself must
many areC's

relating to the sexual abll.<ie issue 1) How could this
abuse go on for so long without some persons in the
structure at least harbouring suspicion of its existence!
2) \Vhy was there such silence from church leaders
when the morals of the community had been so
seriow;\y attacked! 3) It appears that there has been a
silent acceptance of an irregular lifestyle among some
priests - namely those frequenting gay bars and those
is

as an il15ult

assault on the faith community. In doing this, while
proclaiming to be celibate, these individuals jeopardize
the integrity of their brother priests and of the church
itself.

In addition to the areas directly relating to the
issues of
convictiorlS
our parishioners want this forum to eX8mine many
issues relating to the priesthood in our diocese. Among
these are 1) the perception of the role of the priest by
both laity and clergy; 2) what real role do the local
parishes play in detennining admission of candidates to
the seminary? Are there too many socially maladjusted
llTUnature yO~lng ITlen
themselves as candidates for ordination! 3) Is there a
kind of tacit
seminaries mllst
independence (rom
their only possible companions
are young males: 4) ·What elements in our culture
crimes to have been so easily
made it possible for
committed! 5) Is our present diLJCesan Church set-up
adequately equipped to encourage priests to seek
assistance in dealing with problems relating to such
diverse Lssues as alcoholism,
misconduct, and
other problems! In short the forum should address both
the role and lifestyle of the priests and the structures in
current
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our culture and in our church which facilitated the
sexual abuse of the young people by priests.
It should be noted that many people have the
strong feeling that the present organization of the
church does not serve well either the clergy or the laity.
It seems hard for the archbishop to communicate
directly with his people and even more so for the laity
to communicate with him. The clergy and the laity
must be accountable and resrxm.<;ible for the welfare of
the church at the parish and diocesan levels. Yet
somehow the way the diocese is organized it does not
encourage or enable this. For instance,
fee! that
they are kept on the outside of this problem and have
little or no way of contributing to the solution.
of the
now
realize that they must play a much greater role in
fn ust
is a sense that "we can
it.s solution.
help" and "we desperately need to help". Therefore it

is imperative that there be a substantial representation
of lay persons, both male
female, in the pastoral
school boards, and the
persons \\"ith
to serve on such a

and at the same time a compassion based or
understanding the local situation. Certainly there
would be need for the inclusion of a sociologist with
expertise in the area of structural analysis/interaction.
Whatever the composition of this group, it would
be important that there is representative lay
involvement in appointing members to serve on this
body and in defining its mandate. (The Gatineau-Hull
Report, 1986, might be of assistance.)

REACTION TO TIlE ARCHBISHOP
As was stated in the opening remarks, there was a
great diversifY of opinion on many issues. This is
true the reaction to the Archbishop. \Ve
present these to you, respectfully, knowing some of the
neggrive
of
equally deep-seared sorrow,

understanding and compassion. 'X'hat is clear from this
wide-ranging reaction was the expectation that, as
leader of the
church, the Archbishop must be seen
truth,
it may not

body.
Looking to the re-establishment of trust and
, it is seen to be important that some person..:;
outside the diocese (and perhaps the province) be
to serve as

Comparisons were
to the corporate system in
which the
is responsible for the
acrions of his officers whether or not he knows about
them.

le

robe

of
of bringing
local church.
L""L,,·'.l"L

and speaking the truth without
church; and
insight

to

(Perhaps the fact that Archbishop Hayes has
already
here for public hearings would merit asking
him to serve.) A representative or representatives from
other churches might serve to bring a certain distance

groups on Fliday
the more
and reconciliatory
points of view that were also expres-sed that evening,
group felt that the
of
sense of
could come fj-om a very different direction.
TI1e recognition was there that the lack of direction
se,"me,1 to come (rom an inability to act, faced with the
complexity of facets, f<'lther than a lack of desire to
lead. The ultimate goal is twofold:
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healing and reconciliation of all the parties
involved in the sexual abuse, beginning with the victims
and their families, an the way to clergy who have been
convicted and charged with sexual abuse; and
the re-establishment of trust in our church
leadership and its dedication to truth and to the
resolution of the problems that gave rise to the sexual
abuse.
With this twofold goal in mind, perhaps the gift
that the Church needs most is leaders who are able to
recognize their weakness, express their sorrow and are
not afraid to allow this weakness to be a source of
strength. In weakness, strength. A humble, public, and
open admission of sorrouJ regarding some of the major
points of inaction that are seen by the people would go
a long way towards rallying the support of people. To
admit one's own fears, anxieties, feelings of being
trapped between the claims of the vicrim's families and
disiUusioned people and the need not to convict anyone
before trial would clearly place the Archbishop' with the
rest of the church community in a kind of communiry
f shared weakness. Strongly resented by the people
....as the sense that official responses for much too long
were legal rather than moral responses to the pain of
the communiry. They felt that there was a gross
insensitivity in showing understanding to the needs and
concerns of both the victims and their families, and the
faith community.
The lack of immediate public
recognition, and the lack of strong initiative in trying to
deal with the problem were also points at issue. Along
with decisive steps to get to the root of the problems
issues giving rising to the sexual abuse, such a real
admission of sorrow and struggle would invite all the
,,,.il! and co-operation of the laity who want to
help. Actually enlisting their help in the public pastoral
inquiry directed towards healing the past and building
towards the future would be seen as a decisive act of
leadership.

CONVICTED PRIESTS
There seemed to be unanimity that priests
convicted of sexually abusing minors should not be
pennitted to exercise their priestly ministry again. Just
calling on Canon 1395 as the general principle that the
archdiocese will apply in dealing with such cases would
assure the people that both the church and individuals
will be protected from now on.

OFFICIAL SPOKESPERSON
There were strong sentiments in the groups about
official spokesperson for the Archdiocese. Given the
lack of trust at the moment and some underlying
suspicion of the personal credability of the lifestyles of
clerics in general, it is recommended that the
archdiocese give serious thought to hiring an
experienced layperson to fill this role.

SLTPORT, HOPE AND FAITH
Despite the communiry's moral outrage
surrounding the L'lSUe of sexual abuse of children by
some priests, it is important to acknowledge the deep
faith, compassion for victims, and willingness to serve
the church in the long processes of healing and
reconciliation present in so many parishioners. Many
wish to assure the Archbishop and priests of their
increased support and understanding. There is much
courage and strength present in the lairy and they need
to be given the opponuniry to take responsible roles in
dealing with the and related issues in our local church.
In the name of the parishioners gathered on the
evening of March 3, and in the name of the group of
facilitators, I present you with the concerns and
recommendations which flowed from our evening.

Gerard Dominic
Chairperson of Se. Teresa's Parish Council

March 16, 1989
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St. Thomas Aquinas Parish Council
St. Lawrence and Lawn

On behalf of the ParL<;h Council of St. Thomas
Aquinas Parish, St. Lawrence and Lawn, we would like
to take this opportunity to sincerely thank this
Gmmission for allowing us to meet with you today.
We trust that our comments, which reflect the attitudes
and opinions of our parishioners, will be of some
ass~<;tance to you in preparing your
extremely important matter.
to
outset
\\-'e
you, that we as a Councii have, to the
or
our ability, communicated to our parishioners an the
information re: the sexual abuse of children by some
members of the clergy, which has come horn the
archdioce~<;e offices. We have provided opportunities for
the Family Life Bureau
such as
conduct a Seminar and sending out a questionnaire.

Also, a special prayer service for the victims of this
abuse was conducted in this parish last March. This
service was quite well attended.
We'd now like to summarize the views of our
parishioners as communicated to us in our recent

Our survey tcx:>, clearly showed that most of our
parishioners held the view that this ablL.<;e by the clergy
went undetected for so long for the following reasons.

1.

The priests were held in such high esteem and
were incapable of doing wrong. Many said that even if
some boys did report incidents of abuse, they would
been
for that reason.

2.
were

were too a"hamed and embarrassed any...·ay.

3.

Some people were of the firm belief that the
hierarchy of the church in this province was surely
aware of what was going on but failed to investigate
such actions.
TIle third pan of our survey
our parishioners
what steps were necessary to prevent a recurrence of
this crime. The following are representative of the
views expr~<;ed:
more careful screening of candidates to the
priesthoo..1;
ro

majority of our parishioners claimed that the
recent
way. They
lack
of trust in the perpetrators
these Climes but they still
continue to practise their faith as before. Many of
them held the view that the actions of priests (ie,
hum'ln bc-ings) did not affect their
with
God or their faith in Him.
A representative sampling of om youth, however,
clearly
a profound sense of shock
a Jack
of trust in all priests. Many said they have decided to
discontinue going to church.

live in communiries of

by
(like the Sisters and

should have the option to marry (!hL" was
punish those
found guilty and convicted
and make sure they are not allowed to ever function as
priests 3gainj
church should provide counselling and support
to the vict;ms and their families.
In conclusion, we as a parish, feel that our parL"h
community has been affected velY much by these s<",xuaI
abuse crimes. People have
shocked, saddened,

elM
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and deeply humbled by the whole affair. We feel very
sorry for those priests who are innocent of all such
wrongdoing but who are nevertheless "painted with the
same brush", Our positive aspect of this whole affair is
that we have been made more aware of the whole issue
of sexual abuse and that parents are now speaking more
openly to their children about it.

presented by His Grace, Archbishop Penney, to The
Canadian Conference of Bishops to be part of their
submission to the Synod on Priesthood to be held next
year in Rome. Let us hope that with a co,operative
effort, we may see the end of this heinous crime.
Thank you very much.

It is our sincere hope that this brief can be of some
small <L'>Sistance to this Commission. We strongly
recommend that your full report on this issue be

September 16, 1989
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Rosemary Whelan
St. John's

write to express my concerns and viewpoints
regarding the sexual abuse of children by Roman
Catholic clergy. I hope the questions I raise will help
you in your search for truth. In the interest of brevity
please find my concerns enumerated below:

1. Is the sexual abuse problem we are witnessing
among our Roman Catholic clergy related to teachings
or omissions in
\X'as
by turning a
eye[
Is Ann Roche, a Roman Catholic historian
recently interviewed on The Journal, correct in her belief
that a sympathy and tolerance for homosexuality
existed in the seminary? If we are to follow her train of
thinking, the problem we are experiencing with our
clergy was predictable; in fact, she saw it as "a
in the making for the last twenty years." Most seminary
leaders knew about it; furthermore, she contended there
was active recruitment just as there was known
persecution agair,st straights.
No wonder many
Catholi.c laity now feel our seminaries have been
attracting too, too many individuals who merely see the
?JO a
to carry on
own
behaviour in wealth, comfort and presrige with
daily access 10 numerous
If any
L<; the
case, then the Roman Catholic Church
not only
to tighten its screening for candidates to the priesthood
but also to re-evaluate the thinking proces,.<;es it fosters
regarding human sexuality.
2. Priests need to be
more accountahle to their
parishioners. They should be placed on a sa 1aI)' from
which they wOlIld pay their own rent, as well as all
living and socia! expenses (vacations).

3.

Leadership as.."Cssment is needed. Priests for some
time (at least last ten years) have not been adhering to
their bishops. Many have gone their own way, doing

their own thing as they continued to ignore
Archdiocesan approval for parL<;h work expenses over
five thousand dollars. This was something bishops had
to be aware of in their parish vL<;itations yet they turned
a blind eye and deaf ear. One has to wonder if bL<;hops
were more concerned with supplying a quantity of
priests, regardless of quality.
4,
\"/hvare
neceSS31)' to remain
to these sex offenders? Why
haven't they chosen to stand up and speak out
vehemently against the perverted behaviour of these
individuals? Their misguided loyalty is only making it
more difficult to separate the straight, honest-togoodness priests from the perverted ones. Why isn't
our church calling the fdithfui to pray that all the
wolves in sheep clothing among our church leaders be
found out and cast out? Surely everyone wants the
honest and pure church that Jesus founded, not the
sick, perverted one that has been engulfing LIS this last
twenty years.

5, Is

we ::He
among our
in Newfoundland only a North American
or is
it world-wide? If world-wide, why isn't the hierarchy in
Rcme
it? \Xl e need to get away from the
church.
6. Is the whole Catholic philosophy a little at fault!
Are our Roman Catholic laity learning to imitate many
of our church leaders by adapting the attitude of hiding
problems rather than acknowledging them ::md seeking
solutions to them. Do many Roman Catholic laity, like,
it seems, the Roman hierarchy see a pliest's
involvement with a woman more disgusting and
unforgivable than a priest's sexual abuse of children? A
priest can sexually abuse children and remain a priest
but is immediately defrocked for his acknowledged
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.nvolvement with a woman. Pardon me, but aren't
both against catholic teaching? That isn't to say
church teaching on this (priests marrying) shouldn't
change but until it does, leaders must obey.

Canon Law needs to be changed, if it maintains
that clergy convicted of sexual abuse charges are to
retain their priestly status notwithstanding that they
never get assigned to a parish. Shouldn't they be
defrocked? Haven't they violated their celibate vows
not to mention violation of the catholic church's
teaching on morality? Haven't they knowingly and
deliberately consecrated the Body and Blood of Christ
in a state of sin? Haven't they even taken their vows
under false pretences? I know for myself, and many
other Catholics it is hardest to come to
with the
idea of
men
retained within the priesthood
at all. The Roman Catholic Church needs to take a
r
we are for or
or
any kind. If
it, then act accordingly. Cast out
from the leadership roles those who have cast aside
Christ's teaching and have led too many others down
~is perverted path. Even Christ was merciless to those
who gave a bad example to children
Matthew
18:6).
8. Why did so many of the charged
two
already convicted and three others charged (one expriest) end upon the Southern Shore? Did the Shore's
being predominantly Catholic have anything to do with
it? Was it felt that a predominantly catholic area
able
would not mistrust a priest and thus he would
to continue,
his lifestyle of
children?
no charges came from the area.
were none, or is it
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catholics will silently bear abuse rather than publicly
acknowledge a problem? Are catholics so guilt-ridden
that even as victims they assume some of the guilt?

9. Priests should be allowed to marry and women
should be invited to the priesthexxi.

10. How can the Roman Catholic Schools help children
through this church crisis? Is the church planning any
kind of programs to help the children rebuild some kind
of trust in our good priests. To date they have been
left to deal with news broadcasts, hushed conversations,
in the home, rampant ga&.<;ip, innuendos and filthy
jokes, with little or no leadership from our school
authorities in way of explanation or addressing the
children's C0nfused thinking.

11. If
pL~p!e are indeed the church, listen to them
don't just hear them. Changes are needed. We want
a
0ry.."n, honest Church
by the people.
Will we
heard or will the hierarchy continue to
ignore us and let the community of God drift away to
find a new and better way to follow Jesus on their own
or just to drift and drift farther and farther away?

I hope you will find food for thought in my
As you can see, there are many problems
be the r.eginning
within our church. May your
of many, for I acknowledge your mandate does not
allow you the scope to address them all, but you can
recommend the need for many others addressing
different facets of our church. May God bless you and
the Spirit guide you to do your very, very
to shake
some renewal in our present church
for
therein is the
of the problem.

July 1, 1989

--
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The Working Group on Child Sexual Abuse
St. John's

INTRODUCTION
We will be brief as the Commission has already
undertaken considerable literature research into child
abuse and has made substantial efforts to seek
of experts, community members and
persons. Vie formulared,
prc)vide, our
CG:Tl,ncnts
the
of the
publicized mandate,

FACTORS
Power that is not open to challenge is rare and
da:1gerous and yet it is unchallenged power which the
in Newfoundland have enjoyed. And it is the
issue of power and control over others which is
whether it occurs
the family o( the church, or in nonin
relationships. Additionally, it must be recognized
that the acceptance of male dominance has caused
sexual abuse offending to be an almost exclusively male
The Roman Catholic church has not
problem.
been largely
challenged male violence but in fact
in

authority over his flock.
Children are especially
vulnerable to this, because they have been taught that
anything a priest a<;ks of them is in their best interests
to provide.
The priest has unlimited access to children.
to have a priest express any
Parents are
interest in
children and would aliow him full rein
because they believe this is in their children's best
home
a
Because of his status, the
mystical place. It is treated with almost the same
reverence a,<; the church itself. The thought of police or
social workers entering to question the priest would
seem a violation. This allows a priest to move in
secrecy

1

his

a

control are sanctioned.

IXJwer

Accepting this s(x:ietal approach to the issue of
power and control makes it clear that the conditions
fostered by the Church for its clergy make it attractive
for sexual offenders.
they
or status 1 5e'crecy

to power

conuol over women and children, by allowing only men

access

to

children.

church,

its

te
s~tus~

is
He is expected to be
spiritual, less
corporeal than others. He is also expected to have a
heightened perception of God's will and the spiritual
of others. To question this
can be
seen as a sin against faith.
The priest is socially accepted in a community
of his position. Strange character traits or
personality flaws that would attract attention in anyone
are dismissed. This status gives the priest ultimate

status,
proselytizer.

The point we wish to

the

of a

is that the Church
cannot blame this problem solely on individual
perpetrators. It has to accept a large measure of
resrxmsibiIity for creating and fostering a
which
can only be descri'!:x.-.d as attractive to potential sex
offenders.
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iEAtING FOR VICTIMS
Essentially, the healing of victims of sexual abuse
perpetrated by priests is little different from the healing
needed by all abuse victims: they need to be assured
that they did nothing wrong and did not invite the
abuse (other than perhaps by being needy children - as
we know that sex offenders seek out children who give
their love and affection freely). They need psychological
counselling to offset the guilt they feel for having been
a part of the abuse, and they need to hear, quite
strongly, that someone eL<>e, the perpetrator, is
resjX)psible for the abuse.
lt is, therefore, our strong recommendation that
the Church be very dear in its statement of the
vI-Tongness of child sexual abuse and its intent to hold
perpetrators responsible.
We hope the Commission will advise the Church
on the need to take a strong public stand for the
provision of improved mental health services for victims
- abuse. We do not see it as necessary that these
~..:rvices be actually provided by the church
the
business of psychological counselling is a professional
service and the church does not need to become a
treatment centre for sex abLL<>e victims - but the church
could financially support such initiatives in an ongoing
sense. ThL.;; is vital. The church is currently perceived
as allocating its resources almost entirely on assistance
for priests. More resources need to be allocated for the
of parishioners, in the same sense that the
pv,m-,~·<:(,,~"'i its interest in fighting
poverty and underdevelopment.

OF
It is generally acknowledged that screening for sex
is an underdeveloped science.
Unless
someone h?s a criminal record for conviction on a
St-::xual offence, available records tend to provide little
incriminating evidence of sexual deviance.
Sex
rr,·rh''''rc do not self-report; the d y11amics of offending
it within the offender's k"'St interests to deny and
:r-up a'bclTant activities. This is as true for a

priestly offender as any other.
Additionally, it must be recognized that sex
offenders, according to all current thought in this field,
develop their "sexual careers" over time. Some deviant
sexual careers will develop only after successful entry
into a vocation, not only because of this developmental
aspect of sexual deviance, but because, as we suggested
above, the priestly environment is a contributing factor
in itself.
We feel strongly that screening for sexually deviant
behaviour (and the accompanying selection criteria or
guidelines which would be developed to put such
screening in place) provides false hope for ridding the
church of sex offenders.
In all, the area of selection may offer less help than
a commitment to (1) proper education of in-coming
(2)
in-service on issues of
sexuality, family life, interpersonal communication and
other "non-spiritual" components of priestly life. Those
entering the priesthood need secular as well as religious
training on the issues with which they will be
confronted in parishes. RefUSing to deal with sexuality
in a normative sense during a
education is
suggesring that it will not be an issue for priests
throughout their careers.
We suggest, therefore, that the Commission
recommend that the Church substantially increase
sexual education for priests.

1 0 retufTl to

are some

obvious moves which can be taken.
some insight in
in
priestly applicants, notably any hL<;tory of child abu..<>e,
neglect or behavioral disorders which might themselves
be indicative of abuse.
Psychological testing, if
and standardized,
may
sexually deviant tendencies,

The Commission should

that the
church SlJpjX)rt the introduction of a provincial child
abuse registry which would track identified offenders
and document C?SCS of children in need of protection.
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TREATMENT OF OFFENDERS
The mandate of the Commission suggests that
there must be a provision of support for the clergy in
helping them cope with deep psychological problems.
It is incorrect to assume that all abuse stems from deep
psychological problems. The literature on sexual abusers
shows them to be extremely resistant to treatment
unless and until they have clearly accepted
responsibility for abusing. Sex offenders build their
histories
of abuse
on
denial,
mmlmuation,
rationalization and projection. They seldom, if ever,
accept responsibility for the wrongness of what they
have done or even for having done the abuse in [he
first place. Providing sex offenders, priests or otherwise,
v.dth the seeming comfort of suffering from a
"psychological
is shon-sighted.
The predisposing factors in sexual offending include poorly
CO!Yln1Unic3rion

POC)[

skills in relating to adults (especially of

oprx)site
sex), low self-esteem, personal history of abuse, and
opportunity to abuse.
These are treatable
characrerM'>tics which seldom fall within the categories of
psychological problems; to call them such offers
a convenient
and fails to
the
for social skill" training.
Priestly sex offenders must be treated for their
de'Viance in the same way as other identified sex
offenders, they must be subjected to long term
treatment which helps them distinguish and
extinguish their incorrect behaviour, not which labels
as

Experts who have spoken in our province on
treating sex offenders (Robert Pas, Michael Cox, Unda
Beal, Georgia Cumming, William Marshall, Margaret
Bogue, Robert Ley) have each stressed the long-term
nature of such treatment if it is to be successful. Sex
offenders are not made in a day and they will not be
cured in a week. If the church is to assist effectively in
treating sex offenders, it needs to support long-term,
publicly funded treatment services, some of which could
surely be paid for by the church on a user-fee basLs.

RELAPSE PREVENTION
The experts are aLso clear on the continued
posed by sex offenders: they re-offend, they lapse and
they
programs arc
not available in our community and their need should
But, as
you
from re-offending by placing
them back into the same conditions as existed prior to
their discovery. Part of relapse prevention is providing
a different environment for an identified offender, where
risk factors have been decreased.
Since opportunity is a
risk factor in sexual
we
the CommL'>sion must be unequivocal
m its advice to the church on returning convicted
priests to pastoral duties where access to children is
available. This must be avoided, not solely becau..'ie it
mighr appear to
the correct course of action in the
public's view but becau..'ie of the very real risks involved.

SUl-.1l\t'\RY
Priests who
arc
crimL'S and must be r~mished, treated ;md
hopefully rehabilitated, in a
setting.
The
response of the church should not
to
its doors
against outside help, treatment and supervision for its
sex offenders (by sending them to a church-run
institute of re~abilitation) but by lobbying for services
which will offer the necessary secular treatments for
their deficits in social skills, their cognitive distortions
on what is sexually normative or acceptable, and their
own histodes of abuse.

\X'e
Catholic

the

a strong public stand on the wrongness of
child sexual abuse and announce a commitment to
that the Church is willing to examine its own
role in fostering an environment which has not been
healthy for some children and
support long-term publicly funded sex oFfender
treatment and assist in its financial support;
support,
",<;sist in funding, improved mental
health services for all victims of child sexual abuse, not

C170

only those abused by its employees;
•
adopt a commitment to increase the secular
component of a priest's initial and in-service education
on issues of normative sexuality, family life and
interpersonal communication.
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We wish you well in the completion of your final
report and look forward to its release.

January

10, 1990

Report on
Student Opinions

Regarding

Research
Limited
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contained the infonnation that the research was
Students were
sponsored by the Commission.
encouraged to show the letter to their parents.
Excellent co-operation was extended to Omnifacts
personnel by all school board and school officials.
There was a high degree of interest in the research with
numerous expressed requests for feedback regarding
opinions held by students on the matters dL<;cussed.

School and Student Selection
Within the geographical boundaries of the St.
John's Roman Catholic Archdiocese, there are four
Roman Catholic school boards: St. John's, Ferryland,
Burin Peninsula and Placentia-St. Mary's. A sample of
schools was selected from each of the four boards to
provide the
of students residing throughout
the Archdioce,.<>e.
were selected at random
from all boards except St. John's where, due to the
larger school population, three schools were selected.
All schools with Grades 8 to 12 in each of the four
boards were included in the population for sampling
purposes. The selection of schools was reviewed and
approved by the
A list of participating

schools is provided in Table I.
From prior experience with group discussions
among school students, it was felt that the 13-and 14year olds in Grades 8 and 9 should not be included in
the same discussion group as the 15 to 19 year olds in
Grades 10 to 12. Participation by younger students
tends to be impeded by the presence of older students.
Therefore, four groups were composed of Grade eight
and nine students while five groups were composed of
Grade 10 to 12 students. Another criterion t1.<>ed for
student selection was the sex of the students, It was
hoped to detennine if males and females had different
opinions, given that the current sexual abuse charges
priests involved males only. Therefore, four
of males and females were formed. A
groups
ninth group comprised of both male and female
conducted. Within each school
board,
was one male and one female group as well
as one younger group and one older group.
Twelve students were randomly chosen from each
cla.<;s list. A summary of group characteristics is
provided in Table L

Table 1
location

Grades in
School·

Schools

Grades Selected

Sex of Participants

Marystown

7-12

Marystown Central
High School

10-12

Female

lamaline

K-i2

S1.

8&9

Male

7-12

Stella Maris
High School

8&9

Female

Ferryland

9-12

Baltimore High School

10-12

Male

Placentia

8-12

Laval

9 & 10*-

Male

Mount Ca.rmel

7-12

Mount Carmel
Central
School

10-12

Female

Sf. John's

6-9

Beaconsflald Junior
High School

8&9

Female

St. John's

10-12

Gonzaga High School

10-12

Mala & Female

Tor bay

4-12

Holy Trinity School

10-12

Male

• SOLlrce:
of Schools 1988-1S89; Department of Education, Government of New.oundland and Labrador•
.. School did not accommodate grade eight stOOents.

--
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J)iscUSSion Outlin£ Devdopmmt
The focus group methcxi of research is a
qualitative technique used to explore and identify
deeply held beliefs which are very difficult to obtain
using structured written or oral questionnaires.

:S.QtTRCES OF SUPPORT IN DECISION MAI<ING

. . Students were consistent in stating from whom
jh~y .:would seek advice and with whom they would
As is usual in most focus group interviews, the
qti~ difficult decisions. Clergy were never mentioned
discussion outline is designed to begin with a fairly ,'.sIJ9ntaneously. In most groups, especially the male
general topic, and move into more specific subjects .. groups, students were quite adamant that they would
relating in this case to sexual abuse and perceptions of
'n~yer consider the clergy as a source of support. The
accLL<>ed clergy. The discLLssion outline was reviewed
one exception was one school wherein several teachers
with members of the Commission and their suggestions . 9.0e the principal are Jesuit priests.
The most
incorpora ted.
.frequently cited support groups were friends, parents,
The first section of the outline was used for
aQd older brothers and sisters, with friends/peers being
the primary source.
Male participants typically
introductory comments, to gather some information on
consulted older brothers and friends while female
respondents and help students relax. From this, the
'p'a'rticipants tended to consult their mothers and older
discussion was to proceed to some a<;pects of moral
sisters on what were perceived to be serious matters.
development. Students were to discuss how they
determine what is right and wrong and from whom
The L'>Sues students would discuss with the various
advice and guidance are received to assist them in
support groups did vary. Problems at school or with
making difficult decisions. The aim of this discussion
specific teachers were discussed with parents and with
was to determine what group or groups are
friends, to a degree, while issues such as drinking,
predominant in students' lives as well as to discover
smoking, drugs, dating and sexual relationships were
what topics and issues students discuss, and with
more frequently dL"ICLL<;.sed with either peers or older
whom.
siblings. In some cases, students did feel that they

::

could discuss more sensitive topics such as sex and
. 'drugs with their parents. However, this was not
generally the case. Female participants felt that they
could turn to an adult, for support on sex-related
matters by talking to a girlfriend's mother. The males,
however, definitely would not turn to an adult other
than perhaps a slightly older brother. School teachers
The discussion then turned to the definition of
or
guidance counsellors were not volunteered as a
priests.
The students' level of knowledge and
group which young people would consult. When
understanding of the duties of and commitments made
probed, however, most participants stated that they
by priests as well as their general opinion of priests were
would discuss school-related matters or gossip, but
sought.
. generally not sensitive subjects, with school personnel.
The final part of the discussion was designed to
Some students, generally female, did state that there
discover students' understanding of abuse, particularly'
, were some teachers and guidance counsellors who were
sexual abuse, and to determine their views of victims
approachable and to whom they might go for advice
and priests accused, as well a<; those priests convicted oC
and support on certain topic.s.
This was often
~xual abuse of children. Students' opinions of the
'dependent upon the personality of the teacher or
re<1ction of the Church once charges against priests had.
'eounsellor. 111e more approachable teachers or
been made and their views of what is fair treatment by
the Church for the victims and the accused priests "'>'ere
The third section of the discussion outline was
designed to explore students' attitudes toward the
Church and its activities and to determine the
perceived importance of the Church in students'
spiritual and moral development compared to other
groups, such a<; the family, school and peers.
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mnsellors are those who are accepting of the students
as young adults and are not automatically judgemental
of their actions.
Students' attitudes about how they decide what is
right and wrong are strongly dependent upon their
personal experiences and those of their friends and
family. Many students stated that they know through
their consciences what is right or wrong. When probed
further they stated that conscience was formed by their
upbringing in the home and the shared experience of
friends. Neither religion nor the teachings of the Bible
were mentioned as a source of conscience. In their
responses to questions later in the interview, it was
noted by the interviewers that participants showed
indications of having well-developed values of justice
and a moral sensitivity to others.

'\"ERBA TIM COMt.fE!'iTS

I couldn't talk aoourseX"'ithmy Momi she'dautomancally
think! was doing Something and Start lecturing meJ
I would go toom guidance counsellor Mrs. ...
under;;tanding and I'd feel comfortable V\'iLh her. {lnterviewer
one female response to: what if you found out you

lNVOLVE~1ENT IN CI-IURCH At"'1D

CHIJRCH AC11Vl11ES
The major involvement in church or churchrelated activities by students was attendance at mass.
The attendance at mass by young people, while
generally low, varied between the two St. John's urban
groups and the seven remaining rural groups.
Generally, more students in the rural communities
attended mass regularly (ie, once per week) relative to
rh" number that attended mass regularly in St. John's.
Attendance at mass by females was also relatively

higher than attendance by males under each school
board. The total number of students who attend mass
either periodically or regularly in Trepassey, Ferryland
and Torbay was higher than in other communities. In
Trepa&<>ey and Ferryland, in particular, the number of
students stating that their attendance at mass was
voluntary was also noticeably higher than in other
areas. Those students who did attend mass periodically
did so most frequently during special feast days such as
They indicated that these
Christmas and Easter.
services were relatively more enjoyable than the regular
ma..'>S. Several students mentioned that they did attend
wedding and burial masses and such special events as
blessing of boats.
Four groups of students indicated that young
people, as opposed to adults" were using the recent
charges against priests a..... an excuse not to attend mass;
that
using it simply to legitimize their existing
behaviour. Several students stated that they no longer
attended mass but stopped quite some time ago, before
the recent court cases.
Many of those who stated that they do not
currently attend mass remarked that their parents
forced them to attend when they were younger but,
now that parents permitted them to decide for
themselves, they no longer go. Re8sons cited for not
attending mass included: ''It's boring"; "1 can recite
ma..'>S myself almost - it's the same thing week after
week"j "What's the point of going? What purpose is
there?" and "1 don't understand what the priest is
saying".
Those females in Trera..ssey and Marystown who
regularly attended mass often stated that they read in
Church; one girl played the organ and two others were
altar girls. Participation in other church activities was
quite limjted in all groups. Particip3tion in confession
is limited to once or twice per year and only then
because it is organized by the school and time is
arranged during school hours for the confessions to take
place. It was also acknowledged that confession was
now done in a public forum at school ;md not on an
individual basis. Many students stared that they did
not agree with confession or stated seeing no benefit or
rea.i;on for having it. One student stated: "What good
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is confessing to some stranger and then saying prayers!

I'd rather talk to a mend who could give me advice and
help me

do something about it."

Grace is seldom said at home and is often limited
to special religious occasions such as Christmas and
Easter, and family prayers are almost non-existent.
Prayers are mostly said at school and the choice of
prayers repeated depends upon the teacher. In two of
the female groups there was an indicated dependence
upon individual prayer and an expre&.<>ed meaningfulness
of the prayers said in school during times of stre&.'> and
problems, such as during the illness or death of a loved
one.
attitude wa<; limited to stressful times
experienced by the females.
any

None of the male

prayer.

such as Allied Youth, Sea and Anny Cadets,
Pathfinders, 4-H, Folk Choir, and various sports
organizations available to teenagers. Participation in
these groups by respondents was low, yet somewhat
higher in the rural areas. There was some positive
feedback related to the 4-H groups, as they involved
various projects and organized activities. Allied Youth,
given its orientation towards drugs, was avoided by
members of at least one male group. Membership in
this group was frowned upon by peers.
Overall, there was a great deal of variation in the
of youth groups and activities available to those
teenagers interviewed. Tnis was even evident within
the one rural parish where a group such as 4·H could
very ac::ive in one
and not in another
community located quite close-by. Students felt that
upon

altar girls,
activities such as choir, altar
committees and reading in Church was generally higher
in the rural area'> than was evident in Se John's.
The majority of students interviewed stated that
there were few church groups of interest to them and
Choir}

Fo,
example, in two of the female groups there were no
groups of Pathfinders or Rangers; the only thing
available was a group to provide leadership training for
G:rl Guides. These students were nor
Brownies
in
roles.
groups felt that there are no

Girls, there were no

or grours
within the church for your.g
Social events
such as fall fairs, garden parties and bingos were felt to
be attended by adults and younger children.
events were not of interest to teenagers. In St. John's
there was mention of parish dances for
yet
students in Torbay and in one of
St.
The
's groups
, the Peace and
Institute
Group, and the
Squires,
were
to be indirectly innuenced by the Church.
l11ese groups were seen to be worthwhile, in that
was obtained through helping
In several other groups mention was [[1(lde of
f(xxi drives for the needy in which many of the
participated. 'n1ese food drives were often
organized at the
and not necessarily by the
Church.
There was also mention of valious youth groups

the parish to
the views of youth.
The group of males in Ferryland mentioned that the
Parish Council did have youth representatives, and all
confirmed parishioners were given voting privileges to
elect the entire Parish Council.

Church groups were

It was generally felt,

summary, teenagers felt that
adults or younger children

nor
open to

A Tl1TUDES TO\VARD CHlJRCH

.A4~'D

A CATHOLIC
A large majority of respondents felt that being a
Catholic today is different
what it was in the P:>..5t.
Generally, it is felt that the Church is no longer the
centre and dominant force in communities that it once
was. \Vhile the recent charges against priests were
mentioned indirectly as one element reducing the power
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C the Church, it was not the foremost or most
requently, cited reason for the perceived decrease in
tu: importance of the Church in people's, and
~JeCially young peoples" lives. For young people it was
i:;, that society has changed, allowing them more
n:>.edom of choice. Numerous teenagers choose not to
<rend mass or be active in church activities or groups.
~~ere is a great deal of indifference toward the Church.
there was expressed disgust aoout the recent
':' ~,;?es, this was disgust at the behaviour of individual
:., ~rs, and only in one or two groups was this feeling
~'_·-,~~alized to disgust at the Church.

All group participants were unanimous in srating
'-:- c,ext to family, peers and school, and other groups,
2hurch ranked last in the level of influence it had
.c:ir lives. Two groups, one male ar Holy Trinity
li',~ the other a mixed group at Gonzaga, did, however,
"":-:?J

an

on

youth groups and was a background moral
;--:;.'::Clce or force in their lives. The majority of
~•.. :'::nts ranked either their peer group or their family
2.. 2ving the greatest influence on their lives. Virtually
" --.e participants were conhnned, yet very few felt a
::":
of community in the Church. Rather they saw it
G:.
.mving them the right to participate in the mass,
D. was viewed as a ritual without greater spiritual
n':2
for them.
The majority of students felt that there was little
cv-dation between a person's religious beliefs and
an'::-dance at mass. They did not believe that the
as an insrirution currently
a
role
11. ';,eir moral and spiritual development.
Many
did state that they had been forced ro attend
when they were younger. This
wa.<; not
[iCT'
to have had a lasting influence on them.
S!lJ,k:nts' understanding of either the religious or
tht:(,logical meaning of prayers and even Confinnation
\",;1.\ quire limited.
Any information regarding the
meaning of liturgy and ceremony would be gleaned from
the school, through individual teachers saying the
prayers with students and, to a lesser degree, from
reiigil)us education courses, not directly from the
"::hmch or from parents.
There was a sense of moral development inferred

from comments of students in at least two female
groups. These students did state that they turned to
prayer and God when they were experiencing trouble at
home, during times of serious illness or the death of
family members or mends.
These students were
generally those who attended mass regularly. There
were several female students who attend mass
infrequently but who stated, however, that they use
prayer as a source of support. Males were less likely to
discuss the usage of prayers.
Students in the urban St. John's area were much
more secular in their thinking, placing little value on
the Church. While this was also evident in the more
rural communities, parishes were perceived to play a
relatively greater role in the lives of the young people
and their parents .
expressed no sense of
While there was a bonding expressed
toward their families and peer groups, the Church
definitely did not elicit this same feeling among
students, and most particularly not among the male
participants.

STUDENTS' PERCEPTIONS OF PRIESTS
All students interviewed found it quite difficult to
define a priest. Definitions were never conceptual but
always given in functional terms ie, says mass, preaches
the Bible, is a role model, is a devout Catholic, is selfsacrificing, is a community leader. Only in three of the
one
groups
group wa.<; there any
difference seen
a
and the lay religious
orders. The difference was again related to the person's
duties.
lay orders were seen to play the same role
3.<; priests except that the males felt that they were often
teachers
the females contended that the lay
orders could not "give the Host."

Types of Intcraaion WiI.h Priests
Only in one of the St. John's schools was there any
large amount of daily interaction with priests. In that
school, several teachers and the principal are Jesuit
pliests, who live next to the sc:hooI and who therefore
interact daily with many of the student population.
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basis tended to have a broader understanding of priests
and a better appreciation for how priests live.
In one of the female groups there was an expressed
desire to have an opfXJrtunity to discuss things with
priests and to have various ceremonies and prayers
explained to them. But generally in the male groups,
the suggestion of informal interaction with priests was
met with laughter and sneers. This cynicism was
encapsulated in one group of very outsfXJken males
who felt that priests didn't know anything about the
real world and therefore would not be able to explain or
help with moral issues facing teenagers.
Generally, in all groups students said they would
treat priests differently from other adults. Both males
and females indicated that they would watch what was
said in their presence and many, in light of the recent
nor trust

rernain

them.
Given the recent charges against and
convictions of priests, teenagers see priests as being less
than holy and decidedly more human. Their authority
on spiritual and religious matters is challenged and
questioned as well as deemed unnecessary.

Perceptions of Priest,;
There was aL"o limited interaction between members of
the lay orders and students in the school system at the
junior and senior high levels, as the majority of teachers
at
Priests in
St.
were known most
frequently in a formal context ?s the parish priest. By
contrast, in the
priest~ were
in a
visits to
of students. In each group the number of students
having informal contact with priests outside a religious
setting was quite low. Many students knew priests
through fonnal visits made to the school, during such
times as confirmation preparatory c!a.<;ses,
and from attendance at mass. Never were there any
lengthy informal discussions between the students and
the parL<;h or other priests, with the exception of those
who knew priests as personal friends of their families.
Those students who interacted with priests on a social

thei,

Priests are generally seen to be separate from the
community, even in the rural areas.
In rural
communities priests live in separate houses with, in
many instances, housekeepers. There are indications
that in some
the
personality and age of the
of a
separation.
dimcu~ty
why
be more "normal", which, in their eyes, means
taking part in ordinary activities like jogging and bikeriding. There is a sense that younger priests are more
in tune with young people and are better able to relate
to them. A group of
miSSionary
and a
young lrish priest were mentioned in this light, ?s were
the Jesuit priests teaching in St. John's.

Those teenagers interviewed were unanimous in
their contention that priests should be part of the
community and not be bolated from it.

os
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Teenagers do not perceive all priests to be the
same in personality and in actions. They generally feel
that there are gcxxi and bad priests, with bad priests
being those who have broken people's trust and not
been honest, or broken the word of God. There was a
strong feeling that many rumours and accusations being
made against priests in general were very unfair and
that not all priests are sexual abusers. It was suggested
by many students, however, that their first reaction
toward a priest would be one of mistrust and doubt.
As seen by participants, the parish priest's duties
were to conduct mass, visit the sick, generaHy preach
the word of God, visit the schools and give advice.
Perceptions regarding the daily life of a priest were very
naive. Many felt the priest prayed all day long or
visited the sick, especially since mass was only once or
twice a week. One male cynic felt that the priest's job
very
since
was so little to do.

When asked if they would like to live the life of a
priest, there was a resounding "no" lTom all groups.

Some students stated that they would have to
make too many sacrifices, one of which was not being
able to marry and experience family life. There were
also suggestions by many students that it was a lonely
life.
Several students mentioned the poor image
associated with being a priest these days in the light of
numerous charges against and convictions of priests.
Two of the male groups, where there were participants
1T0m parishes where priests were either accused or
convicted of abuse, suggested that the transient nature
of a parish priest's life was a contributing factor to the
sexual abuse practL<>ed by some clergy. They contended
that priests had no roots and no support systems, in
that they were isolated in their communities.
One perceived good aspect of the life of a priest
was the self-fulfilment obtained by helping others and
being able to follow what was clearly a strong calling.
did, however, feel that the life of priest
was easy, given that their material needs were provided
by the Church,

Perceived Q.uilificaticm.s for becoming a Priest:
COMlYfENTS

What makes a priest

are human

just like

confess

our

sins to this

a stranger,

don't know what. hemayhave
'"n:mg",
a tX)tDC of ketchup or
fTorn
him.like a normal neighbour.

in
groups were unaware of the
majonty
specific requirements for the priesthood.
of those interviewed felt that self-selection was the
major requirement. There was some understanding that
candidates had to "go away and study" but students
weren't
sure. When asked how priests are
chosen, there were some guesses that the Archbishop
decided, Most
felt that if you
wanted to be a priest and were willing to serve God and
make a sacrifice, you could become one. One
that tests to screen priests were now being
react in different situations
conducted to see how
with children.
Several female students stated that one
qualification for becoming a priest wC's to
male. The
of sex to the vocation of priesthood was
questioned only by the female partidpants.
When students were <,_"ked what they perceived to
be the important
of a priest, those most
frequently cited were trustworthiness and honesty.
Another important qualification mentioned by
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approximately half of participants was a good speaking .
ability, an ability to get and maintain people's attention.:,!
Students also frequently mentioned that 'it, was' .
important for a priest to be friendly, generous"caqng::
supportive, helpful, devout, knowledgable about .the
Bible, dedicated, open-minded [not condescending], and.
committed.

housekeeper. In answer to the question "An,>' these
;;';ows difficult to keep?" most male respondettts quite
,sarcastically stated that the vow of poverty was not

,hard to keep, as everything was provided for them by
.' the Church. Two students stated that in their opinion
.priests did not take a vow of poverty. Once again,
teenagers are forming their opinions on concrete,
All groups expressed the need to have the ;_2, material things to which they can relate; there is
absolutely no ::Ippreciation for the theological basis of
community choose, or at least participate in, the'
'the promises.
selection of their parish priests. Several of the older.
students stated that it would be difficult for the
The most widely-known commitment of a priest
community to have an initial say because resident~ . was stated by students to
the commitment not to
would not know the priests. Members of two of
marry. These students could not discriminate between
male groups stated that it would be quite difficult
chastity and celibacy. All students felt that the promise
establish a mechanism for the community to have
of celibacy was quite difficult to
The male
input. The male group in Ferryland suggested havin~
participants gave ironic res[lOnses that the difficulty was
reT)reser.tative
on the selection committee,
a
t
of
vow.
obvious g:ven the numerOtL<;
to serve in an advisory role to the Archbishop.
The main commitment made by a priest entering
the priesthood was seen to be "to serve God" and to,.
remain unmarried or as one boy put it "not having sex".
Very few could remember the promL<;es taken by a priest'
did state that they learned them at
end
of Grade
in confim,ation classes. Poverty was the
only other vow mentioned. The vow of poverty was,
seen by many males and some of the fernales
interviewed to be meaningless, as many students
perceive that all priests had a fancy house, large car ao.d

STUDENTS'

tJ~'DERSTAt"''DING

ABOUT

SEXUALITY At1\;'D SEXUAL ABUSE
S-.rm.1'Ces

of

1-n1fl'rrnrl;.,-rm

and Support

rpr,qp,U',~·"

indica red

they obtain
mrorrnatlon
friends, parents,
from
older siblings, school courses, bcx>ks and televL.<;ion.
comment was made by many female students to whom
this was a bigger issue, that many parents don't start to
discuss the issues of sexuality until it is started in the
schools, whether it be in courses or through visits by
public health nurses,
students interviewed
indicated that they were given some infonnation in
Grade Five which was focused on the reproductive cycle
and menstruation,
on homosexuality and
heterosexuality v, ere
to
tife and religion
course scs:::ions offered in the school. For the most
part, these courses were described &.<; being about
relationships. Male students interviewed were rnore
likely to restrict
about sexuality to I-x"er
groups and older brothers; however, there was a marked
reticence by males to
such issues of sexuality
with other groups. There was a strong preference for
reliance on the school system's publications to provide
this information.
, r

'

.-
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Females would discuss their concerns about
reproduction with another female more readily than
with any male, and certainly not with their fathers.
Discussions with female students about sexual
relationships were often initiated by the mother and
often related to whether or not the daughter was
engaging in any sexual activity. Decisions about premarital sex by males and females would be discU&.o;;ed
more readily with a peer or older sibling, rather than an
adult. For many females, an adult might be consulted
in those instances where the adult would not be
expected to condemn the ciL'>Cussion or
assume that the girl was engaging in the activity.
Females tended to seek support from different
groups on sexual L'iSues.
The group
depended upon the level of crisis in the situation.
Many females stated that if the questions
to
owr.
they would confide in
ca<;e of
advice from
peers or older sisters; in
pregnancy many would seek the advice of an adult who
would likely be the mother of a best friend and, in some
counsellor at schOClL Male
students
themselves in
on
sexuality
Many males felt tklt
WcLS
no "soc-ially
place", in their eyes, to turn for
support on such L'iSUes outside the schOCll system.
Reaction to education about sexuality in the
school was positive by most groLlpS. There was some
mention that certain religion COLlrses covering the topic
were optional in the
three years of schooling
nor
In two
one in
Torbay
another in Ferryland, where sexual abuse
the clergy is
students feel
is very little
or infonna~ion about
beha\-iour and
fee! quite alone in dealing
tended to seek support from
Infonmition on a
pe'ers, while males would not.
female's sexuality was provided to females at an early
concern that there was
age, yet they also
often nothing
interviewed
said, with evident
had a sex-education textbook
that it referred to condoms,

it was withdrawn from the school. There was a feeling
among males that the religion courses were peripheral
in their treatment of topics related to sex and, given
that they were not compulsory, many males would not
chOCJse to take the course, because doing so would be
frowned upon by other male peers. In many instances,
participants, both male and female, felt that teachers,
and adults in general were uncomfortable discussing
sexuality-related topics with teenagers.

interviewed had a very
was deemed abusive if
there were elements of violence and involuntary
participation. Students were quite articulate in stating
that there were different forms of abuse ie physical or
use
rnent81 abuse.
power to take advantage
someone was
of abuse discLL<;..o;;ed.
Students were aw.<UH,CI,l that abusers could be male
or female, homosexual or heterosex ual. There were
indications from the
groups that abusers were
generally felt to
This was not spontaneously
rr;entioned in
with the females. Students
q~lite clearly stated
homosexuals are not sexual
abusers if the sexual activity involves two consenting
people who engage in it voluntarily. In three of the
male groups, students
that children would not
be able to make the
necessary to provide
the consent.
behaviour involving
':;("l~~rf",-' automatically abusive.
would
Sexual abuse was seen to contain elements of both
and emotional
with an added dimension
of "touching someone in private
where they did
not want to be touched".

Abuse
those priests

abuse.
Cl'-''"''".'" .... and/or convicted of
All students voiced disgust at the action of these
with many stating that the
"had to be
sick."
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The majority of students interviewed felt that
priests abused their positions and therefore took
advantage of young children. In this respect, priests in
their eyes were different from other sexual abu.<;ers.
Those males interviewed were much more accusing
of priests and felt that offenders were homosexuals,
while a large number of females felt that they were
pedophiles, using boys as convenient sexual objects
simply because the life style of a priest forced them to
be in the company of boys more frequently.

A deg-ree of understanding

the amount

....

-----:--

--

-,",

-

lived through it (sexual abuse).

contributing to the events of sexual
was quite strongly felt by the majority of participants

-.

.

----:

.

The priests aren't tc'tally to blame; its
the rules for them to follow. "

ones who make up

Nev..{oundiande", have af"-?}'S given power to the Church.
The
look
of this power.

for his own

Church, through its established rules for priesthood, and

-,

--

The priest'laren'ttorally· tobJame,wedon't know "if they

aCd011S.

The priest, arC'

Some priestsdo it under peer pressure from other priests.

"'lth.

J don't know how to reel. rm real!y mixed up. r ImOv,' I'm
~utV_'<>CU to
them (convicted
but how can J
when they have ruined the life of some !:)()ys.

by
r

Many students felt that the residents ot
communities were pa::'tiaily to
for the
behaviour not surfacing earlier because priests were so
by
reenz,gers felt
at least of

seen 10
in any way from
students
interviewed. The victims were not perceived to be, as
one
stared, "]C){)king for it". Students generally felt
that the victims were young and therefore perhaps more
to following or doing exactly

exiStence of a problem. It was felt that
felt th'it vicrim:;
to
with priests.
and
the

something "unusual" or
about a
particlllar priest, but
is where the
and
stopped. Students also felt that the
for the priest among adults (their parents and
especially) impeded other adults
stepvoicing their concerns if they had any.
WetS

siitl3tions where they
Many felt that the victims were
to tell their
victims pr
felt that they would not
the priest. AL"o,
notion was
have thought that
it was with
what they were doing was right
the priest.
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Most students felt that the victims should have
informed someone older than themselves, perhaps a
parent or law enforcement officer, to make the L.<;sue
public. At the same time, students were very sensitive
to the emotional trauma associated with the experience
and the reluctance to tell of the event. When asked
what they would have done if sexually abused, there
was a difference between resp::mses of male and female
participants. The females tended to say that they
would tell a peer initially and then, with support from
that peer, would tell an adult. The males, on the other
would definitely not tell a peer because the
and embarrassment would be too great. lv1ales
rend to tell a stranger, such as a police officer.
:-'~any
and females aL;;o suggested that they would
to use an anonymous help line, where the
support could he given by a peer or older person. In a
young
\,'erc 2\\'are
existence of such a help line currently available
to them.

J

Iry the Outrch

reactions to the Church's respollse to
were varied. Tnere was a strong
feeling among the males that the Archbishop knew
about the abuse and covered it up. The females were
accusing and in only two female groups was the
made that the Archbishop knew about the
abuse.
Church at
rural
helc discllssions,
gave a senno" on the topic and
for swdC:1ts to
was little knovdedge about when the
were doing by way of reaction, other
a lot of gossip and jokt-s repeated.
was a strong feeling that the Church should
reacted more quickly in providing help. It is
of note that all students felt that monetary
for victims was not the appropriate
c
n, rather they felt that counselling for victims
{QUid be more appropriate. Tn reg::1rd to the Church's

reaction to the offenders, the majority of students felt
that once it was recognized that a priest committed an
offense he should not have been transferred to another
parish.
Students were generally very fair minded about
what should happen to offenders once convicted. Most
felt that they should serve a jail sentence and he
obligated to undergo rehabilitation treatment. Many
students expressed concern that the sentences given
were more lenient than would he the case for other
sexual offenders, given that the offenders were priests.
This was seen to be unfair by students. There were
some students who felt that, due to the great abuse of
power by the clergy, their sentences should he greater
than other convicted sexual offenders. There were
several comments such as "They should be locked up
key
away". Furthennore, it v:as seen to
be
priests, even those accused but not
convicted, to he publicized by the media and
automatically assumed to be offenders.

CONCLUSIONS
upon
nine
groups
with young
in the St. John's Archdiocese,
general, as well as numerous specific conclusions related
re the overall objectives of this study are evident.
Generally, there were no perceived differences of
opinion among the two age groups interviewed, yet
there were some differences noted between the opinions
and
most
reacnor,
by the clergy.
to be more
more
scepticaJ, cynical, and
Males also felt that
were
hOInosexL;als, while approximately half of the female
priests were not
participants felt that
homosexuals, but pedophiles. 1\1ales and
also
L<;.sues
duTcred in the support groups used for
of a sexual nature. FernaJes would consult peers and
some adults, while males ofien felt quite alone and
preferred sc.hool courses and seemingly "anonymous"
(arms of support. There was also a relatively higher, yet
srll! low, level of participation in the fomlal Church
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activities on the part of those females interviewed, in
comparison to the male participants.
There were also differences bet\l,.'een the behaviours
of students attending urban and rural schools. Rural
students attend mass more frequently and a relatively
larger number interact with parish priests in informal,
social settings than do those in St. John's.
Specific conclusions drawn from discussions are
presented below, categorized by topic.

'v)'tJ'!'rP<

Students' Attitudes Toward OIUrch cmd Being a Ouholi
All students feel that being a Catholic now is no
like it used to be, the Church's perceive(
importance in their lives being very low.
There i.<; no sense of community felt by students in
their parish congregations.
Being a Catholic holds no special spiritual meaning
for teenagers. Being Catholic tends to mean
practising formalized rituals and memorizing prayers
with little meaning.

of SuVJ10ft
Student's

rely heavily on peers

of
J

d~fficu1t

a
gives rise to

not

Information on sex and sexuality seems to be

much speculation. Those students knowing
teenagers

There is a desire on the part of males to have
more infoffi.ation on sexuality in the school system
they do not feel there are other means of
on this issue.

know priests only
formal, structured environment.
Teenagers

in a very

priests are bad;

not

in

a choice to
or not attend
Church. Those who choose not to
see no
see it as ar:. institution for
parents and older adults. It is perceived to be

Many teenagers
that priests live lonely,
transient existences and should therefore be
to InarrYl so tnrit they m2y
family
life and have emotional support.

of Ahuse

a

groups.
is

cl

need for
in the
of youth groups,
a.<; the success of such groups is
UpCJ:1 the leader.

Attendance at mass is not perceived to be
to be a Ckistian.
necessarily

StuJents have no difficulty

in this way.
is
seen to be no
relationship behveen
sexual abuse, yet those male
students interviewed do feel that
accused
and convicted of sexual abuse ,",-ere indeed
homosexuals.
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Many male students feel that sexual behaviour
involving an adult and children is automatically
abusive.

Sr:w1ems' Perception

of tht: Orurch's Rwction

Many male and some female students felt that the
Archbishop was aware of the abuse.
Students feel that the Church should provide
counselling for victims and their families, and that
it should be mandatory for offenders to undergo
Monetary compensation wa.<;
rehabilitation.
deemed inappropriate.
Students definitely feel that once a priest is found
guilry of an offen.<;c of sexual abuse he should
never be permitted to run another paIish or
as a priesr.
The Church's credibility in the eyes of these young
people is generally quite low. This low credibility is not
so much due to the abuse for which clergy have been
.ccused and convicted, but rather due to the fact that
ne Church L<; not the central force in their lives tb,t it
w;Lt; in their parents'. If the Church is to make a
it should not try
impact on these young
to do so directly, but should operate
thtough youth groups wherein these young people can
exercise their obvious idealism through practical
projects that help people. There are also indications

that teenagers would be willing to participate in
discussion groups on moral and ethical issues. A need
for leadership training is evident if the Church hopes to
influence the moral development of teenagers using
vehicles outside structured, formal church activities.
The school system is one potential vehicle.
Sex education appears to be a problem for these
young adults, especially the males. Young males are
more restrictive about whom they talk to concerning
sexuality and sexual matters, and if the schools do not
fill the vacuum, they will remain largely ignorant of this
very important aspect of their lives.
B?sed upon this research, participating students
generally feel that the Church as it exists is not
responding to any needs they may have. It is viewed as
a structure, complete with ceremony, rules and special·
are not part
their
community. There is no perceived sense of moral or
spiritual development that could be gained through
attendance at M;L<;S or participation in other formal
Church activities.
research presents a challenge to the Church,
in that it is not a central force in teenagers lives and
therefore their
moral and ethical development
is occurring largely through the school system, family
and peer-related experiences.
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1979 to July 16, 1986).

The Honourable Mr. Gordon Winter

Holy Triniry Parish, Ferryland and Immaculate
Conception Parish, Cape Broyle Quly 16, 1986 to
January, 1988).

Chairman,
Roman Catholic Commission of Enquiry
into Sexual Abuse of Children
P.O. Box 1154
SI. John's, Newfoundland
AIC 5M5
Dear Sir:
In accordance with your instructions we visited
certain Parishes of the Roman CathoUc Archdiocese of
St. John's to:
re\'icw the records and meet with individuals as
required, to determine if effective finanCial controls
and accounting systems existed in the Parish;
ascertain if proper authorization existed for the
expendit ures of Parish funds;
ascertain if all funds were spent in accordance with
the authorization;
draw up a Statement of Worth of the Parish at the
beginning of the period under review and one at
the end of the period; and
establish if, generally, Parish finances have been
managed in accordance with the financial
Guidelines established by the Archdiocesan Board
of Administration.

It was understood that we were not to conduct
audits of the Parishes' financial records or to perform
any procedures ·which would constitute a review, as set
out in the Handbook of The Canadian Institute of
Chartered Accountants, of the various parish financi al
statements.

The Parishes selected for our visits and the defined
time periods included in our engagement were as
follows:
St. Agnes' Parish, Pouch Cove and SI. Michael's
Parish, Flatrock (1977 to July 16, 1986).
Holy Rosary Parish, Portugal Cove (October 5,

During our engagement we held a number of
meetings with Mr. William Power, Business Manager of
The Roman Catholic Episco pal Corporation, Arch·
diocese of SI. John's.
Also, under your instructions, we visited the
Parishes of Mary Queen of Peace and SI. Thomas of
Villanova, to meet with the Parish Priests and members
of the Finance Committees to discuss accounting
systems and financial controls.
Based on our
discussions and certain information supplied to us, these
Parishes appear well organized v.';th computerized
accounting systems and active finance committee
structures. \'i/e were informed that the "Guidelines for
Parish Finance Committees" approved at Council of
Priests' meeting June 11, 1986, are followed.
With respect to the Parishes of Pouch
CoveIFlarrock, Portugal Cove and FetrylandiCape
Broyle. Our responses to the questions raised in our
terms of reference are
I

Financial Controls and Accounting Systems

Complete records were not available to us. Only
at FetrylandiCape Broyle were supporting records such
as bank statements and paid cheques, and a number of
payroll support records (copies of T4 slips. etc.) and
supplier invoices (not complete) available to us.
Copies of cash receipt and cheque disbursement
journals of all Parishes " 'ere available or obtained from
the Archdiocesan Business Office. We aL<;Q obtained
copies of statements of receipts and disbursements for
each year prepared by the Archdiocesan Business
Office. These statements were prepared from copies of
cash receipt and cheque disbursement journals sent to
the Archdiocesan Business Office by the Parishes.
From the Parish offices we did obtain a number of
copies of the statements of receipts and disbursements
issued to Parishioners.
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From the records and information available to us
it would appear that there was lack of control over
revenues and that bank deposits were not made on
a regular basis in some Parishes.
Expenditures were under the complete control of
one person and were not subject to detailed

required at the particular point in time,

A. it is aUlhorized for the Parish Priest to be the
sole signer of parish cheques it would appear that,
during the period under review, expenditures were made
in accordance with authorization except for the items
in excess of $7,500 noted above.

review.

From the records, supporting . documentation and
information available to us, it would appear th"t
complete support documentation for expenditures
was
not
maintained.
What support
documentation was available wes nOI maintained
•
in an orderly fashion.
Based on our discussions and the information
which was supplied to us, it is our opinion that effective
financial controls and accounting systems did nat exist
in the aforenated Parishes during the periods un,jer

ill

Spending Practices

As supporting records were not a\'ailable or
incomplete, we could not a.<;cerrain if all funds were
spcnt in accordance with the authOrization, but we
were informed in all Parishes that all cheques had been
signed by the Parish Priest who, as set out above, is
authorized to sign alone should he choose to do so.
Where paid cheques were available they did bear the
signature of the Parish Priest,

review.

IV Parish Net Worth
IT

Expenditure Authorization Process

We understand that based on Archdiocesan Policy
the Parish Priest has the authority !O iss ue Parish
cheques wilh just his signature should he choose nOI 10
have a second signing officer.
We also under;land that Ihe Archdiocesell Policy
for any contemplaled project in a Parish involving the
construction,

extension.

or

renovation

"Net Worth" has been interpreted not to include
property. It was difficult to establish the "net worth" of
the Parishes as of the exact dates in our engagement
because of the lack of records and cut-off information
with regar" to accounts payable and true bank
bal ances. Certain financial information i.s included in
the attached document setting out our findings from
the various Parish visits and interviews.

of church

buildings, the COSt of which will exceed $7,500, and any
capital expenditure over $7,500 must he rresented !O
the Parish Finance Committee for "ppro"al and musr
have arproval of His Grace, the Archbishop.
In the Parishes visired it is our infonnation thet all
cheques were signed by the Parish Priest alone.
In the Ferryland Parish "'e noted one project with
expenditures of approximalely $35,000 undertaken
without rhe required approval and anather project
with expenditures of app roximalely $72,OOD in
excess of the appro\'cd amount of $30,000, In the
Cape Broyle Parish we noted one expenditure of
$10,722 which did nOt have the required approval.
Projects in excess of $7,500 which came to our
aTtention in other Parishes, did have the approval

V

General assessment of use of Financial
Guid eli~es

As we understand ir, the Guidelines for Parish
Finance CommiTtees were approved on June J I , J 986.
We also understand that prior to that date there were
no formal guid~lines, but approvals were required ar the
A rc hdiocesan le\'el for capital projects costing over
$7,500 and for the borrOWing of funds.
The fo llowing is an extract from the Guidelines for
Parish Finance Commirrees which were approved on
June J 1, 1986.
to admi ni>!er the budget

The Committee should meet at least after
each Fiscal Quarter has ended to make a

,

I

I

-comparative analysis of Actual Reventie and
Expenditure to Budget Forecasts and present
Quarterly Reports to Parish Priest and Parish
Council. They would also meet at the call dT
the C h a i r . !
Without prejudice to Cano~ 532, all Capital
Expenditure over $7,500 and req1,l€.5ts: for
Bank Loans mll$t be presented to '~nd dealt
with by motion of the Parish, Finanu
Committee and the Parish Coun,i[ before
being presented to the Archciioces~n
Administration Board.
All other expenditures of the Par;;;h must be
made in accordance with the approved
Budget.
In two of the Parishes visited ,by us, Pouch
Cove/Flatrock and Portugal Cove, the ",r",cls covered
in our engagement ended on Jul)' 16, 1986: Because
the Guidelines for Parish Finance Committees "were
approved on June 11, 1986, they were not considered
applicable to our review, In these two Parishes, capital
projects over $7,500 and bank borrowings, \\·hich came
to our attention, were approved at the'·Ati:hdiocesan
level.
From information that is avaiJable,jt would appear
generally that, during the period under reView in :the
Parishes of Pouch Cove/Flatrock and 'Portugal Cove,
the Parish finances were managed in aCcordance with
the requirements of the time.
In the Parishes of FerT)·land and ~ape Broyle [he
period covered in our engagement fell "'ithin the period
of time when we understand the Guid~lim=s'for P"rish
Finance Committees would be in effec(.
These Parishes had Finance Committees but the
Guidelines for Parish Finance ComTRittees, in
particular those set out in the extract apovc r were

not applied in the Parishes.

.,,'

As set out above, approvals were nor obI'lined, as

required, for certain projects in excess of $7,500
undertaken in these Parishes.
;:\' ,
In our opinion, in the Parishes 6'f:,j'en'jiland and
Capc Broyle, during the period uClder~reviClN, Parish
finances were not managed in accord a C1ce 'with, the

financial guidelines established by the Archdiocese.
Arising from our Parish visits and the various
interviews conducted by us, we have formulated a'
number of recommendations to improve Parish
accounting and controls. These recommendationS,are'
.; "
attached for your cor1Sideration.

~

The major control will be provided by strong acti~e
finance committees operating under revised Guid';l,ines,:
and a Policy and Procedures Manual.
" "
Should you require further information please t~1
free to cooract us,
There is also attached a document setting out our,
findings from the various Parish visits and interviews.
Peat Marwick Thome
Chartered Accountants
Se John's, Newfoundland

RECm,1MEl\'DAnONS
B;JSed on the records available to

lI$

:Oll1d the

information received in our various meetings r the

follOWing

are

our,

recommendations

for

your

consideration.

We understand that with forty-four Parish~ with
a wide range in size and, in some c~, the
IJnavailabili\,\' of trained accounting volunteers, it ,is very
difficult 10 implement controlled accounting 'ystems in
all cases. Nevertheless, we do not feel that this is a
re ""on not to set high standards and reach them
wherever possible.

Gen£Tal

<:

\Ve agree with the present actions of the
Archdiocesan Business Office in engaging a
qualified aCCOllr1lant to perform ir1temal.,audit
(uJ1crions in Parishes, to provide (or incr,eased

revi"w of Porish finanCial statements and' to be
a\'ailable to assist in Parish accounting rt;af['~rs,
We also support the preparation of the
"Archdioccson Policy and Procedural Manu;l".
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At present, there are a number of Parishes in the
Archdiocese which have computer-zed accounting
systems. We understand that there are Parishes
who are presently considering such systems and
also that there are a number of Parishes where
costs and size would not make it practical to install
computerized systems. We woull suggest that a
review take place, with a view to providing a
central computerized accounting system for all
Pari~hes, at the Archdioc.esan Business Office.
The installation of such a program may take up to
five years to implement, but we fee l would have
major advantages to the Arch diocesc~
provide great assistance to Priests in small Parishes
or in Parishes where qualified accounting heir is
nOt available;
while COStS would be incurred at th e Business
O ffi ce, there would be cost-savings in the removal
of the need for a number of systems in individual
Parishes.
It is suggested that consideration be given to
pro\'iding Priests, possibly during their training,
with a COClrse in financial management. Parish
Priests

are

given

fin anc ial

management

responsibilities, and training in this area would be
of great assistance.

Parish fin ancial statements should be prepared on
8.n accrual basis.

In other words I acco unts

receivable and unpaid liabilities should be recorded
so that the true financial position may be
disclosed.
Parish fin ancial statements should include a
balance sheet. Details of investments and other
assets owned by the Pari,h should be listed, even
if only at nominal values, SO that assets will not be
misplaced or forgotten over time. Possibly there
are assets held in excess of needs that could be
turned into liquid funds for the benefit of the
individual Parish and/or the Archdiocese.
Parish financial statements should include all
activities of the Parish, special fund drives,

Government Grant projects,

tCC.

A copy of the Parish financial statements should
be forwarded to the Archdioc.esan Business Office
after their preparation, for comparison to the
records maintained at the Business Office, in order
to ensure the completeness of the records.

Cash RecdplS
The column designations of the present cash
receipts journal supplied by the Archdiocesan
Business Office should be reviewed and expanded
where necessary. At least a separate column
should be provided for envelope and other revenue
req uiring charitable receipts so that the total of the
charitable receipts issued would have a balancing
point.
Chari table receipts should be issued to evel)'
eligible contributor, not just on request.
Cash receipts should be controlled as soon as
possible.
A t least two persons should be
responsible for counting cash at Church and other
functions and recording the amounts received on
designed fonm.s , which would be forwarded to
persons responsible for accounting functions. With
certain functions, where possible, the fonm.s should
contain details, in order to reconcile cash totals
with control infonmation (eg number of tickets
times price, etc).
Disburse£1lents should not be made rrom cash
receipts, but cash should be deposited intact.
Where this is not possible, receipts should be
obtained for any cash disbursed.
Deposits should be m"de rrequently and as soon as
possible. Where possible, night depositing services
should be used. If cash has to be retained over
night, it should be in a protected and controlled
area.

C/teque DLlbunemcnts
The present column headings in the cheque
di sb ursement journals supplied by the
Archdiocesan Business Office should be reviewed

ES

provide for good control (such as Church and
Presbytery supplies in one column and repairs and
maintenance for all Parish properties in one column),
We would suggest that consideration be given to
having the parish priest .made responsible
personally for expenditures which are generally
considered living expenses, such as, food,
presbytery operating expenses and automobile
expenses, These would have to be replaced by
salary adjustments and automobile allowances,
Such a change would elimina\e a number of
current Pari.h expenditures and also provide for
uniformiry in Parishes,
Each cheque sflOuld be surparted by an approved,
checked invoice or voucher. The invoices and
\'ouchers should lY~o.r e\-jdcnce

ol checking and

also bear any necessary apprm'als,
\X/here invoices are not available, a voucher should
be prepared, outlining the details of the
expenditure,
Invoices and vouchers should be flled in a
permanent and systematic manner. It is suggested
that they be filed by cheque number.

Pa)mIl
It is suggested 'that consideration be given to
centralizing the payroll functions of the Parishes in the
Archdiocesan Business Office, In effect, all payroll
information for the Parish Priest comes from that office,
and this action would consolidate a number of payrolls
inro one, It would also relieve T4 preparation frOf[, rhe
Parish offices,

BankReronciliarions
Bank reconciliations should be perforrned monthly
and placed in a permanent file, These should be
performed by the Finance Committee, or if performed
by another parry, form part of the financial package
reviewed by the Finance Committee,

Budget Proc:en
Each Parish should prepare a yearly budget. The
budget should follow the column headings in the
revised cash receipt and cheque disbursement records,
but each of these column headings could be subdivided
in the budget ro give as much detail as necessary (eg,
entertainment would be listed by event in the budget),
Yearly budgets may not be too useful in certain
circumstances because of timing of expenditures (eg
comparison of fuel COSts, say to December, mal' be
under total yearly budger but, in fact, over the
allocation to December), Monthly or quarterly budgets
may lead to a better compari.on of results for the Parish
Priest and the Financial Committee,
Each Parish should forward a copy of its budger to
the Archdiocesan Busine" Office, This would prm'ide
[ne Business Office with information about Parish
acrivities and advance knowledge of proposed
construction or commitments, An additional control
could be achieved by the comparison of budget
information with the information from cash receipt and
cheque disbursement journals received monthly from
rhe Parishes,

Guidelines for Parish Finance Commitue.s
We suggesr that the present Guidelines be
amended to require more than one signature on a
Parish cheque, The preferred cheque signers would be
the Pari;}, PrieST and 2 member of rhe Finance
Committee,

